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Signals and Signal Systems.
As the traffic on railroads has grown so rapidly, and as the
speeds of equipment have constantly increased, it has become
necessary to provide the most efficient systems of signaling to safeguard the method of conducting traffic. The old method of operating trains by train orders and telegraph has imposed such a
difficult task for the train dispatcher that other methods are being
used which will lessen his labors and responsibilities.
Telegraph and Train Order System. The earliest method of
operating a train, and the one which is still in most extensive use,
is by means of the telegraph and train order system. In this
method of operating trains by telegraph, a train order is filled out
by the station master in response to telegraphic orders received
from the train dispatcher, and handed to the engineer and conductor of every train affected by the order. The possession of
this order is the engineer's authority for running his train, but
before he proceeds he must telegraph the train dispatcher his
understanding of the order, so as to minimize the chances of error.
After the train has left, the operator at the station notifies the
train dispatcher, who enters the name of the station and the time
on a sheet before him, so that he can tell at a glance where every
train on the division is and how to direct their movements. With
this system it is essential that a man stand ready to receive messages and wave a red flag, or hoist. a signal to a niast head, if it is
desired to stop a train at any particular station to await the
orders.
The chance of error on the part of the train dispatcher or
telegraph operator increases very rapidly with the number of train
movements required, and for this reason a system of signaling has
been developed whereby trains automatically set signals behind
88
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them to prevent following trains approaching too closely. The
train dispatcher's duties are thus greatly reduced, as with an automatic signal system he is only required to keep a record of their
positions, so as to stand ready to relieve confusion in case of
failure of the signals.
Block Signals. The method of signaling in general use makes
use of an arrangement known as block signals., by means of which
the engineer can tell when to run cautiously or when to stop;
thus when one signal is set at danger and the other at clear, the
engineer knows the block before him is clear, but the one beyond
is occupied. IIe then proceeds expecting to find both of the next
signals at danger, indicating that there is a train in the next block,
and he must stop. One of the signals. on the post is therefore
known as a distant signal, since it indicates the position of a signal
one block in advance, and the other is known as the home signal.
The distant signal is interlocked with the home signal, so that
it can show clear until the home signal a block in advance is
cleared. The reason why one signal at the beginning of a block
does not provide sufficient protection for trains when running at
high speed is because it cannot be seen in time to make a stop with
the ordinary service application of brakes without running by
a signal. The distant signal, therefore, serves to forewarn the
engineer by repeating the indication of the home signal far enough
in the direction of an approaching train to enable a stop to be
made under the worst conditions before the home signal is reached.
It is evident, therefore, that this signal should be placed at least
1,500 to 2,000 feet froth the home signal on a level track, a little
less on an up grade and a greater distance on down grade.
A length of a block will depend upon the headway and speed
of the train, but it. is always of sufficient length to allow the
engineer to gain control of his train and stop before reaching a
home signal, after the distant signal is seen. On roads where the
traffic is heavy the blocks are made short, so that a train may run
through the block quickly, and not hold it against another train
which may be waiting. A high-speed train will run through a
long block in the same time a slow-speed train will rim through
a short block, therefore for high-speed trains the block should be
made longer, requiring fewer signals for a given length of track,
and affording greater safety, as the trains are kept further apart.

When the blocks are long and the train allowed to run at full
speed after passing the distant signal, which may be set at danger,
it is customary to place an intermediate distant signal far enough
in advance of the home signal to permit a stop being made before
the home signal is reached. This method is particularly advantageous in case the home signal is at the end of a long curve, or
the contour of the country is such as to prevent its being seen
before it is too late to stop. In the ease of very long blocks it is
customary to omit the distant signal at the beginning of the block,
the intermediate signal affording ample protection.
Block Systems. The block system is a series of consecutive
blocks so arranged as to regulate the movement of railroad trains
in order that an interval of space may be maintained between
trains moving in the same direction on the same track. There
are four different block systems in general use, the simplest of
which is the Manual Block System, the others being the Controlled Manual Black System, the Electric Train Staff System,
and the Automatic Block Signal System.
Development of the Block System. The block system was
first used in America in 18G3 or 1864, and the interlocking about
1870. For many years the Pennsylvania, which in 1872 leased
the lines east of Philadelphia, on which the block system had been
first introduced, was the only road using it. A few roads in New
England began using wire-circuit automatic block signals about
1871, but the time interval rules were maintained in full force,
so that the signals were of little use in increasing the capacity of
the railroads. In 1870 the track circuit was introduced, making
automatic block signals effective as against the danger of false
clear signals being given by the accidental separation of a train
into two parts (and incidentally afr.».ding a means of detecting
broken rails), and from that time the use of the automatic system
has progressed as fast as railroads have found themselves able to
make the heavy investment necessary to install it.
Statistics of Roads Using Block Signals. From data given by
the government, 47,876 miles of railroad are operated by the
manual block signals. Of this mileage 40,040 miles are regulated
by the use of the Morse telegraph ; on 3.287 miles it is done by
means of telephones; on 829 miles by electric bells; on about 2,400
miles by controlled manual apparatus, without track circuits; on
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727 miles by controlled manual apparatus, with track circuits at
stations; on 212 miles by controlled manual apparatus, with track
circuits continuous throughout the block sections, and on 234 miles
by the electric train staff.
The principal roads using telephones for block signaling are
the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, 1,438 miles (including some
double track) ; Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, 753 miles (including some double track) ; Illinois Central, 769 miles; Michigan
Central, 68 miles ; Pennsylvania, 203 miles (including some
double track); West Jersey & Sea Shore, 29 miles (all double
track).
The principal road using electric bells (not controlled
manual) is the Erie, on which there are 723 miles worked in this
way, including both double track and signal lines. Other lines are
the Long Island, the Pennsylvania and the Wabash.
The principal roads using controlled manual, with no track
circuits, are the Chesapeake & Ohio, 147 miles ; Chicago &
Eastern Illinois, 69 miles ; Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, 1,252
miles; Illinois Central, 769 miles. Nearly all of this mileage is
single track.
The roads using controlled manual, with track circuits sit
the stations, are the Chesapeake & Ohio, 92 miles; Chicago &
Alton, 19 miles; Long Island, 8.6 miles; New York Central &
Hudson River, 373 miles; New York, New Haven & Hartford,
229 miles.
The roads using controlled manual, with continuous track
circuits, are the Chesapeake & Ohio, 29 miles ; Chicago, Burlington & Quincy, 61 miles; New York Central & Hudson River, 70
miles (234 miles of track) ; Pennsylvania, 14 miles. The electric
staff is in use on 20 roads, but only five of these have more than 10
miles each. These five are the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe, 34
miles; Chicago & Alton, 18 miles ; Great Northern, 15 miles;
Southern Pacific, 101 miles; Union Pacific, 11 miles.
The 100 roads on which manual block signals are in use
report the number of block signal stations as 9,438, and 2,600 of
these stations (on 62 roads) are closed part of the time.
On 23,196 miles of road worked by the manual block system,
most, or all, of the block stations have but one signal each for
movements in each direction. This signal is usually fixed oppo-

site the station office, and trains ordinarily are allowed to pass a
signal indication "stop" sufficiently far to stop the ears at the
station platform. About 3,600 miles of the lines here referred to
are double track.
Automatic block signals are now used on about 11,000 miles
of American railroads.
Definitions of Various Terms Used in Block Signaling. In
order to understand the working of a block system, there are a
number of different terms which must be defined, as railroad signaling is a comparatively new art which is rapidly growing, and
its nomenclature is unsettled.
Block Signal. The block signal is a fixed signal at the entrance of a block section, used to give indications regulating the
movement of trains in that section.
Block Section. A block section is a section of tracks of defined length, the use of which is regulated by a fixed signal at the
entering end, or on a single track line by such signals at
both ends.
Home Signals. A borne signal is a fixed signal situated at the
point at which trains are required to stop when the signal does
not indicate proceed. As a block signal it stands at the entrance
of the block. It is also used to protect switches, crossings, draw
bridges, etc. When a home signal shows clear, it indicates that
the track governed by the signal has been made ready for the
movement of the train on it. When a manual or controlled manual
block system is used, the home signal must not be passed except
upon orders from the proper authority.
Semaphore home signal arms are usually made with square
ends to distinguish them from distant signals, the arms of -which
are made with forked ends. Sometimes a further distinction is
made by using arms with pointed ends for automatic home block
signals, and square end arms for other home signals.
Advance Signal. An advance signal is one which has the
same function as a home signal. It is placed some distance in advance of the home signal at a block or interlocking signal station.
It provides a short block system in which the signalman may hold
a train while not interfering with the movement of trains in the
main block section, either in advance or in the rear. The signalman can accept another train from the rear block as soon as the
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arriving train has passed completely beyond his home signal, and
he can hold the arriving train at the advance signal until the block
in advance is clear.
Distant Signal. In order to run a train safely at a given speed,
it is necessary to keep the engineer informed at all times of the
conditions of the track in front of him, so that be may know that
it is proper for the train to proceed. If it is not safe to proceed, the
engineer must be informed at a point sufficiently far away from
the stopping point, in order to enable him to bring the train to a
stop before entering the danger block. Of course, the higher the
speed of the train the greater the distance from the stopping point
should the indication to stop or to proceed be given. This distance
generally carries from 1,500 to 2,000 feet or more in the rear of
a home signal. This distance indicated is therefore known as the
distant signal, and is generally so interlocked that it never can be
cleared until the home signal is clear, and should there be other
signals for that track, the distant signal is so interlocked that all
of them must be cleared before it can be cleared.
In the automatic block signal system the distant signal is
controlled by the borne signal, and is usually mounted on a post
with the first home signal in the rear. When the three-position
automatic block signals are used, each signal gives a distant indication for the next signal in advance.
Caution Signals. A caution signal is a signal indication which
denotes that a train may proceed under some restrictions, with
the understanding that a preceding train moving in the same
direction may be overtaken at any point in the block section, and
that, therefore, the speed must be very slow, except when the engineer is able to see a clear track for a considerable distance ahead.
A caution signal is sometimes used so that it means proceed, in
which case the next home signal will indicate stop. Should the
home signal become clear when it is reached, the caution signal
does not then, of course, have any value.
Permissive Block Signals. Permissive block signaling permits
one or more trains moving in the same direction to enter a block
section before the last preceding train has passed out at the other
end. In such cases the following train is allowed to proceed slowly
expecting to find the track Mocked, and the engineer must be prepared to stop without being warned by a flagman or otherwise.

Permission to proceed is given by a written card from the signalman, or by a signal indication such as the intermediate position of
a three-position signal or by a flag or hand lantern. In automatic
block signals the practice is generally permissive, because if a
signal is out of order and indicated stop, the line would be blocked
until the signal could be repaired. The most common rule for permissive block signals, where automatic signals are used, is to stop
at a signal indicating stop, wait one minute, then proceed through
the block with speed under control. On some special lines or
single-track roads it is a rule to send a flagman ahead before proceeding. Permissive signaling, however, is ordinarily only
allowed with freight or slow-speed trains, absolute blocking being
enforced before and behind passenger trains.
Clear Signal. A clear signal always denotes the position of a
signal, which indicates that the train may proceed.
Distant Switch Signal. A distant switch signal is one arranged
like a mechanical distant signal, but is only to indicate the position of an outlying switch. Its lever is usually interlocked with
the lever of the switch. It had its widest use before block signals
came into extensive use.
Dwarf Signal. A low semaphore signal, which is used for
giving indications for low-speed movements, is generally termed
a dwarf semaphore signal, and they are used generally with an interlocking plant for determining the movements of a train in the
reverse direction to the current of traffic on or from a side track.
They are also used to give indications in the normal direction, as
in the case of movements of a train from the main track to the
side track, and they are frequently used at terminals in the normal
direction.
Three-position Block Signals. On some roads semaphore signals are used which give three different indications, and are generally used to provide the protection of distant signals without the
duplication of signal arms usually involved. Each signal arm is
so arranged that it must be put in any one of three positions, the
position depending upon the rules of the particular road upon
which it is equipped. In the most usual form of manually operated signals the horizontal position on the arm indicates stop, the
arm inclined downwards 45 degrees, caution, and inclined clownward about 75 degrees, proceed. On a few roads the arrangement
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for horizontal is stop, upward 45 degrees, caution, and downward
45 degrees, proceed. The signal goes to the stop position when the
train enters the block; -when the train has cleared the block it
moves to the caution position, and remains in that position until
the next signal in advance goes to the caution position, when it
goes to the clear position. A train is thus always protected by a
stop signal in the rear, and a caution signal one block further back.
At night a red light indicates danger, yellow light caution,
and a green light dear.
Manual Block System. The Manual block system is the
simplest form of block system in general use. The signals at a
block station are moved by hand by an attendant on information
conveyed to him from adjacent block stations by telegraph, telephone or electric bells. With the manual block system the blocks
are of different lengths, each block station having two home signals,
one to govern the movement• of trains in each direction. In order
to more closely regulate the speed of trains, distant signals and
advance signals are generally used. All of these signals are
moved by levers in the signal tower, and stand normal in the stop
position, being cleared only on the approach of a train, and if
the block ahead is dear they return to the normal position after
the train has passed.
This system differs from the automatic block signal system
and the controlled manual block system in the respect that in the
former the signals are worked by electrical or magnetic power
controlled automatically by the train as it passes in and out of a
block section, and in the latter system it differs from the manual
block system because electric lockine.
s. devices are attached to the
levers by which the signals are moved, so that in order to admit
one train to a block the simultaneous action of the signalman at
both ends of the block is required.
Since 1898 the use of manual block signaling has been quite
rapidly extended throughout the country, and it now covers ot•er
40,000 miles of road, besides several thousands more on which the
protection is less complete. This manual signaling is on lines
which carry a considerable traffic, but which yet are not profitable
enough to justify the initial expenditure necessary to install automatic signals. But as fast as automatics can be afforded many

companies are substituting them for the other systems; for, once
installed, their operation, requiring no signaling, is much less
costly.
Controlled Manual Block Systems. As explained above, the
controlled manual block system makes it necessary that both signalmen must work simultaneously in order to clear that block.
This is done by means of electric Mocks which are attached to the
signal levers and controlled from the adjoining block stations.
The controlled manual block systems have the additional advantage
that by the addition of a complete track circuit throughout the
length of the block sections, provision is made against collision due
to the accidental breaking of a train. Because as long as part of
the train is in one block it is impossible for the signalman to give
a clear signal, as he ordinarily would if part of the train passed
and the other part remained in the block.
Electric Train Staff System. The electric train staff system is
a method for regulating the movement of trains on a single track
railroad.
Automatic Block Signal Systems. An automatic block signal
system is a series of consecutive blocks. An automatic block signal is one which is worked by electric or pneumatic agency,
which is controlled by the passage of the train into, through and
out of the block section to which the signal is connected. The entrance of a train in the block sets the home signal at stop, and the
clearing of the block section by the passage of the train out of it
sets that signal clear. The apparatus is generally so arranged that
the misplacement of a switch or the accidental entrance of a car
from a side track will sel the signal at stop.
Danger, Caution or Clear Indications. There are several ways
of indicating a danger, caution or clear condition of the track,
among which are: First, colored systems; second, position systems; third, motion systems. A type of the first is a colored disc
moving before a white surface, the second a blade or semaphore
which is held at various angles to the track. When horizontal the
danger or stop is indicated, and when nearly vertical. proceed
or clear. Semaphores may be colored also, and thus become of the
first type. The third, or motion signal, utilizes a revolving member, -whose motion indicates that an approaching train may con-
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tinue to move, and when stationary that the engine must come to
a stop. This latter system, however, has been abandoned.
Normal Clear vs. Normal Danger Signals. The position of a
signal may be either normally at clear or normally at danger.
Automatic block signals in their simplest form are called "normal
clear," because at all times, when their block sections are unoccupied with the switches closed and all apparatus in working order,
the home signals stand at "clear," indicating "proceed." In the
"normal danger" system the home signals indicate stop at all
times, even when the block is clear, except when a train is approaching, and then they indicate "clear" only when block is clear.
This latter practice resembles manual signaling, except when it
is necessary to clear them for the passage of a train.
There has been a large amount of argument as to whether it
is better to use normal danger or normal clear circuits, each of
which has its advocates. In general, however, it is better to place
the dependence of a safety condition or a danger indication upon
the opening of a circuit rather than upon its closing. In the low
voltage circuits used in signaling there is greater certainty in
opening than in closing a contact. This is because a poor connection may introduce a sufficient resistance to oppose the desired flow
of current.. With a close circuit type, with an open switch, the
track must be short-circuited to let the signal at danger, and with
the open circuit arrangement the signal circuit must be open to
let the signal at danger. This latter is obviously the most reliable,
as a poor contact will merely mean false contact condition, while
in the primary it will set up a false clear signal.
So far as preventing accidents is concerned, the normal
danger position is considered the best, and has been used extensively on systems using the mechanically operated semaphores,
while on electric operated circuits the normal danger position is
also favored. The normal danger system admits of the employment of normally open track circuits. This condition allows the use
of open circuit batteries with consequent economy of operation.
The circuits are closed in the preceding two blocks by the approaching train, and should anything be wrong with the block, the track
relays will receive no energy.
With the normal clear system, the dosed circuit gravity cells

are employed, which require frequent attention and renewing, and
it has been the continual heavy demand upon track batteries by the
low resistance track relays under a clear condition that has been
one of the greatest disadvantages of the normal clear system.
In a normal danger system the indication members are
always in the danger position, except when a train is approaching
them. In all the normal clear systems the signal semaphores or
discs are in the clear position at all times, except when a train is in
the block protected, or an otherwise dangerous condition exists.
This implies that the clearing or retaining devices are normally
in circuit with the power battery, and that their control is the
effect with front relay contacts.
Cemparing the extent of mileage used by the two systems,
the data published by the Interstate Commerce Commission, January 1, 1008, shows that there were 14,354 miles of track operated on the normal clear system, and 4,157 miles operated on the
normal danger system, the total mileage of track operated by the
automatic signals being 15,511.
False Signals. There are a number of conditions in either
type of circuit which may set. -up false or dangerous conditions in
a signal system. The failure at danger can only wrongly . delay
a train; but failures at clear, by giving the engineer a clear indication when such may not be safe, are the ones which are the most
dangerous. Such failures, however, are very few in practice.
Among the causes of false clear conditions are, fusing of
control contacts, improperly counterweighted tracks or semaphore,
breaking of the color spectacles, rusting of the sliding parts, stray
currents, residual magnetism in relays, imperfect contacts, foreign matter in relay boxes, crossing er grounding of wires, breaking of mechanical connections, poorly insulated el wait wires, etc.
Failures at danger may be caused by a broken rail, bond wires
rusted off, or broken leakage of current between the tracks, broken
wires in the relay, track battery or signal circuit, track or main
battery being exhausted, poor connections, unsoldered joints and
open circuit at motor commutator, etc.
Semaphore Signals. Of the many signals in use at the present
time the semaphore type is the most popular, and the tendency is
now to adopt this type as a standard. A semaphore has a long
blade riveted near one end to an upright post at a convenient
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height, so that it may be clearly seen at a distance. The short end
of this blade is fitted with a light casing, with two or more holes
for inserting colored hull's-eyes of sufficient size to permit of their
being seen at a distance at night, when a light is placed behind
them. This blade is suitably connected by means of a connecting
rod to a mechanism usually at the base of the post, so that it can
be turned around its pivot through an angle of about 60 degrees.
In the horizontal position the semaphore indicates danger, and

;
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order signals; Fig. 4 represents a round end semaphore used for
a train order signal, for a block signal or for an interlocking signal under special rules.

Crow,
■■••••
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Fig. 1.
SQUARE END SEALAPI1 ORE BLADE,
USED FOR HOME SIGNALS.

Fig. 2.
=NOTCHED OR FISH TAU. SEMAPHORE BLADE, USED FOR
DISTANT SLONALS.

when pointing downwards indicates clear. In the daytime the engineer is governed by the position of the blade, whereas at night
a light is made to shine through a red bull's-eye for danger, and
through a green bull's-eye for clear. The adoption of a green
light to indicate clear, instead of a white light, has been occasioned
by the fact that white lights in the vicinity of the signal were often
mistaken at. a distance for the signal when the signal light was out,
and in the case of a broken red glass a clear indication would be
given instead of danger.

Fig. 5.
Fig. 6.
TWO-POSITION SEMAPHORE HOME BLOCK SIGNALS.
The most general arrangements of home and distant semaphore signals are shown in Figs. 5, 6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12 and 13.

wwy

{

Fig. 3.
POINTED END SEMAPHORE.

Fig. 4.
ROUNDED END SEMAPDORE.

Figs. 1, 2, 3 and 4 represent the shape of semaphore blades
in general use. Fig. 1 represents the square end semaphore blade
used for block and interlocking home signals; Fig. 2 represents a
notched or fish-tail semaphore blade used for block and interlocking distant. signals; Fig. 3 represents a pointed-end semaphore
blade usually used for automatic home block signals or for train

Fig. 7.

Fig. S.

Two- POSITION SEMAPHORE DISTANT BLOCK SIGNALS.
Figs. 5 and 6 represent semaphore home block signals in two positions, Fig. 5 representing the arm in stop position, and Fig. 6
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when the block is clear. Figs. 7 and 8 represent two positions of
a semaphore distant block signal, Fig. 7 showing the arm in caution, which indicates to the engineer that he must be prepared to
stop at the next home signal, and Fig. 8 indicating that the next
home signal is in the proceed position and that the block in advance is clear. Figs. 9, 10 and 11 represent semaphore and distant block signals on the same post, Fig. 9 showing home arm
horizontal, indicating stop, black occupied, and distant arm horizontal indicating be prepared to stop at next home signal. Fig.

shows clear position, indicating proceed, block is clear and next
signal in advance is either clear or in caution position.
Enclosed Disc Signals. Besides the semaphore, or position and
color system, there is a system of signals used on the Lehigh Valley,
Philadelphia & Reading, and Chicago & Northwestern Railroads
known as the Hall System. This system is purely a color system,
he general arrangement of which is shown in Figs. 14, 15, 16
and 17. The home banner is shown in Fig. 14, which may be
made of red silk, cotton or aluminum, and is abort 18 inches in
diameter. Below the home signal is a distant banner, which is of
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Fig. 12.
Fig. 9.

Fig. 10.

Fig. 11.

SEMAPHORE DOME AND DISTANT SIGNALS ON SAME POST.
10 represents home arm cleared and distant arm at caution, indicating proceed, block is clear, but next home signal is in stop
position. Fig. 11 shows both home and distant arms in clear
position indicating proceed, block is clear and next home signal in
advance is also in clear position.
When the three-position semaphore block signal is used, the
indications are shown in Fig. 12 or Fig. 13. The horizontal arm
in each case represents stop ; the arm in the inclined position shows
caution position, indicating proceed, block is clear but next signal
in advance is in stop position. The arm in the vertical position

THREE-POSITION SEMAPHORE BLOCK SIGNAL, DOWNWARD
INCLINATION.
green fabric, as shown in Fig. 16. The inside of the case is
painted white, so that when the discs are drawn aside the inside of
the case will show white in distinction to the surrounding case,
which is painted black. Lamps are placed back of small openings
at L. which openings contain red or green glass of the same colors
as the disc. These, of course, are used for night signaling.
This system is a normal danger system, as the tendency of
gravity is to hold the discs in a position so that they will always
show danger unless the magnets are energized by an approaching
train.
Advantages and Disadvantages of Disc Signals. The advantages
of the enclosed disc signal are the protection of the moving parts
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against the weather; and the small power required to operate the
moving parts, only about 2 r watts being necessary to energize the
•lectro-magnet which operates the banner.
The disadvantages claimed against. the enclosed system are
the tendency of sleet and snow to obscure the disc by covering the
glass, and thus giving a white effect ; the reflection of the sun on

Hall Revolving Signal. In order to give more positive indication of the position or indication of a given signal, the Halt revolving signal has been devised. It consists of a semaphore arm
pivoted at the center, as shown in Figs. 18 and 19.
The principle of the signal is motion, not position. Its lan-

Fig. 14.

Fig. 15.

DISK HOME BLOCK SIGNAL.

guage to the engineer is: If I am in motion, you can be; if I
have stopped, you must stop.
As a day signal, its revolution makes it far more distinct
with a bad landscape background than a signal at rest in a defined
position for safety. For night signaling, the lantern, shown in
Fig. 19, gives the usual steady red light for danger, but there is
Fig. 13.
THREE-POSITION SEMAPHORE BLOCK SIGNAL, UPWARD
INCLINATION.
the glass in front of the banner may prevent the engineer from
seeing the banner, and the glass spectacles are likely to fall out.
The mechanism of the enclosed signal apparatus is very simple. It consists of an electro-magnet whose armature moves a
member to which the banner and disc and colored glass are attached. The indications are always danger except when the circuit is closed, in which case the magnet is energized if the tracks
ahead are clear, which turns the banner and spectacle around, causing the indication to show white. When the train passes out of
the block, the circuit. is again open and the signal is again automatically returned to danger.

Fig. 16.

Fig. 17.

DISK DISTANT BLOCK SIGNAL.
no spectacle in the semaphore to get broken, and thereby show
safety when it should be danger, as in the case with the ordinary
position.
The semaphore revolving in front of the bull's-eye flashes the
light, thus making a safety signal absolutely distinct from all carrounding city lights, and preventing trouble from color blindness.
89
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The engineman knows that the semaphone is revolving because
by that means the light is flashed. The semaphore blades make
ten revolutions per minute, therefore there are twenty obscurations
and flashes per minute. When the light is not being flashed, the
engineer knows the semaphore is at rest, indicating danger, and
gives at night substantially what is given in the daytime.
The signal can either be applied as an "automatic" signal or

the system to change the signal from the indication of safety to
that of danger. The presence of a train in the block beyond the
signal cuts out the track battery. This is electrical law, and
can therefore be depended upon. This source of power being removed, the signal can only complete its last revolution. In doing
so, it mechanically forces all mechanism in the system to the required condition of the danger indication. As the movement of
the signal indicates safety, should there be a movement to the
mechanism as above described the signal is a danger signal because
it cannot revolve. Therefore. failure from any cause can only indicate danger, and it is, therefore, impossible for this signal to remain at safety behind a train.
2. Foreign currents (say trolley currents) cannot cause a
signal to indicate safety behind a train. This is accomplished
without extra contact points, relays, or insulated rail joints.
3. Permissive block is safe as regards the signaling system,
because it is impossible for a signal to continue at safety behind a
train.
4. Sparking by the opening of the motor circuit is not a
source of trouble, and should lightning weld any contact points
the signal can only indicate danger.
Manual Black System. Any semaphore system of blocking
trains may be operated by means of levers located in the switchman's tower, and suitably connected with the signal through bell
cranks and connecting rods or steel wires, or even by compressed
air controlled by electrically operated valves, but such a system
requires the constant attendance of an operator to properly set the
signals. The physical effort required to operate mechanically controlled signals limits the distance at which they may be placed
from the tower, and in case of compressed air it is necessary to
supply a suitable air compressor equipment for each tower. Signals when thus operated will necessarily be placed further apart,
and distant signals must be dropped from the same pole as the
home signals and placed near the tower from which they are controlled. In this instance the signals are so placed that the sections
they control overlap, that is, a certain short. section will be controlled by two signals, one at the beginning of the block, and the
other at the beginning of the next block, so that if a train should
break down immediately after passing a signal the preceding sig-
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Fig. 18.

Fig. 19.
HALL REVOLVING SIGNAL.

be operated from a signal tower. The usual overlap, or a home
and distant signal on the same post, may be used.
Normally, the signal is in the horizontal position, signifying
danger, in the same manner as the ordinary position semaphore.
Should it from any cause fail to assume the horizontal position,
it is nevertheless a danger signal, because it is not in motion and
its mechanism stops it in the horizontal position.
The principle of revolving the signal to indicate safety is so
utilized in the above signal that the following claims are made
for it:
1. No dependence upon automatic mechanism in any part of
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nal could not clear ; thus an approaching train would be sufficiently
warned to prevent its colliding with the disabled train.
Interlocking Signals. The function of all fixed signals, no
matter by what name they are called, is to inform the engineer
whether or not he may run past the signal, and if he is allowed
to pass, on what conditions may he proceed. The engineer depends entirely upon the signal, and is guided in handling his train
by the position of the signal before him. In order to prevent the
signalman from giving a clear signal simultaneously to two trains
moving in opposite directions the interlocking system was devised.
Interlocked signals are operated from an elevated signal
tower by means of rods or wires supported near the ground at
regular intervals by ground rollers. Two wires are as a rule used,
the first wire being the signal at clear, and the second, or return
wire, is used in order to make sure the proper return of the signal
to the normal or stop position, although the counterweight alone
should perform this function.
Requirements of Interlocking. In order to secure a reasonable
degree of safety, it is essential that the following requirements
be met:
All derails, movable frogs, locks, switches and home signals
should be worked by pipe; signals worked by wire should have
two wires, front and back; all pipe and wire lines should be auto•
matically compensated for changes in temperature; all derails,
movable frogs and facing point switches should be provided with
duplex facing point locks, so arranged that the normal plunger
cannot lock the switch reversed, and vice versa; all cranks and
pipe compensators should be fixed on rigid foundations set in best
quality concrete; no facing point switch more than 600 feet from
the cabin should be taken into the system ; no lever should be
overloaded by putting on it such a number of switches or bars as
to prevent a man of average strength from throwing it with one
hand.
The general arrangement of interlocked switches and signals
is the same no matter how complicated the system may be, the
main function of the interlocking feature being, as mentioned
above, to prevent the display of conflicting signals.
Interlocking Machines. The interlocking machine, as shown
in Fig. 20, consists principally of as many levers placed side by

side on a common shaft as are necessary to move the switches and
signals. Two switches may be moved by a single lever, and two or
more signal arms on the same position as near it may be operated
by the same lever, the position of the switch connections being
made to govern the switch of the arm to be moved. The operator
grasps a lever primarily to pulling and lifts the latch rod, and in
so doing turns the locking shaft on its axis, the latch acting
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Fig. 20.
JOHNSON INTERLOCKING MACHINE,

through the link This moves one of the interlocking bars lengthways, and by means of cross locks obstructs the movement of some
other bar. This operation, called preliminary locking, insures that
no lever shall be pulling until all conflicting levers are fastened in
a safe position. The latch, having performed its locking function,
and having interlocked the lever, is pulled over and the latch is
allowed to drop, after which it may be moved to the position
desired.
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To convey a dear idea of the operation of the locking, in an
interlocking machine, it will be necessary to give an explanation
of preliminary latch locking. A lever in a machine is held in position until the latch rod foot has been raised above the quadrant by
the raising of the latch handle. Through the rocker and locking
shaft this movement of the latch handle imparts one-half of the full
throw to the longitudinal locking. This, in turn, actuates the
cross locking and locks all conflicting levers that before this action
were unlocked. It keeps locked all levers that should remain
locked until the lever is moved to its opposite position and the
latch rod foot has, by the lowering of the latch handle, engaged
with the stop on the quadrant. This holds the lever in position
and completes the throw of the longitudinal locking. When a signalman desires to operate a lever, he raises the latch handle. This
imparts an upward motion to the latch rod and rocker die and
gives the rocker one-half of its full throw. The rocker transmits
an upward motion to the universal link. This, through the
medium of the crank, turns the locking shaft. Turning the locking shaft gives, through the locking bar driver, one-half of the
throw to the longitudinal locking; and this, in turn, gives the full
throw to the cross-locking. When the lever is fully moved to the
opposite position, the latch spring forces the foot of the latch rod
into engagement with the stop on the quadrant, thereby imparting
the other half of the throw to the rocker, and consequently to the
longitudinal locking. It can readily be understood that throwing
the lever does not transmit any motion to the locking, and that it
is impossible to release a lever which should not be thrown because
the latch cannot be raised. As very little power can be applied to
the latch handle, the strain on the locking is small compared with
that in machines where the locking is actuated by the movement
of the lever.
Dog Charts. A dog chart is a diagrammatic representation
of the mechanical locking for an interlocking machine, and is
used as a working plan in making up and fitting the locking. 13efore proceeding to make a dog chart, it is necessary to ascertain
from the locking sheet whether or not any two or more levers lock
any other lever or levers in certain positions. Dog charts for interlocking machines are made to suit the conditions. Fig. 21 represents a dog chart for a cross-over on double track.

The long horizontal lines represent the locking bars, and are
numbered in the order in which they are placed in the machine,
commencing with the one next to the levers. A small circle drawn
on this Iine shows by which lever the bar is worked and where the
connection is made. Locking brackets are numbered to correspond
with the levers. Cross locking is stamped with the number of the
bracket in which it is to be placed. It is also stamped at each end
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Fig. 21.
SAXBY AND FARMER'S DOGCHART AND LOCKING SHEET.

with the number of the locking bar under that end. This is done
in order that the bars and cross-Iocking may be easily replaced in
the machine if they have been removed for any reason. The crosslocking is represented as being placed close to the dog by which
the locking is performed ; the clearance necessary to allow it to
be moved is left next to the other dog. This is done in order to
facilitate reading of the dog chart by showing which lever does the
locking. When one lever locks two or more levers the cross-locking is notched for as many dogs as there are levers to be locked.
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Reversal of the locking lever forces the cross-locking over against
the dogs of the other levers and locks them. If one of the other
levers has been reversed, the cross-locking will strike against the
dog of that lever and prevent the lever from being reversed.
Locking Sheets. A locking sheet is an arrangement used by
the signalman which gives in tabular form a statement. of the
locking operations which are provided for in a given interlocking machine. It shows the sequence in which levers must be locked
and unlocked preparatory to giving clear signals for each route in
the plant. An interlocking plan and locking sheet for cross-overs
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Fig. 23.

Fig. 24.

STOP AND PROCEED POSITIONS OF ONE-ARM SEMAPHORE INTERLOCKING HOME SIGNALS.
on a four-track road, using double-slip switches with movable joint
frogs, is shown in Fig. 22.
Semaphore Interlocking Signals. The various signal indications are arranged so that they all show the same consistent meaning, whereby only one train can occupy the same place at the same
time. Figs. 23 and 24 represent a one-arm semaphore interlocking
home signal, Fig. 23 representing stop, and Fig. 24 proceed.
Figs. 24 and 25 represent a one-arm semaphore interlocking distant signal, in which Fig. 25 represents caution, and Fig. 26 represents proceed. Figs. 27, 28 and 29 represent a two-arm semaphore interlocking home signal, and Figs. 30, 31 and 32 repre-
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sent a two-arm interlocking distant signal. Fig. 27 represents
stop, no route is dear; Fig. 28 represents proceed over high-speed
route; Fig. 29 represents proceed over inferior or low-speed route;
Fig. 30 represents caution, indicating that both corresponding
home signals are stop; Fig. 31 represents the top arm clear, indicating that home signal for main route is at proceed; and Fig. 32
shows the lower arm clear, indicating that home signal for inferior
route is at proceed.
There are a large number of other arrangements which may
be used, such as three-arm and five-arm arrangements, etc.

two. With power, switches and signals can be worked at any desired distance .from the cabin; the apparatus being so safeguard «1 that switches must actually be moved and securely locked
in the proper position before a signal governing movements over
them can be cleared. Each signal, when cleared, automatically
locks the lever operating it in such a manner as to prevent the release of levers controlling conflicting signals and switches until
such signal has been again completely moved to the stop position,
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Fig. 25.
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Fig. 26.

ONE-ARM SEMAPHORE INTERLOCKING DISTANT SIGNAL.

Fig. 27.

Fig.

2S.

Fig.

29.

.two-Ai M SEMAPHORE. INTERLOCKING HOME SIGNALS.
Power Interlocking. The fatigue incident to working mechanical levers at a busy plant is often severe, so that if the plant is
large it is sometimes necessary to employ as many as eight men for
each of three shifts of eight hours each. Moreover, under certain
conditions it is costly to operate such a plant. Where the distance
between the extreme switches to be operated is over 1,600 feet it
is generally necessary to provide two mechanical interlocking
cabins.
To overcome these and other disadvantages, power interlocking has been devised in which the various functions are worked
by air under pressure, by electricity or by a combination of the

thus effectually providing against the simultaneous display of two
conflicting clear signals. There being no moving parts between
cabin and switches and signals, wear of mechanism, lost motion
and the troublesome effects of expansion and contraction of metal
connections are eliminated. Much less room is required for leadout connections than in a mechanical plant, valuable space . thus
being saved. Cabins may be much smaller and of lighter design.
The operation at the machine requires so little physical exertion
that one man can do an amount of work that in a mechanical
rlent would require three or four.
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Systems of Power Interlocking. There are three systems of
power interlocking in general use, electric interlocking, electropneumatic interlocking, and low-pressure pneumatic interlocking.
In the electric interlocking system the switches and signals
are operated by electric motors, the current to actuate them being
furnished by a storage battery charged from a dynamo driven by
an electric motor or gas engine. Control of the valve functions
is effected through an interlocking machine.

Year each cylinder is a small reservoir to provide a sufficient supply of air to insure quick action of the piston at every operation.
The admission and exhaust of air in the cylinder are governed by
electro-magnetic valves controlled by the wires from the interlocking machine.
In order to avoid trouble from moisture condensing and freezing in the small air passages, the air on leaving the compressor is
passed through a condenser consisting of a number of cooling pipes,
and a large percentage of the moisture is removed. Any remaining
moisture is neutralized by alcohol, which is placed in the pipet)
and reservoir in freezing weather.
In the low-pressure pneumatic interlocking system, the interlocking apparatus is worked by compressed air at a low pressure
of about 15 pounds per square inch. This system has no electric
features, the compressed air in separate pipes being employed to
control the admission of pressure to the switch and signal cylinders.
Pressure is admitted to working cylinders by valves actuated by
large rubber diaphragms which are worked by air at seven pounds
pressure. The lever of a switch cannot complete its stroke until
the switch has actually moved to its proper position and conveyed
an indication of the fact to the cabin.
Electric Interlocking System. There are a number of different electric interlocking systems in general use, the best known
being built by the General Railway Signal Co., the Union Switch
and Signal Co., the Federal Signal Co., and the American Railway Signal Co.
General Railway Signal Co.'s Electric Interlocking System.
In this system switches and signals are operated by electric motors,
the current to actuate them being usually furnished by a storage
battery charged from a dynamo driven by an electric motor or a
gas engine. Control of the various functions is effected through
an interlocking machine. The release locking, or indication, is
effected by an electro-magnetic device located immediately below
each interlocking lever, these magnets being energized by a
dynamic current furnished by the switch or signal motor controlled by that lever ; the arrangement is such, however, that this
cannot occur until a switch has moved to a position corresponding
with that of the lever and is properly locked in that position, or
when a signal arm has assumed the full horizontal position. Pre-
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Fig. 30.

Fig. 31.

Fig. 32.

TWO-ARM SEMAPHORE INTERLOCKING DISTANT SIGNALS.
In the electro-pneumatic interlocking system the operating
power is usually supplied by means of air compressed at some
convenient point, stored in one or more reservoirs and conveyed
to each function by suitable connections. The control of this power
is effected by means of electro-magnets, the necessary current being obtained from any source, such as primary or storage batteries' or from a generator. The ordinary air pressure used is
about 70 pounds per square inch, although most apparatus will
work satisfactorily with any pressure between 50 and 100 pounds.
The air pressure acts on the piston of the cylinders, fixed to the
signal piston or to the ties near the switch, as the case may be.
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cautions are taken in both circuits and mechanical arrangement to
prevent crosses in circuits from resulting in the improper movement of a switch or in a signal giving a false "proceed" indication.
A switch failing to complete its movement owing to some obstruction in the switch point, or for any other cause, may be restored to its original position, and the lever operated back and
forth, thus frequently dislodging the obstruction, and preventing
failure and incidental detentions.
Federal Signal Ca.'s Electric Interlocking System. This electi:c interlocking machine is similar to the Saxby and Farmer
mechanical interlocking machine, except that it is equipped with
circuit controlling and indicating devices which adapt it to use in
electric interlocking.

Union Switch & Signal Co.'s Electric Interlocking System.
The electric interlocking system of the Union Switch & Signal Company has been under development some three years, and
since 1904 has been in railroad service.
This interlocking machine, an end and front elevation of
which is shown in Fig. 33, and a rear view in Fig. 34, resembles
very much in general appearance the well-known electro-pneumatic
machine, and the levers have the same movements. The preliminary movement, limited by the indication latch, effects the locking
of all levers whose movements would conflict with the new position of the lever. The final movement, which can take place only
after the indication is received, unlocks all levers whose movements
would not conflict with that position of the lever. The preliminary movements in reverse directions overlap to such an extent
as to permit a range of movement sufficient to throw the electric
controlling switch from one controlling position to the other at
the will of the operator.
The switch points are made to follow the movements of the
lever by sending a current through one or the other of two independent series of field windings on the switch-operating motor,
which causes rotations in opposite directions. Each independent
switch requires one lever, but any two switches which must be
operated simultaneously, as two switches of a cross-over, have but
one lever.
The signal levers stand normally in the middle position, and
are moved to the right or left for the purpose of operating appos-
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ing signals. Two or more signals, governing diverging routes, are
also controlled by one lever when the signals are those operated by
one motor, as, for instance, when two or three arms are carried by
one post. The selection between the arms in this latter case is
effected by means of selectors operated by the switch points themselves, or by the levers which control the movements of the points.
In the accompanying cuts, Figs. 33 and 34, the interlocking
machine is shown equipped with a stroke completing attachment,
which comprises a swinging arm, loosely pivoted to each lever
shaft, and pawls carried by the frames of the indication quadrants
for engaging these arms. The arms are all connected by means of
a bar extending the full length of the machine, and are made to
oscillate by means of a motor connected to the bar through an eccentric. When an indication is received, the indication latch lifts
a pawl engagement with one of the swinging arms, and the lever
is thereby rotated through the final part of its movement. The
circuit to the motor is controlled by a relay, the exciting coil of
which is placed in the main lead between the battery and the machine. Controlled in this way, the motor is only in action when
required for completing the stroke of a lever.
The indication part of the system is worked in the following
manner: The commutator of the motor is provided with a collector ring and a brush bearing thereon. The collector ring is
connected electrically with one segment of the commutator. At
the end of the movement the automatic controller changes the path
of the current from the operating brush, bearing on the commutator to the indication brush, bearing on the collector ring, at the
same time cutting out the magnetic clutch. The motor then continues to run light, driven by current from the battery, which current is caused to undulate by the varying position of the segment
to which the collector ring is attached. This undulating current
induces an alternating current in the secondary of a transformer,
and this alternating current drives a small induction motor which
releases the indication latch in the manner hereafter described,
and permits the completion of the stroke of the lever on the machine.
It will, therefore, be seen that the indication is brought about
by utilizing the battery current, which is transformed into an
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alternating current•, and the system, in all of its movements, can be
operated through a wide range of voltages.
The indication motor previously referred to has its armature
shaft in a vertical position, to which is attached a piece of centrifugal apparatus very similar in construction to the well-known
form of governor used on the steam engine. The rapid rotation
of the armature causes the weights to separate, and through a system of levers to lift the indication latch and release the lever.
This mode of construction makes it necessary to have a very rapid
rotation of the indication motor armature to produce the desired
effect, and this rotation can be secured only by a rapid succession
of alternating impulses in the coils of the motor. A direct current
through these coils has no effect other than to lock the armature
against rotation. Single impulses, which may be caused by making or breaking a circuit, will cause the armature to move through
not more than ten degrees, and a succession of such impulses, following each other as rapidly as it is possible to make and break
a circuit by hand, will cause only a step by step movement of the
armature, each step being about ten degrees, the armature coming
to a full stop at the end of each step, so that impulses produced in
this manner will not cause the weights to move from their position
of rest against the armature shaft. From this it will be seen that
no condition of improperly connected wires, either of a fixed or
swinging nature, which makes and breaks contact, will give rise to
a false indication.
Fig. 35 is a plan and a side elevation, showing a switch and
its operating mechanism. The switch and lock movement is driven
by a direct current motor of about 11 II. P., designed to be operated at 110 volts. The shaft of this motor is connected by means
of a magnetic clutch to a shaft extension in the same line, working a cam drum, which operates the switch and lock. Intermediate between the magnetic clutch and drum there is a reduction
gearing with a speed ratio of 25 to 1.
It will be noticed that there are two cams on the drum, one of
these working the lock rod and detector bar, and the other the
switch connection being made to the detector bar and switch
through cranks. The lock is worked direct by a straight bar
which slides longitudinally underneath the cam, motion being imparted by means of a lug fitting the cam slot. It will be noticed

that in each case the cam slot, for a portion of its travel, moves in
a plane at right angles to the shaft, so that while that portion is
passing the hub on the driving bar or crank no movement of the
latter takes place ; it is only while the hub is engaged by the
diagonal portion of this slot that movement is imparted to the
switch or lock mechanism. The operation is, therefore, on the
principle of the switch and lock movement, and briefly is as fol-

Fig. 35.
PLAN

AND SIDE ELEVATION OF :IN ELECTRIC SWITCH AND
LOCK

MOVEN! ENT.

lows: When the drum is revolved by the motor, the lock rod and
detector bar immediately begin to move, and as soon as these have
completed their stroke the motions of these mechanisms cease and
the movement of the switch begins. After the switch has been
moved over against the stock rail, further motion of the lock bar
locks the switch, and at the same time operates a knife switch
which opens the control circuits and closes the indication circuit.
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The cam drum is reversible, so that the movement can be
operated either right or left, the position of the motor and clutch
remaining the same, merely by changing the drum end for end.
The motor, clutch and drum are all attached to a steel base plate.
The direction of rotation for reversing the switch is controlled
by means of a double field winding, one of which is cut out while
the other is in circuit. 'When the switch is to be thrown in the
reverse direction, the lever on the interlocking machine merely
changes the connection of the operating circuit to the other field
winding.
The use of the magnetic clutch permits of breaking the motor
connection with the throwing mechanism instantly at the proper
time; and the absence of a rigid connection prevents breaking or
straining of the parts if the movement of the switch should become
blocked, as by the dropping of a lump of coal or other obstruction.
The blocking of the switch causes the clutch to slip until a fuse
is blown on the interlocking machine. The motion of the switch
follows the lever. If the switch is found to be blocked, it can be
thrown back by simply reversing the lever, and this can be done
quickly enough to avoid blowing the fuse.
The safety controller, which automatically cuts out a switch
motor if the lines become improperly connected, combines in one
the functions of two electro-magnetic circuit controllers. The
function of one is to open the motor circuit when the lever movement is completed, and of the other to open the next operating
circuit when it is energized improperly by connected wires, and
thus to prevent a wrong movement.
The solenoid safety circuit controller is illustrated in Fig. 36,
and comprises two solenoids A and A', fixed to a cast iron base V.
Each solenoid has a movable core D, connected by means of a jaw,
E to a lever F. The lever F is pivoted at its middle to a fixed
support G and is connected at its upper end to a rod H, free to
move longitudinally. The rod H carries a contact bridge I, which
will connect the contacts J and K when the core D is drawn into
the solenoid, and will connect the contacts L and M when the core
D is drawn outward. The levers F and F' are connected near the
lower ends of a spring Z, which causes the bridge to connect L'
and M', when the core D is drawn into its solenoid A to nearly
the full extent. Similarly the contact bridge I is made to connect

SIGNAT,S AND SIG NAT, SYSTEMS.
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L and M when the core D' is drawn into the solenoid A'. The
contacts J and K are carried by the slate block N with springs
interposed so that they may be pushed in about 3-16 inch. The
contacts L and It are fixed to the slate block 0. The relation of
the parts is such that the bridge I touches the contacts J and K,
while the core D is still 3-16 inch from its complete inward stroke,
and the bridge touches L' and It' with the core D about 1-16
inch from its full inward stroke. These clearances are allowed
for making good contact. Each solenoid has two coils of wire.
The coil C has 100 turns of No. 13 B. & S. G., and the coil B 1,100
turns of No. 15 B. & S. G. The resistance coils LT and U' each
of twenty ohms, are in series with the coils B and B' at the starting of a movement, and the circuits including them may be called
the starting circuits. The coil B is connected to terminals P and
Q, and the coil C is connected to terminals R and S.
At the beginning of a movement current flows through coils
C, B and U in series, and draws in the core D, causing the bridge
I' to connect L' and it, which shunts the coils B and U, so that
the operating and indicating currents flow only through the coil
C of a very low resistance, but having sufficient turns to hold the
core D in place. The bridge I will touch J and K before I'
touches L' and so that if the current happened to come from
a foreign source without the lever having been moved, current
would also flow from the last operating wire, which is still in connection with battery, through coils C', B' bridge 1, and the motor,
and would hold I' away from L' and 11' by drawing in the core
This current will run the motor light in the direction it ran
in making the last movement, and without energizing the clutch.
The contact K is provided with a head on its inner end, which
makes connection with a contact X, when K is pushed outward by
the spring, but when K is pushed in by the bridge I it is separated
from X. The object of this is to cause the cut-off current to flow
only through the safety contacts J and K, and thus afford a test
of their condition at each movement of the switch.
When the core D is drawn completely into the solenoid A,
the latch T drops into the path of a projection on the lever F',
so that if the magnet A' is energized while A is still holding its
core, the core D' will be stopped by the latch T before it puts the
bridge I' against J' and K'. A similar latch, T', stops the core

D under similar conditions. These latches come into play in the
action of the cut off current last above-mentioned. If in that
case the bridge I' were allowed to move far enough to touch 3'
and K', the safety circuit to be mentioned later would be temporarily closed, and cause sparking at the contacts.
The circuits of a single switch can be understood from an
inspection of Fig. 37. In the position of the parts as shown,
which is the beginning of the reverse movement, current will flow
from battery 1 through primary 2, fuse 3, wire 4, spring 5, bridge
11 (11, 11a and 11 are one piece on machine), spring 9, wire
14, field 16, wire 18, coil V of A, connector 26, coil B of A, wire
20, contacts K` and N', resistance 13, wire 22, contacts 37 and 38
of knife switch 33, wires 23 and 45, clutch 52 by brushes 50 and
51, armature 53 by brushes 49 and 47, thence by common wire
to battery. This current will energize the magnet A, the bridge
I will connect J and K, and the bridge I' will connect L' and It'.
The above circuit remains the same up to wire 18, thence through
coil C of A, wire 28, contact It' bridge I', contact L', wire 30,
contact 35, knife 33, contact 38, to -wire 23, whence it is the same
as above. The current in the coil C holds the core D and the
bridges I and I' in position last noted.
When the switch movement is completed, the knife 33 is
moved from contact 38 to contact 36, still remaining in contact
with 35. This cuts off the current from the clutch 52, and causes
it to flow through wires 43 and 46, indication brush 48, armature
53, brush 47, and common to battery. The current still flows
through the coil C, thus holding I and I' in positions noted. The
current entering the armature 53, by the way of the brush 48,
which bears on a ring connected to a segment of the commutator,
is thereby rendered pulsating in character. In flowing through
the primary 2 of the transformer, it develops magnetism of a
like character in the iron core. This in turn induces alternating
current in the secondary coil 55, which flows through the induction motor 56, by means of which the latch is lifted, thus releasing the lever to make its final movement.
The final movement of the lever puts the bridge 12 in contact
with spring contacts 8 and 10, which closes a branch circuit, and
current flows from armature 53 by way of brush 49, wires 32
and 31, contact J, bridge I, contact K, wire 19, coil B' of A',
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connector 25, coil C" of A', wire 17, field 15, wire 13, spring 10,
bridge 12, spring 8, wire 57, motor 56, and secondary 55 in
parallel, and resistance 58 to battery. This current energizes
magnet. A', draws in its core 1Y. and pulls the bridge I' away from
contacts L' and M', thus cutting off all current.

Fig. 38.
SIGNAL MECHANISM USED FOR

HIGH SIGNALS.

There are a large number of other wiring conditions which
are met with in this apparatus, but their complete explanation is
too lengthy for a book of this kind. Complete explanations may
be had of all the wiring circuit of this. as well as other signal
apparatus. by writing to the various manufacturers of signal instruments.
For high signals, use is made of the ordinary electric sema-
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phore, with the addition of a third brush to the motor, to give the
indication in a manner similar to that described for the switch
machine, with other slight changes made necessary by the use of
a higher voltage. The high signal mechanism is illustrated in
Figs. 38.
The dwarf signal, Fig. 39, is actuated by an electric motor,
similar in all respects to that used in connection with the high

Fig. 39.
ELECTRIC MoTon DWARF SIGNAL.
signals. The motor is geared to and drives, by means of a worm
gear, a horizontal shaft to which the armature of an electromagnetic clutch is fixed. The other part of the clutch enclosing
the exciting coil is fitted loosely on the shaft. This loose part of
the clutch has a crank pin affixed to which the operating rod of
the signal is attached. When the signal is at "normal" or danger
position, the crank pin is vertically under the shaft; when clear
the crank pin is about 45 degrees above the horizontal. The ex-
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citing coil of the clutch is connected in series with the motor,
and when the operating current is switched on both the motor and
clutch are excited, the first causing the clutch armature to rotate,
and the second causing the loose part of the clutch to adhere to
the armature and move with it. When the signal reaches "clear,"
a circuit switch cuts in sufficient resistance to reduce the holding
clear current to a very small amount and to stop the motor.
The dwarf signal is locked in the normal position by means
of a hook-shaped formation on the eye of the operating rod, which
engages with the shaft carrying the clutch, if the rod is moved upwardly a very short distance. Sufficient lost motion is allowed in
the crank pin hole to permit a slight upward movement of the
rod without turning the clutch.
The amount of current required to operate this signal is very
small, not more than one and one-quarter amperes, while that required to operate the solenoid dwarf signal, heretofore extensively
used, is from three to five amperes. Although the saving in current consumption may not be a matter of very much importance,
since the time during which the signal is being operated is a very
small fraction of the whole time, yet the reduction in size of operating wires, permissible with the motor-driven signal, will materially lessen the cost of installation and maintenance of the plant.
This method of operating the dwarf signal permits the use
of the same kind of current for actuating the indication mechanism
that is used in connection with the high signal ; that is, the battery
current is transformed into an alternating current, which frees
it from the dangers of false indications to which the solenoid type
of signal is subject. The construction of the high and dwarf
signal levers, including the indication mechanism, is also made
uniform.
The signals are protected against improper movements due to
stray currents by means of a fuse placed in the signal operating
circuit between the slot coil and the motor. When the signal lever
is in the normal position, the indication wire is connected to the
common wire, and as the indication wire is also connected to the
control wire at the signal motor, both being connected to the same
brush on the armature, a current which might reach the control
wire would be short-circuited back to battery through the indication wire, and would cause a very heavy current to flow and blow
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the fuse in the operating circuit, thus cutting off current from the
signal motor and preventing a false movement.
If a contact with a foreign source should occur beyond the
fuse, it would also be beyond the slot, so that the slot magnet
would not be energized and the signal would not clear. The same
arrangement is followed in reference to the safety controller in
connection with the switch motor. The coils of the magnets
spoken of are both placed between the field coils of the motor and
the armature, so that if the contact should occur beyond these protecting magnets it would also be beyond the field magnet coils,
and consequently in this case the field magnets would not be energized, so that the armature would not rotate.
The special advantages secured by this method of protecting
switches and signals against stray currents are that absolute protection is afforded, and the operation of these safety devices does
not in any way interfere with any other part of the plant, except
the particular switch or signal affected by the fault.
Electro-pneumatic Interlocking Systems. Electro-pneumatic
signal systems, which are used on many lines, employ low voltage
controlling circuits, the working medium for operating switches
and semaphores being compressed air, supplied by a local compression plant and conveyed to the point of application through
underground pipes. In electro-pneumatic interlocking the electric control is managed by the signalman in the cabin. In electropneumatic block signaling the air valves at the signal are controlled at the track circuit. The air pressure acts against the
piston of a cylinder fixed to a signal post or near the switch as the
case may be. Near each cylinder is a small auxiliary reservoir
to provide a sufficient supply of air to insure quick action of the
piston at every operation. The admission and exhaust of air in the
cylinder is governed by eleetro-magnetic valves controlled by
lights from the interlocking machine.
An electro-pneumatic interlocking machine, as manufactured
by the Union Switch & Signal Company, is shown in Figs. 40, 41
and 42. In this machine the levers are only a few inches Tong and
very light, their principal work being to open and close electric
circuits and to operate the mechanical locking between each other.
These levers appear as cranks on the front of the machine, each
lever having a latch by which it is held in any desired position,

but this latch has nothing to do with the interlocking of one lever
with another. Instead of pulling or pushing the lever, the signalman turns it to the right or left and operates a horizontal shaft
which revolves on its axis through an arc of 60 degrees. The indication from a switch or signal actuates the armature of an electric magnet fixed in the machine. This armature engages with
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Fig. 40.

CENTER POS/T/ON

OF

EI.Euritic IxTEntocKixo LEVER.

suitable notches in a segment attached to the lever. As arranged
with switch levers, this magnet when de-energized locks the shaft
after it has been turned far enough to move the switch, and prevents the signalman from completing the stroke of the lever until
the switch has finished its movement and is locked in the new
position. The indication being received, the stroke of the lever
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may be completed, and the lever for the signal, giving a right to
proceed over this switch, may be reversed.
The general principles governing the switch and signal operPion are as follows: As shown in Fig. 40, the ordinary lever of
mechanical type is shown standing normally on center, it has

which immediately releases the lever and prevents its complete
return to normal, as illustrated in Fig. 41. The lock, however,
permits of a partial return of the lever to normal, as shown in
Fig. 42. This amount is insufficient to release any mechanical
locking which it operates and which must remain effective until
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Fig. 42.

RELEASE POSITION OF ELECTRIC INTER LOC,'XING LEVER.

PARTIAL RETURN POSITION OF INTERLOCKING LEVER.

attached to it a circuit controller and closes a circuit operating
one signal when moved to the left, and closes a similar circuit for
a second signal which conflicts in function with the shaft when
moved to the right. When the lever is normal both signals are in
the stop position and the lever is not engaged between the electric
lock. When the lever is released to clear a signal. the latter on
leaving the stop position opens the circuit controlling the work,

the signal is actually in the stop position. This partial movement of the lever toward normal cuts off the current holding the
signal in the proceed position, and permits its return by gravity
to the stop position. If for any reason it should fail to do so, it
is obvious that the lever would be prevented from being put
normal, and hence change of route from the one governed by the
deranged signal is prevented. This reverse movement of the sig-
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naI, besides forming a means of selecting and operating signals,
also provides within itself an effective form of locking between
two conflicting signals, since one lever cannot assume two positions
at the same time.
The principal parts of the interlocking machine are shown
in Figs. 43 and 44. The whole apparatus is encased in a wooden

the lever to tl u right, revulving the shaft. As shown, after this
revolution has begun, the driver in the shaft, shown in Fig. 59,
has moved the locking bar a short distanee, so as to lock the machine, which has moved and prevents turns to interfere with the
intended movement. This locking effects the further revolution of
the shaft, causing air pressure to be admitted to the valve cylinder.
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Fig. 43.

FRONT ELEVATION OF THE -UNITED SWITCH AND SIC N I.
ELECTRO-P NEMEATIC

The wire connections are all run to points
on the rear of the frame surrounding the machine. Suppose, for
ease with a glass top.

instance, that lever No. 3, shown in Fig. 43, is to be moved. All
signals would give a clear route over the switch in its present
position, being in the stop position, so that the interlocking will
not interfere with the intended movement. The signal now moves

SIDE VIEW

OF TIIIC

EtEc.rao-lIxm - m. ► ric

ATACH INE AS

-AfANI'-

FACTURE') BY '1'11 1: 1 NITF.D SW ITCH AND SION:a. CO.

The piston movement produced by this air pressure controls the
switch itself. The locking of the switch having been completed,
the contact in the indication box engages its proper indication contact in the machine, and the signalman is then able to complete the
stroke of his lever, leaving it inclined to the right. This final
movement pushes the locking bar to its final stroke and locks it in
position, the signalman then permitting a train to pass over the
switch in its new position.
91
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Each switch cylinder, by means of its piston, moves the
switch indicator bar and lock; or two or more switches together
may be moved by the same cylinder when it is found desirable
to do so.
Low-pressure Pneumatic Interlocking. A number of railroads
use compressed air at low pressure for operating the interlocking
apparatus, the air pressure being usually about 15 pounds per
square inch. Compressed air in separate pipes is employed to
control the admission of pressure to the switch and signal cylinders. Pressure is admitted to working cylinders by valves
actuated by large rubber diaphragms, which are worked by air at
about seven pounds pressure. The lever of a switch cannot complete its stroke until the switch has actually moved home and conveyed an indication of the fact to the cabin, the interlocking being
mechanical.
While the action of compressed air is not as quick as an electric impulse, the movement of the switches and signal effected by it
is quick enough for all practical purposes.
General Railway Signal Co.'s low-pressure Pneumatic Power
Interlocking System. The distinctive features of the low-pressure
pneumatic interlocking machine are: (1) A row of slide valves
(called levers). (2) The mechanical interlocking frame, placed
vertically on the front of the machine. (3) The indicating cylinders and their relays on each lever.
Application of air pressure is required in every case to accomplish any movement. To move a switch or signal from normal
to reverse position and to receive a return indication at the machine, an air pressure must be applied at the lever. All signals
are held in the proceed position by air pressure under the piston,
the entire reverse operating line being charged from the tower to
the . signal when the signal lever is reversed. Thus absence or
failure of power will always leave the signal in the stop position.
The principal parts are switch rails, lock rod, throw rod,
motion plate, switch cylinder, indicating valve, controlling valves
or relays, operating bar and slide valve on lever, indication cylinders, interlocking tappet, and air reservoir.
To reverse the position of the switch the signalman pulls the
lever. In doing this he admits air (from the main supply through
the valve) through pipe to valve, which opens communication from

the supply pipe to the right-hand end of the cylinder, pushing the
piston to the left. After about one-half of the stroke has been
completed it is stopped by the piston rod, but the operation of the
valve, already accomplished, causes the motion plate to move
through the whole of its stroke. This stroke is uninterrupted, but
it performs in succession three functions. The -first part of the
stroke, say one-third, does not move the switch, but the indicating
valve is moved far enough to close the two pipes, -while others are
left open to the atmosphere. At the same time lock bar has been
liberated by withdrawal of a dog attached to the motion plate
from notch in lock bar. As the motion plate moves through the
next or middle portion of its stroke, it moves the switch; but it
now produces no effect on the indicating valve, because the rod
of the indicating valve is now engaged by the straight portion of
its slot in the motion plate. The switch being set, the third and
final part of the stroke of the motion plate locks the switch by
pushing a second dog attached to the motion plate through a second
notch in the lock bar, and also (but not until after the dog has
entered its notch) the plate changes the indicating valve so as to
connect together the two reversing pipes. This conveys pressure
from the supply through the relay and indicating valve, which
valve then admits air from the supply to the reverse cylinder,
forcing the piston rod upward, and forcing it to complete its
stroke. This return action takes place at ordinary distances in
from one to three seconds. By the action of the slide valve the
reverse control pipe is not. opened to the atmosphere, the relay
valve is released from pressure and is closed ; so that the pipe to
the switch cylinder and its connection to and through the indicating valve are open to the atmosphere. All four operating pipes
are now at atmospheric pressure. To move the switch back to its
original position the opposite set of pipes is used.
A cross-over switch or slip with movable point frogs is operated in the same manner excepting that the functions are connected in series, the air leaving the indicating valve, going to the
diaphragm, operating the second function in the same manner as
described for the operation of the first function. Pipes to any
number of movements may be connected in series and operated
from one lever in this manner, the indication from a preceding
movement operating a following one, the last movement to oper-
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ating giving the indication at the machine and automatically completing the stroke of the lever.
To work a signal, valves and operating pipes are used of the
seine general style as those for a switch, but there is only one
indicating valve and one indicating cylinder, as it is considered
unnecessary to assure the attendant that a signal is in the proceed position. The principal parts of the signal apparatus are:
Signal arm; signal cylinder ; lever to work indicating valve ; indicating valve; diaphragm valves or relays, controlling the admis,
sion of air to the top and bottom, respectively, of the signal cylinder; diaphragm valve controlling admission of air to cylinder.
The signal being in the normal or stop position, the indicating
valve is in a position to maintain a connection between the two
pipes attached to it; but as soon as the signal arm leaves the
horizontal position the valve shuts off this connection.
To clear the signal the signalman pulls lever to the left the
whole length of its stroke. By this movement air is admitted to
pipe which supplies air to the lower end of signal cylinder and
pushes up the piston, putting the signal in the proceed position.
The signal remains in the proceed position as long as the lever is
pulled to the left. To restore it to the normal or stop position, the
lever is pushed to the right until it. is stopped by the piston rod
of the indication cylinder.
The function of the diaphragm valve, which is called the
"relay," is similar to that of an electro-magnetic relay in electrical
apparatus. This valve is actuated by air at seven pounds pressure.
This pressure, admitted beneath the circular rubber diaphragm
eight inches in diameter, pushes up the cylindrical valve, placed
vertically in the upper part of the case, and thereby admits air at
15 pounds per square inch to move the piston in the switch or signal cylinder. The movement of the diaphragm is only I inch.
The operating and indicating pipes extending to switches and
signals are 1- inch in diameter. The supply pipes from the air
reservoirs are larger, the size being varied according to the number
of switches and signals to be operated. The air as it comes from
the compressor is run through cooling pipes for the purpose of
precipitating moisture.
Any number of signals controlling relative movements over
the same switches may be connected up to one signal lever by plac-

ing selector valves at switch points to control the admission of air
to the proper siAmkil line. This method provides practically the
same protection as bolt locking the switch points with signal lines
at mechanical plants.
Fig. 45 shows time general arrangement of a switch connected
up to the low-pressure system, for either rear or advance bar
movements, as used by the General Railway Signal Co.

Fig. 45.
Low PRESSURE PNEUMATIC SWITCH AND LOCK MOVEMENT USED
ON THE NEw YORK CENTRAL AND HUDSON RIVER R. R.

Power-operated Signals. ,Nr mechanical interlocking plants
where power-operated semi-automatic signals are used. provision
is usually made to compel the signalman to put his signal lever
normal after the passage of a train. Such signals, if they are of
the automatic type, will clear as soon as the train leaves the Klock;
if the lever remains reversed they permit another train to follow,
which might result in delays. For this purpose an arrangement,
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shown in Fig. 48, is used, and is known as a "stick" relay wiring.
The circuit controllers are operated by the lever latch, and the
relay, which has a resistance of 500 ohms, is kept energized under
normal conditions by a circuit as follows: From the battery D,
through wires 4, 6, circuit controller A, wires 9 and 12, coils of
relay, wires 10 and 8, circuit controller C and wire 3 to battery.
Current can also flow through wire 5, relay point, wires 11 and 12
and to battery through coils. Raising the latch opens circuit controller A. Lowering latch with lever reversed closes circuit controller 13 and opens C C does not open, however, before B closes.
Current now flows from battery through wires 4 and 5, relay
point, wires 11 and 12, coils of relay, wires 10 and 7, circuit con-

resorted to. As applied to mechanical interlocking it involves the
use of electric locks on the latches of certain levers, usually those
of the home signals. Another method is to have the home signals
locked as soon as cleared, and released only when a train has
reached a certain point within or beyond the locking limits. This
is known as "approach" locking.
At power plants with electric control electric locks on the
levers may be used. Usually there are no latches or latch locking
at these plants, consequently the lever itself must be locked.
Another difference is that there are usually no separately operated
facing point locks at power plants; therefore a derail or switch
lever must be used for the route lever, and be controlled by the
electric locking. If signal levers are to be locked, it is often convenient to break their indication circuits through relay or indicator contacts, thus avoiding the necessity of an additional electric lock. Also with the same effect the control circuits of switches
and derails are broken through such contacts.
If the indication circuit of ,all signals concerned are broken
while a train is occupying the route or section of route governed,
the protection will be complete. For, when the indication circuit
is broken, the releasing device on the lever cannot act, and the
lever is held in an intermediate position, thus locking all opposing
and conflicting routes as if it were at full reverse. Usually, however, the indication circuits of the high home signals only and
the control circuits of the switches and derails in a route are
broken. This is done, because if, with no means of holding the
switches, a signal should be out of order, and if it were necessary
to flag a train through, there would be no protection; this for the
reason that there would be nothing to compel the signalman to
reverse his signal lever, and with the signal lever normal the
route would not be locked. The best system would seem to be
a combination of lever locking and circuit control; that is, to
break the high home signal indication circuits and the switch and
derail control circuits and lock route levers.
In another system of electric locking, conflicting routes only
are locked ; that is to say, a train in a certain route locks switches
and derails in conflicting routes only. This is no more than dog
locking is designed to do, except that it holds after the signal lever
has been put normal until the route is clear.
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Fig. 46.
CONNECTIONS OF POWER OPERATED SIGNALS USED WITH
MECHANICAL INTERLOCKING PLANTS.

troller B, wire 2, track relay point, wire 13, signal mechanism,
wire 1, to battery. This clears the signal. Passage of a train
opens the track relay points, putting the signal to the stop position
and opening the circuit of the 500-ohm stick relay. As the signal
control circuit passes through the point of this relay, the signal
cannot again clear, because this relay will not be energized again
until the lever is latched in the normal position. In this case it
is assumed that the coil through which this current passes at the
signal is wound to 500 ohms; if that resistance is less the stick
relay winding should be reduced accordingly.
Track Circuit Locking. To overcome a number of difficulties
when high speeds and heavy rails are used, track circuit locking is
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At power plants controlled otherwise than electrically, lever
locking is the only kind that can he economically and efficiently
applied. Valves and their controlling apparatus are cumbersome
and expensive.
Where any one of these systems is applied only to track secti o ns within the home signal limits, the use of detector bars can
hardly be dispensed with. It takes an appreciable length of time
for a track relay to act, and the indicator and lock consecutively
consume equal periods. Therefore, before the lock has acted it
may be possible to change at least one of the switches or derails
in the route. Consequently it is advisable to have a detector bar
at the entrance to each high-speed route at least.
Approach Looking. To overcome this difficulty and to better
prevent any change of route after a train has passed the distant
signal at. clear, approach locking has been introduced. This
is an arrangement of circuits whereby the lock on the home signal
or roiite lever latch operates when a train approaches the interlocking plant with the governing signals in a certain position.
Broadly, there are in use two systems: In one the lock acts
as above when the train is approaching the distant signal with the
home signal clear, and holds until the train has reached a point
within or beyond the interlocking limits. This may be modified
BO as to require the distant signals also to N . clear ; or it may be
made to act when a train has passed the distant signal with the
home signal clear. In the other system the route is locked as soon
as the home signal is cleared, regardless of whether a train is
approaching or not. Of course, in dealing with electrically controlled power plants the above may be modified so as to break control and indication circuits.
Check Locking. In electric and electro-pn eu mat it. interlocking
systems there is usually provided in each tower a separate lever for
each track over which reverse movements are to be made. These
levers are connected with the mechanical locking devices in smelt a
way that when they are in their normal position the signal for
reverse movements is locked in the stop position, and tlw signal
for movements with the current of traffic are free to be moved.
This is done electrically by interlocking the levers in the two
adjacent interlocking towers.
Semi-automatic Signals. A semi-automatic signal is one hay-

ing automatic locking devices, but which is controlled from the
manually operated signal, circuit controller or similar device.
They are most frequently used in connection with interlocking or
manual signal towers, and they constitute an adjunct or an extension of the latter. Manual signaling cannot be effected over
any great length of track on either side of the tower; therefore
semi-automatic distant signals have been applied to most of such
cases.
Due to the fact that interlocking enables one signalman to
prevent errors made by another, and with the use of continuous
track circuits as an auxiliary control, the semi-automatic or "controlled manual" system represents the highest present development
of visual signaling.
With automatic signals enginemen will occasionally b; , careless, because they are not watched, and with the simply manual
system signalmen sometimes blunder; but with the "controlled
manual" the presence of the signalmen keeps the enginemen vigilant, and the machinery is an efficient check on the signalmen.
Staff Signaling. A staff is a piece of wood 22 inches long,
suitably lettered, and is the authority given to the engineman
to run his train between two sections. After passing out of one
section he receives another staff for the succeeding section, and so
on. In order to be able to reach and take a staff with the electric
train staff system, a post with suitable bars to support a staff is
fixed near the track.
Electric Train Staff System. For operating trains on single
track, the electric train staff system has become one of the cheapest,
simplest and most efficient methods in genera] use.
In the operation of the electric train staff, the track to be
protected is divided into blocks or sections of such length as to
best accommodate local and traffic conditions. These blocks usually
terminate at existing stations or telegraph offices, although occasionally, as in the telegraph block system, additional block signals
have to be installed when the distance between any two existing
stations is too great for the rapid handling of traffic. Each section is controlled by two instruments, as shown in Fig. 47, one at
each end, and which for convenience are referred to as X and Y.
Each instrument is equipped with a sufficient number of staffs.
varying from 10 to 35, to take care of the traffic conditions of the
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road. No train is permitted to proceed between X and Y in
either direction unless the conductor or engineer has in his possession one of these staffs, which is in effect a metal train order.
The two instruments at X and Y are electrically connected and
synchronized so that the withdrawal of a staff from either can
only be effected by the joint action of the operators at X and Y,
and but one staff can be out of both instruments at the same time.
Development of the Electric Train Staff System. The electric
train staff system of to-day is a gradual development from a simple principle for the operation of roads which was recognized in
England as early as 1840; namely, that to safely pass over a
given section of single track every train should have in its possession a tangible right to do so in the form of some specific article
of which there is only one obtainable. The first train staff was
a metal bar about two feet long, which had cast 'r engraved on it
the names of the two stations between which it alone gave anthority
for any train to proceed. Unless trains moved alternately in opposite directions the staff had to be returned over the section by a
special engine or in some cases by road.
To partially overcome this difficulty the staff and ticket system was devised, in which device the original staff became a key
that would unlock a box at either end of the section and permit
tickets to be taken therefrom. If it was desired to forward say
three trains from one station to another before one should proceed
in the opposite direction, the ticket box was unlocked with the
staff and a ticket given to the first and second trains, the third
train receiving the staff.
Since an engineer or guard of any train when receiving a
ticket was required to see the staff as well, this system, while making head-on collisions impossible, did not permit trains to enter
a section from the end at which the staff did not happen to be. To
accomplish this result Mr. Edward Tyer in 1878 introduced his
electric tablet apparatus, which consisted of two instruments, one
at either end of a section, each instrument containing a certain
number of tablets, any one of which constituted the right of a
train to pass over that section. The two instruments were electrically connected and synchronized, so that the removal of a
tablet from either instrument absolutely prevented any other being taken out.

In 1889, Mr. Webb, Chief Mechanical Engineer, and -Mr.
Thompson, Signal Superintendent of the London & Northwestern
Railway, invented the Webb & Thompson Electric Train Staff, in
which staffs were substituted for the tablets in the Tyer system,
and a permissive feature added whereby several trains could follow
each other into a block section if desired in a manner similar to
that employed in the non-electric staff and ticket system.
The first instruments were installed in May, 1894, on the
Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul Railway between Savanna, Ill.,
and Sabula, Iowa, and since that time this staff system has been
introduced on the Chesapeake & Ohio; the Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific; the Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe; the
Chicago, Rock Island & Pacific; and the Canadian Pacific Railways.
The main objection to the extended adoption of the Webb &
Thompson apparatus was the size of the staff, which made it difficult to catch at high speed. To overcome this objection, the Union
Switch & Signal Company in 1900 introduced what was known as
its High-speed Train Staff System, which, although based on the
same general principles and method of operation as the Webb &
Thompson, possessed the essential advantage of employing staffs
only six inches in length, weighing 64- ounces ; as against staffs
22 inches long, weighing 4 pounds, of the Webb & Thompson system, thus greatly simplifying the problem of taking the staff at
high speeds.
This latter system was installed on the Chesapeake & Ohio;
Cincinnati, New Orleans & Texas Pacific; Gulf, Colorado & Santa
Fe; Philadelphia & Reading; Chicago, Milwaukee & St. Paul;
Chicago & Great Western ; Chicago & Alton; Southern; and the
Atchison, Topeka & Santa Fe Railways.
On the last-named railroad among other places this system
was applied to a section extending from Trinidad, Colorado, to
Raton, New Mexico, a distance of 25 miles, which was divided
into seven block sections. This portion of the Atchison comprises
mountain grades averaging :;1- per cent. for a greater part of the
distance, over which a traffic of approximately 60 trains a day is
operated. On account of the number of trains, and also the fart
that each train required two, and sometimes three, engines on the
up grade, an average of one hundred and fifty train orders was
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issued in each twenty-four hours, most of which were sent to not
less than two stations, so that the total delay of trains awaiting
these orders can easily be imagined. With the introduction of the
staff system as Many trains, or more, have since been handled over
this section, with no collisions and a minimum of delays.
At the intermediate statiens oft this section staff cranes are
provided, from which the enginemen can take the staffs at a speed
up to 25 miles an hour without the use of any special attachments
on the engines.
At another point where this apparatus is in use the practice
is followed by handing the staff to an engineer by means of a
rattan hoop about two feet in diameter, similar to tire method followed by many railroads for delivering "19 orders" and clearance
cards. The staff being small and light is as easily delivered on
such a hoop as a train order. This method may be safely followed
for alI trains which can afford to reduce speed to 25 miles or even
30 miles an hour when passing the staff station, thus avoiding any
special apparatus on the maj ority of the locomot i yes.
On the Cincinnati. New Orleans & Texas Pacific Ity., which
operates a number of staff stations, the practice is to deliver the
staff to any train which can afford to slow down to :30 miles an
hour without any special attaehments to the locomotives, such a
device -being only applied to their fast expresses, on which the
staff has to be caught at speeds frequently exceeding 60 miles an
hour.
The latest type of staff instrument, known as the Electric
High-speed Train Staff, ilIodel No. 2, has been developed during
the past four years, and employs a staff of practically the same
size and weight as the Alodel No. 1 instrument, over which it possesses the following advantages :
By having separate drums for putting in and taking nut the
staffs, equal wear on all staffs is secured ; whereas, in the earlier
instrument some of the staffs would be practically worn out from
constant use, while others would hardly ever be used.
The second advantage lies in the special type of indicator employed in this instrmuent, which plainly shows the operator by the
display of a white or red disc, whether or not his instrument is in
condition for him to remove a staff, and th•., leaves him no excuse to strain the mechanism.
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Advantages of the Electric Train Staff System. The advantages claimed for the electric train staff system are as follows: It
acts as a mechanical assistant to the train dispatcher, issuing
metal train orders and giving trains the right to proceed over portions of the track, and will issue only one such order at one time
for any section, except in the ease of following trains when the
permissive system is used, thus obviating all danger of "lap
orders ;" it. avoids delay in waiting fur train orders; it provides
the engineer with evidence in the shape of a staff of his right to
the particular block section he may occupy; it does not interfere
with other safety systems: a knowledge of telegraphy is not necessary, and the operation of the staff takes up considerably less
time than is now expended on telegraph train orders.
Union Switch & Signal Co.'s Train Staff. The operation of
an electric train staff system, as constructed by the Union Switch
Signal Company, is as follows; Calling X the entering end of
the block and V- the leaving end, the manipulation of the instruments consists of the operator at X pressing the hell key shown
at A, Fig. 47, the number of times prescribed by the bell code.
This rings the bell at T. The operator at Y first acknowledges
receipt on his bell key. ringing bell at X and then holds it closed,
thereby deflecting the "current indication needle" at X to the
right. This informs X that 17 has furnished current, and he proceeds to remove the staff by turning the preliminary spindle handle
B to the right as far as it will go. This unlocks a revolving drum,
and indicates the fact by displaying a white instead of a red disc
in the indicator at II. The operator now moves the end staff E
up the vertical slot into engagement with the drum. The outer
guard N, having been turned to the right position, revolves
the latter through a half turn, using the staff as a handle, and
filially withdraws the staff through the opening at M. In making
the half turn the drum has reversed tire polarity of the operating
current, thereby throwing the instruments at X and Y out of
synchrony with each other and moving the "staff indicating
needle" at X from "Staff In" to "Staff Out," as shown at G.
Immediately on withdrawing the staff, the operator at X once
more presses his bell key A, which indicates to the operator at Y
by moving his needle from "Staff In" to "Staff Out" that the
operation is completed.
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The staff withdrawn is not delivered to the train by hand if
the train is at rest, or passing at a speed of less than 25 miles per
hour. For high speeds the staff is placed in a special holder and
delivered by methods similar to those followed in the railway
mail service, the engine being fitted with a catching and delivering device, as shown in Fig. 48.

Fig. 47.
ABSOLITTE ELECTRIC TRAIN STAFF INSTRUMENT.

As mentioned before, in taking out a staff the polarity of the
operating current is reversed. This prevents a second staff from
being taken out of either instrument, as will be noted from the
following:
Permissive Feature. While the absolute system, where but one
train is allowed in any section, is the ideal arrangement, yet eases
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o•eur where it is desirable to allow several trains to follow each
other into the block at short intervals. This is known as the permissive system, and consists of an attachment to the absolute ma-

ment, there to remain until the permissive staff is replaced. The
permissive staff consists of a steel rod and 11 removable rings, any
one of which authorizes a train to pass through the section to Y.
If less than 12 trains are to follow each other, the last one takes
all the remaining rings and steel rod. When all the rings and rods
are received at Y, the operator reassembles them into the complete
permissive staff, which he then places in the permissive attachment
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or base, and locks it therein by the absolute staff already in the
lock of this attachment. By so doing lie releases the absolute staff,
which be restores to the absolute instrument in the regular manner. The machines are now synchronized, and a movement can be
made with an absolute staff in either direction, and from Y to X
with the permissive staff.
If it is again found necessary to move several trains from
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chine at each end of the sect ion with one permissive staff, as shown
in Fig. 49.
To operate this feature an absolute staff is withdrawn from
the instrument at X in the usual manner and nscd as a key to unlock the attachment or base containing the permissive staff, which
is then taken out. The opening of the base and the removal of the
nermissive staff locks the absolute staff in the permissive attach-

X to Y under the permissive system, the permissive staff must be
obtained by Y, as before described, and forwarded to X as a
whole by the first train moving in that direction. The entire permissive staff confers the same rights as does an absolute staff.
Control of Signals. In its capacity as a key the absolute staff
has a number of uses in addition to that already described. Where
signals are used to indicate to an approaching train whether or not
it will receive a staff, an instrument known as the staff and lever
lock is attached to each lever operating such signals. This instrument is shown in Fig. 50. To clear a signal the staff, after
being withdrawn, is first used to unlock the lever lock. The signal
is then cleared and the staff removed from the lock and delivered
to the train.
To insure the signal being placed at danger behind a train, the
act of unlocking the signal lever opens the staff circuit, and no
communication can be made between the two staff stations until
the signal is at danger and the lever locked in that position. This
does not indicate, however, that the operatcr will have the staff
ready for delivering by band or in the mechanical deliverer. To
cover this point an electric slot is attached to the signal governing
train movements into the staff section, which slot is controlled by
the staff and lever lock and the mechanical deliverer, so that before the signal can be cleared the staff must be released, used to
unlock the signal lever and put in the staff deliverer, which closes
the circuit on the electric slot. The signal can then be cleared.
92
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With this arrangement, therefore, a clear signal cannot be given
until the staff is actually in the deliverer.
When the train picks up the staff, the circuit on the slot is
opened automatically, setting the signal to danger, and it cannot
again be cleared until the operation described above is repeated.
Automatic Block Signal Systems. An automatic block signal

Types of Automatic Block Systems. Automatic block signals
must work without the care of an attendant, and most of them at
places remote from a source of power. They were first operated
by a simple electro-magnet (the enclosed disc signal), the parts
being made very light. To avoid the disadvantage of the glass
enclosure the "clock-work" was next introduced, this apparatus
furnishing power enough to move a disc exposed to wind, rain,
snow and frost. Discs, however, were generally regarded as inferior to semaphores, and the next improvement was the electrupneumatic mechanism, moving full-sized semaphores, which was
introduced in 1885. This system, however, with its air pipe the
whole length of every line which is signaled, is too costly for roads
with any but the heaviest traffic, and it was not until the perfection
of batteries and electric motors capable of economically operating
full-size outdoor semaphores (with an independent source of
power at each signal) that automatic block signals became universally popular. Since 1600 the electric motor signal has made
great progress. The electro-gas signal has come into use to some
extent as a competitor of the electric motor.
Principles of Operation of Automatic Block System. On
account of the advantages of the automatic block system, the blocks
may be made shorter, and additional safety is secured by eliminating the attention of the tower operator. Fig. 51 shows a diagram
of the system of track circuits employed on steam roads at the
present time. At the beginning of each block the rails are insulated from the preceding section, so as to form an insulated section known as a block. At one end of the section is a close
insulated circuit battery of sufficient capacity to operate a
relay at the other end of the block. This relay opens and closes a
secondary circuit through a second battery, which operates the
mechanism moving the signals. This mechanism usually consists
of a small series motor connected with the semaphore shaft through
triple reduction gearing and a proper controlling device, whereby
the motor is cut out and the signal held in position by means of an
electrically operated pawl or lock. A signal may, however, be
operated by means of compressed air stored in a tank in the base
of the signal post, but this method is not considered as satisfactory
as the electrical method.
When there is no train in the block the track circuit current

-
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Fig. 50.
STAFF LF,VER LOCK.

system consists of a number of consecutive blocks, which are worked
by electric or pneumatic agency, which in turn is controlled by the
passage of a train into, through and out of the block section to
which the signal is connected. The first installation of an automatic block system was on the Boston & Maine Railroad in 1871,
and since that time 11,000 miles of road, or about. 18,500 miles of
track, have been equipped with the automatic system.
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operates on the relay, which closes the operating circuit, reversing
the home signal to clear, and locking it in place. After the train
has passed the next block the home signal in advance returns to
clear and closes the interlocking circuit, which holds the distant
signal at the beginning of the preceding block at danger, thereby
allowing it to return to clear. When the train first enters a block
the front pair of wheels short-circuits the rails, causing the relay
to open and allowing the pawls to drop out. The counterweights
on the semaphore spring both the home and distant signals to the
horizontal position, where they remain as long as there is a pair
of wheels on the block.
In the ease of a broken rail or an open switch, the track circuit will open and cause the signals to return to danger the same

Among the disadvantages may be mentioned-1, that the motor
and controlled mechanism are somewhat complicated, which introduce numerous factors of failure; 2, the motor itself is not a perfectly reliable device; 3, a failure str ,:eture must be utilized to
transform the high-speed rotary movement into a slow direct reciprocating motion; 4, the frost may accumulate upon the commutator, the lubricant may gum or the mica may cause an open circuit, thus resulting in breakdown; 5, the clutch magnet armatures
may also freeze, which will prevent them from acting.
Signal Motors. Signal motors are of small size, series wound,
and for direct current only. As they are generally operated by
battery current, the terminal voltage is of necessity low.
The sizes of the motors usually vary from 1-12 to 1-5 of a
horse-power, and from ten to twenty Edison and Gordon cells are
used to operate these motors. The larger motors used in electric
systems of interlocking are supplied with current from a storage
battery having considerable voltage. Derailing and switch moving motors have a maximum of about one horse-power, although
they may be operated at considerable less power than this.
The motors for signals may be located either at the bottom
of the mast or at the top of the mast, the latter position being considered to be better.
Advantages of Top mast Motor Mechanisms. The advantages
of locating the motor mechanism at the top of the pole or mast, as
compared with its usual location at its base, are as follows:
1. The direct application of the power to the semaphore shaft
avoids the necessity of changing from a rotary motion to a straight
line motion, and vice versa, in order to transmit power from the
bottom to the top of the mast. This construction, therefore, permits a simplicity, rigidity and compactness in design that cannot
be secured with any other location of the motor mechanism ; 2, A.
direct connected signal having fewer parts, and operating with
less friction, is more positive and less liable to derangement. The
moving parts are also removed from inside the mast; 3, Up-anddown rods, jaws, pins and guides are unnecessary, and the friction
of such parts is entirely avoided ; 4, All moving parts, except the
blade and spectacle, being contained in the mechanism case, the
signal may be installed with a minimum of labor; the location of
all the moving parts at a distance from the ground lessens the
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DIRECT CURRENT AUTOMATIC BLOCK SIGNAL CIRCUITS.

as if there were a car in the block. The batteries employed for
the operation of these signals are usually of the gravity cell type,
located at the side of the track in water-proof manholes, below the
frost line, to prevent freezing in cold weather. On some of the
large four-track systems, storage batteries are used and charged
from a main generating plant.
Electric Motor Semaphore Signal. The electric motor semaphore signal, which has come into extensive use, has several
advantages, among which may be mentioned : 1. that it is selfcontained, and therefore independent of all other signals; 2, it
has a comparatively large reservoir power; 3, an isolated plant is
not required for its operation ; 4, economy of installation and operation; 5, working and controlling functions are unified; 6, external
simplicity of design.
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liability of the accumulation of dirt inside the mechanism case.
This construction also obviates any difficulty from floods and surface moisture.

53. It is operated by means of an electric motor, which is supplied
with current from storage or primary batteries, usually at a po-

Fig. 53.
TOP-MAST

Fig. 52.
Two- ox TunEE-Posrrrox MOTOR SIGNAL 11 EC LIANISM.
(General Electric Co.)

Top-mast Mechanism. The mechanism used on the top mast
for two and three-position motor signals is shown in Figs. 52 and

TOP-MAST

Two-

OR THREE-POSITION MOTOR SIGNAL MECHANISM
REMOVED FROM CASE.

(General Electric Co.)
tential of ten or twelve volts. The motor is geared so as to revolve
the clutch wheel, which turns freely about the main shaft. This
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shaft extends through the back of the case for the reception of the
signal arm. Mounted upon the main shaft and rigidly attached
thereto is the sector casting, which supports the clutch magnet and
its toggle levers, which engage with the clutch wheel when the
magnet is energized, thereby causing the main shaft to be rotated
by the motor. At the top of the mechanism is seen the lock or
slot magnet for holding the signal in its caution and clear positions.
When the lock magnet is energized a system of toggle levers, identical with that of the clutch, makes engagement with locking points
on the sector casting. The free gravity movement from clear to
caution and to stop positions is accomplished without the movement of any of the gearing, and is retarded by means of the dashpot at the front of the mechanism connected to the crank on the
main shaft. This dash-pot is filled with a special oil, which has
been found by actual test to remain in a perfectly fluid condition
at a temperature of 45 degrees below zero. The main shaft also
supports the controller segments by means of which the various
circuits are made and broken through the contact fingers, which
are supported on studs rigidly secured to the frame.
The supporting frame of the mechanism which carries the
bearings for the signal shaft and the reduction gearing is made
so as to form a weather-proof case. The joint between the door
and the case is made with a gasket of elastic felt, which is specially adapted to this purpose. At the bottom of the case, and cast
integrally with it, is the socket by which it is secured to the top
of the mast. Inside this socket is an insulating bushing, which
eliminates the possibility of grounds, even if the wiring comes in
contact with the case, or if, through accident, the insulation of any
current-carrying part of the mechanism be broken down. A similar socket is provided at the top of the case for the reception either
of the pinnacle, should the signal be at the extreme top of the
mast, or an extension of the mast, if one or more mechanisms are
to be placed above.
The operating parts of this signal consist primarily of a
dilator, reduction gears, means for engaging and disengaging the
signal shaft from the driving gear, means for preventing shock to
the signal parts when the signal returns by gravity to its stop
position, and the necessary electrical contact devices for securing
the desired movements.

Operation of Top-mast Mechanism. When the signal circuit is
dosed, current will flow through the shunt coils of the slot-magnet, and thence through the motor control sector and its contact
fingers to the armature and series field of the motor. At the
same time a portion of the current will flow around the armature
of the motor through the shunt field. As the armature of the
slot-magnet is resting against the stop pins in the pole pieces when
the signal is in the stop position, only sufficient energy is required
in the slot-magnet to hold the armature from being drawn away
by pressure of the driving pins against the pawl. The slot-magnet
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Fig. 54.
CONNECTIONS FOR TOP-MAST MOTOR DRIVEN SIGNAL.

being energized, the pawl is held in the path of the driving pins,
and, as the motor revolves, one of the driving pins is forced against
the pawl, thereby turning the slot-arm and the signal shaft to
which it is connected. When the arm of the signal has come
almost to its extreme position of " proceed," the motor current is
broken by means of the controller ; but this does not arrest the
movement of the signal, on account of the inertia of the revolving
armature and other parts. It is evident that, on account of a
shunt field winding, the motor, driven by its own inertia, becomes a generator, maintaining its field excitation. Immediately
after the circuit between the motor and the battery is opened,
connection is made through another contact sector, closing a low
resistance circuit between the motor brushes, thus converting tha
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motor into a powerful electric brake to arrest the further movement of the signal. A diagram of the circuits which accomplish
this result is shown in Fig. 54.
As soon as the motor stops the ball ratchet, before mentioned,
prevents any backward rotation of the motor armature, and the signal is held in its clear position until the main circuit between the
signal and battery is opened. It will be understood that the
higher the voltage of the battery the greater will be the speed of
the motor at the time the battery current is cut off, and the
greater will be the inertia of the moving parts. It is also evident
that the greater the speed of the motor the higher will be the
E. M. F. generated in its armature, and the greater will be the
current opposing its forward movement when it is acting as a
generator. It will, therefore, be seen that, whatever the voltage
of the battery, the motor will make practically the same number
of revolutions after its current is broken, and will stop the signal
arm at essentially the same position. This method of stopping the
motor eliminates the necessity for a friction brake, and at the
same time secures better results. When the main signal circuit
is opened, and the slot-magnet de-energized, its heavy armature
falls away from the cores, and this movement is assisted by the
pressure of the driving pin against the pawl. This movement of
the armature throws back the pawl from engagement with the
driving pin, and the signal shaft, together with the slot-arm, are
free to assume the position to which they are normally carried by
gravity. As the signal arm conies to its stop position, the rotation of the slot-arm causes the armature to swing back against
the poles of the magnet, so that it is in position to be held firmly
in place when current is again applied.
Automatic Block Signals with Storage Batteries, I. S. & M. S.
By. The Lake Shore & Michigan Southern Ry. is equipped with
automatic block signals, which are operated by stationary storage
batteries charged by line circuits from power house plants at intervals averaging 15 miles.
The average length of the blocks is about one mile. The home
signal for each block, and the distant signal for the block beyond,
are displayed on the same post. The typical arrangement is a
steel pipe bracket pole carrying two masts for the signals of the
two tracks in each direction. In places where only two or three

tracks now exist the poles are set at such distances as will afford
the proper clearance when the additional tracks shall be constructed. For instance, where only two tracks now exist a bracket
pole is erected on either side of the roadbed, each of these poles
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Fig. 55.
SWITCHBOARD AND CHARGING CIRCUITS AT POWER HOITSE, LAKE
SHORE & MICHIGAN SOUTHERN R. R.

carrying one mast for the two signals of the track which it governs.
As the third and fourth tracks are built, the other mast and signals will be added to each pole.
In the standard arrangement for the four-track line the twc.
interior tracks are for the passenger traffic, and the outside
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tracks are used by the freight trains, the reader bearing in mind
that on the L. S. & M. S. Ry. the trains run left-handed. At
points where special conditions exist, signal bridges instead of
the bracket poles are 'used.
The feature of chief interest in this installation is the operation of the signals by stationary storage batteries charged by line
circuits from power-house plants at intervals averaging 15 miles.
The signals are operated by motors, and the Willard type of storage battery is used. The motors are operated by five cells of 40
ampere-hours' capacity. The battery for each track circuit consists of one cell of 120 ampere-hours' capacity. The track circuits
have independent batteries, but one set of motor batteries operates
all the signals for the two, three or four tracks, as the case may be.
The batteries and instruments for the signals governing all of
the tracks at a station, or in a block, are located in a cast iron case
standing near the signal pole at one side of the tracks. These batteries are in duplicate sets, for service in emergency, and for
alternate service while charging. The batteries are installed in
the two lower compartments of the battery case, with the switches
and relays in the upper compartment. This upper compartment
is tightly sealed against entrance of acid fumes from the batteries
below. A two-way switch is used for throwing the motor battery
or track battery into circuit for charging. The case also contains
resistance apparatus for regulating the charging current.
Each charging plant is located in a small brick building. The
plant consists of a Fairbanks Morse 15 h. p. gasoline engine belt
connected to a Fairbanks Morse generator, the capacity of which
is 18 amperes at 550 volts. Fig. 55 shows the switch-board and
charging circuits. The latter extend 71 miles in each direction
from the power-house, on the average all the batteries on one
side of the power-house being charged in series, the two sets in
both directions from the power-house being in multiple with the
plant. The track batteries are charged separately, with current
of 10 amperes, at intervals of about seven days, and the motor batteries are charged at five amperes about every 10 days. The
charging circuit is of No. 7 weather-proof wire. For emergency
use a portable charging plant has been set up in a box car, which
can be placed on side-track and used in lieu of a stationary plant

if circumstances require. Fig. 56 shows the standard arrangement
of line wires, the charging wires being on the outside of the
upper arm.
Fig. 57 shows the arrangement. of the signal circuits, Fig. 58
the circuits for a cross-over from main track to main track, and
Fig. 59 the standard circuit for a cross-over from main track to
siding. Indicators are provided at all switches. At the end or
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STANDARD ARRANGEMENT OF LINE WIRES FOR AUTOMATIC BLOCK
SIGNALS -USED ON' TILE LAKE SHORE MICHIGAN
SOUTHERN R. R.
commencement of a third or fourth track route-directing signals
are provided. At interlockings the interlocking distant signal acts
as the distant signal for both the interlocking home signal and
the automatic block signal in advance. At other places the distant
signal for a block in advance is placed on the same mast with the
interlocking home signal, and the distant signal for the interlocking home signal is placed on the same mast with the automatic
block signal at the rear of the interlocking plant, all home signals
king slotted and route-locking being provided.
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Automatic Electro-pneumatic Systems. On a considerable
number of electrically operated roads the electro-pneumatic signals
are used. Where the trains make certain stops, as on suburban
lines, the signals are generally set normal clear, and the stops are
generally normal danger. The signals are operated primarily for
a closed track circuit, which is energized by alternating current
furnished from transformers along the line. As used on some
systems, these transformers have a primary winding for 1,100
volts, and two secondary windings, one to supply the track circuit
at 10 volts, and the other to supply the current for lighting the
signals at 55 volts. The return circuit is through one of the rails,
which is divided into blocks for the signal system. The 10-volt
alternating current is fed into one end of the block through a cast
iron grid resistance, which can be adjusted to suit the local conditions of the block it is to feed. An alternating current relay is
bridged across the two rails of the track at the opposite end of
the block from the track feed. This relay will respond only to
alternating current. Its windings, however, would be subjected
to the heating effects of returned direct current were it not for
a low resistance impedance coil which is bridged across the terminals of the alternating current relay, and shunts out the direct
current from the relay, at the same time offering enough impedance to prevent any appreciable shunting of the alternating current. A pair of battery mains at 14 volts are extended the entire
length of the line. It is fed by six sets of storage cells, which are
kept charged from the third rail. This battery circuit is used in
actuating all magnetic valves on the pneumatic movements, and
also for actuating the direct current relays which are used to
light the signals.
The operation of the block signal may be briefly described as
follows: Alternating current is fed into the leading end of the
block, and is taken from the entering end of the block to an alternating current relay. When the train enters the block, the presence of an axle between the rails of the track shunts the alternating
current relay, de-energizing it and breaking its secondary circuit.
The secondary circuit is from the 14-volt battery mains through
the magnetic valves on the cylinders of the signal mechanism. The
breaking of this contact dc-energizes the magnetic valves, allowing
the air pressure in the cylinder to exhaust. A counterweight on
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the signal blade then draws the blade to the danger position by the
action of gravity. The movement of this blade is repeated to the
distant blade through a wire extending back one block.
As the train leaves the block the shunting action of the axle
is removed. The alternating current relay is again picked up,
closing its secondary circuit. This in turn energizes the magnetic
valve, applying air to the cylinder, which draws the blade to the
clear position against the action of the counterweight. It is apparent that the breaking of any wire of the signal or air pressure
will cause the signal to fall to the danger position. The only possible means for a clear failure are a defective alternating current
relay, or foreign currents applied directly to the magnet valve
circuit.
Air pressure is supplied at 90 pounds per square inch through
a two-inch galvanized iron pipe, which extends the length of the
line. This pipe is supplied from air compressors which may be
driven either by steam, gas or electric power.
Electro-gas Signal. One of the latest developments in automatic signaling has been the design and adoption of the electrogas signal. The controlling power of the electro-gas signal is electricity, and the operating power liquified carbonic acid gas. The
liquified gas, stored in a receptacle in proximity to the signal it
normally at a pressure of from 600 to 1,200 pounds per square
inch, and is reduced through a regulating valve to from 40 is 6
pounds pressure per square inch for the operation of the signal.
As constructed by the Hall Signal Co., it is used rot alone
as an automatic signal, but it is taking the place of advance home
and distant mechanical signals at interlocking plants, where dm
latter cannot be reliably operated from interlocki ,Ag cabins by
mechanical connections.
The Hall Electro-gas Signal mechanism for a evo-arm semaphore is shown in Fig. 60. The signal rod which operates the
semaphore arm is connected to the clamp 31 attached to the cylinder rod, and the gas, when admitted to the cylinder 1, causes the
cylinder and its rod to move upward, and the arm to assume the
clear position. The cylinder is movable, and its piston is fixed.
The flow of gas into the cylinder, and its egress therefrom, are
controlled through valves 9-10, which in turn are controlled by
the elects-magnets 16. The lever or clutch which holds the
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signal clear is controlled by a back armature on these magnets.
'When the magnets are energized the front armature 17 is attracted.
This armature is attached to a pivoted crank, to one arm of which
a connecting rod 16 is fastened. The valves which control the
flow of gas into the cylinder and its escape therefrom are controlled by this connecting rod, so that when the armature is attracted the supply valve is opened and the exhaust valve closed,
which makes a free path for the gas from the tank to the cylinder.
This path, from the gauge and regulator 5-6, is through the ex.
pension chamber and its connection 29, through the valve 9,
which has been opened by the movement of the armature through
tube 30 to the inside of the cylinder 1. The pressure causes the
cylinder to move upward on its piston and clear the signal. Clutch
casting 23 is clamped to the cylinder rod and moves with it along
the guide 32. Roller stud 25, screwed into the clutch casting 2.?,
moves along cut-off lever 8 until it raises pawl 22, which is pivoted on a stud screwed into the frame 21. Cut-off lever 8 is shaped
like an inverted T, and is pivoted on its left leg at the bottom.
The right leg is connected to one end of the link 20. The cut-off
lever is counterweighted, so that when -flee to move on its pivot it
will force the link 20 down and close the supply valve. At the
same time the exhaust valve will be opened, as the two valves are
connected, and any mov e ment which closes one opens the other.
As soon as pawl 22 has been raised by roller 25, cut-off lever S is
released, closipg the supply valve, which stops the flow of gas into
the cylin&cr and opens the exhaust valve, and allows the gas
which has been used in the cylinder to escape.
It is apparent that the gas has been used only to raise the
cylinder, not to hold it in its new position. This latter function
is performed by the clutch lever 12, which is suspended on pivoted bearing 36. The toy of this lever has a nose-shaped projection .

clutch casting 23 to pass the projection on the clutch lever 12;
and the signal drops to the stop position. The escape of gas or
air from the cylinder through the exhaust valve is so regulated
that the piston and cylinder become a dash-pot, preventing any

violent drop of the cylinder when the signal assumes the stop
position. Circuit breaker 15 is used to control the distant and
other circuits. It is operated by rod 13 through a crank. The
upper end of rod 13 is bent at right. angles and has a lug, as
shown. Roller 25 moves 13 up by striking against the bent
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end of clutch lever 12 carries an armature for magnet 16, and
when the magnet is energized the clutch lever is held in such a position that the latch on casting 23 rests on the nose of clutch lever
12, and holds the signal in the clear position. When the magnet
becomes de-energized clutch lever 12 is released and the counterweight of the signal, falling, causes clutch lever 12 to fly backward on the pivot 36 a sufficient distance to allow the latch and

14.13

top, or down by striking the lug. Spring 1-1- will pull 13 down
in case the lug should break. Cut-off lever 7 is left-handed, and
8 is right-handed, and the same is true of 11 and 12.
The piston and cylinder are made of phosphor-bronze, ground
to a true fit. The cylinder being inverted and moving on the piston, it can have a solid head, certainly preventing the entrance of
water. Its pedestal has a brass bushing.
The local wiring arrangement for an electro-gas mechanism,
when used in the normal danger systems, is shown in Fig. 61.
Advantages of the Hall Eleetro-gas Signal. In addition to the
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small cost of operation, the following advantages are claimed fa
the gas signal over other forms of automatic semaphore signals,,
viz :First. As an independent power signal, its advantages over
all forms of compressed air signals are apparent, in that the power
for each signal is independent of all other signals in a system, and
any derangement or accident to the connections of a signal affect
that signal only.
Second. The power available to operate the gas signal can be
made as great as desired; accordingly the counterweight of the
signal arm may be made as heavy as desired.
Third. The signal arm is maintained in the proceed position by the continued energization of the magnets ; the valve which
controls the flow of gas into the cylinder is open only during the
operation of the signal, and there is accordingly no chance for this
valve to freeze or stick while open, and hold the signal arm in the
proceed position when the clutch magnets are de-energized.
Fourth. The design of the mechanism is simpler than in
any other form of automatic semaphore signal.
Fifth. The gas which escapes from the cylinder into the
signal cases keeps the air which surrounds the mechanism free
from moisture, and prevents the accumulation of frost on the
working parts, and the consequent stiffening of the working joints,
Sixth. There are no delicate parts in the mechanism, such as
motor commutators, that are affected by exposure to weather influences. From tests made in actual practice, it has been found
that the electro-gas signal will reliably operate when exposed to
the severest storms.
Seventh. On account of the small amount of electrical
energy required to operate the clutch magnets on the gas machine,
quite as good results are obtained from potash batteries placed in
the signal cases during severe winter weather as during the
milder seasons.
Automatic Stops. An automatic stop is a piece of apparatus
which may be operated either mechanically or by means of an
electro-magnet, which is used for stopping trains by some means
which is operated from outside the train. In the simplest form
an automatic stop consists of a trip fixed on the roadway and
moving in unison with the usual visual signal. This trip is made
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to operate an air valve on the engine or car, thereby applying the
power brakes or shutting off the propeller power independently of
the engineman or motorman.
Automatic signals reach their highest perfection in such installations as those on the New York subway and the Boston and
the Philadelphia elevated road, where automatic stops are provided to guard against physical or mental disablement, or carelessness on the part of the enginemau or motorman. Because of
the difficulty of maintaining this auxiliary apparatus on lines exposed to drifting snow and carrying a heavy miscellaneous traffic,
and also because of the cost of maintenance and the reduction in
the traffic capacity of the railroad, the automatic stop has not yet
been used, except in special conditions like those of the roads
named.
Signal Circuits. Commercial signal circuits may be divided
into two kinds, one known as the control circuit, and the other as
the working circuit. A control circuit has usually a low voltage,
and the circuit wires are not of great length. The most common
type of control circuit is that constituting what is ordinarily
termed the track circuit, which includes the rails of the section
to which it is applied, with the requisite track battery relay and
interconnecting rails. The primary purpose of the control circuit is to close and open the circuit, the latter delivering considerable energy and operating the devices included in the direct operation of the signal semaphore. The working circuit, therefore, includes the mechanism of the semaphore. The main battery, which
is in this circuit, is always open-circuited, so that the working
circuit is only in operation when the control circuit affects it.
Signal Relays. The relay is a most vital part of a railway
signal system, as it is on its action that the performance of the
other apparatus depends. In a track circuit the relay is delicately
4djustecl to close its armature on the passage of the weak current
of the track circuit. This in turn closes the strong local circuit
which works or controls the signal. When the armature of the
relay is attracted it closes front contact., and when the coils on the
magnet are de-energized and the armature falls away by gravity,
or is drawn away by a spring, it closes a wire contact. A relay
often has an armature which bears on a number of contacts, so
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that a number of different. local circuits may be opened and
closed by its action.
Track Circuits for Automatic Block Signals. The track circuit
is the vital feature of modern block signaling, and has made the
present high development of automatic signaling possible. Its
essential feature is a section of track insulated at each end from
the adjoining sections of the track. Each rail in the section is
connected to the ones adjoining by bond wires, for the purpose of
making a continuous conductor from one end of the section to the
other. The contacts made by ordinary rail splices are not good
electrically owing to wear, rust and the loosening of bolts. Two
bond wires are usually used at each joint, so that should one break,
the circuit will remain continuous through the other. These bond
wires are secured to the rail by means of "channel pins," or other

Elements Affecting the Track Circuit. Notwithstanding the
fact that the track circuit is the governing and most important
factor in an automatic signal system, it has only been within recent years that its principles and theory have been generally
understood by signal engineers. There are five principal elements
in a track circuit which govern its operation: First, the voltage
and internal resistance of the track battery; second, the resistance
of the rails and joints; third, the leakage between the rails
fourth, the resistance of the relay coils; and fifth, the leakage
through the insulated joints. In addition to these, stray earth
currents or foreign currents frequently cause interference with the
operation of the track circuit. The resistance of the relay coils
is the only constant in the above qualities.
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Fig. 6'2.
SIMPLE TRAGIC CIRCUIT FOR AUTOMATIC BLOCK SIGNALS.

Fig. 63.

suitable devices. On electrically operated roads, where tracks are
bonded for the return propulsion current with heavy copper bonds,
no additional bond wires are necessary. At one end of the insulated track section is a battery, the positive terminal being connected to one rail and the negative terminal to the other. At the
other end of the section is a relay connected to the rails in a similar manner. Fig. 62 shows a typical track circuit. Current flows
from the positive side of the battery through the lower rail, the relay and the upper rail back to battery. This keeps the relay
energized.
Fig. 63 represents an arrangement of track circuit and connections for normal clear automatic block signals. If the car or
train occupies the track between the insulated joints, 3 -4, it
shunts the relay H. This allows the armature to drop, opening the
local circuit, de-energizing the magnet, which, when energized,
bolds the signal in the clear position.

TRACK (.1 IRcUlT AND CONNECTION

As rs•i) ox
in

NORMAL CLEAR

i.s.

Reliability of Track Circuits. Since the conditions which enter
into the control of a track circuit are known, it is feasible, by
proper attention to batteries, proper bonding, care of ballasting,
regulating the length of track circuits, etc., to control these conditions and operate track circuits very reliably. Experience gained
by the use of track circuits, the limits of variation of the track
battery, rail resistance and track leakage, have caused these factors to be more thoroughly understood. Among the most troublesome factors in track circuits is the leakage through the insulated
joints and its protection against foreign currents. At the present
time these are still very troublesome factors in the operation of
track circuits, and, although the methods of control may be said
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to be comparatively reliable, they will never be absolutely so until
these leaky factors have been entirely removed.
Insulated points. Joints have always been considered an
essential for the separation of blocks in automatic signal installations, and the efforts of signal engineers have always been to improve the design and manufacture of these joints. Notwithstanding the fact, however, that there has been a large number of improvements made in the joints for installation between rails, a
perfect joint which has no disadvantages has not yet been devised,
and it is claimed by signal engineers that any form of joint is a
drawback to signal systems and the maintenance of the track.
With the advent of the electric locomotive the insulated joint
has become a still greater problem, because in third rail systems the
running rails are used as conductors for the return of the current
used in the railway motors. It can easily be seen, therefore, that
it is quite necessary in electric roads to use a continuous track
circuit; consequently any insulated joints which may separate the
blocks would be a detriment to the proper return of the current
to the power-house. Therefore, where the standard track circuit
with insulated joints is used on a third rail system, it has been
found necessary to supply reactance bonds to bridge the insulated
joints. To overcome this difficulty, however, some systems have
been installed for electric roads in which one rail was used for
the return power current, the insulated joints for the separation
of the block sections at the signals being provided in the other rail.
Track Relay. The track relay is a development of the instrument of the same name used in the telegraph. It consists of
an electro-magnet of the horseshoe type, provided with an armature. The armature is attracted to the magnet when the latter is
energized, and is drawn away by gravity or by a spring when the
magnet is de-energized. The armature carries one or more fingers
for making or breaking electric circuits through points or stops.
The presence of a pair of wheels or train in the section will
short-circuit the battery, shunting the current out from the relay
and causing its armature to drop, because the resistance through
the wheels and axle of an ordinary car or engine is infinitesimal
compared with that of a relay of 31 ohms or more. Consequently
the relay is deprived by the wheels and axles of current necessary

to maintain its attractive power for the armature. The minimum
resistance usual in track relays is 3i ohms.
In normally open-track circuits the resistance of the relay
should be lower than in normally closed. Their use is necessarily
limited to track sections of a few rail lengths only; in longer sections the low insulation resistance from rail to rail would allow
the flow of enough current to hold up the relay after a train had
passed out of the section. Gravity battery should not be used unless the traffic is very heavy, as a gravity cell soon deteriorates and
becomes inoperative on an open circuit.
The use of normally open-track circuits is also limited on
account of the fact that there is no certainty that the relay will
pick up. Any failure of the apparatus, such as a broken rail,
exhaustion or breakage of the battery cell, breakage at any of the
wires, will render the apparatus inoperative. Such failures are
not readily detected, as they merely maintain the apparatus in its
normal condition. With a normally closed circuit the reverse is
true. Here any failure will be almost immediately detected, and
will be on the side of safety.
Voltage and Length of Track Circuits. Circuits for the control of various signaling devices are broken through the contact
points of the track relay. Such apparatus cannot be operated directly by the track circuit, because to furnish them with sufficient
current a battery of large electro-motive force would be needed.
On account of the low insulation resistance of the ties and ballast
it is unwise to use a battery of more than two volts potential.
With any higher voltage the leakage from rail to rail, especially
in wet weather, becomes equivalent to the presence of a train in
the section. For the same reason track circuits cannot be made
of unlimited length. The resistance of the rails also has to be
considered in determining the length of a track circuit.
Where it is necessary to control signaling apparatus by track
circuits over such a length of track that one circuit would not
work, two or more circuits are employed. The control circuits
may be broken through the relays of the successive track circuits,
or "cut sections" may be introduced.
Batteries for Track Circuit. Almost any kind of closed circuit primary battery can be used to supply current to a track circuit, but in practice gravity or storage is ordinarily used. Gravity
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battery is used to a greater extent than any other type of primary
battery on account of its suitability to closed circuit work. It has
a high internal resistance compared with its electro-motive force,
and, therefore, will not exhaust so rapidly as other types. Potash
ur soda batteries might be used by inserting resistance in the
same manner as with a storage battery, except that they are found
/lilt to be so economical in practice. When a gravity battery is used
not more than two cells are usually placed in series.
When the secondary or storage battery is used it is necessary

and, at the same time, must be divided into electrically insulated
sections as far as signaling current is concerned.
Second. Because the traction current flowing in the rails
would tend falsely to operate the track relays were they of the
usual direct current type; hence, the necessity of employing relays
which are unaffected by the traction currents, and supplying a
signal current of the right character to operate them.
Third. Because of traction purposes cross-bonding between
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Fig. 64.
SIGNALS CONTROLLED BY ALTERNATING CURRENT TRACK
SIMPLE ALTERNAT/ NG ('URRENT TRACK. CIRCUIT USING ONE

CIRCUITS.

RAIL FOR SIGNAL TRACK CIRCUIT.

tracks is necessary at frequent intervals, thus influencing the

to insert a resistance in one or both battery leads to restrict the
flow of current, and prevent the battery from becoming exhausted
by the passage of one train, and otherwise injured by over-discharge, as explained in the definition of storage batteries.
The Alternating Current Track Circuit. In the signaling of
roads employing steam as the motive power, the track circuit is
comparatively simple. When, however, the rails are required to
carry the heavy currents called for by electric traction, the track
circuit problem becomes more difficult.
First. Because the rails must be made electrically continuous throughout to serve as a return for the propulsion current,

arrangement. of track circuits.
Figs. 64, 65 and 66 show three types of track circuits, which
fulfil the requirements imposed by electric traction. In all of
these alternating current is used for signaling purposes. The
track relay contacts are operated by a small two-phase induction motor, one winding of which is energized through the track
rails, and the other winding direct from the power line. This relay is not affected by direct current, no matter what. frequency,
within reasonable limits, is used for signaling, and is not affected
by alternating current if a frequency distinctively different from
That of the traction current is used. For in a two-phase induction
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motor, if the phase in one set of field coils varies greatly from that
in the other, the motor will not operate. As both sets of fields in
the two-phase induction motor relay are fed from transformers
on the same single-phase power line, some agency must be provided to produce different angles of lag in the two secondary circuits, otherwise the relay would not act. Such agency exists in
the different apparent resistances of the line circuit and the track
rails ; also in inductive and impeding effects of the rails Rini
bonds. It is not necessary, however, to use two-phase motor relays,

ble to give up one of the rails for signaling purposes only. It is
best adapted to roads employing direct current for propulsion.
The rail A is continuous throughout, and is used as a return for the
traction current. Rail Al is insulated at the joints J-J, and is
used only for the signaling current. P is an alternating current
relay of the two-phase type. When both windings are energized
the motor revolves, and being geared to the contact closes it, the
contact acting as a stop to the movement of the armature, which
now ceases to turn, but bears against the contact, holding it closed.
When a train enters the track circuit the current from transformer T 1 is shunted out of the relay, as already described, in the
ordinary direct current track circuit, and, although current from
the transformer T still continues to flow through one winding,
the motor loses its torque, the armature is revolved in reverse direction by gravity and the relay contact opens.
R and R 1 are resistances so proportioned that the drop in
potential in rail A, caused by the flow of traction current, will
not cause injurious currents to flow through the relay P, or the
secondary at the track transformer T'. The resistance R 1 also
prevents an excessive flow of current from transformer T 1
whenatrisdgheanform.Tsitce
are of the non-inductive type. They are made of cast iron grids.
It can readily be seen from their form that current passing
through them produces no magnetic effects. The grids are
mounted on two or more rods, which are provided with the necessary insulation, and can be huilt up to any desired resistance.
On roads using direct current for propulsion where traffic is heavy
it has also been found desirable to use a small impedance coil or
"ironless" reactance bond connected in multiple with the track
winding of the relay. This coil, being of very low ohmic resistance,
assists the grid R in keeping direct current out of the relay.
T and T 1 are step-down transformers, which reduce the voltage from the power line to that required for track circuit and
other purposes. Cross-bonding for traction purposes may be made
at any point on the continuous rail A.
Fig. 65 represents a type of alternating current track circuit
in which both rails are retained for propulsion purposes, and
which permits of cross-bonding from one rail of either track to
one rail of the other track at any point desired. It is best adapted
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ALTERNATING TRACK CIRCUIT USING Two
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as single-phase induction relays may be used, but where the track
circuit is long and leakage heavy it is better to use two-phase relays, as they have a good torque with a small current from the
track.
Single and Double-rail A. C Track Circuit. On account of the
fact that alternating current is used for signaling, and that either
one or both of the rails may be used for the propulsion current
return, the circuits are known as "Single-rail A. C. Track Circuits" or "Double-rail A. C. Track Circuits."
Fig. 64 shows the "single-rail" circuit, which is the simplest
form of A. C. track circuit, and is only used where it is permissi-
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to installations where the track circuits are very long, and where
the traffic, and consequently the propulsion, current return is

in such a manner as to have no magnetic effect unless more current is flowing in one rail than the other, in which case there
would be a tendency to saturate the iron core and thus reduce the
reactance of the bond. The tendency is, however, limited by an
air gap in the magnetic circuit. This difference of current is
called unbalancing. This can be better understood if it is noted
that propulsion current flows in the same direction in each rail,
Therefore, the bond is in effect two electro-magnets of equal
strength wound on the same cores in opposition. Thus the magnetic effects due to direct current in one winding will neutralize
those in the other, unless more current should flow in one rail than
in the other. If the iron core were continuous, the effect of an
unbalanced propulsion current would be to shift the neutral
magnetic point along the core a distance proportional to the
amount of unbalancing. For this reason the air gap is introduced
in the magnetic circuit, and the wider the gap the less the neutral
point will shift for a given amount of unbalancing, because air is
a poor conductor of magnetic lines of force compared with iron.
But the wider the air gap is made the lower becomes the inductive effects of the iron, (which is a maximum when the core is continuous), and the greater the leakage of alternating current across
the rails, due to the impaired reactance.
Track circuits, as shown by Fig. 65, may be satisfactorily
operated to a length of about 2,500 feet, and to a length of 5,000
feet by applying the energy at the center of the section.
Coleman System of Signaling. Since an ordinary track current is not available for successful block signalings on alternating
current track circuits, other systems have, of necessity, been devised, one of which merits a particular description. This system
is known as the Coleman system of signaling for electric roads,
and was placed in operation on the Long Island Railroad in
June, 1908; and it is said that there has not been one failure of
operation of the system since that time. This system does not require the use of insulating joints, and is, therefore, particularly
advantageous on any line of railroad, but more especially one using
an alternating current circuit. On the Rockaway Beach Division
of the Long Island Railroad the electric trains are operated by the
third rail system, with 500 volts direct current as the operating
power. At the sub-station an alternating current is transformed

light. It is applicable only to roads using direct currents for
propulsion. Rail A is continuous throughout, and rail Al is
divided by the insulated joints JJ. Both rails are available for
the propulsion current, rail A because it is continuous, and rail A'
because it is made continuous by the "transformer bond" B and
"reactance bond" C, which are of very Iow ohmic resistance, and
have a current capacity of half that per track. The "transformer
bond" B has a secondary winding, as shown, which is connected
directly to and energizes one of the windings of relay P. If the
relay winding in question were connected directly to the rails,
an excessive amount of direct current would flow through it, owing
to the low resistance of the relay winding and the drop of potential in the main coil of bond B, due to the flow of traction current ;
hence, the secondary winding on this bond.
The track relay P and its operation are the same as described
for Fig. 64, and the transformers and resistance grids are of the
same general character. With good rock ballast track circuits of
this type, up to 9,000 feet in length, have been operated satisfactorily. It is, however, possible to operate with equal satisfaction track circuits of twice this length by placing the energy
transformer bonds B and track relays P at both ends, the signal
control circuit being carried through the contacts of both these
relays in series. If cross-bonding is required to the insulated rail
at the center of the section, a reactance bond C would be connected
across the rails as shown.
Fig. 66 shows another type of alternating current track circuit, in which both rails are retained for propulsion purposes, but
in which cross-bonding to adjacent tracks can occur only at the
ends of track circuits. This type of track circuit is especially
adapted to roads where the traffic is very heavy and the blocks of
medium lengths, and is applicable to either alternating current or
direct current traction. As shown, both rails are insulated at the
signal locations by the points J, and are made continuous as concerns the traction current by the iron core reactance bonds B.
The bonds consist of a few turns of very heavy copper wound
around a laminated iron core, and so connected to the rails that
the traction current in each rail flows through rse-half the bond
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from 6,600 volts, 25 cycles, to 2,200 volts, 25 cycles, at which
voltage it is carried through the different sections of the road
where automatic signals are used on two No. 2 bare copper wires
for the signal supply current. A three kilowatt step-down transformer is used for reducing the voltage to 220, which is the voltage used for the signal supply for the system. Fig. 67 shows the
locations of the signals installed with the Coleman system of track
circiiit control. It will be noted that the signals for both directions are located on one side of the track, which in this particular
case is found necessary in order to obtain a view of the signals,
as the telegraph line obstructs the view on the other side. The
blocks are approximately 2,700 feet in length, and home and
distant signals are used as on other sections of the road. At each
signal location a storage battery of five cells in duplicate, charged
from the third rail through resistance, is used for operation of the
motors and slots. At one of the signal locations, however, the
storage battery is not used, but in its place is substituted a rectifier of special design which is connected to the alternating current
circuit through the regular relay transformer, which provides a
direct current at 12 for the operation of the motors and slot magnets at this location. Fig. 68 shows the circuit for the operation
of the track circuit. At each signal location two No. 0000 copper
cross-bonds connect the rails, forming a short-circuit between the
rails and these points. A track transformer, the primary of which
is connected to the signal supply wires, and the secondary to the
two rails, and which supplies alternating current at 25 cycles at
approximately 4 volts to the track, is provided at the center of
each block. A path for this current is from secondary connection
"A" to the rail "B," through cross bonds "C," rail "D," connection "E," and then to the other side of the transformer secondary. At the same time a current of equal value passes from
the secondary connection through the other rail, cross bonds, to
the transformer, so that the alternating current passes continuously through both rails throughout the block. At each end of the
block a coil of wire is placed along the rail, with its terminal
connected to the armature of an alternating current relay of the
two-circuit type. This coil is wound continuously
, as in a transformer or magnet coil along and between the rails. The wire is
protected from mechanical injury by angle irons along the
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rails and clamped to them. These angle irons, in addition to
forming protection to the coils, increase their electrical efficiency
by providing a core. As shown in Fig. 68, the alternating current
which passes along the rail "B," cross bonds "C" and rail "D,"
produces a current of the same frequency in this coil, and the induced current is carried through the armature winding of the twocircuit relay "R." This action on the coil is the same as the
action of a transformer; the rails through which the initial current passes from the primary of the transformer, the angles and
clamps form the core, and the coil forms the secondary of the
transformer. The fields of the relay are connected directly to the
main signal supply wires through a field transformer, which reduces the supply from 220 volts to 55 volts. The construction of
the relay is such that the operation depends upon the relay receiving a current of the same frequency through both the field and
armature coils in synchronism.
The operation of the Coleman system is as follows: A train
entering a block as at "A," Fig. 68, cuts off the supply of track
coil "B," which is supplied from track transformer "C," and in
consequence the armature or track relay "R" is de-energized and
the contact opens. As the train proceeds in the block and approaches the center where the connections are made to the track
transformer, this transformer is short-circuited to such an extent that the relay "S" at the opposite end of the block, as well
as relay "R," is de-energized and its front contacts open.
The complete operation and the signal circuit diagram are
shown in Fig. 69, and, as will be noted, it is a normally clear
wire circuit with home and distant control. The -wire for each
home signal is carried through the home block, in order that the
home signal may be controlled through a contact on a relay at
each end of the block in series circuit.
The breaking of a cross bond causes the signal to go to danger,
because the circuits from the transformers on each side of the
bond are broken. When, however, a train is between two adjacent
track transformers, it completes a circuit from each. The connections of the transformers and relays are made in such a manner that the train approaching the broken bond clears the signal
in advance, but the current to the train from a source to the rear
will not give a clear indication. Broken rail protection is also

afforded on both rails, since a broken rail will cut off the supply
to the track coil at one end of the block and de-energize the relay
at that end. It is also feasible with this system to cross-bond between tracks on a two or more track road at each signal location
without interference with the operation of the system or the protection afforded by it.
This system is equally practicable for steam roads. The only
effective remedy for foreign current interference with the operation
of track circuits is the use of alternating currents for track circuits, with relays which respond to the alternating current supply
only. Not only does the system provide these safeguards, but, by
dispensing with the insulated joints, it provides a track circuit
free from the serious defects of direct current track circuits as
ordinarily used.
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Signal System Used in the "Electric Zone" of the New York
Central & Hudson River R. R. The signal system designed by the

General Railway Signal Co. and installed at the New York City
terminal of the New York Central & Hudson River R. R. illustrates the use of an automatic electric block signal system for a
direct current electric road, in which alternating current is employed for the operation of the track circuits and all the signal
devices.
The signals are of the two-arm, two-position, semaphore type,
with a full block overlap arranged on the normal clear principle.
The signals are spaced from 800 feet to 3,200 feet apart to conform to the condition of the grades, the allowable speed at different points and the safe braking distance.
Twenty-five cycle, single-phase alternating current is used
for the operation of the entire block signal system. It is nor I
malyobtinedfrhacompny's1,0vlt25ce
bus-bars, and stepped down, by means of static transformers, to
2,200 volts for distribution. As a reserve, in case of failure of
the 11,000 volt power, motor generators are installed taking power
from the railroad company's 650 volt storage battery. The switchboard circuits are arranged so that the transformer and motor
generator can operate signly or in multiple, as desired.
There are eight sub-stations, arranged six miles apart, varying in capacity from CO to 100 k. w. In addition to the power
required for the block system, these sub-stations also supply the
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power for operating the battery, charging motor generator sets,
signal lights, indicators, relays, etc., employed in the interlocking
plants in the Electric Zone.
The transmission line is interrupted midway between adjacent sub-stations, so that normally each sub-station feeds both
ways, being independent of its neighbor; this to avoid the need
of keeping them in synchronism. In case of emergency, however,
the transmission lines can be connected at the center and be supplied from either sub-station. The transmission line is partly
aerial and partly underground. The aerial line consists of No. 0
hard-drawn copper wire strung on the railroad company's transmission line poles on the inside pins of the lower cross-arm. The
underground line consists of No. 6 twin conductor lead-covered
cable run in tile ducts or iron pipe, as required.
Small 2,200 to 55-volt line transformers, from 1 to 5 k. w.
capacity, are suitably located near each group of signals or other
required centers of distribution. They are connected to the aerial
lines by plug cut-outs, so designed that a transformer may be disconnected without danger. They are connected to the cable lines
by combined fuse and junction boxes. Cartridge fuses are supported on porcelain insulators and mounted in separate slate compartments, and the cables terminate on binding posts, so that
either cable may be disconnected without disturbing the other.
The 55-volt line transformer secondaries are protected from the
2,200-volt primary in case of insulation failure by a grounded
shield.
Double-rail alternating current track circuits with iron core
reactance bonds are employed. Each reactance bond is -wound
with eight turns of copper, having a sectional area of one square
inch, with a continuous carrying capacity per track of 5,000
amperes, a short-time overload of 10,000 amperes and an unbalancing capacity of over 1,000 amperes, the latter without varying
the reactance over 5 per cent. The apparent resistance of the
bond to alternating current is approximately five one-hundredths
of an ohm.
The bonds are provided with an adjustable air gap in the
magnetic circuit to limit the effect of unbalancing, as explained
above, so that the reactance or unbalancing capacity can be
varied as required to suit local conditions. The bonds are put

up in pairs and mounted in iron cases. They are set between or
outside of tracks. A connecting chamber is provided in the case
between the coils, in which all coil ends terminate, and where all
connections to the rails, transformers, relays and cross-bonds are
made, and then concealed by a suitable cover.
The copper connections after leaving the bond terminals go
downward and underground to the rails, where, after passing for
a short distance above the ground to insure flexibility, they are
connected to the rails.
This construction leaves the space between the ties and rails
free from obstruction (thus facilitating the repair of the tracks),
and also conceals the copper as much as possible, tending to prevent theft. The bond connections to rails consist of two 500,000
circular mill flexible cables in multiple. The coils are immersed
in transformer oil. The track circuits and relay local phases are
supplied with energy from small track transformers. The transformers are wound for a primary voltage of 55, a track secondary
voltage, variable by means of taps, from 2 to 6, and a relay secondary giving two volts. The transformers have a closed magnetic circuit, and are provided with slate terminal boards having
a binding post for each terminal or tap. They are oil-cooled, and
are kept in water-proof iron cases, provided with six outgoing
flexible leads.
The track relays employed on the Electric Zone are of the
single-contact polyphase type. They are used as primary relays
to operate secondary or repeater track relays, which in turn are
equipped with a suitable number of contacts for the control of
the various circuits. The relay is immune to the effects of direct
current, and can be made immune to the effects of alternating
current traction currents by employing a distinctively different
frequency for signaling, it being apparent that the relay cannot
operate unless the frequency in the track and local phases is in
synchronism. All contacts and other working parts are visible
through glass-covered openings. Rubber gaskets make the relay
water-tight. These relays give a rubbing pressure between the
contacts in closing, and are wide open when de-energized.
The secondary track relays, as mentioned above, and all motor
control relays, are of the alternating current tractive type. These
relays are equipped with a three-legged laminated magnet, having
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coils of different reactance, whereby a phase difference between
the two coils is produced, the combination resulting in a uniform
magnetic pull when the relay is energized by single-phase alternating current. The relay has a capacity of four front and four
back contacts, and is wound to operate on 55 volts. It is glassenclosed and made water-tight by gaskets. The track secondary
relays are equipped with platinum to graphite contacts, and the
motor control relays with heavy carbon to carbon contacts.
The signal mechanism is designed for heavy duty, high-speed
service, it being necessary to clear the signals in two seconds.
On account of the heavy spectacle used, the upward thrust on the
operating rod is over 200 pounds. The mechanism is operated by
a one-fourth horse-power single-phase induction motor, having
starting and working coils. An automatic centrifugal switch is
used to open the starting coils as the motor speeds up. The
motor revolves in one direction in clearing the home arm, and
in the other direction in clearing the distant arm, a ratchet arrangement being provided for this purpose.
Single-track Automatic Systems. Until within the past five
years single-track lines (with one exception, the Cincinnati, New
Orleans & Texas Pacific) made little use of automatic signals,
for there are peculiar difficulties on such lines. To make the signals efficient in preventing collisions between trains running in
opposite directions, the controlling circuits must be more extended and complicated than those on double track, for each of
the two trains approaching each other must set signals at "stop"
against the opposing train so far in advance of itself as to insure
that both trains will receive stop indications in time to stop before meeting. And, in addition, when a train finds a signal at
"stop" it must not proceed, as it would on double track, merely
looking out for a train standing or moving in the same direction
as itself, but must suffer considerable delay by sending a man
ahead with a red flag or light, because there is the possibility
that a train may be approaching in the opposite direction. In
spite of these difficulties, however, automatic signals are being
installed in large numbers on single-track lines by seine companies. The arrangement of track circuits is such that every
other insulated section controls signals for trains going in one
direction, and the remaining section . control signals for trains go-

ing in the opposite direction. These signals are placed on opposite
sides of the track, so that they will be in view of the engineer
when the train is going in either direction. These signals, moreover, are suitably interlocked by means of auxiliary contacts on
the track relays, so that the train is actually protected for at
least three blocks ahead.
The operation of the relays and signals is the same as used
in connection with double-track signals, except that the signals
are dependent upon three relays instead of one. Assuming a
train entering a block, one signal is set behind the train and two
in advance. Upon entering the next block an auxiliary contact
on the next relay prevents the operating circuit from being closed
through the signal protecting its rear, and another auxiliary contact prevents the signal farthest in advance from returning to
clear. The intermediate signal, however, returns to clear, and
operation is repeated on entering the succeeding block. Hence it
will be seen that signals which are set for the guidance of trains
going in the opposite direction return to clear as soon as they are
passed, and the other signals turn to danger upon passing the
signal, and remain at danger while the train is running through
three blocks.
Overlap. When block signaling is used, the signals are so
placed that the sections they control overlap; that is, a certain short section will be controlled by two signals, one at the
beginning of one block, and the other at the beginning of the next
block, so that, if a train should break down immediately after
passing a signal, the preceding signal could not be clear, in which
case an approaching train would be sufficiently -warned to prevent
its colliding with a disabled train.
On single-track lines, automatic block signals are arranged
so as to prevent the occurrence of a collision between trains moving toward each other, which without overlap might pass clear
signals at the same moment. The opposing signals are so situated
that each train will encounter a stop signal before it - can meet the
other.
An arrangement of overlap is shown in Fig. 70. When signal
A indicates stop, it cannot be cleared until the train has passed
beyond the overlap, in which case signal B will indicate stop before A is cleared.
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Batteries Used for Signal Installations. There are two types of
batteries used in signal installations, the primary battery and the
storage battery. When primary batteries are used they are always
of the closed circuit type; that is, they are capable of withstanding
continuous full normal current discharge. There are three types
of primary cells used, Gravity, Gordon and Edison primary cells.
Gravity Batteries. In the gravity, which is of the two-fluid
type, the different specific gravities of the liquids used is the only
principle involved in keeping them apart, porous cups and
diaphragms being thereby eliminated. The liquids used consist
of a saturated solution of copper sulphite and a diluted solution of
zinc sulphate ant i sulphuric acid, the acid being formed only
during the action of the cell. The general arrangement of a
gravity cell is shown in Fig. 71. The copper element is shown

When a gravity battery is in proper condition there should
be a blue line of separation about midway between the top of the
cell. The electro-motive force of this cell or open circuit. is about
1.1 volt, and the interior resistance will be found to vary to
3 ohms. Under these conditions it will give a current or circuit
varying from to 21 amperes. A gravity cell of this type is
more commonly used for track circuits, its principal disadvantage,
however, being its particularly high internal resistance.

•
A.0-41,1.
Fig. 70.
OVERLAP AS USED WITII BLOCK SIGNALS.

at C, and rests upon the bottom of the jar, and is connected to the
external circuit by an insulated wire. The copper is partly covered with crystals of copper sulphate, these coppers being surrounded by a strong solution of copper sulphate. Above this latter solution, and separate from it, is the solution of zinc sulphate,
in which the zinc Z is immersed. The zinc is connected to the
other side of the external circuit.
The action of a gravity battery is as follows: When the external circuit is closed the small amount of sulphuric acid which
is always present attacks the zinc, forming zinc sulphate and
hydrogen. The zinc sulphate remains in the upper part of the
liquid, while the hydrogen passes to the copper sulphate, and thus
forms sulphuric acid and metallic copper. The copper is deposited
upon the copper element, while the sulphuric acid rises and attacks the zinc. This action continues as long as the external circuit is closed.

Fig. 71.
GRAVITY CELL USED IN SIGNALLING SYSTEMS.

Another type of primary battery used for
signaling is known as the Gordon cell, the elements of which are
iron and zinc, while the electrolyte is a strong solution of sodium
hydrate or caustic soda. In this type the positive zinc element is
generally bent in a cylindrical form about inch in thickness. It
is thoroughly amalgamated to prevent local action, and is fastened
to a perforated cylinder, which it surrounds. This interior positive cylinder is partly filled with a flaky oxide of copper, the iron
and this compound forming the negative element. The electro
Gordon Batteries.
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lyte generally consists of a 25 per cent solution of caustic soda ;
that is, three or four pounds of water are used to one pound of
caustic soda. A heavy mineral oil is used to cover the surface of
the liquid. This is done because caustic soda has a strong affinity
for carbon-dioxide in the atmosphere. An ordinary cell of this
type is what is known as a 300-ampere hour cell, the jar being
about 6 inches in diameter by 8 inches high. When the cell is renewed it is usual to throw the entire cylinder and its contents, and
also the zinc, away and to renew the entire interior of the cell.
Edison Batteries. The Edison -battery is another type of primary battery which has been used to some extent for signaling
purposes. The elements of this cell are generally zinc plates and
copper oxide plates. The exciting solution or electrolyte consists
either of caustic soda or sodium hydrate, the latter being the more
preferable. The liquid is covered, as in the Gordon cell, with
a heavy mineral oil to protect the liquid from the atmosphere.
The cell is renewed by removing the zinc, the oxide plates and the
solution and replacing new elements. The surface of the liquid
should be about 1 inch above the top of the zinc and oxide plates.
A 300-ampere cell of this kind has an interior resistance of about
.025 ohm, a voltage of about .67, a continuous current of about 6
amperes, and a circuit current of about 27 amperes. The low interior resistance of this cell is one of its particular advantages, as
is also the uniformity of operation, freedom from local action,
constancy of current output, ability to withstand low temperatures
and the absence of any objectionable vapor.
The principal disadvantages of both the Gordon and Edison
cells are the low terminal voltage, the rapidity with which they
give out and the excessive heat caused by the dissolving of the
caustic soda in water. The use of oil on the surface of a liquid
is also rather troublesome, as the outside of the jars must be frequently cleaned.
Storage Batteries. Storage batteries have many advantages
over primary cells which make them particularly adaptable to
certain kinds of signaling. When large amounts of energy are not
required, storage cells may be economically used for supplying a
large amount of current for a considerable length of time. Storage or secondary batteries consist of a hard rubber or glass jar,
in which is placed a series of lead plates, half of which are con-

nected to the positive terminal, and the other half to the negative terminal. A weak solution of sulphuric acid covers the plates,
which are held together with thin pieces of hard rubber. The
plates are charged from some external source of direct current,
which sets up in the cell certain chemical actions. The positive
plates become coated with a reddish brown substance, which is
known as peroxide of lead, and the negative plates are deoxidized,
leaving a clean surface of lead. After the plates are charged with
a direct current they are discharged by the current used in the
various secondaries, and after the voltage has dropped to about
1.8 volts for each cell they are recharged again. This process of
charging and recharging may be done many times before the cell
deteriorates to any extent. The voltage of a cell should be about
2.2 volts when fully charged, and they never should be allowed
to fall below a voltage of 1.8 volts. When a cell has reached this
voltage any further discharge will cause it to deteriorate very rapidly. An indication of whether the cell is charged or discharged
can be obtained by examining the specific gravity of the sulphuric
acid. The specific gravity of a cell should be about 1.2 when it is
fully charged, and it should not be less than 1.18 when it is fully
discharged. Storage batteries are rated according to their capacity, the usual unit used for this purpose being the ampere hour;
that is, they are rated according to the number of ampere hours
they are capable of discharging until the indicator gives 1.8 volts
per cell, assuming the cell originally to have been fully charged.
A 300-ampere hour cell may be charged at a normal rate of 30
amperes, the charging continuing for 10 hours. In the care of
storage batteries the frequent use of a voltmeter and hydrometer
is necessary, as the greater part of the troubles found in storage
cells can be attributed to improper voltage. The voltmeter should
be connected in succession to each cell and the readings compared
to see if they are uniform. The cells giving low readings require
attention. The hydrometer gives the density or specific gravity
of the volts. The regular use of these two instruments, a careful
attention to the discharge rate, regular inspection of the cells, and
adding water which may be lost by evaporation so as to keep the
tubes of the plates always covered, constitute the most vital points
connected with the use of storage batteries. The principal troubles of storage batteries are short-circuting, buckling, sulphating,
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weakened electrolyte, and worn out portions. Short-circuits are
usually caused by buckling of the plates or by the dropping of portions of the active material of the plates. It may also be caused
by the sediment in the bottom of the jar or tank. A buckling
plate is usually caused by a continuous excessive overcharge or
a heavy discharge. To assist in preventing it the plates are
separated by glass or rubber distance pieces. Sulphating is
caused by carrying the discharge of a battery too far or letting it
stand too long without recharging. This is remedied by constant
charging.
Storage Batteries for Electric Interlocking Systems. In all
electric interlocking systems 110 volts is the standard voltage.
Therefore, 55 cells are generally connected in series to obtain this
electro-motive force. The capacity of the individual cells which
are installed in any plant will depend upon the work they are required to perform in a given time. At the end of each period of
discharge they must, of course, again be charged. With a storage
battery installation, a switch-board is necessary, and it should contain an ammeter, a voltmeter, pilot lamps for indicating grounds,
circuit switches, charging rheostat, fuses for overload and reverse
current circuit breakers.
Mercury Rectifiers. For charging storage signal batteries
from alternating current mains, a mercury converter or rectifier
is often used. This device straightens out the alternating current
and converts it into a pulsating direct current. Mercury rectifiers
are generally mounted upon a switchboard, connecting the main
switches, and connect with a transformer as a variable secondary
voltage. With this arrangement alternating current may be transmitted over long distances, and any isolated plant may be charged
at any voltage required.
Installation of Storage Batteries. Storage batteries should be
installed in a dry place, having an average temperature of about
70 degrees. They may be charged from a commercial power circuit or by means of a portable generating plant. When a portable
plant is used, it generally consists of a gasoline engine directly
connected to a direct current generator. If direct current is not
available for charging storag e batteries, the alternating current is
converted to direct current by a motor generator or mercury
rectifier.

When batteries of any kind are used it is advisable to install them where there will be the least likelihood of freezing. A
battery house is generally built where the batteries are to be located, and they are generally lined with felt asbestos or similar

Fig. 72.
SE NI P HOBE SWITCH

INDICATOR.

material for protection from the varying temperatures of the outside air.
Switch Indicator. A switch indicator is a device used to indicate either to the eye or ear, or both, whether or not a train
has entered or is approaching the block in which the switch about
to be moved is placed. It is usually principally in connection with
automatic block signals. One type of switch indicator consists of
a pair of magnets and an armature, to which it attached a small
movable disc or miniature semaphore arm. The whole apparatus
is inclosed in a weather-proof case having a glass front, which is
mounted on a post near the switch stand.
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The magnet coils in the switch indicator are energized by a
line wire circuit, which extends back at least two full block sections, and which passes through normally closed contacts on all
the intervening track relays, or through normally closed contacts
on the home signal arms. When the circuit is broken by the presnce of a train anywhere within the limits of the circuit which

Block Indicators. For the purpose of indicating to a signalman whether or not the track circuit is occupied by a train, an
electro-magnetic device known as a block indicator is used. The
electro-magnet is generally actuated directly or through relay by
the track circuit, and has on it an armature, which moves a small
semaphore on giving the proper indication corresponding to the
condition of the track.
Train Describer. A train describer is an electrical instrument
designed to give information regarding the origin, destination,
class or character of trains, engines, or cars moving along the
road. It is used in signal cabins to announce trains from one
cabin to another, or from train sheds to cabins or despatchers'
offices.
Track Indicator. This is an arrangement used at interlocking plants. It consists of a map-like reproduction of the railroad
tracks, made on transparent glass. Electric lights which are controlled by the track circuits are arranged behind the glass, and
they show for different sections of the track, whether or not such
sections are occupied by a train or locomotive. The lights are red
and white, so that when a track circuit is unoccupied the lights
burn white. The presence of a train in a block extinguishes the
white light and causes the red light to burn, so that a signalman
is kept constantly informed of the condition of the track sections
of his plant.

,,

Fig. 73.
BELL SWITCH INDICATOR.
would open one or more contacts, the armature drops and moves
the disc or semaphore arm into the position, indicating the approach of a train, which gives warning against opening the switch,
as shown in Fig. 72. In another type of switch indicator, as
shown in Fig. 73, a vibrating bell is used, and is connected in a
similar manner, and is arranged to ring only when a train is
approaching the block, and is cut out as the train enters the block.
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SIGNALS AND SIGNAL SYSTEMS.
1. Describe the general method of operating trains with the
telegraph and train order systems.
2. What are the errors most likely to creep in when the
telegraph and train order system is used ?
3. What are the advantages of the block signal system
over the train order system ?
4. Describe in a general way how block signals are operated.
5. What is the general length of a block system and upon
what does the length depend ?
6. Name four different types of block systems with which
you are familiar.
7. How many miles of railroad are now operated upon the
block signal system ?
8. Name four principal railroads which are now using telephones for block signaling.
9. Name the principal railroads which use the controlled
manual block system.
10. Give the definitions for the following terms used in
block signaling:-block signal, home signal, advance signal, distant signal, caution signal.
11. What is meant by permissive block signaling?
12. Describe in a general way bow the manual block system
is operated.
13. Of what particular value is the three-position block
signal which is now being used on many railroads?
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14. What are the advantages of a normal clear signal system ?
15. What are the advantages of a normal danger signal
system ?
16. What are false signals and how may they occur ?
17. What are the advantages and disadvantages of die signals over semaphore signals ?
18. What are the requirements for an interlocking signal
system ?
19. Describe briefly how one form of interlocking machine
operates.
20. What are the advantages of power interlocking over the
manual system ?
21. Name three different types of power interlocking syster- whicmaybeusd.
22. Describe in a general way how the electro-pneumatic
interlocking system operates.
23. What is meant by approach locking? and describe how
it is used.
24. Describe the electric train staff system which is used for
signaling.
25. What are the advantages of the electric train staff
system ?
26. Describe the permissive feature as used with the electric
train staff system.
•
27. What are the advantages of an electric motor semaphore
signal ?
28. What are the advantages of using the signal motor on
top of the signal mast ?
29. Describe briefly the Hall electro-gas signal system.
30. What kind of batteries may be used with track circuits?
31. Upon what does the voltage and length of track circuit
depend 1
32. Describe briefly several systems of track circuits used for
automatic block signals.
33. How does the alternating current track circuit differ
from the usual form of track circuit ?
34. What is meant by overlap when block signaling is used ?
35. When are mercury rectifiers used in connection with a
signal system ?
95
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36. What is the dog chart and explain how it is used in
connection with an interlocking machine.
37. What is a locking sheet ? and explain what value it is
to the signalman.
38. Describe one type of single track automatic block system.
39. What are the advantages of storage batteries over other
types for track circuits
?

?
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Modern Air Brake Equipments

G.

z
Early Inventions. The railway air brake as we know it is

just forty years old. This marvelous invention, which is now an
absolutely indispensable adjunct to modern railway travel, was
unknown prior to 1869, and though there had been frequent at-
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tempts to devise brakes for moving vehicles many years before
this, only three of them had used air pressure in any form to work
the brake. The modern air brake was the invention of George
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Westinghouse.

In his work on the "Development of the Locomotive Engine,"
Dr. Angus Sinclair has carefully summarized the various efforts
made between 1770 and 1870 to devise brake mechanism for
vehicles. During that period there were about 190 patents
granted in England for various kinds of brake apparatus applicable to common road vehicles. Out of the total number only 46
inventors applied the brake shoe to the tread of the wheel.
Twenty-eight applied pressure to the hub of the wheel, twenty-one
braked specially designed fly wheels, eight brought pressure to
bear on the axle, twenty-seven were operated by the movement of
the horse drawing the vehicle, four relied upon momentum, three
endeavored to accumulate power for subsequent propulsion, three
were governed by electromagnetic agency and three were pneumatic. The rest were miscellaneous in character. In America
170 patents had been granted, of which twenty-one were automatic.
The advent of the locomotive naturally stimulated inventive
genius in the direction of brake mechanism, and in the first
seventy years of the Nineteenth Century, we are told, that as
many as 650 patents for brakes were granted in Great Britain.
In 1833 Robert Stephenson patented a brake which consisted of
a small cylinder with piston and rod, which was actuated by steam.
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This was connected by a series of rods and levers to a cam. James
Nasmyth, the inventor of the steam hammer, with Charles May
were the first to attempt the application of a vacuum brake. In
1848 Samuel C. Lister patented an air brake, but it was never
used in service. During the same time there had been 305 air
brake patents granted in the United States.
Straight Mr Brake. George Westinghouse was familiar with
mechanism from his earliest days. His father was the owner of
a machine shop, and in it the tools of the day were the toys of the
boy. In 1869 he invented a form of air brake generally known as
the "Straight Air Brake." This form of atmospheric brake consisted of a steam actuated air pump for compressing air, a reservoir carried on the engine for containing the accumulated pressure, and a pipe, connected between the cars with rubber hose,
traversed the length of the train. On each car was a cylinder
communicating with the brake pipe by a short connection. The
cylinders were fitted each with piston, rod, levers, etc., by which
the brake shoes were drawn against the treads of the wheels whet,
by operating a three-way cock in the cab, the engineer permitted
the compressed air to flow through the brake pipe. The release
of brakes was accomplished by letting the brake cylinders exhaust
back through the brake pipe and out to the atmosphere through
the three-way cock in the cab.
The straight air or earliest form of compressed air brake was
wholly dependent for its action upon the operation of the threeway cock in the cab by the engineer, as shown in Figs. 1 and 2.
Viewed in the light of present achievements, this was no doubt a
crude form of brake, yet its superiority over the hand brake was
even in those days unquestioned. The inventor, keenly alive to
the Possibilities of the air operated brake, introduced in 1872
what is known as the "Automatic Brake." This form was a
marked improvement upon the straight air brake, and embodied
in its essential features the principle which is in use in the most
advanced form of air brake to-day.
Automatic Air Brake. In the straight air brake, the brake
pipe was empty at all times except when the brake was applied,
but with the automatic brake the brake pipe was constantly full
of compressed air, and the reduction of the air in this pipe set
the brakes. With this new arrangement it is obvious that the

bursting of a hose between the cars, or the separating of two hose
connections, as would inevitably occur if the train broke in two,
at once applied the brake to both portions of the train by the
liberation of the air contained in the brake pipe, as it is correctly
called. The operation of the brake was thus not confined exclusively to the action of the engineer, and as the brake was effectively applied by the bursting of a hose connection, or the parting
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Fig. 1.
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Fig. 2.

SECTION AND PLAN OF ORIGINAL THREE - WAY COCK.

of the train, the name "Automatic Air Brake" was used to fittingly describe it. In order to render the brake still more efficient
a branch pipe was carried up into each ear, the top of which was
closed by a valve within reach of the conductor, so that in case of
necessity the brake could be applied by someone on the train
other than the engineer.
The automatic brake was even a greater step in advance of
the straight air brake than the original form had been over the old
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hand brake. The automatic brake, however, had, as might be
expected, more apparatus in connection with it than had been required with the straight air. The essential features of the automatic brake consisted, as had the previous form, of an air pump,
a large reservoir on the engine called the main reservoir, the brake
pipe and the brake cylinders under the cars, as shown in Fig. 3.
The three-way cock was still retained on the engine, and by it,

piston uncovered a groove in the small cylinder, so that brake
pipe air passed through this "feed groove" and past the triple
piston to the auxiliary reservoir, and in this condition the brakes
were off, and the auxiliary reservoir became charged and the
brake pipe was also full of compressed air. Any reduction of
brake pipe pressure, whether accidental or intentional, caused the
auxiliary reservoir pressure on the triple piston to predominate,
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Fig. 3.
SECTION OF ORIGINAL AIR BRAKE CYLINDER.

as formerly, air from the main reservoir passed to the brake pipe.
It was through this three-way cock that the engineer could exhaust air from the brake pipe at will. With the automatic brake,
however, a small auxiliary reservoir was placed under each car,
and the brake pipe, auxiliary reservoir and brake cylinder were
all united to what was called the "triple valve" on account of
this threefold connection.
THE PLAIN TRIPLE VALVE.
The plain triple valve, shown in Figs. 4 and 5, as this most
ingenious device is called, consisted of a small vertical cylinder
with piston, and to the rod of which a small slide valve was attached. Brake pipe pressure from the engine, acting on the under
side of the triple piston, forced it up to its extreme position and
placed the slide valve so that the brake cylinder would have free
communication with the atmosphere through the cavity in the
slide valve. The extreme or uppermost position of the triple

Fig. 4.

Fig. 5.

SECTION AND ELEVATION OF ORIGINAL TRIPLE VALVE,.

feed groove and also carried
with it the slide valve, which thus cut off communication of the
brake cylinder to the atmosphere and opened a direct port leading from the auxiliary reservoir, through the slide valve, to the
brake cylinder, thus filling the latter with air and applying the
brake.
In order to prevent the depleted pressure in the auxiliary
reservoir, caused by its supply being turned into the brake cylinder, from becoming so low that the remaining pressure in the
and the piston moved down past the
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brake pipe would predominate and so drive the triple piston up to
the release and charging position described above, a very cleverly
devised arrangement was introduced for the purpose of closing
off the flow of air from auxiliary to brake cylinder before premature release should occur. This device was practically a small
stopper in the passageway of the slide valve, and this small stoppe r was called the graduating valve. A slight predominance of
brake pipe pressure over that in the auxiliary reservoir caused the
triple valve piston to move just enough to close the graduating
valve without moving the slide valve. This was accomplished by
having the graduating valve pinned to the triple piston-rod so
that it moved when the triple piston moved, while, on account of
the prearranged lost motion between triple piston and slide
valve, the latter remained as it stood. The graduating valve
action therefore made it possible to have brakes applied and held
without premature release and without the auxiliary reservoir
being recharged. A second reduction of brake pipe pressure, if
made intentionally, caused a stronger setting of the brake, followed by the same sequence of events for the holding of the brake
applied. Full release carried the triple piston up again to its
extreme uppermost position, established communication between
the brake cylinder and the atmosphere and between the brake pipe
and the auxiliary by way of the feed groove. This released the
brake, and the work of charging the auxiliary reservoir then took
place.
AUTOMATIC TRIPLE WITH STRAIGHT AIR BRAKE.
The change from "straight air" to the automatic form, desirable as it certainly appears, was nevertheless gradual. The
railroads which had adopted the first form of Westinghouse Air
Brake naturally desired to make the change by degrees. In order
to do this the plain triple valve was provided with a four-way
cock which, according to the position of the handle, either cut out
the brake altogether from a particular ear if the brake was found
to be defective, or it cut out the triple valve alone and allowed
the brake to be operated on the straight air system, or it cut in the
triple so as to produce automatic action. In this way cars
equipped with the plain triple valve could be used in straight air
trains.

ATR BRAKES.
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THE NEW STYLE PLAIN TRIPLE VALVE.
The introduction of the plain triple valve, Fig. 4, involved
the gradual abandonment of the straight air principle and the
adoption of the automatic brake. Soon a new style of plain
triple valve, Fig. 0, was brought out, by which two improvements
were effected. One was the absence of the four-way cock, as
this new style of equipment compelled the abandonment of the
straight air brake, and the other improvement was the emergency
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feature. By this latter arrangement a rapid fall in the brake pipe
pressure, such as would take place if the train broke in two or
if the engineer was suddenly confronted with some imminent
danger, resulted in the extreme downward travel of the triple
piston carrying the slide valve with its restricted opening entirely
clear of the port leading from the auxiliary reservoir to the brake
e,vI hider, and so producing a more powerful and rapid application
f the brake. The new sayle of triple valve worked well in service
applications on long trains in conjunction with the "engineers'
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brake and equalizing discharge valve" which had been devised.
The new style of triple, however, was found to be too slow in its
action in the emergency application on long trains, and to meet
this condition the quick-action triple valve was designed.
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THE ENGINEERS' BRAKE VALVE.
In this necessarily brief summary of events in the development of the air brake, a word most here be said concerning what
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was called the Engineers' Brake and Equalizing Discharge Valve,
Fig. 7. The exhaust of brake pipe air from the three-way cock
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was governed entirely by the engineer, and much or little could
be let out by him according to his individual judgment in order
to produce a normal service application. Skill was acquired
solely by practice and was aided by good judgment, consequently
no two men operated the brake exactly alike, and good and bad
braking was the result with the same equipment. It was also
found that when a reduction of air was made in the brake pipe
and the front cars' brakes applied, the engineer would probably
shut off the brake pipe exhaust. The brakes in the rear of the
train experiencing brake pipe reduction later, were set later, and
further, the surge of air from the rear in its movement toward the
now closed exhaust opening on the engine raised the pressure in
the brake pipe at the front sufficiently to release the forward
brakes while holding those at the rear set. This undesirable condition was met by the brake valve, whose construction was such
that a small piston very similar to the triple piston was held down,
closing the brake pipe exhaust, by the pressure of air in a small
reservoir on the engine, the pressure in which exactly equalled that
in the brake pipe. With this valve the engineer governed the escape of air, not from the brake pipe direct, but from the small
cylinder, and an air gauge was added to show the amount of air
thus discharged. The outflow of air from the small reservoir permitted the equalizing piston, as it. is called, to rise and open the
brake pipe exhaust. Air from the brake pipe was consequently
discharged until its pressure fell slightly below the amount retained in the small reservoir. The action of the Engineers' Brake
Valve therefore amounted 10 this, that although the engineer could
indirectly cause the discharge of air from the brake pipe and
could close his valve, it was out of his power to close the exhaust
from the brake pipe. That was done automatically, and the surge
of air from the rear of the train helped to hold the equalizing
piston up and keep the exhaust open until the whole brake pipe
pressure was slightly less than that in the small reservoir. An
excess pressure valve, also part of the equipment, maintained a
higher pressure in the main reservoir than that in the brake pipe,
and this was available for the prompt and certain release of
brakes.
THE QUICK ACTION TRIPLE.
The quick-action triple valve, Fig. 8, which appears now as
-
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one of the orderly steps in the development of the air brake, was
introduced after the celebrated Burlington brake tests, in 1886-7.
The plain triple worked satisfactorily for service stops in connection with the Engineers' Valve, but in emergency applications the

brake cylinder and so produced a higher brake power in emergency.
Each triple valve acted upon the one behind it by suddenly lowering the brake pipe pressure in the immediate vicinity. There
was thus no surge of air toward the front end, and the rapid reduction of brake pipe pressure was accomplished by the separate
exhausts made by each triple from the nearby brake pipe into its
brake cylinder. The emergency application of the brakes ran
down the train like a "feu-de-jai" fired by a regiment of soldiers,
where each man pulls the trigger of his rifle at the moment that
his comrade to the right has fired. In this way the quick action
of the brakes easily outsped the "rim in" of train slack, and less
than three seconds on a fifty-car train was all that was required
to secure the maximum braking power on every car in the train,
under the shadow of impending danger.
The gradual improvement of the air brakes, like other developments in mechanical contrivances, has followed the law of
evolution, which holds good in the intellectual advancement of
mankind as well as in his physical being. The steps were slow,
but each advantageous modification of the mechanism was but
the vantage ground for further effort. We who study the air
brake to-day see only the splendid result achieved without perhaps fully appreciating the amount of time, thought and labor
expended in the production of the now indispensable air brake.
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head end brakes set a very considerable time with full force and
before the rear brakes were applied and the slack of the train ran
in with damaging force. The quick-action feature of the new
triple consisted of an emergency piston and check valve, so arranged that a sudden reduction of brake pipe pressure opened
commimication from the brake pipe to the brake cylinder, and a
certain quantity of brake pipe air now passed, not through the
brake valve exhaust to the atmosphere, but into the brake cylinder.
The discharge of air from the brake pipe helped to fill the empty

From the very earliest days, the development of the means
of defense has followed closely upon the evolution of weapons.
The shield has been a contemporary of the sword, and in modern
times the armor belt and the ships' citadel have been created, and
have had their resisting qualities augmented in almost the same
ratio that has marked the advance of the high power gun or the
explosive shell. It is not stretching the analogy too far to say
that in the steady progress made in the peaceful art of transportation the effort to obtain speed with safety in railway operation
had carried forward the work of inventive genius in the direction
of successfully controlling that speed. The greatest factor in the
production of fast train movement to-day is the ability to stop,
and this is guaranteed to the locomotive runner when he lays his
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hand on the Engineers' Brake Valve in the cab of one of our
modern high speed machines.
In the evolution of the air brake the premier place belongs
to George Westinghouse, and when the masterful conception of
the means of using compressed air as the brake operating power
has been acknowledged, as it must be by all, to be of the fret and
greatest importance, one may turn to the work of investigation
which called into lxting the high speed brake, and find it to be
perhaps the second epoch-marking discovery in the series of
achievements in mechanical science which has put the world in
possession of the modern air brake equipment.
In the year 1878, Mr. Westinghouse read a paper before the
Institution of Mechanical Engineers of London, and in this paper
he pointed out the fact that while testing the action of various
kinds of brake shoes he observed a great difference in the Di,
tion of the shoes upon wheels moving at high speed and upon
those moving at low speed. In other words, it seemed to him that
the same brake shoe did better work, or developed a greater
amount of friction, when pressed against a slowly revolving wheel
than when pressed against a rapidly revolving wheel, the same
force being used in each case.
With the object of ascertaining how far these observations
were true, and, if true, through what range this variation of frietion extended, Mr. Westinghouse offered to design and constrnet
the necessary automatic recording apparatus, and to conduct a
series of experiments under the direction of a competent mechanical engineer to be designated by the President of the Institution.
This offer was readily accepted, and Captain Douglass Calton
was appointed to direct the experiments. The London, Brighton
and South Coast Railway subsequently placed a locomotive and
brake-van at the disposal of Captain Galton, and offered every
facility for the prosecution of the investigation.
The result of these experiments, whirl. have been called the
Calton-Westinghouse tests, demonstrated the truth of Mr. Westinghouse's observation, and brought the whole subject within the
domain of practical science. It was found that a brake shoe
when applied to the tread of a wheel with a constant pressure did
not produce anything like the same retarding force upon a rap-

UTOMATIC REDUCING
VALVE
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idly revolving wheel that it did when the wheel had been slowed
down and was revolving with comparatively low velocity.
Co-efficient of Friction. The measure by which what may he
called "amounts of friction" are computed, is named the co-efficient of friction. This is simply a convenient method of stating
in the form of a fraction what proportion of the weight of a body
is required to slide it along the surface of another body of the
same or different material. For example, if a piece of cut stone
weighing 32 pounds was capable of being slid on a flat, smooth
level board by a force of 8 pounds, the co-efficient of friction for
stone on that kind of wood becomes 8-32, or .25. That is, onequarter of the weight of the stone would be required to move it
over the board. The decimal fraction .25 is called the co-efficient
of friction in this case. The effect of lubrication at once becomes
apparent, for if the surface of the board was greased, it is manifest that a very much smaller amount of friction would be developed and the co-efficient of friction would become less. If the
greased board allowed the stone to be moved by the application
of only 4 pounds, the co-efficient of friction would be reduced
to .125.
In the Galton-Westinghouse tests it was discovered that
the co-efficient of friction between cast iron brake shoes and steeltired wheels amounted approximately to .33 for a speed under 5
miles an hour, while at a speed of 60 miles an hour the co-efficient
of friction for the same kind of brake shoe, applied with the same
force to the steel-tired wheel, was only about .074. Viewed in the
practical light of train operation it amounted to this: When
brake shoes are applied to the dry wheels of a rapidly moving
train running upon smooth dry rails, their retarding effect is
practically equivalent to the friction developed between lubricated
surfaces, and as the speed diminishes the friction increased very
much, as if the lubricant bad been gradually rubbed off. It was
to the solving of this problem in railway train braking, disclosed
by these tests, that what is known as the high-speed brake was
successfully devised.
THE HIGH SPEED EQUIPMENT.

The high speed brake is the ordinary quick-action equip-
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meat, Fig. 9, with a reducing valve, Fig. 10, applied to the brake
cylinder. The alteration of the car and engine equipment consists in the addition of the reducing valve to the brake cylinder
of the cars and on the engine and tender. On the locomotive, how-

DIAGRAMMATICILLUSTRATION OF
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Fig. 10.
SECTION OF ITTOIE SPEED 11EDUCINO VALVE.

ever, a duplex pump governor, and two slide valve feed valves
with reversing cock, are used, and as one feed valve is cut in the
other is cut out. A stop cock is used in connection with the
duplex pump governor, so that the low-pressure head may be cut
in or cut out as desired.
90
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With these additions to the equipment it is now possible to
use either the standard 70 pounds brake pipe pressure, or a brake
pipe pressure of 110 pounds may be used. When the higher pressure is employed the duplex governor is used as a matter of convenience, and the head of the duplex pump governor, which is adjusted for a main reservoir pressure of 130 pounds, is called into
action, and the handle of the reversing cock is turned so as to cut
in the high pressure slide valve feed valve, which is adjusted to
give 110 pounds in the brake pipe. The reducing valves on the
brake cylinders are automatic in their action.
For sake of clearly following the action of the high speed
brake, let us suppose that brake pipe and auxiliaries are charged
with air at 110 pounds. The main reservoir will contain air at
130 pounds for the purpose of ensuring certain release, as is the
case with the excess pressure on the ordinary quick-action equipment. The automatic reducing valve is applied to the brake cylinder and is piped to the back head, so that air entering the brake
cylinder will have free access to the reducing valve.
Reducing Valve. The reducing valve, in brief, consists of a
vertically placed chamber containing a tightly air fitting piston,
which is held at the extreme upper end of its travel by a coil
spring. The tension of the spring is such that it requires a pressure of 60 pounds to the square inch to depress the piston. The
piston carries with it a slide valve, the face of which moves up
or down on a seat, in the center of which is a flat horizontal slotted port opening into a drilled hole communicating with the
atmosphere. A cavity is cut in the face of the slide valve, which
is of triangular shape, and the interior of this cavity is reached by
air which is admitted to the brake cylinder. It is thus manifest
that if the triangular opening in the slide valve is made to register with the port in the slide valve seat, air from the brake cylinder will find its way to the atmosphere.
The Emergency Stop. While the above is the bare statement
concerning the construction of the reducing valve, its marvelously accurate performance is a source of the keenest pleasure to
those who comprehend its action. As we said, the brake pipe and
auxiliary reservoir are charged with air at 110 pounds' pressure,
and suppose an emergency stop has to be made at a speed of 60
miles an hour. The rapid reduction of pressure in the brake pipe

causes the quick-action triple to act, and some air at 110 pounds
from brake pipe and from auxiliary pours quickly into the brake
cylinder, and at once finds its way into the reducing valve. The
brake shoes are brought tightly against the treads of the whirling
wheels with a force resulting from the equalization of brake cylinder and auxiliary pressures, which is far above the pressure
which would skid the wheels if they were revolving slowly. This
pressure, great as it is, does not skid the wheels, but applies to
them a cheek which bears some definite relation to their speed.
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Fig. 11.

Fig. 12.

HIGH SPEED REDUCING VALVE Emil SPEED REDUCING VALVE
CAP-EMERGENCY.
A SERVICE.

Air at this equalization pressure in the brake cylinder enters the
reducing valve and easily depresses the little piston against the
upward effort of the coil spring, which is adjusted to just hold
against a pressure of 60 pounds. The piston in moving down
carries with it the slide valve and places its triangular port in
register with the port leading to the atmosphere, as shown in
Fig. 11. The result of this is that no sooner has the brake cylinder filled with air at from 85 to 88 pounds, than it begins to
blow away to the atmosphere.
The port in the slide valve through which this exhaust takes
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place is triangular in shape, and the reason for this form now becomes apparent. The port in the slide valve seat is a small horizontal slit, and as the triangular port has its apex on top, the full
travel of the reducing valve piston places the narrow upper part
of the triangle in register with the little flat horizontal opening
to the atmosphere. The exhaust from the brake cylinder, though
clear and free, is nevertheless restricted by the upper portion of
the triangle being brought iu register. The high pressure in
the brake cylinder and auxiliary reservoir is thus steadily though
slowly reduced as the speed of the train slackens, the lessened
brake cylinder pressure being still effective on the reduced speed
of wheels and train. The reduction of pressure in the brake cylinder, which is also on top of the reducing valve piston, when it
comes down to about 65 pounds, permits the coil spring below it to
gradually raise the little piston with the slide valve. As the slide
valve rises, a wider area of the triangular port now registers with
the little flat horizontal exhaust port, as shown in Fig. 12, and
an increased flow of air to the atmosphere takes place from the
partly depleted brake cylinder, while the retarding action of the
brake is thus practically proportioned to the reduced speed of the
wheels. The exhaust is slow at first and remains so for a comparatively long period. The auxiliary reservoir and brake cylinder equalize at about 88 pounds, which is tea high a brake cylinder pressure for the slackening train speed, and the reducing
valve, when its upward movement begins, brings the wide base
of the triangular port in register with the exhaust port, and thus
provides the maximum opening to the atmosphere through which
the air from brake cylinder and auxiliary reservoir is rapidly
discharged. When the combined pressure sinks to 60 pounds to
the square inch, the coil spring thrusts up the piston to its uppermost position and cuts off the exhaust, thus holding a brake cylinder pressure of 60 pounds until the train stops, or more correctly until brake release takes place.
In this emergency application there was the sudden filling
of the brake cylinder with air at high pressure. The steady blow
down effected by the reducing valve, automatically restricted at
first while train speed was fast, but increased in volume as the
train slowed, until when the pressure of 60 pounds was reached,
the speed of the wheels was such that the maximum brake pres-

sure, which it is safe to apply at comparatively slow speed, was
held. The high speed brake in emergency gives practically the
fullest and most powerful brake pressure which it is safe to obtain, and the retarding action of this application will stop a train
in a distance 30 per cent. shorter than that obtained by the best
emergency performance of the ordinary quick-action brake.
The Service Stop. The service application of the high speed
brake gives evidence of the same careful attention to detail on the
part of the designer as does the action of the high speed brake in
emergency. The service stop with parts, as shown in Fig. 12, is
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usually made as when using the ordinary 70-pound brake pipe
pressure. The service application reduces the brake pipe pressure,
and if brake cylinder pressure is less than 60 pounds, the reducing
valve does not act, and the brake applies in the usual way. If,
however, the initial brake cylinder pressure exceeds 60 pounds,
the reducing valve piston descends only a portion of its full stroke,
and consequently the reducing slide valve is carried down so that
the lower and wider portion of the triangular opening registers
with the horizontal exhaust port. This causes a comparatively
rapid discharge of brake cylinder air to the atmosphere, and this
is strictly in keeping with more gradual stop required in coming
into a station. When the auxiliary reservoir pressure becomes
somethng less than the brake pipe pressure, the predominance of
brake pipe pressure causes the triple valve to act, and forces the
triple piston to move so as to blank the port to the brake cylinder,
and auxiliary pressure is thus cut off from the brake cylinder. A
second application raises the pressure in the brake cylinder, after
which the brake cylinder is again cut off from the auxiliary
reservoir, and the brake cylinder pressure, if above 60 pounds,
blows down to 60 pounds by the action of the reducing valve. In
full release position, shown in Fig. 13, the brake cylinder is completely emptied by the action of the triple valve in the usual way.
Comparative Distances in Stopping. An interesting comparison is given by Mr. R. H. Marlin11, in his Air Brake Catechism, of
the comparative efficiency of the high speed and the ordinary
quick-action brakes on a train representing average conditions
and equipped with cast iron wheels and soft cast iron brake shoes.
At a speed of 45 miles an hour the quick-action brake stopped the
train in 710 feet, while the high speed brake halted the train in
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560 feet, which is 150 feet less distance than that required by the
quick-action brake. At a speed of 50 miles an hour the figures
stood 880 feet for quick-action, as against 705 feet for the highspeed, a shorter stop by 175 feet. At 60 miles an hour the automatic stopped the test train in 1,360 feet, and the high-speed in
.1,060 feet, or 300 feet less. At 70 miles an hour, the automatic brake required 2,020 feet, while the high-speed accomplished the work in 1,560 feet, or a gain in favor of the high-

to a stop in a distance of 1,250 feet. With the same equipment,
but with 70 pounds brake pipe pressure, and brake applied at a
speed of 65 miles per hour, the train was stopped in a distance of
1,640 feet. The speed of the latter, when passing the point at
which the train had stopped in making the first trial with 110
pounds brake pipe pressure, was 35 miles per hour. It is easy
to imagine what the result would have been had there been an obstruction at this point."
THE TYPE "L" TRIPLE VALVE.
In order to obtain what may be called greater flexibility in
13rake Company have
lately brought out an improved triple valve, which, although it
can be used with the ordinary passenger equipment, is thoroughly
well adapted to use on trains equipped with the high-speed brake,
and it is for this reason that the "L" triple valve, as it is called,
Fig. 14, is here considered. The features which this triple valve
embodies are, (1) Quick recharge of auxiliary reservoirs, (2)
Quick service, (3) Graduated release, and (4) High emergency
cylinder pressure.
The "L" triple valve forms part of what is known as the
L-N Passenger Car Equipment, and is one of the quick-action,
automatic, "pipeless" type. The name pipeless is applied to it
from the fact that in removing this triple valve no pipes need be
disconnected. The loosening of the three bolts used to hold it in
place is all that is required.
The "L" triple valve is designed to meet the exacting requirements of modern passenger service, where within the last
few years trains have become heavier and speeds higher. In
order that these trains may be controlled easily and smoothly
when running either fast or slow, without the danger of wheel
sliding or discomfort to passengers, the use of this triple valve is
recommended. The ends sought are, to provide suitable means
whereby a light brake pipe reduction will produce a moderate
brake cylinder pressure with uniform retardation of the whole
train, and a heavy service brake pipe reduction may be made
quickly without producing quick action. It enables the engineer
to make brake applications in rapid succession up to full power
se rvice operation, the Westinghouse Air

Fig. 13.
SECTION OF HIGH SPEED RE-

Fig. 14.
L TRIPLE VALVE.

DUCING VALVE CAPRELEASE.

speed brake of 460 feet. At a speed of 80 miles an hour, the
automatic brake brought the train to rest in 2,780 feet, the highspeed brake stopping it in 2,240 feet, being a distance of 540 feet
to the credit of the high-speed equipment .
In speaking of the relative efficiency of the two forms of
brake, Mr. W. A. Buekbee, road foreman of engines on the Rutland Railroad, selected a test made on the West. Jersey & Seashore
Railroad. He said : "With a train consisting of a locomotive and
six coaches and 110 pounds brake pipe pressure, the brake was
applied at a speed of 67 miles per hour, and the train was brought
.
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without too quickly depleting the reservoir, and it eliminates the
necessity for retaining valves. It provides for a high brake cylinder pressure for emergency applications where a short stop is

better results than using the old standard equipment with 110
pounds brake pipe pressure. If a more powerful brake is required, it can be obtained by using a higher brake pipe pressure.
The "L" triple valve has as part of its mechanism a by-pass
valve, and a safety valve is also attached. Fig. 15 represents the
plan view of the graduating valve, slide valves and seat, and
Fig. 10 represents a section of the oomplete " L "-triple valve.
Fall Release Position. When the "L" triple valve is in full
release and charging position, air front the brake pipe flows to the

imperative.
In connection with the "L" triple valve there is used a supplementary reservoir, which is nothing more or less than a second,
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though larger, auxiliary reservoir. It is in fact approximately
double the size of the ordinary auxiliary reservoir. Its function is
to aid in what is called the graduated release, and in producing
high emergency cylinder pressure. The ability to obtain high
emergency pressure makes this practically a high-speed brake
when using 30 pounds brake pipe pressure, and it gives even

auxiliary reservoir past the main triple valve piston by way of
the feed groove in the ordinary manner, as seen in Fig. 17, which
is a diagrammatic representation of the triple and not a sectional
view. Brake pipe air also enters the auxiliary reservoir by what
may be called a secondary auxiliary charging route, which is past
the triple check valve 15, through a passage in the body of the
valve marked y, and through the slide valve by a passage j. At
the same time brake pipe air enters the supplementary reservoir
from the auxiliary reservoir through a passage k in the triple slide
valve and by passage x in the body of the triple valve. This may
be called the direct supplementary reservoir charging route.
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Both auxiliary and supplementary reservoirs are thuS quickly
charged at the same time and with the same pressure as that in
the brake pipe. The brake cylinder is by the position of the slide
valve placed in communication with the atmosphere, and full release is thus effected.
Service Applications. With a light or ordinary service application the brake pipe pressure is reduced. This is sufficient to
move the main triple piston, carrying with it the graduating valve

plying the brake, Fig. 18. The movement of the graduating valve
places the small cavity in its face, marked v, Fig. 16, so as to connect quick service ports q and o in the slide valve. Quick service
port q extends vertically out of slide valve cavity q. The opening
of the quick service ports establishes communication with passage
y, which was, in full release position, part of the secondary charging route, and this passage now admits air from the brake pipe to
flow directly into the brake cylinder. This constitutes the quick
service action of the triple valve, and is caused by a slight reduction of brake pipe pressure, made at the engineers' brake valve,
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Fig. 17.
FULL

RELEASE AND CHARGING

POSITION, L

TRIPLE.

and the slide valve, thus the feed groove supply of air to the auxiliary reservoir is cut off. The face of the graduating valve now
covers two ports in the back of the slide valve, and thus blocks
the secondary route to the auxiliary reservoir, and also blocks the
direct supplementary reservoir charging route. The exhaust passage from the brake cylinder to the atmosphere is closed, and
direct communication is opened from the auxiliary reservoir to
the brake cylinder through the graduating valve, the slide valve,
and the body of the triple valve, through ports z and r, thus ap-

18.

QUICK SERVICE POSITION, L TRIPLE.
and the venting of a small quantity of brake pipe air into the
brake cylinder ensures a rapid and uniform action of all the
triples along the train, in a manner similar, though less violent,
than that which takes place in the emergency. The quantity of
air passing from the brake pipe to the brake cylinder through the
quick service ports is not great, because the passages and ports
are small, and because the venting of brake pipe air into the brake
cylinder causes a more rapid fall of brake pipe pressure, and this
forces the triple piston to move to full service position, and this
movement gradually restricts or blanks the quick service ports
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just before the service port z is fully open. When this port becomes fully open, the triple valve is in the full service position.
The full service position of the triple valve, Fig. 19, can be
had at once by a comparatively heavy service reduction of brake
pipe pressure. In fact, the amount by which the service port z is
opened depends on the rate of brake pipe pressure reduction, as
compared with that of the auxiliary reservoir reduction. If the
brake pipe pressure falls rapidly, as it would with short trains,

connecting the auxiliary reservoir with the brake cylinder, is much
larger than the quick service port q, connecting the brake pipe to
the brake cylinders. The amount of opening of the port z depends on the rate of brake pipe pressure reduction as compared
with that of the auxiliary reservoir reduction. If the brake pipe
pressure reduces more rapidly than that in the auxiliary reservoir, as would be the ease with short trains, the triple piston is
moved promptly to the full service position, and the quick-service
operation is exceedingly brief, taking place only while the valve
is moving. In the full service position the graduating spring is
compressed.
If the fall of brake pipe pressure is slower than that in the
auxiliary reservoir, as would be the ease with long trains, the
triple piston assumes the quick-service position, and the flow of
air from the brake pipe to the brake cylinder takes place. The
restricted opening of the service port z is nevertheless larger than
that through port q. This fact prevents an emergency application from taking place when a service application is intended. It
also prevents brake pipe pressure reduction continuing, owing to
the quick service port q remaining open after the reduction of
pressure has ceased at the engineers' brake valve. While the slide
valve is in quick service position, the brake cylinder port r is connected by means of cavity q in the slide valve with port b, leading
to the safety valve. This may be called the safety valve route
through the triple valve. The safety valve is usually set to blow
at 62 pounds, so that when the brake cylinder pressure rises
above that pressure the safety valve opens, discharges air, and
thus prevents any further rise of pressure in the brake cylinder.
The safety valve blows away all pressure in the brake cylinder
above 62 pounds, and in this its action is similar to that of the
high-speed reducing valve. The pressure maintained in the brake
cylinder during a full service application, due to a heavy reduction of brake pipe pressure made by the engineer, is thus seen not
to be sufficient to skid the wheels, while giving a prompt and
powerful brake. action. In the emergency application the safety
valve is automatically cut out.
The Service lap Position. The service-lap position, Fig. 20,
is when all the ports in the triple valve are blanked. This is
brought about when the handle of the engineers' brake valve has

V! w.

Fig. 19.
FULL SERVICE POSITION,

L

TRIPLE.

the higher auxiliary reservoir pressure moves the triple piston
toward or to the full service position, and so partially or fully
cuts out the quick service feature. The rate of brake pipe pressure reduction, as compared with that of the auxiliary reservoir
pressure reduction, practically graduates the amount. and intensity of the quick service action, and determines how much, if any,
quick service may be had in any given case. When full service
action is promptly produced by a heavy brake pipe reduction, the
fall of brake pipe pressure is so rapid that it cuts out the quick
service feature, which is now of no advantage. The service port ;

-
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been placed in the lap position and the flow of air from the brake
pipe has been stopped. When the flow of air from 'the auxiliary
reservoir to the brake cylinder has lowered the auxiliary pressure
slightly below that of brake pipe, brake pipe air moves the triple
piston and the graduating valve to the service-lap position. The
flow of air to the brake cylinder therefore ceases. The slight difference in pressure which was capable of moving piston and gradnoting valve is not sufficient to move the triple slide valve. The
slide valve may previously have been in the quick service position

that of the auxiliary reservoir. During this operation the brake
pipe and auxiliary reservoir pressures quickly come in balance,
and this ensures a ready response in case a second application of
brakes should be made. As soon as the supplementary and auxiliary reservoirs have equalized, the charging of both goes on by
brake pipe air passing through the feed groove and the secondary
auxiliary charging route, the supplementary reservoir receiving

Fig. 20.

Fig. 21.

GRADUATED RELEASE LAP POSITION, L TRIPLE.

SERVICE LAP POSITION, L TRIPLE.

or in the full service position, but in either case the piston and
graduating valve movement blanks the ports.
Release and Recharge. The triple slide valve being in the
quick service position, a rise of brake pipe pressure for the release of brakes causes the piston, slide and graduating valves to
move to the right and assume the release and recharging position.
Air from the brake cylinder now exhausts to the atmosphere, while
the auxiliary reservoir is being recharged through the feed groove
and the secondary auxiliary charging route. At the same time
port x leading from the supplementary reservoir is opened, and
the higher supplementary reservoir pressure rapidly equalizes with

its supply from this auxiliary reservoir through port k in the
slide valve and port x in the body of the triple.
The Graduated Release. Another and important feature of
the "L" triple valve is the graduated release. This feature enables the engineer to let some air out of the brake cylinder and
hold what remains. The graduated release-lap is shown in Fig. 21.
The graduated release may be used several times, and is in fact a
partial or step-down-and-hold reduction of the pressure in the
brake cylinder. If the brakes have been 'applied and it is desired to partly release them, the engineers' brake valve is manipulated so as to permit only a slight increase in brake pipe pressure,
and is then turned to lap. Only sufficient air is introduced into
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the brake pipe to move the triple piston with the slide and graduating valves to the release position. The flow of air from the
supplementary reservoir continues for a brief space of time, only
sufficient to raise the pressure in this auxiliary reservoir slightly
above that of the brake pipe, and the triple piston and the graduating valve move to the left and assume what is called the
graduated release-lap position. In this position the graduating
valve stops the exhaust of air from the brake cylinder to the
atmosphere, holding what is in the cylinder, and also shuts off
the air from the supplementary reservoir, and thus prevents the
further building up of pressure in the auxiliary reservoir from the
supplementary reservoir. This operation may be repeated as desired, and thus the brake cylinder loses its pressure, not all at
once, but by a series of exhausts, separated by periods of time in
which the brake cylinder pressure, reduced by each exhaust, is
held at the discretion of the engineer. The amount of reduction in
the brake cylinder pressure for any one of the step-down releases
is proportional to the amount of pressure which has been restored
in the brake pipe. The recharge of the auxiliaries is similarly
proportioned.
The Emergency Application. The "L" triple valve in emergency produces a very powerful brake action. The position of the
parts is shown in Fig. 22. The brake pipe pressure is suddenly
reduced, and the triple piston is forced by auxiliary reservoir pressure to move to its extreme or full travel position to the left,
where it compresses the graduating spring. Air from the auxiliary reservoir enters the brake cylinder by port s in the slide
valve, and r in the triple body. This may be called the emergency
route for the air from the auxiliary reservoir; port t, in the triple
body, is uncovered by the end of the slide valve, and auxiliary
reservoir pressure flows to the top of the emergency piston. The
emergency piston is then pushed down and forces the emergency
valve from its seat. Brake pipe pressure lifts the check valve v,
so that air from the brake pipe finds a direct passage to the brake
cylinder. The position of the slide valve in the emergency is such
that air from behind the by-pass piston flows through port c in
the triple body, and d in the slide valve, and so to the brake cylinder. This causes the by-pass piston to move to the left and unseat the by-pass valve, compressing the by-pass spring. The by-

pass valve being open permits air from the supplementary
reservoir to flow to the auxiliary reservoir, thus giving practically
an auxiliary reservoir volume approximately three times its
normal amount. Air from the supplementary reservoir continues
to flow into the auxiliary reservoir and brake cylinder until all
three are 'very nearly equalized, when the by-pass spring closes
the by-pass valve and cuts off pressure from the supplementary
reservoir. The cavity q in the slide valve has now moved past
the brake cylinder port r, and has thus cut out the safety valve, so
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Fig. 22.
EMERGENCY POSITION, L TRIPLE.

that there is no escape of air from the brake cylinder until the
brakes are regularly released. In this way the emergency application causes the brake cylinder pressure to rise very nearly to
maximum brake pipe pressure, which is higher than that obtainable with the old standard high-speed brake, and the brake cylinder pressure is held at the maximum until the brakes are released.
Recapitulation of the Action of the "L" Triple Valve. To recapitulate briefly these various brake actions, one may say that in
charging and full release the brake cylinder is emptied, and the
97
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auxiliary and supplementary reservoirs are filled with air at brake
pipe pressure. In quick service application brake pipe pressure
is reduced ; this moves the triple piston to the left and shuts off
communication between brake pipe and the auxiliary and supplementary reservoirs, closes the brake cylinder exhaust, and isolates
supplementary reservoir pressure. Air from the auxiliary reservoir flows to the brake cylinder, while air from the brake pipe is
momentarily vented into the brake cylinder. Full service application is obtained by a more rapid brake pipe reduction than in
quick service, and it cuts out the quick service feature, which is
the venting of a small amount of brake pipe air into the brake
cylinder. The auxiliary reservoir feeds the brake cylinder
through the large service port, and strongly applies the brake
without producing an emergency application. The safety valve
is cut in, and the pressure above 62 pounds fed into the brake
cylinder is blown away. The lap position of the triple valve
blanks all ports. There is a quick-service-lap position and a service-lap-position which is determined by the position of the slide
valve, but no brake action takes place with either of them. In
what is called the release and recharge position the flow of air
differs from that of full release and recharging in the fact that
the simple "release and recharge" empties the brake cylinder, but
the supplementary reservoir air, held at its initial pressure, now
assists the brake pipe pressure in recharging the auxiliary reservoir. The supplementary reservoir is not charged in this operation until after its pressure has equalized with that of the auxiliary reservoir, but supplies air to the auxiliary reservoir, and the
auxiliary reservoir is at the same time being charged from the
brake pipe through the feed groove and the secondary charging
route. After equalization with the auxiliary, the supplementary
reservoir is charged from the auxiliary reservoir. The graduated release prevents further charging of the auxiliary reservoir
from brake pipe and supplementary reservoir, prevents recharging the supplementary reservoir, but permits the release of brakes
to take place as desired by the movement of the graduating valve,
causing a series of step-down-and-hold exhausts from the brake
cylinder. In the emergency application brake pipe air is quickly
vented into the brake cylinder, auxiliary reservoir pressure flows
freely to the brake cylinder throuE,11 a large port, and the sup-
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plementary reservoir adds its volume to that of the auxiliary reservoir, the safety valve is cut out and the maximum brake cylinder
pressure is held until released.
THE No. 6 ET LOCOMOTIVE BRAKE EQUIPMENT.

The ET locomotive brake equipment of the Westinghouse
Air Brake Company is so called from the initial letters of the
words engine and tender. What is known as the No. 6 ET equipment is the most recent design, and has very much less apparatus
than the combined automatic and straight air brake. While it secures the advantages of that form of brake, it has several new
features of value. The ET equipment, being intended for the
engine and tender alone, can be applied to any locomotive, whether
used in high-speed passenger, ordinary passenger or freight service, and whether or not the double pressure control apparatus is
used or not.
Advantage! of the ET Equipment. The advantages gained by
the ET brake equipment are that the locomotive brakes may be
used in connection with, or independently of, the train brake, and
without reference to the position of the locomotive in the train.
The locomotive brake, which in this case includes that of the
tender, may be applied at any time with any pressure between the
maximum and the minimum. The pressure-maintaining feature
automatically keeps up the brake cylinder pressure against leaks,
and without reference to variations of brake-cylinder piston travel.
The brake can be graduated on or off with either the automatic or
the independent brake valves.
Parts of the ET Equipment. The parts of the equipment are,
of course, the air pump, the main reservoir, a duplex pump governor, two duplex air gauges, one of which shows equalizing-reser•
voir pressure and main reservoir pressure, the other indicates
brake pipe pressure, and also that of the locomotive brake cylinders. There are also the driver, engine-truck, and tender brake
cylinders, with connections, hose, strainers, couplings, cut-outcocks, fittings, etc.
The parts of the equipment which are peculiar to the ET
equipment are, first the distributing valve attached to a small
double chamber reservoir. This valve and its reservoirs perform
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the functions of triple valves, auxiliary reservoirs, double check
valves and high-speed reducing valves for the locomotive brakes.
In fact, it may be said that these parts, usually separate and distinct with each brake cylinder, are here combined in one device,
so that all the engine and tender brake cylinders are filled and
emptied at the same time and to the same amount by the action
of one distributing valve placed on the engine. There are also
two brake valves in the cab, one the automatic engineers' valve,
which operates locomotive and train brakes at the same time, and
an independent brake valve which is used to operate the locomotive brakes only. In connection with the automatic brake
valve, there is a feed valve to regulate brake pipe pressure, and a
reducing valve in connection with the independent brake valve to
reduce main reservoir pressure for the independent valve and
also for the signal system when used.
The fundamental principle of the air brake is that a brake
pipe reduction sets the brake, whether done intentionally at the
brake valve or accidentally brought about by the bursting of a
hose, or the break-in-two of the train. This principle is maintained in the ET equipment. The car triple valves supply auxiliary reservoir pressure to the brake cylinders throughout the
train, but the distributing valve always supplies main reservoir
pressure to the engine and tender brake cylinders. These two
modes of brake application take place -when the brake pipe pressure is reduced. The use of the independent brake valve sets the
engine and tender brakes without applying the train brakes, and
releases them without producing any effect on the brakes of the
rest of the train.

voir pressure to the brake cylinder, and the other to free this
pressure from the brake cylinders when the brake is released.
The Westinghouse Air Brake Company have applied distinctive names to these various parts of the distributing valve
which, to a certain extent, indicate their use. The part of the

The No. 6 Distributing Valve and Double Chamber Reservoir.

The No. 6 distributing valve is a cleverly devised piece of
mechanism, which acts as a sort of central triple valve for all the
brake cylinders on the engine and tender, and always supplies
main reservoir pressure to them without interfering with the auxiliary reservoir method of brake cylinder supply as used on the
train. The distributing valve itself is practically a plain triple
valve, Fig. 23, with what amounts to an auxiliary reservoir
attached. There is also another small cylinder with piston and
rod, the latter carrying two slide valves, one to admit main reser-
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Fig. 23.
DIAGRAMMATIC VIEW OF THE ESSENTIAL PARTS OF THE DISTRIBUTING VALVE AND Dourttat On.i),InEa RESERVOIR.

distributing valve which corresponds to the plain triple slide
valve is called the equalizing valve, and this valve has in connection with it a graduating valve in the usual way, and what otherwise would be ilw auxiliary reservoir is now called the pressure
chamber. These parts of the equalizing valve are used in automatic brake valve applications only, and a reduction in brake pipe
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pressure operates the equalizing and graduating valves in the
usual way, and these, governing the flow of air from the pressure
chamber, operate the application portion of the distributing valve,
which is the one having the feed and exhaust valves governing the
access of main reservoir pressure to the locomotive brake cylinders. The exhaust valve governs the escape of air from the
brake cylinders. The application cylinder, which contains a
tightly fitting piston for moving these valves, is in communication
with the application chamber while the equalizing valve is in
release, service or service-lap -position, and separated when the
equalizing valve is in the emergency position. The function of
the application chamber is to increase the volume of the application cylinder, so that their combined space in cubic inches will
bear the same relation to the pressure chamber during service applications as the capacity of the brake cylinder, with proper piston
travel on the car, does to the auxiliary reservoir supplying it.
Charging Through the Distributing Valve. Reference to the
diagrammatic view of the distributing valve, Fig. 24, which is
shown in the release position, discloses the fact that brake pipe
pressure reaches the right-hand side of the equalizing piston, and
passes around it by means of the feed groove in the ordinary way.
Brake pipe pressure thus reaches the pressure chamber and, of
course, fills the chamber at the left of the piston containing the
equalizing valve. In charging, it will be seen that brake pipe pressure soon fills the pressure chamber, and the equalizing piston remains at its extreme left-hand position. In this position, with
brake pipe pressure on both sides of the equalizing piston, no
motion takes place, and brake pipe air does not penetrate beyond
the pressure chamber and the chamber containing the equalizing
valve. The brake is then in a condition ready to respond to any
brake pipe reduction. This is the position assumed by the parts of
the distributing valve in full release, either automatic or independent.
The Service Application. In making a service application
with the automatic brake valve, a reduction of brake pipe pressure is effected, with the result as shy wn in Fig. 25. This
causes the equalizing piston to utovc to the right, thus cutting off
the supply through the feed groove. The movement of the piston
carries with it, first, the graduating valve, and then the equalizing

valve. The position assumed by these parts when the piston has
reached, and been stopped by, the graduating sleeve and spring,
is such that air from the pressure chamber reaches the application
chamber, and communication is also established between the ap-
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DISTRIBUTING VALVE-RELEASE, AUTOMATIC OR INDEPENDENT
POSIT10.x.

plication chamber and the safety valve, which is set to blow off
at 418 pounds. Pressure chamber air also reaches the application
cylinder pipe which leads to the independent brake valve, but as
that valve is practically closed under these conditions, it need not
now be considered.
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Under these conditions a pressure has now been introduced
into the application chamber and cylinder according to the
amount of brake pipe reduction. It acts on the left of the application piston, and forces it to the right. The back or inner side

inders and the atmosphere, and thus prepares the cylinders for
the introduction of air pressure from the main reservoir. This
movement of the application piston to the right compresses its
graduating spring, and at the same time carries the upper or application slide valve over, so as to open direct communication between
the main reservoir and the brake cylinders. The air that reaches
the application chamber under present conditions is substantially
at the same pressure per square inch as that which would be developed in a brake cylinder through the ordinary triple valve for
the same brake pipe reduction.
Main reservoir pressure is in any ease higher than even maximum brake cylinder pressure, and in this series of events sufficient air was admitted to the application cylinder to make a partial application only. As a result, a gush of main reservoir air
now reaches the brake cylinders and applies the brakes, and this
main reservoir air in the brake cylinders, though prevented from
escaping to the atmosphere by the closure of the exhaust valve, is
nevertheless able to reach the inner or back side of the application
piston. Brake cylinder pressure acting on the application piston,
aided by the application piston graduating spring, forces the application piston to move to the left, and promptly shut off the
flow of air from the main reservoir to the brake cylinders when
this pressure becomes equal to that in the application cylinder, as
the application slide valve is pinned directly to the application
piston-rod, and moves in strict accord with it., and without any
lost motion.
Service lap Position. This movement to the left of the application piston does not release the brakes. for the simple reason
that the exhaust slide valve is not directly attached to the application piston-rod, but is nioN-ed by shoulders on the piston-rod, and
these are so spaced as to permit just sufficient travel of the pistonrod to release the graduating spring without forcing the exhaust
slide valve to uncover its closed ports. This is the service-lap
position, shown hi Fig. 26. All this time, that is, in the service
application, it must be remembered, the application chamber had
been put in communication with the safety valve, and thus the
movement of the application piston to the service-lap position has
been hastened by the reduction of application chamber pressure,
if that pressure was higher than the adjustment of the safety
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POSITION.

of the application piston is in communication with the brake cylinders, and as there is now no pressure in these cylinders, the
movement of the application piston is positive. The piston-end
of this application piston carries on it two slide valves. The lower
or exhaust. one closes off communication between the brake cyl-
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valve, which in the first place moved the application piston against
its graduating spring and introduced main reservoir pressure to
the brake cylinders, which in turn acted on the inner or back

movement to service lap position was thus sufficiently rapid to
prevent an excessive rise of brake cylinder's pressure, even
though supplied directly from the main reservoir. The fall of
pressure in these chambers reduces the pressure on the inner or
back side of the equalizing piston and permits brake pipe pressure to predominate sufficiently to move the equalizing piston to
the left, and so move the graduating valve without moving the
equalizing valve itself. The graduating valve carried on the back
of the equalizing valve, when so moved, cuts off the flow of air
the safety valve, and at the same time blocks the passage of air from
the pressure chamber to the application chamber. The air in the
application chamber is thus shut in and isolated in the service-lap
position, with the brakes set.
Effect of Leakage on Brake Cylinder. With things in this
condition, we may now consider what would take place if a leak
from any one of the brake cylinders depleted the pressure now
holding the brakes set. A leak from any one brake cylinder on
the engine and tender affects the pressure in all, but would be
promptly dealt with by the application valve. Leakage from a
brake cylinder would, of course, diminish the power of the brake,
and in time would practically amount to a release if the depletion from such leakage was not prevented. It should be remembered that brake cylinder pressure is at all times exerted on the
inner or back side of the application piston while in service -lap
position, which we are now considering, and the isolated air exerting its pressure in the application cylinder is acting on the other
side. While each balances the other no movement of the application piston can take place. Leakage from a brake cylinder would
reduce the pressure on the back or inner side of the application
piston, and the isolated pressure on the other side of this piston
would predominate sufficiently to move the application piston far
enough to again open the application slide valve without moving
the exhaust valve. Main reservoir air would at once supply the
deficiency caused by the leak, augment the cylinder pressure sufficiently to once more force back the application piston, and so cut
off main reservoir pressure from the brake cylinders. and thus
keep up the brake cylinder pressure. The action, caused by a leak,
would thus produce an intermittent movement of the application
piston and application valve back and forward, giving them an

Fig. 26.
DISTRIBUTING VALVE, SERVICE LAP POSITION.

side of the application piston so as to shut off further flow from
the main reservoir and so bold the brakes applied.
The return of the application piston to the service-lap position has thus been effected by the combined action of two agencies,
viz.: its graduating spring and increase of brake cylinder pressure.
The brakes set rapidly under main reservoir pressure, and the

-
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exceedingly small stroke, and the weakening effect of the leak
would thus be constantly and readily neutralized. This action is
called the pressure-maintaining feature, and is one of the greatest
importance in holding the locomotive brake to its work with practically no fluctuation even in the presence of leakage. Another
good feature of the ET equipment is that long or short brake cylinder pistor travel has no effect upon the power of the brake.
Full Release Position. The release of the brake is effected in
the usual manner. The restoration of brake pipe pressure forces
the equalizing piston to its extreme left position, and, carrying
with it the equalizing and graduating valve, opens the feed
groove again. This movement cuts off communication between the
pressure chamber and the application cylinder, and permits brake
pipe air to again enter the pressure chamber, and releases, through
the distributing valve release pipe (leading through the automatic engineers' valve to the atmosphere), the pressure in the application cylinder which bad been isolated in the service-lap position, and thus cause the brake cylinder pressure to move the
application piston to its extreme left position, and with it the exhaust slide valve, and permit it to uncover the brake cylinder
exhaust ports and release the brake.
Principle of Distributing Valve Action. The action of the distributing valve so far described is in a way analogous to the action
of a telegraph relay. The relay is on the main line wire, and is
actuated by the making and breaking of the main line circuit by
the telegraph key under the hand of the operator. The to-and-fro
movement of the relay armature-bar makes and breaks the contact
for a local though powerful battery current which actuates the
sounder in the telegraph office. In like manner the equalizing portion of the distributing valve, analogous to the main line relay, responds to train pipe pressure fluctuation, and its to-and-fro movement is the means of operating the application portion of the distributing valve which directly controls the local but high pressure
contained in the main reservoir.
Independent Brake Valve Action. The application and release
of the locomotive brakes, which, of course, includes the tender,
may also be effected by the use of the independent brake valve.
This valve receives main reservoir pressure, limited by the reducing valve to 4-5 pounds on top of its rotary. This independent

brake valve is on a loop of pipe, if one may so say,*the two ends
of which communicate with the distributing valve, one by the
application cylinder pipe and the other by the distributing valve
release pipe, and between the independent brake valve and the
automatic brake valve there is a connection from the application
cylinder pipe and through the independent valve from the distributing valve release pipe, which, when the automatic brake
handle is in running position, communicates with the atmosphere.
The application cylinder pipe at the automatic brake valve end is
blanked when the handle of that valve is in running position. The
independent brake valve, when in running position, makes connection between the application cylinder and the automatic brake
valve, so that the application cylinder brake pipe is closed. With
the automatic brake valve in running position, it will be seen that
the independent brake valve in running position keeps these two
pipes as described, that is, application cylinder pipe closed and
distributing valve release pipe open to the atmosphere.
Independent Application Positions. The independent brake
valve is now able to produce a locomotive brake application on its
own account without setting or releasing the train brake. It has
two modes of making its application, one -when its handle is placed
in the "slow application position, and another when in the
" quick " s „plication position. In the slow application position,
main reservoir air, when reduced to 45 pounds, flows through the
independent rotary valve by a very small port, and so reaches the
application cylinder pipe, as shown in Fig. 27. This reduced
main reservoir pressure is fed eomparatively slowly through the
restricted port in the independent valve, and flows directly to the
outer or front side of the application piston, which it moves to
the right, thereby closing the brake cylinder exhaust and uncovering the supply port leading front the main reservoir to the brake
cylinders. The same action takes place when the automatic brake
valve is used, and forces the application piston valve to assume the
service-lap position, and the pressure maintaining feature operates
as before. When the independent valve handle is put in lap position, it blanks its ports and holds the brakes applied with whatever force was secured in the slow application position. The position assumed by the distributing valve Parts. when the independent
brake valve is on lap, is called the independent-lap position,
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Fig. 28, of the distributing valve. In the quick application position, the independent brake valve opens a larger port for air to
pass through it, and consequently the flow of reduced main reservoir air to the application cylinder is more rapid and fuller than

The maximum pressure that can be introduced into the application cylinder by the independent brake valve is 45 pounds, because the independent valve never gets higher pressure from the
reducing valve; therefore it follows that this is the highest brake
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Fig. 27.

Fig. 28.

DISTRIBUTING VALVE, INDEPENDENT APPLICATION POSITION.

DISTRIBUTING VALVE, INDEPENDENT LAP POSITION.

with slow application. The pressure maintaining feature again
operates, and when the independent brake valve handle is placed
in lap position, it isolates the pressure in the application cylinder
just as the automatic valve did when the distributing valve was
in the service-lap position.

cylinder pressure which can be obtained by the use of the independent brake valve. The release of brakes by the independent
valve can be graduated as in the case of the automatic valve. The
independent release, Fig. 2D, is effected by returning the independent brake valve to its running position, whereby communica-
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tion is established between the distributing valve release pipe and

Independent Brake Valve. The independent brake valve,
Fig. 30, is provided with a return spring, which. automatically
moves the handle from release to running position as soon as the
engineer lets go of it. This arrangement is for the purpose of
preventing the handle being left in release, as it would then be
impossible to operate the locomotive brake with the automatic
brake valve, for the reason that the release position of the independent brake valve, if permanently assumed, would be equivalent

the atmosphere through the automatic brake valve, provided that
valve is in running position. If it is not in running position, the
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Fig. 29.
DISTRIBUTING VALVE, RELEASE BY INDEPENDENT VALVE AFT ER
AUTOMATIC APPLICATION.

independent release can still be effected by the independent valve
handle being placed in release position, when the independent
brake valve establishes communication between the
le distributing
valve release pipe and the atmosphere through its own exhaust
port.

S-6 INDEPENDENT BRAKE VALVE,
to a broken distributing valve release pipe. When in the release
position a warning port is opened, and the blow from this would
notify the engineer that the independent valve was in release position if the return spring became inoperative. The return spring
on the independent brake valve serves another purpose as well as
that just described. It automatically returns the independent
brake valve handle from quick to slow application position, unless
held by the engineer. This is done for the purpose of checking an
98
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unintentional movement to the quick application position when the
slow application was desired. The tension of the return spring
causes the engineer to feel that he has passed the slow appli-

which would occur if a hose burst. The escape of air from the
brake pipe acting on the distributing valve causes the equalizing
piston to move to its extreme right position and fully compress the
graduating spring. This causes the equalizing valve to open direct
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Fig. 32.
DISTRIBUTING VALVE, EMERGENCY LAP POSITION.

cation position; he thus avoids a heavy application, when only a
light one was intended.
Emergency Application. The emergency application of the
ET brake, Fig. 31, is made by the automatic brake valve. When
the handle is thrown to the extreme righthand position, there is,
rf eimrse, a sudden and heavy brake pipe reduction similar to that

communication between the pressure chamber and the application
cylinder without opening the port leading to the application
chamber which it thus cuts out. Pressure-chamber air, containing
original brake pipe pressure, quickly equalizes in the small application cylinder, and a resultant pressure of about 65 pounds is se-
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cured, which acts on the application piston and drives it to its
extreme right-hand position. This movement has the effect of
promptly closing the exhaust passage from the brake cylinders and
fully opening the port by which main reservoir pressure pours into
them. The safety valve passage is also connected with the application cylinder, though the application cylinder pressure is now
too low to blow; yet in any case the high brake cylinder pressure
would automatically force the application piston to its lap-position, Fig. 32, with a pressure in the brake cylinders far below the
maximum, if it were not for a feature of the automatic brake
valve which provides against the lap-position of the application
valve being now prematurely assumed. There is a small port in
the rotary valve of the automatic valve, called the blow-down
timing port, which in the emergency position is made to open and
allow main reservoir pressure to feed into the application-cylinder
pipe and so reach the application cylinder. This raises the pressure in the application cylinder so that the brake cylinder pressure
cannot at once move the application piston, and the supply of air
to the brake cylinders from the main reservoir still flows, until
about 68 pounds pressure in the brake cylinder is obtained. The
pressure in the application cylinder, being raised by the opening of
the blow-down timing port in the rotary, is prevented from exceeding the required 68 pounds by the action of the safety valve,
which is connected with the application cylinder by a port. in
equalizing valve of such a size that the flow of air from the main
reservoir through the rotary valve is carried off as fast as it feeds
in, making up any slight leak that might exist, and thus maintaining 68 pounds pressure in the brake cylinders, with the distributing valve in what is called emergency-lap position. The pressuremaintaining feature of the application portion of the distributing
valve is now, as in other cases, still operative, and the effect of
leaks is thus neutralized, and a constant pressure of 68 pounds to
the square inch is held steadily in the brake cylinder until the
brakes are definitely released.
Arrangement for "Double-heading." In "double-heading," the
handles of the automatic and the independent brake valves on both
engines are kept in the running -position. The distributing valve
release pipe is open to the atmosphere through the automatic valve
on the leading engine; the double-heading cock below the automatic

valve is closed on the second engine. The action of the distributing valves takes place as described in automatic brake valve applications. In double heading the distributing valve action on the
second engine is similar to the triple valves on the train. In case
the engineer of the second engine wishes to apply or release his
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Fig. 33.
QUICK

ACTION CY LI N DER CAP.

locomotive brake, he can do so by using his independent brake
valve, without touching his automatic valve.
Quick-action Cylinder Cap. In connection with the distributing valve there is an attachment which is supplied by the Westinghouse Air Brake Company when specially ordered. This attachment is very desirable when engines are used in double-heading,
and is called the quick-action cylinder cap, and is shown in
Fig. 33. Its function is to add the quick-action feature of the
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"L" triple to the distributing valve when it is deemed advisable to
cause brake pipe air to be vented into the brake cylinders in the
emergency application. The equalizing portion of the distributing valve corresponds to the plain triple valve of the old standard
locomotive brake equipment, and the addition of the quick-action
head practically transforms the distributing valve into a quickaction triple without otherwise altering its construction or disturbing its action. The quick-action cylinder cap operation does
not increase the brake cylinder pressure, as that is governed by the
pressure in the application cylinder of the distributing valve. Its
function is to produce quick action in the triple valve on the first
ear following the tender, and as it is less sensitive than an ordinary quick-action triple, it is placed in comparatively close proximity to the brake valve, and it performs its function there -with
less liability to produce undesired quick action than a quick-action
triple valve would do.
The quick-action cap is bolted to the equalizing piston end of
the distributing valve. The head contains the graduating spring,
but on the graduating spring stem there are two collars, between
which is a small slide valve having no lost motion. The full compression of the graduating spring in an emergency application
moves the stem and carries with it the small slide valve. The
movement of this slide valve uncovers a port leading to a chamber
containing a check valve, which is normally held closed by the
upward effort of a coil spring, and by brake cylinder pressure
which has access to its under side by a passage which is used to
drain that portion of the distributing valve which contains the
exhaust and application slide valves. When the brakes are not
set there is no air pressure below the quick-action check valve, and
it is held to its seat by the coil spring beneath it. The sudden
reduction of brake pipe pressure in an emergency application fully
compresses the emergency spring, carries the emergency slide
valve over so as to permit brake pipe pressure to reach the quickaction check, unseat it and flow directly into the brake cylinders.
The rise in pressure in the brake cylinders, now filling with brake
pipe and main reservoir air, quickly augments the pressure below
the quick-action check, and, aided by the spring below, it closes the
check. The action of the check valve in opening and closing under
these circumstances is exceedingly rapid, but the venting of brake

pipe air into the brake cylinders of the locomotive equipment produces the almost instantaneous quick-action of the triple on the
first ear following the tender, and this action is carried on quickly
throughout the entire train brake system. The quick-action feature of any triple valve is such that each promptly causes the next
to act, and by introducing this feature, when required, into the
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behavior of the distributing valve, it practically amounts to se-

curing the normal distributing valve performance, plus the quickaction feature of the ordinary quick-action triple valve.
The H-6 Automatic Brake Valve. The engineers' brake valve
used with the ET equipment is called the H-6 automatic brake
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valve, as shown in Fig. 34. It contains the features embodied in
the previously designed automatic brake valves, but it is modified
so as to suit the requirements of the No. 6 distributing valve. The
charging and release position of the automatic brake valve is such
that the relationship which its various parts are made to assume
provides a large and direct passage from the main reservoir to the
brake pipe, and a free supply of air from the main reservoir flows
to the brake pipe without passing through the feed valve. With
the handle in this position, the feed valve is cut out. The flow of
main reservoir air direct to the brake pipe quickly releases the
brakes and recharges the pressure chamber of the distributing
valve and the auxiliary reservoirs throughout the train, but. dues
not release the locomotive brakes if they arc applied. While in
this position there is a small warning port opened which discharges feed pipe air to the atmosphere. This makes sound sufficient to call the engineer's attention to the position of the brake
valve. The handle should be moved to running or holding position,
after a reasonable time, so as to prevent the brake system becoming
charged up to main reservoir pressure. In this position a small
groove in the face of the rotary valve allows main reservoir air to
flow to the excess pressure head of the pump governor, which then
controls the pump.
When it is desired, the handle of the automatic brake valve
is placed in running position, and•in this position the locomotive
brakes are released. The feed valve is cut in and the main reservoir pressure is supplied to the excess pressure head of the pump
governor which still controls the pump. If the brake valve has
been placed in running position too soon, that is, before the brakes
are charged, or after uncharged cars have been placed in the train
and angle cocks opened, the excess pressure head of the governor
will stop the pump until the difference in the main reservoir pressure and that of the brake pipe, as shown by the red and black
hands on the Duplex Gauge No. 1, becomes something less than
20 pounds. The stoppage of the pump, owing to the rise of main
reservoir pressure to maximum while the feed valve is supplying
the brake pipe at a comparatively slow rate, indicates at once to
the engineer that the running position has been assumed too early,
and that by so doing be is unnecessarily delaying the recharging of
the brake, as release position is intended to be maintained until

INSTRUCTION DIA GRA M OF THE NO. 6 ET EQUIPMENT
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all the brakes have been released and the system very nearly fully
recharged.
In the service-position of the automatic brake valve a gradual
reduction of brake pipe pressure takes place, owing to the reduction of pressure in the chamber above the equalizing piston, and in
the equalizing reservoir, which are always in communication. The
exhaust of air from the chamber and the equalizing reservoir is
slow, owing to the size of the port opened. The pressure therefore
falls gradually. All the other ports are closed and the brake pipe
pressure raises the equalizing piston, opens the piston valve and
allows brake pipe air to escape to the atmosphere through the
angle fitting. As soon as the required . reduction of pressure in
the equalizing reservoir has been made, the handle of the automatic brake valve is placed in lap position, and the flow of air
from the chamber and the equalizing reservoir ceases. The escape
of air from the brake pipe, however, continues until the larger
volume of air in the brake pipe sinks to a pressure slightly below
that of the equalizing reservoir, thus ensuring brake application.
The gradual reduction of brake pipe pressure thus effected prevents quick-action, and what amounts to the practical equalization
of the pressure in the whole length of the brake pipe with that of
the equalizing reservoir, and also prevents premature release of the
brakes at the front of the train. These features of the H-6 automatic brake valve are common to the preceding designs of
engineers' brake valves.
The lap position closes all -ports, and is used, as previously
described, to stop the flow of air from the equalizing reservoir, and
while in this position the brakes, if already set by a service application, are held set, until either a further reduction of brake pipe
pressure is made by a second service application, or until it is
desired to release the brakes. The lap position has hitherto been
resorted to in case of a burst hose, a break-in-two, or if the conductor's valve has been opened, so as to prevent the loss of main
reservoir pressure under these circumstances; but the Westinghouse Air Brake Company now recommend the emergency position of the brake valve in order to ensure the brake remaining applied .under all conditions.
In describing the release position, it was stated that the train
brakes would be released, while the locomotive brake, if applied,
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would be held so. The excess pressure from the main reservoir
flows into the brake pipe, and when the brakes have been released
and auxiliaries almost charged, the automatic brake valve handle
is placed in either running position or in holding position. In
the holding position the train brake is released, and brake pipe
pressure reaches the auxiliary reservoirs and maintains pressure
against leaks, while the distributing valve release pipe is prevented from discharging air isolated in the application chamber,
and the locomotive brakes remain set, although the pressure
chamber of the distributing valve now receives brake pipe pressure through the feed groove. Running position releases the locomotive brake by discharging the air isolated in the application
chamber of the distributing valve, as well as permits the flow of
main reservoir air to the brake pipe in the usual way. This running position releases every operative brake on the ears, engine
and tender, while holding position releases the car brakes while
keeping the engine and tender brakes set.
In the emergency position a large port, connecting the brake
pipe with the atmosphere, is opened. This ensures a rapid and
heavy reduction of brake pipe pressure, and the distributing valve
and the car triple valves all go to their emergency position, and
thus give maximum braking pressure in all the brake cylinders.
At the same time the main reservoir air is enabled to flow through
a restricted opening in the automatic valve rotary and reach the
application cylinder of the distributing valve. This restricted
flow of main reservoir air through the blow-down timing port in
the automatic brake valve holds the application piston in position
to apply the locomotive brakes with a pressure equal to that to
which the safety valve of the distributing valve has been set, which
is 68 pounds.
The B-6 Feed Valve. The feed valve furnished with the engineers' brake valve in the ET equipment is called the B-6 feed
valve. It is an improved form of the slide valve type, and differs
from preceding feed valves in the fact that it charges quicker to
the predetermined pressure, and in its ability to maintain that
pressure with less fluctuation, whether the train be long or short,
and in spite of somewhat indifferent maintenance of the brake
system. It is not intended, as it were, to authorize poor brake
maintenance, but it is designed to meet actual conditions of rail-

way brake service where one train may be in better condition than
another. It is supplied with air directly from the main reservoir
and regulates pressure in the feed valve pipe, and also in the brake
pipe when the handle of the automatic brake valve is in either running or holding positions. One of its particular features is an ingenious device whereby high or low pressure control is quickly
and readily secured by a most simple adjustment.
This feed valve, as shown in Figs. 35 and 36, may be described as consisting of two parts, called respectively the supply
portion and the regulating portion. The supply portion controls

Fig. 35.
DIAGRAM OF

B-6

FEED VALVE, CLOSED.

the flow of air through the valve, and is made np of a slide or
supply valve and its spring, and the supply piston and its spring.
The regulating portion contains the regulating valve with its
spring, a diaphragm, diaphragm-spindle, regulating spring and the
regulating handle by which the adjustment for high or low pressure control is accomplished.
The operation of the feed valve is simple. The entrance of
main reservoir pressure moves the supply -piston to the left, and
causes the supply valve, which is in the form of a slide valve, to
move to the left and uncover a port leading to the diaphragm
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chamber of the regulating portion and also to the feed-valve pipe.
:Main reservoir pressure, therefore, has at first free access to the
feed-valve pipe. At the same time main reservoir pressure is able
to flow past the loose-fitting supply piston and so reach the regulating valve, which is normally kept open by the diaphragm spring.
Main reservoir pressure therefore passes through the regulating
valve and finds its way to the feed-valve pipe. The flow of air
past the regulating piston is somewhat restricted, and it is also
somewhat restricted in its passage past the regulating valve. As
soon as the predetermined feed-valve pipe pressure is reached, the

the predetermined pressure when closure of main reservoir communication takes place again. In this way slight variations of
feed-valve pipe pressure are rapidly and automatically made up,
and the predetermined pressure is constantly maintained.
Setting Feed Valve for High or Low Pressure Control. The
regulating device by which an engineer may set the apparatus for
high or low pressure control is exceedingly simple. It consists of
a corrugated handle very much like that used on some types of
globe valves. The movement of this handle through half a turn
one way compresses the regulating spring, and thus increases its
pressure on the diaphragm. Half a turn of the handle in the opposite direction reduces the compression of the regulating spring
against the diaphragm. The greater compression of the regulating
spring holds the regulating valve open until a higher feed-pipe
pressure has Le•n secured, ilaus ensuring the maintenance of the
high pressure control fur brake operation. The lesser compression
of the regulating spring is all that is necessary to secure low pressure brake control, the feed valve responding automatically in
each case.
The required adjustment for the high or the low pressure
control is obtained by the simple half-turn movement of the regulating handle by the engineer, and as the exact half trim is all
that is required, the handle is equipped with a pin which strikes
on one of two stops placed so as to secure just the required movement of the handle. When it is remembered that formerly two
separately adjusted feed valves were required, one of which was
cut in as the other was cut out in order to maintain either the high
or the low pressure control, the simplicity, convenience and economy of parts in this design is easily apparent.
The SF Pump Governor. The pump governor called the SF
type, Fig. 37, has a duplex bead; one is called the excess pressure
head and the other the maximum pressure head. When the automatic brake valve handle is in either the release, running or holding positions, main reservoir pressure flows to the excess pressure
head. Air from the feed-valve pipe also enters this head, and
main reservoir pressure at all times reaches the maximum pressure head; and when the excess pressure head is cut out, as it is
when the handle of the automatic brake valve is in lap, service or

Fig. 36.
DIAGEAM OF 13-0 FEED VALVE, OPEN.
pressure on the diaphragm causes it to compress its spring, and
in so doing allows the regulating valve, aided by its spring. to seat.,
and the pressure behind it rapidly rises, holds it shut and backs
up against the left side of the supply piston. When the pressure
on both sides of the supply piston becomes equal the supply piston
spring acts. The supply piston is thus moved to the right, carrying with it the supply valve, which by this movement is closed and
main reservoir pressure is shut off from the feed-valve pipe. Any
fall of feed-valve pipe pressure causes the automatic operation of
the parts to take place, as described above, and main reservoir
pressure reaches the feed-valve pipe again and rapidly builds up to
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emergency positions, or when cut out by the main reservoir cutout cock, the maximum pressure head controls the pump.
When the automatic brake valve handle is in running position, as it is during most of the time on the trip, comparatively
little excess pressure is required, and the adjustment of the excess

main reservoir pressure is obtained, so that prompt and positive
brake release is thus provided for. The excess pressure head is
very sensitive, and not only is the work of the pump made comparatively light while it governs, but the slight fluctuations of pres-
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sure due to leaks are at once made up by the almost constant but
slow action of the pump. When brake pipe pressure is raised, as
it is in high-speed work, the pump governor responds to the
altered condition, while at the same time maintaining the other
admirable features just described.
Advantages of the SF Pump Governor. With the use of the SF
pump governor, another advantage is secured. While descending
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Fig. 37.
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GOVERNOR.

pressure head is arranged to maintain about 20 pounds higher
pressure in the main reservoir than that in the brake pipe. As
soon as the handle of the automatic brake valve is brought to lap,
service or emergency positions, the maximum pressure head is
brought into action and the pump works freely until maximum

AIR STRAINER AND CEIECK VALVE.

steep grades the engineer is enabled to raise and maintain brake
pipe pressure SO pounds higher than that allowed by the feed
valve, by the simple expedient of placing the automatic brake
handle in release position and leaving it there during the descent
of the grade. The stored excess pressure is thus allowed to reach
the brake pipe, and the pump maintains that pressure, as previously described. Lap or service positions (as well as the emergency) will at once put the maximum pressure head in control, and
the pump will work freely and so raise main reservoir pressure

very quickly, so that it can be used for prompt and effective release of brakes.
The "Dead Engine" Feature. What is known as the "dead
engine" feature, Fig. 38, is contained in the combined air
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strainer, check valve and choke fitting which is part of the ET
equipment. The dead engine feature is designed to permit the
application of brakes to be made on a dead engine. As the dead
engine feature is only used, when a locomotive is disabled by being
broken down or for want of steam, a cut-out cock is provided
which brings this apparatus into action or eliminates it, as desired. When the dead engine feature is in use, air for operating
the locomotive brake on such an engine is supplied from the other
engine on the train through the brake pipe, and the handles of
both brake valves on this engine should be kept in the running
position. If by reason of the absence of water in the boiler of the
dead engine its working weight is reduced, the braking power
may be correspondingly reduced by altering the adjustment of
the safety valve on the distributing valve. The maximum braking
power may also be reduced at will by the independent brake valve.
While the dead engine feature is in operation the double-heading
cock must be closed. It is not intended that the train brakes be
set or released on this engine.

"nop" safety valves used on locomotives. The valve itself is held
on its seat by a spring, capable of suitable adjustment. When the
pressure below the valve becomes greater than that of the spring
above it, the valve lifts and discharges the air below it to the atmosphere. The air rushing upward past the valve, when open, encounters a collar on the valve above its face. The increased area

Functions of the Combined Air Strainer and Check Valve.
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parts of this apparatus, while simple, have their definite functions.
The curled hair strainer protects the other parts from the intrusion of dirt or grit. The check valve is held down on its seat by
a strong spring, and while allowing sufficient pressure to accumulate in the main reservoir to ensure locomotive operation on this
engine, it also keeps the main reservoir pressure somewhat lower
than that in the brake pipe in order to minimize the effect of
main reservoir leaks, should there be any. The choke bushing
through which the air must pass in order to reach the main reservoir of the dead engine is designed to prevent a sudden lowering of
brake pipe pressure, and the consequent undesirable application of
brakes in case an uncharged dead engine main reservoir was cut in
on a fully charged brake pipe. The choke bushing in the dead engine apparatus is thus analagous to the small feed groove in the
triple valve.
The B-6 Safety Valve.. The safety valve, which forms an important part of the distributing valve, is known as the E-6 type
of safety valve, shown in Fig. 39. This device has been designed
so as to quickly respond to slight differences in pressure, and in its
ability to seat firmly it resembles the action of the ordinary steam

Fig. 39.

E-6

SAFETY VALVE.

thus exposed to the air causes a quick upward movement of the
valve and a free discharge of air through the exhaust port near top
of valve. The upward motion of the valve speedily closes two
vertical ports in the valve hushing by which, as the valve rises,
escaping air reached the chamber above the valve, and was discharged to the atmosphere through two small vents. As the
99
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pressure below the valve decreases, owing to the rapid discharge
afforded by the large exhaust port to the atmosphere, the spring
on top of the valve forces it down and closes the large port to the
atmosphere and again opens the vertical ports leading to the spring
chamber. Although air escaping to the atmosphere does so through
npenings made small enough to restrict the outflow, a certain
amount of pressure necessarily accumnlates in the spring
lumber above the valve, and with the aid of the spring closes and

specially designed B-6 feed valve. The only difference between
it and the B-6 feed valve is that the C-6 reducing valve has the
ordinary adjusting nut and cap used on former types of feed
valves instead of the hand-adjusting wheel used on the B-6 feed
valve. In the ET equipment it is placed on the pipe leading from
the main reservoir to the independent brake valve, and in this
position main reservoir pressure is always reduced to 45 pounds
before reaching the independent brake valve.
Difference Between No. 5 and No. 6 ET Equipment. The ET
equipment, which has here been described, is known as the No. 6
ET locomotive equipment, and is a modified and more recent design of the older No. 5 ET equipment.. The No. G equipment is designed to produce the same brake action by simpler means, as well
as carrying with it some additional advantages. In double heading
the handle of the brake valve on the second engine is kept in running position with the No. 6 ET equipment, whereas in the older
form, designated as No. 5, the brake handle was kept in lap position. The No. 6 equipment therefore conforms in this respect to
the practice in vogue with the old G-6 brake valve. The release
position of the independent brake valve will release the locomotive
brake under any and all conditions.
The No. 5 ET Equipment. A word should be said concerning
the previously designed form of the ET equipment, known as
No. 5. The brake valves used in both the No. 5 and No. 6 equipments are similar in appearance, though they differ in construction, the No. 6 being the later and improved form. The distributing valves of both equipments are also similar in appearance,
though slight structural differences exist. In case of a parted
train or burst hose, the pressure in the application chamber of the
No. 5 distributing valve was free to escape to the atmosphere
through the brake valves, unless the handle of either automatic or
independent brake valves had been moved to running position.
With the II 6 distributing valve the application chamber
pressure is also open to the atmosphere through the brake valves
when in running position, if the equalizing valve of the distributing valve is in release position, and in case of an open brake pipe
the equalizing valve would be moved and would intercept the
escape of air from the application chamber, and so prevent release
of the locomotive brakes. In emergency, the II 5 distributing

Fig. 40.
C-6 REDUCING VALVE.
firmly seats the valve. The adjustment of the safety valve should
be such as to ensure its blowing off at 68 pounds pressure.
The 0.6 Reducing Valve. This valve, shown in Fig. 40, is in
reality the feed valve that has been for years in r eg ular use with
the G-6 brake valve. This reducing valve has been designed so as
to secure a fixed and permanent reduction of main-reservoir pressure, which with the ET equipment is 45 pounds. The name reducing valve is used with this equipment to distinguish it from the
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valve allows equalizing reservoir pressure to flow him the application chamber. The 11 6 in the emergency empties equalizing
reservoir air to the atmosphere. With the II 5 equipment, when
double-heading, the handle of the automatic brake rake is placed
in lap position and the double-heading cock under the brake valve
is closed. With the 11 6 equipments the double-heading cock is
also closed; but the handle of the automatic brake valve is placed
in running position.
The 11-5 equipment has a duplex and a single pointer air
gauge, the 11-6 has two duplex gauges. With the 11-6 equipment,
the larger of the two shows main reservoir and equalizing reservoir
pressures, while the smaller gauge indicates brake pipe and brake
cylinder pressures. The connection to the smaller is made so as
to show brake pipe pressure at all times, regardless of where the
engine is in the train when double-heading. The 11-5 and the
11-6 distributing and brake valves are not interchangeable, and
though somewhat similar are of different construction.
Advantages of the ET Equipment. One of the advantages
which is claimed for the ET equipment is that the locomotive
and the train brake can be used alternately in descending a long
grade. The release of the train brake, with the use of retaining
valves, enables the engineer to recharge the train auxiliaries while
there is a certain amount of brake power still operative on the
train. To this the full power of the locomotive brake can be
added, and when the train brake is again applied the locomotive
brake can be released so as to prevent heating of tires, with the
train still under full control. The independent brake forms a
safety feature of the highest value, as it will hold a locomotive
with a leaky throttle or a heavy train on a fairly steep grade.
The whole apparatus has been designed with minute attention
to detail, and it provides a locomotive engineer with the latest and,
one may truly say, one of the most efficient safety devices in the
whole range of modern railway operation.

front. It is with a view of meeting the severer requirements
which prevail to-day that the Westinghouse Air Brake Company
have brought out their triple valve of the type " K " for freight
cars. These modern conditions are the increase of train lengths
beyond the practical 50-car maximum of the days when the first

THE QUICK ACTION FREIGHT TRIPLE, TYPE "X."
-

The old adage that " circumstances alter cases" is as good
in the mechanical world as outside of it. and the altered conditions
in modern railway service have brought new brake problems to the
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quick-action triple was designed. Higher speeds and greater car
capacities have also had to be dealt with, and the "K" quickaction freight triple valve is intended to meet the' situation.
Advantages of "K" Quick action Freight Triple Valve. This
valve, while it embodies all the features of the older form, has
three new features, which are "quick-service," "retarded release"
-
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and " uniform recharge." It has the added advantage, not directly contained in its structural makeup, of being able to be used
with the old type of valves, and it actually improves their action
when both kinds are in the same train. The old style or " H "
freight triple valve can be changed into the newer type, K, with
the change of only a few parts.
Types of Preight Triple Valves. The " K " freight triple
valve is made in two sizes, respectively designated as the "K-1 "
and the " K-2 " valves. The first of these is used with 8-inch
freight ear brake cylinders, and corresponds to the old "H-1"
freight car triple. The " K-2 " triple, shown in Fig. 41, is used
with 10-inch freight car brake cylinders and corresponds to the

a and 43, are diagrammatic representations of the K triple valve,

1LL3

showing the passages and parts. They do not, of course, accurately represent the structural details, as these could not be
very well shown in a sectional view. A glance at the illustration
will make it plain that brake pipe air enters the triple in the
usual way and reaches the triple piston, which it forces into the
position shown. Brake pipe air therefore reaches the auxiliary
reservoir by way of the feed groove. Here it should be mentioned
that the feed groove in both K valves is of the same size as that
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GRADUATING VALVE, SLIDE, VALVE AND SLIDE VALVE SEAT,

K-2

TRIPLE VALVE.

Fig. 43.
old "11-2" type. The two kinds of K triple valves are generally similar in appearance, but are marked K-1 and K-2 upon
the body of each. A further and conspicuous difference between
them is that the K-1 valve has two bolts in the auxiliary reservoir
flange and the K-2 has three such bolts. In order to distinguish
the K triples from the H triples, both the K valves have each a
lug cast on the top of the body and the II valves have not. It is
thus easily determined by the presence or absence of the lug
whether a valve belongs to the K or the FI family, and the number
of bolt holes in the reservoir flanges of the K and the figure on
the body show which style of K any valve is.
Pull Release and Charging Position. The illustrations, Figs.

FULL RELEASE AND CHARGING

PosiTioxs, K-2 TRIPLE.

of the older 11-1 triple, which was designed to charge the auxiliary
reservoir of an 8-inch brake cylinder. The difference between
the K-1 and the K-2 triple valves, internally, is that the K-2
triple, which supplies air for the auxiliary reservoir of a 10-inch
brake cylinder, has an extra passage for auxiliary supply as well
as the feed groove, and the K-1 valve is without this extra passage,
as will be duly explained.
In the charging position the K-2 valve, which we are considering, feeds the auxiliary reservoir through the feed groove,
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and, in addition to this, air passes by the check valve and from the
chamber above it, flows up through the quick service passage in the
body of the triple and up through a straight port in the slide valve
and enters the auxiliary reservoir. The supplies, by way of the
feed groove and through this quick service passage, which latter
we may call the secondary charging route, are together able to
quickly charge the larger auxiliary reservoir used with the 10-inch
brake cylinders. The time occupied in charging the larger reser-
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Fig. 44.
QUICK SERVICE POSITION, K-2 TRIPLE.

voir through the feed groove and by the secondary route about
equals that occupied in charging the smaller reservoir used with
the 8-inch brake cylinder through the feed groove only.
Quick-service Application. In order to secure a quick-service
application, brake pipe pressure is gradually reduced and the
triple piston moves so as to cut out the feed groove, as shown in
Fig. 44. The consequent movement of the slide valve now brings
a port z in the slide valve into part register with port r in the
triple body, and air flows directly to the brake cylinder by what
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we may call the service application route. The exhaust port from
the brake cylinder is blanked. The flow through the service application route is restricted by the partial registration of the slide
valve port with that in the triple body. This position of the
triple valve brings the quick-service feature into play. This
feature is the venting of some train pipe air into the brake cylinder, but it is done without sufficient force to cause an emergency
application, yet at the same time it helps to quickly fill the brake
cylinder, and the consequent fall of brake pipe pressure is rapid
enough to produce the quick-service action on the triple valve on
the next car in the rear, and so on back.
The quick-service action is produced by the movement of the
graduating valve which connects passage y in the body of the
triple, by means of the cavity in the graduating valve, with the
passage which leads to the chamber above the emergency piston.
(The quick-service passage y is the same one which in the charging position formed part of the secondary charging route.) Air
from the brake pipe entering, in small quantity as it does, the
chamber above the loosely-fitting emergency piston, flows past this
piston and enters the brake cylinder. It is thus that the comparatively gentle flow of air from the brake pipe past the emergency piston constitutes the quick-service feature, and its result is
similar to, though much less violent than, the emergency action.
The quick-service feature therefore causes brake pipe reduction to
travel quickly back throughout the train, and, if an ordinary quick
action triple is away back in the train, its response is as prompt
as if it had been on one of the leading cars. The quick-service
feature, therefore, acts beneficially on the standard equipment of
older design when mixed in the train. The quick-service feature
causes a brake action about twice as fast throughout the train as
that obtained with the older equipment on a 50-car train. The
quick-service has the further advantage, that, by reason of the venting of some brake pipe air into the brake cylinder, a much less
initial brake pipe reduction is required through the engineers'
brake valve than formerly, and the brakes apply more quickly and
draw a less quantity of air from the auxiliaries. The rapid filling
of the brake cylinder forces the brake cylinder piston to travel
rapidly in its stroke over that portion where the leakage groove
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lies, and thus a further economy in the use of compressed air is
effected.
Full Service Application. In the full service application,
Fig. 45, if the brake pipe reduction is greater than the reduction
of auxiliary reservoir pressure, due to its flow to the brake cylinder, the triple piston is therefore compelled to move far enough
to the left to slightly compress the graduating spring. in this
position the quick-service port in the body of the triple is blanked,
and the port z in the slide valve is brought into full register with

brings about the state of affairs just described, and as soon as the
reduction of auxiliary reservoir pressure falls slightly below that
of the brake pipe, the triple valve again moves to lap position and
holds the brakes set without any further flow of air from the auxiliary reservoir.
The Retarded Release and Charging. The triple parts are
made to assume the position shown in Fig. 47 for retarded release
and charging. This position differs from the full release position
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Fig. 45.
FULL SERVICE POSITION, 31-2 TRIPLE.
the passage r in the triple hotly leading to the brake cylinder.
Brake pipe air is not vented into the brake cylinder, but a more
copious flow of auxiliary reservoir air reaches the brake cylinder
through the full registration of the slide valve port and triple body
passage.
The Lap Position. In this position, Fig. 46, all the triple
valve ports are blanked and there is no flow of air from the auxiliary reservoir, and the air in the brake cylinder remains as it is
with brakes set. A further reduction of the brake pipe pressure

LAP

Posmox, K-2 TRIPLE.

in several particulars, the net result, however, being that the
brakes are held set for a considerable time owing to the restricted
exhaust passages through which the air escapes, while the auxiliary
reservoir is charged through the quick service passage 7 in the
body of the triple. It will be remembered that when retaining
valves were used the triple valve parts were made to assume the full
release position, and the fact that air was held in the brake cylinders was due solely to the action of the retaining valves, which
permitted only a slow exhaust to take place, and finally blocked
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the brake cylinder exhaust at 15 pounds pressure, and held it there
indefinitely. The retainer was a separate piece of mechanism
which required to be cut in or cut out by hand on each car.
Here the retarded release, as its name suggests, permits the
slow but continuous exhaust of brake cylinder pressure, and the
time required to empty the brake cylinder is taken advantage of
to recharge the auxiliary reservoir. This position of the triple
valve permits brake pipe pressure to reach the auxiliary reser-
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RETARDED RELEASE POSITION,

K-2

TRIPLE.

voir at the same time that brake cylinder air is being exhausted
and brakes are slowly releasing. The action in this ease is very
much as if brakes were permitted to slowly leak off while recharging was going on, but the expression retarded release is preferable,
as the word "leak" implies the existence of an undesirable state of
affairs, and the slow release of brakes, as here produced while
charging is going on, is thus rendered legitimate.
The object of the retarded release is to let off the brakes on
long trains practically at the same time and to secure a uniform
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recharge throughout their entire length. The danger of shock or
break-in-two is avoided, and the premature quick release and subsequent automatic re-application of the brakes on the cars at the
front of the train are prevented.
There is one condition which is always persistently before
the designer of air brake equipment, and that is that the source
of the compressed air supply is always at one end of the brake
pipe, and the ear at the other end of the train has to be fed by air
which has traversed the entire length of the brake pipe, be the
train long or short. This condition does not necessarily exist in
either electrical or water supply service for industrial purposes,
and it has been provided for very ingeniously in the retarded release and recharging position of the triple valve parts. As an
illustration of the condition which always confronts the air brake
designer, we may refer briefly to a curious suggestion which was
once made by a gentleman obviously unacquainted with engineering science.
This gentleman proposed to water the streets of a city in hot
weather by laying a pipe along the gutter on each side of the
roadway. This pipe was to be perforated along its entire length
by a series of holes something like a very much elongated flute,
and water flowing from all these holes was expected to cover the
area of roadway and thus obviate the necessity for watering carts.
It is hardly necessary to say that the flute-like water pipe proposed
by this gentleman might be more or less effective for the first few
lengths of pipe; that the holes in the middle stretch would give
very little flow, while those remote from the source of supply
could not deliver any water.
The analogy, however, holds good in the case of a long train
with the source of supply necessarily placed at one end of the
brake pipe. In the release and charging position air driven into it
from the main reservoir on the engine flows along the brake pipe,
which on each car is absorbed by a partially empty auxiliary reservoir ready to drink up as much air as possible, regardless of others
more remote from the source of supply. This very real condition,
which would result in the release of brakes on the front of the
train while others remained set on the rear end, is dealt with by
the triple valves themselves by a sort of automatically produced
"community of interest," whereby the position of the triple parts
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are made to assume certain positions corresponding to the place
in the train occupied by any given car.
The K triple has two release positions, which are the full release and the retarded release. Between these two positions the
triple valves in a long train arrange themselves, and practically all
intermediate positions are assumed in a sort of graduated series
like the successive poses of a moving figure as photographed by
the k inenetogra ph.
When brakes are released on a long train, air flows into the
brake pipe in considerable quantity and raises the pressure in that
pipe. The natural result of this with the older designs of triple
valve was that the cars at the bead end of the train were released
at once, but the air in the brake pipe, on its way to release brakes
further back on the train, was absorbed by the auxiliaries on the
front cars, and with the friction caused in passing along the pipe,
the pressure capable of ensuring brake release did not travel
through the brake pipe in sufficient quantity until the forward
auxiliaries were full. Brakes were thus released at the front, but
remained set at the back. The flow of air into the brake pipe
with the K triples causes the triple piston of the cars at the front
of the train to move to their extreme right-hand position, and the
end of the triple stem now strikes a spring and stem not hitherto
called into play. This is the retarding device.
The triple in the retarded release position, although it has
opened the feed groove, has nevertheless traveled so far as to bring
the back of the piston in contact with the slide valve bushing, and
as these two surfaces are ground, an air-tight joint is made at once.
The feed groove supply is thus cut out. At the same time the
slide valve has been pushed over so far to the right that only a very
restricted extension of the exhaust cavity now registers with the
passage in the triple body leading to the atmosphere. The exhaust
of air from the brake cylinder is therefore rendered very slow
and gradual, while what we have called the secondary charging
route is open, and is the only entrance afforded for brake pipe pressure to reach the auxiliary reservoir. This secondary charging
route has half the area of the feed groove, so that the supply reaching the auxiliary reservoir is now about one-third of what it would
be in the full release and charging position.
The effect produced by this position of the triple valve parts

is to cause not only a retarded release, but also to restrict the flow
of air to the auxiliary. In consequence brake pipe air is enabled
to travel back more rapidly, and by the time it reaches the rear
portion of the train, it does not enter the rear triple valves with
sufficient pressure to force their pistons to the extreme right-hand
travel, so that the triple piston is not moved against the tension of
the retarding device spring, as it bad done at the front of the train,
and thus the full release position is assured. In this position, as
already explained, the exhaust from the brake cylinder is free, and
both feed groove and secondary charging route supply air to the
auxiliary. The result is that although the brakes at the front end
of the train begin to release and the front auxiliaries begin to
charge early, yet they take longer to complete their release and
charging than those at the rear, which, while beg-inning to act
later, are able to perform their operations more quickly.
The different action of the front and rear car triple valves as
described, if no further adjustment took place, would result in
the regular release of the rear car brakes much earlier than those
at the front, with the consequent undesirable drag of front end
brakes and loss of time, but the action of the front end triples provides for a quickened release when the rear auxiliaries have become partially charged. When the pressure in the auxiliaries at
the front becomes nearly as great as that in the brake pipe, the
retarding device spring pushes the triple piston to the left and
places the parts in the full release and charging position, and
what air was held in the brake cylinder by the retarded release is
exhausted and the auxiliary reservoir is charged through the feed
groove and the secondary charging route at the same time. The
net result is that practically a simultaneous release of brakes takes
place throughout the whole train, and what amounts to a uniform
recharge of all the auxiliary reservoirs is also brought about at
this same time. These conditions act beneficially upon old style
triple valves if mixed in the train.
The Emergency Position. The emergency position of the K
triple valve, Fig. 48, is the same as that assumed by the older
form Type H, with a sudden and large reduction of brake pipe
pressure. The fall of brake pipe pressure carries the triple piston
to its extreme left-hand travel, in which position it compresses the
graduating spring and the piston itself seats firmly against the gas-
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ket at the end of the triple cylinder in which it moves. The movement of the slide valve introduces auxiliary pressure to the emergency piston by a short direct port in the triple body, uncovered by
the slide valve, and this opens the emergency valve. The check is
lifted by brake pipe pressure, and brake pipe air is vented rapidly
into the brake cylinder. This movement also opens a direct port
from the auxiliary reservoir to the brake cylinder, which we have
called the emergency route. As soon as the brake pipe and brake
cylinder pressure equalize, the cheek and emergency valves close,
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so preventing the air thus supplied to the brake cylinder from
flowing back into the brake pipe. The areas of the ports and
passages, forming what we have called the emergency route from
the auxiliary to the brake cylinder, are of such a size that the
venting of brake pipe air into the brake cylinder is much more
rapid than the flow through the emergency route. This ensures
the rapid filling of the empty cylinder, the quick movement of the
brake cylinder piston over the leakage groove, and the flow of air
from the auxiliary reservoir now coming upon a brake cylinder
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already supplied with compretised air raises the pressure in the
brake cylinder and causes the pressure of equalization between auxiliary and brake cylinder to be about 10 pounds greater than that
produced by service applications. The sudden reduction of brake
pipe pressure by reason of the quick vent of air into the brake
cylinder causes the triple valve on the next car in rear to feel at
once the fall of pressure and to instantly respond. Each triple
valve acts as if it was in close proximity to the engineers' brake
valve, and the impulse by which the successive fall of brake pipe
pressure is produced traverses the entire length of the brake pipe
with marvelous rapidity.
Sound travels through air at the rate of about 1,120 feet a
second, and on a train of fifty cars the sound of the locomotive
whistle would be heard in the caboose in about II seconds after it
had been blown on the engine. So rapid is the transmission of the
quick-action impulse, which causes the full accomplishment of 50
similar but separate and distinct mechanical actions to take place
within the triple valves, that this impulse, passing through a pipe
more or less complicated with bends, turns, valves and hose, is yet
fairly comparable to the speed of sound. If at the instant that a
torpedo on the track was exploded by the engine the "emergency"
took place, the sound of the detonation would reach the caboose
only three-quarters of a second before the rearmost triple valve
had set the brake with the maximum retarding power of which the
mechanism is capable.
Positions of the Quick Action Freight Triple Valve, Type K.
There are six positions assumed by the Quick Action Freight
Triple Valve, Type K. The full release and charging position is
the one in which the air in the brake cylinder is quickly exhausted,
and the auxiliary reservoir is charged with air from the brake
pipe by way of the feed groove and the secondary charging route.
The quick service application blanks the brake cylinder exhaust,
cuts out both supply routes from brake pipe to auxiliary, allows
a restricted flow of auxiliary reservoir pressure to reach the brake
cylinder, and vents some air from the brake pipe to the brake
cylinder. The full service position produces the same conditions
with the exception that no brake pipe air is vented into the brake
cylinder, and a fully opened port conveys air in larger quantity
direct from the auxiliary reservoir to the brake cylinder. The
100
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lap position blanks all ports. The retarded release and charging,
retards the release of brakes by restricting the exhaust passage
and admits air to pass from the brake pipe to the auxiliary by
the secondary charging route only. The emergency position vents
a larger quantity of air from brake pipe to brake cylinder, opens
a larger port than when making service applications between auxiliary reservoir and brake cylinder, thus giving maximum brake
power in the shortest time, and causing the quirk action to successively operate on each car on the train from front to rear. The
time required for this impulse to travel the length of a 50-car train
being about 21 seconds.

per cent. of that amount, or 28,000 pounds, and each of its
wheels would on this assumption carry a weight of 3,500 pounds.
When this car was loaded up to its capacity, say 100,000 pounds,
the total weight of the car would for braking purposes amount to
128,000 pounds, or a wheel load of 16,000 pounds. It is manifest
that a brake shoe pressure designed not to skid the wheels of the
empty ear would fall very much below that which would skid
them, when fully loaded, and how far this is below the amount required to skid the wheels becomes apparent when we consider the
friction between shoe and wheel and between wheel and rail.
Static and Dynamic Friction. A car wheel standing upon a
rail has one point of contact with the rail: it is where tread and
rail-top touch. When the wheel is rolling along the rail the point
of contact, though constantly changing, is at every instant at rest
so far as the wheel and rail are concerned. The part of the wheel
tread resting on the rail for the moment is proved to be at rest
with reference to the rail, as it does not slide upon it, and the
friction which prevents the wheel from sliding along the Tail is not
the friction of motion, but the friction of rest, and thus between
wheel and rail there always exists what is called static friction.
A revolving wheel, therefore, cannot be stopped and slid along the
rail until the static friction is exceeded. For ordinary purposes
the co-efficient of static friction between wheel and rail may be
taken approximately at 0.2, or even 0.25, and, therefore, the unloaded car weighing as assumed 28,000 pounds, with its wheel
load of 3,500 pounds would develop a static friction of 700 pounds
for each wheel. If all the wheels were locked so that they could
not revolve, the car would resist sliding with a force of 5,600
pounds.
It was demonstrated in the Galton-Westinghouse tests that
the co-efficient of dynamic friction between shoe and wheel varies
with the speed, and is less at high speed than it is at low speed. At
60 miles an hour the co-efficient of dynamic friction was about
4.074, while at less than 5 miles an hour it came up to about
0.273. Referring again to the light car moving at 30 miles an
hour with a dynamic friction co-efficient of 0.166 and 3,500
pounds carried by each wheel, the retarding force of the brake on
the moving wheel would become 581 pounds per wheel, or 4,648
pounds for the whole car. The resistance to sliding due to static
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THE DOUBLE PRESSURE CONTROL, OR SCHEDULE U.
Westinghouse Rule for High Braking Power. The rule
adopted by the Westinghouse Air Brake Company, in order to obtain as high a brake power as possible without the liability of
wheel sliding, is to so proportion the brake riming as to bring
against the treads of all the wheels of any vehicle a total pressure
calculated on 70 per cent. of the light weight of the car for freight
service and 90 per cent. of the light weight for passenger service.
These percentages so used practically amount to this, that a
freight car weighing 40,000 pounds without load and braked on
both trucks is, for the purpose of the calculation, assumed to be 30
per cent. lighter than it really is, or 28,000 pounds. The reason
for this assumption is that some definite amount of brake
power had to be provided in designing brake rigging, which while
applicable to all nominally similar cars, yet allowed for the possibly large range of tare weights found in freight cars of the same
nominal weight. Taking 70 per cent. of the light weight, as if it
was the actual tare weight, was in principle similar to the introduction of the factor of safety into boiler or bridge design. The
90 per cent assumed in the case of passenger equipment, although
allowing a smaller margin, yet preserved a sufficiently high factor
of safety to guard against possible differences in actual and alleged weights, and it also took into account, and thus provided for,
the varying conditions of the rail in actual service.
Method of Designing Drakes. In designing brakes for a
40,000-pound freight car, it was treated as if it weighed only 70
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friction being 5,600 pounds for the whole car, the wheels would
have no tendency to slide along the rails when retarded by a total
dynamic friction of 4,618 pounds, and the margin existing between the two amounts at this speed to 1,052 pounds. At 60 miles
an hour the dynamic friction caused by the pressure of the shoe
on the rapidly revolving wheel amounts to 259 pounds on each
wheel, and the resistance to skidding, owing to the static friction
of wheel on rail being 700 pounds for each wheel, the margin in
favor of non-sliding is 441 pounds. The wide difference between
these two kinds of friction acting on the wheel when the car is
light or loaded is the fundamental reason for the introduction of
the system of double pressure control, and is a legitimate endeavor
to secure greater efficiency in brake service by reducing what may
he called waste of available brake power, on a heavily loaded car.
Special Use of the Double Pressure Control. The equipment
called the double pressure control is specially intended for a particular kind of railroad service where there is a more or less regular movement of empties in one direction and loads in the other.
Some roads are compelled to do a coal carrying business in this
way, and the double pressure control apparatus, which entails no
alteration of car equipment, is peculiarly suited to these conditions. Railroads operated over heavy grades can also use this
equipment with advantage.
Locomotive Equipment Under Schedule U. The double pressure control equipment, shown in Fig. 49, is practically that of the
high-speed brake already described, with but few modifications on
the locomotive. There is no change in freight car equipment.
Schedule U therefore applies entirely to locomotives. Safety
valves on the driver and tender brake cylinders take the place of
the reducing valves on the engine and tender, and plain triple
valves are also used. There is a reversing cock and a feed valve
pipe bracket. With this equipment there are two slide valve feed
valves connected with the reversing cock, and the feed valve pipe
bracket is an attachment added to the engineers' brake valve for
the purpose of readily connecting the reversing cock, with its two
feed valves, to the engineers' brake valve.
The two feed valves are exactly similar in construction and
operation, but one is adjusted to permit a brake pipe pressure of
70 pounds to be carried, with 90 pounds in the main reservoir, and
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the other feeds the brake pipe pressure up to 90 pounds, and retains 110 pounds in the main reservoir. The reversing cock affords
a ready means of cutting in one of these feed valves and at the
same time cutting out the other, according as high or low brake
pipe and auxiliary reservoir pressure is required.
In this way a train of loaded cars can be handled with a
brake pipe pressure of 90 pounds for use in descending heavy
grades or other service, by cutting in the high pressure feed valve,
and a similar train of empties can be handled with 70 pounds
brake pipe pressure when the low pressure feed valve is cut in.
The reversing cock is so made that one or other of the feed. valves
is always in service, as the act of cutting in the one cuts out the
other. The object of the safety valves which are placed on driver
and tender brake cylinders is to prevent the pressure in these
brake cylinders from rising higher than about 50 pounds. Ray
excess above this is rapidly blown away.
The relative effectie brake action, as shown when the high
pressure control is used, or when the low pressure control comes
into play, is very interesting. Assuming that the brake cylinders
on the cars are the usual diameter, and that the train is composed
of the normal 40,000-pound ears, with rated capacity of 100,000
pounds, we find that with 70 pounds auxiliary reservoir pressure
the brake cylinder pressure in emergency is 60 pounds, and it is
50 pounds when equalized with ordinary service applications.
The high pressure control which maintains an auxiliary reservoir
pressure of 90 pounds gives a 77-pound brake cylinder pressure
in emergency, and a pressure of 65 pounds when equalized in ordinary service stops. From these figures the fact may be deduced
that when the car is loaded to its full rated capacity the low pressure control gives a brake power of but 20 per cent. in emergency
of the theoretirally ptssible amount due to the weight carried on
the wheels, while the high pressure control increases the emergency
brake power up to 26 per cent.
Economy of Air with Double Control System. The double pressure control has the advantage of providing a greater brake power
on heavy, loaded trains than that on lighter trains composed of
empties, and in doing this the air pump is relieved of considerable
work in the latter case by being only compelled to provide, a lower
pressure for a train where the higher pressure would be unnec-

essary. There is also another economy of air which this equipment possesses in common with the high speed brake. The pump
governor is piped as in the ordinary equipment, and when the
handle of the engineers' brake valve is in the lap, service or
emergency positions, main reservoir pressure is prevented from
reaching the excess-pressure diaphragm of the pump governor.
In running position the excess pressure diaphragm of the pump
governor is acted upon by main reservoir pressure. When brakes
have been applied and the brake valve handle is on lap, main reservoir pressure is then pumped up to the maximum, and this high
main reservoir pressure ensures prompt release and quick recharge, and the pump has only to maintain this high pressure in
the main reservoir during the time that the brakes are applied.
When the high pressure control is used, a brake pipe reduction of
about 25 pounds is required to produce equalization between auxiliary reservoir and brake cylinder, otherwise the brake operates
in the same way as it does for the ordinary 70 and 90-pound brake
pipe and main reservoir pressures.
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NEW YORK AIR BRAKE EQUIPMENTS.
There are three important locomotive brake equipments manufactured by the New York Air Brake Company, known as the
B-1, 13-2 and 13-3 equipments. The 13-2 and 13-3 equipments are
practically the same as far as the work performed by them is
concerned. However, the 13-3 equipment has some structural improvements over the 13-2 equipment. The present features of
these two equipments, which are considered improvements over the
B-1 equipment, are the method of brake pipe pressure control, the
combination of the automatic and straight air brake features in
the one brake valve and the accelerator valve, which accelerates
the brake pipe reduction in service, thereby increasing the efficiency of the brakes on long trains by causing an application with
ordinary service reductions which could not be done with the older
equipments without making exceedingly heavy reductions. Since
the general operation of the three equipments is very similar,
'only the B-3 equipment will be described in detail.
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NEW YORK 3-3 LOCOMOTIVE EQUIPMENT.

Designation of Systems. The New York Air Brake Company's brake equipment, Schedule B-3, is so arranged as to cover
the requirements of four different kinds of service. The ordinary
form B-3, where a single brake pipe pressure is used, is designed
for freight or passenger engines, and automatic or straight air can
be used on the engine equipment as desired. The schedule known
as the B-3---S is for switching engines only, the letter S denoting
that fact. The I3-3-11P is for freight service where heavy trains
are handled on grades, generally where loads are taken down
grade and empties are hauled in the opposite direction. The letters IIP denote the ability to use the high pressure control. The
B-3—HS is the high speed equipment for passenger service, and
the terminal letters in the designation signify this form of brake.
The B-3 Brake. The B-3 schedule, as we have said, is intended for both passenger and freight service, and the piping
diagram, Fig. 50, shows the general arrangement in diagrammatic
form. There is only one brake pipe pressure used for the automatic brake, which is always on the train, and which may be used
if desired on the locomotive brake, which includes the tender, the
engine-truck and the driver brakes. When desired, the automatic
brake may be cut out on the locomotive and straight air substituted.
The independent brake valve has been done away with in this
equipment, and when straight air is used on the locomotive brake
the B-3 automatic and straight air engineers' brake valve, Fig. 51,
performs not only the functions of governing the brake pipe pressure for the train, but it also controls the supply of main reservoir
pressure, reduced to 40 pounds, which reaches the brake cylinders
of the locomotive equipment. In this respect the B-3 brake valve
can be made to perform its own proper functions, and it can in
addition take the place of the discarded independent brake valve
when required.
The B-3 equipment is provided with a single-head pump governor, which regulates the main reservoir pressure and also the
automatic starting and stopping of the pump. The N. Y. plain
triple valves are used on the engine and tender in connection with
the automatic system. On the pipe leading from the main reser-
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voir to the brake valve there is placed what is called the pressure
controller, which corresponds in function to the Westinghouse feed
valve, and is thus really part of the engineers' valve. The pressure controller is practically a pump governor and is interchangeable with it, being structurally similar, the only difference being
in its adjustment. The pump governor limits main reservoir pressure to 00 pounds, while the pressure controller prevents brake
pipe pressure rising higher than 70 pounds. In this way the
pump governor deals with main reservoir pressure exclusively,
and constantly maintains an even 90 pounds in that reservoir without reference to how it is used.
The pressure controller, if one may so say, acts as a sort of
filter which permits air from the main reservoir, at 70 pounds
only, to reach the engineers' valve and so to the brake pipe. The
pressure controller thus confines the excess pressure in the main
reservoir. When brakes are released there is no sudden rush of
high main reservoir pressure direct to the brake pipe, as in the
Westinghouse system, but there is a steady and copious flow of
air through the controller at 70 pounds pressure, which is steadily
maintained by the fact that there is an excess of 20 pounds stored
in the main reservoir. In this way the main reservoir stands
ready, like the reserve fund in a bank, to meet any sudden demand which may arise by reason of the release of brakes on a
long train, and the pressure controller, like the paying teller, delivers the required amount in the allotted time, always backed up
by the main reservoir excess. The object of this arrangement is to
eliminate the chance of overcharging the auxiliary reservoirs and
the possible re-application of brakes at the front end of the train,
if the forward auxiliaries had become overcharged.
Straight Air on the Locomotive. When it is desired to use the
Araight air on the engine and tender, the double check valve automatically cuts out the plain triple valves, and what is called the
straight air pipe in this equipment is brought into use. This
pipe leads from what we may call the straight air portion of the
engineers' brake valve direct to the locomotive brake cylinders.
The engineers' brake valve, as we have intimated, performs the
functions of the independent brake valve as well as its own, and a
branch of the main reservoir pipe leads to that portion of the engineers' brake valve which is concerned in straight air operation.

On this pipe there is a second but smaller pressure controller,
called the straight air controller, similar to the pump governor,
and this valve reduces main reservoir pressure flowing through it
to 40 pounds, so that only that pressure can reach the locomotive
brake cylinders when the plain triple valves have been cut out and
the straight air brake is operative. The pipe leading from the
straight air portion of the brake valve direct to the locomotive
brake cylinders is, as we have said, the straight air pipe, and on
this pipe, within easy reach of the engineer, is placed what is
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called the lever safety valve. The use of the lever safety valve
is to enable the engineer to graduate off, or fully release, the locomotive brakes while holding the train brakes applied, and its
operation does not affect the engineers' brake valve, which, under
these conditions, would be in the lap position. The lever safety
valve will be described later.
The Accelerator Valve and the Divided Reservoir. The device
known as the Accelerator Valve, Fig. 52, is used with this equipment, and, as its name implies, it is intended to assist or accelerate
the discharge of brake pipe air when a service reduction is made
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on a long train. The divided reservoir, as shown in Fig. 54, is
simply the ordinary supplementary reservoir for the brake valve
with a larger chamber cast integral with it, there being no communication between them. The union of the two reservoirs in one
casting is for the sake of economy of space. The accelerator valve
k attached to the larger chamber of the divided reservoir. When
a brake pipe reduction is made for a service application, air is
exhausted from the brake pipe through the engineers' valve to

tion of the slide valve port with the triangular exhaust permits
air from the brake pipe which surrounds the accelerator slide valve
to escape to the atmosphere. The triangular shape of the exhaust,
with point uppermost, affords a restricted passage at first and a
rapid exhaust later. The depression of the accelerator piston,
while securing a rapid discharge of brake pipe air, also at once begins the gradual reduction of air in the accelerator chamber, so that
the accelerator valve can only operate for a limited time. A pressure of from 10 to 12 pounds in the accelerator chamber is required to cause the accelerator to act, and as soon as the automatic
closure of escaping air from the engineers' brake valve takes place,
the supply to the accelerator also stops, and about 4 seconds is
then required for the accelerator reservoir pressure to escape, and
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the atmosphere in the usual way, but in addition to this-some of
the brake pipe air is permitted to flow to the large or accelerator
chamber of the divided reservoir. The accelerator valve contains
a piston, as shown in section in Fig. 52, with a slide valve on its
stem, and also a leather gasket on the same stem. Brake pipe air
reaching the accelerator chamber, which is empty, requires about
four seconds to accumulate pressure enough to move the accelerator
piston down, and so carry its slide valve with it, to such a position
that the port in the valve may register with It triangular port in the
body of the valve leading to the atmosphere. ( Fig 53.) The registra-
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so permit the accelerator piston, aided by a coil spring, to slowly
rise and gradually close off the flow of air from the brake pipe to
the atmosphere. There is a small port through the accelerator
piston communicating with the chamber below it, so that even
after the accelerator valve has ceased to act the accelerator chamber
pressure escapes to the atmosphere, and the accelerator chamber remains at al/ times empty until filled by the flow of air from the
brake valve during a service application.
The accelerator valve, as its name implies, accelerates the discharge of air in a service application, but the reductions of brake
pipe pressure are not on this account any greater than with former
types of N. Y. engineers' valves. The accelerator acts automatically and only responds to reductions made for trains longer than

about eight cars. In alI brake pipe reductions there is a certain
amount of back flow of air from the auxiliary reservoirs through
the feed grooves of the triple valves to the brake pipe, and from the
brake cylinders to the atmosphere through the leakage grooves.
The accumulated effect of this back flow and leakage causes the
brake pipe pressure reduction to be somewhat. slow for a long train,
and it is in such cases that the accelerator valve performs its work.
The action of the accelerator causes a much larger volume of brake
pipe air to be discharged to the atmosphere than could flow out
from the engineers' brake valve in the same time. It is obvious
that in a short train, where the total back flow of air is comparatively small, the reduction of brake pipe air is more easily accomplished, and even although a certain amount of air is fed into the
empty accelerator chamber, it has not time to accumulate sufficient
pressure to operate the accelerator before the engineers' brake
valve is lapped and the flow to the accelerator chamber is stopped.
The air which did find its way to the accelerator chamber is
quietly exhausted to the atmosphere, leaving the accelerator chamber empty as before and ready for a further supply of air when
occasion demands. In this way the accelerator acts, one might
almost say, with discrimination according to the length of the
train and the amount of the brake pipe reduction made. It stays
open longer with a long train than it does with a short one, and
does not act at all when the engineers' brake valve is competent to
make the required brake pipe reduction in the required time.
Schedule B-3—S. The B-3—S equipment of the New York
Air Brake Company, shown in Fig. 55, is intended for use only
on switching engines. The automatic brake can be used on locomotive and train, or the automatic brake may be used on the train
and straight air on the locomotive if required. A single pump
governor and a single pressure controller are used. The controller
is adjusted so as to give 70 pounds brake pipe pressure, and the
pump governor gives 90 pounds main reservoir pressure for ordinary switching operations. The lever safety valve is provided for
the purpose of graduating off or releasing the locomotive brake
while holding the train brake applied. The accelerator valve and
the divided reservoir are not used in this equipment, but the supplementary reservoir for the engineers' brake valve, which is part
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Of the regular equipment, known as Schedule B, is used in place

quick release valve on its way to the driver brake cylinders.
When an automatic or straight air application has been made, air
flowing to the brake cylinders enters above a piston in the quick
release valve, Fig. 56, and pushes it down. The body of the quick
release valve fits the piston closely when the piston is in its uppermost, or normal position, but is of greater diameter than the piston
below it. A slight depression of the quick release piston brings it
down into the wider portion of the valve-body, and air then flows
readily past the piston and reaches the driver brake cylinders.
The depression of the piston compresses a small coil spring, and
at the same time the piston bottoms on the collar of an exhaust
valve below it and holds this exhaust valve tightly to its seat. Air
therefore passes in full volume from the plain triple valve to the
driver brake cylinders.
As soon as the engineers' brake valve has been placed in the
release position, air from the driver brake cylinders flows back
through the pipes by which it entered them, and encounters the
quick release valve. The piston, which was formerly depressed by
the flow of air toward the driver brake cylinders, is now raised by
the back flow from the driver brake cylinders, and the piston fits
closely again into the restricted portion of the valve-body, and
the upward movement of the piston carries up with it the exhaust
valve below it, and a large opening to the atmosphere is at once
provided through which driver brake cylinder air rapidly exhausts.
When the cylinders are empty the tension of the coil spring under
the quick release piston closes the exhaust valve, and the quick
release device is ready for a second application.
The position of the quick release valve just described is such
that the driver brakes are rapidly released, whether an automatic
or straight air application has been made. If, however, it is desired to hasten the release of the straight air brake on the engine
and tender and leave the release of the automatic brake normal
when used, the position of the quick release valve may be altered
in the shop. The new position of the quick release valve, while
still on the straight air pipe, is now between the double cheek
valve, Fig. 57, and the engineers' brake valve. When using the
automatic brake an the locomotive, brake cylinder release will be
normal, and in this new position the quick release valve will be
inoperative; but when the straight air brake is used on the loca1 01
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of the divided reservoir.
Provision is made in the 8-3--S schedule for switching passenger trains using high brake pipe pressure. This is effected by
adjusting the pump governor to give 110 pounds main reservoir
pressure, and a stop cock No. 2 between the regulating and supply portions of the controller is closed, so that main reservoir pressure can flow without. interruption and without reduction to the
engineers' brake valve and from it to the brake pipe. The closing
of this cock simply cuts out the pressure controller, and therefore
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trains using the high speed brake can be handled without the alteration of any part of the equipment. A quick release valve is
placed on the straight air pipe, which causes a rapid release of
brakes on the locomotive, whether the automatic or straight air
brake be used. This quick release valve facilitates switching
movements and so saves time.
The Quick Release Valve. The quick release valve is placed
on the straight air pipe, and is connected with the pipe leading to
the double check and to the driver brake cylinders. Air passing
from the plain triple valve, used in this equipment, enters the
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motive, the driver and tender brakes will secure the benefit of the
quick release. See diagram, Fig. 55.
The High Pressure Control B-3—HP Schedule. The high pressure control of the -New York air brake system, Fig. 58, is intended for use in heavy freight service where large loaded trains
are handled on grades, or where loads are taken down steep inclines
and empty cars are hauled in the opposite direction. In this, the
B-3—HP schedule, the terminal letters indicate the words "highpressure." With this arrangement the pump governor and the

loaded cars, would be far too high for the locomotive whose working weight is practically constant. But where the automatic brake
is used the safety valves on the engine and tender, blow the brake
cylinder pressure down to the pressure for which the safety valves
are set. In this case the straight air brake is used on the locomotive, and the straight air controller limits the brake cylinder
pressure to 40 pounds. When the low-pressure control is used on
a train composed principally of empties, the automatic brake can
be worked on the locomotive by cutting out the straight air. This
is done by closing rut-out cock No. 3 in the straight air pipe below the engineers' brake valve. See Fig. 5S.
Pump Governor and Pressure Controller. The pump governor
and the pressure controller are one and the same mechanism,
though applied to separate uses and differently adjusted, and the
description of one covers both. The straight air controller is a
similar, though in part smaller, piece of mechanism, and is adjusted for its own particular service of restricting the straight air
brake cylinder pressure to 40 pounds to the square inch. The
pump governor or pressure controller consists of two parts, the
regulating heads and the supply bases. The heads of the pump
governor, the pressure controller and the straight air controller of
this equipment are all alike in make and size. The supply
portions of the pump governor and pressure controller are also
alike in make and size, but the straight air controller is made for
a finch pipe, while the others are used on li-inch pipes. The
controller is made with beads in two styles, single or duplex, to
meet the requirements of the different schedules. The single head
controllers go with the schedules previously described, but on the
13-3—HP schedule, which we are now considering, the duplex
heads are used on the pump governor and the pressure controller.
Fig. 59 is a sectional view of the duplex pressure controller or of
the pump governor head. Fig. 60 is a sectional view of the base,
and Fig. 61 is a section of the single bead.
Referring to the piping diagram, Fig. 58, of the high pressure control, Schedule 13-3—HP, it will be seen that the duplex
head of the pump governor is connected to the pipe leading to the
duplex air gauge, and main reservoir pressure reaches the heads.
On the connecting pipe a three-way cock is placed so that either
one of the heads is put in communication with the main reservoir,
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DOUBLE CHECK VALVE, NEW YORK AIR BRAKE.
pressure controller have each duplex heads so that main reservoir
pressures of 90 or 110 pounds may be carried, and brake pipe
pressures of 70 or 90 pounds may be had as desired. The
B-3—HP brake apparatus permits the use of the automatic or the
straight air brake on the locomotive equipment. When the higher
brake pipe pressure is used on the train, it is, of course, not always
intended that the automatic brake be operative on the locomotive
brake cylinders, for the reason that the maximum brake pipe and
auxiliary reservoir pressure, used most satisfactorily on heavily
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and the one cut in becomes operative, while the other head is cut
out. The two heads are structurally and functionally alike. The
low-pressure head ig adjusted by the tension of the coil spring itT
the head to give a main reservoir pressure of 90 pounds, and the
high pressure head is adjusted in a similar manner to give 110
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main reservoir pressure. The three-way cock cuts in one
head and cuts out the other, so that only one head can be operative
at a time; and the main reservoir pressure and the stopping and
starting of the puMp is then exclusively under control of the head,
which for the time being may be cut in.
The pressure controller similarly limits the brake pipe pressure, and the three-way cock in its head connection cuts in or out
poutidA
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the high or low brake pipe pressure head, and so limits brake pipe
pressure to 70 pounds, or maintains it at 90 pounds, according to
whether the high or low pressure control is in use on the train.
If by mistake the high-pressure pump governor head should be cut
in at the same time that the low pressure controller head was operative, the discrepancy would at once appear on the duplex gauge
showing an abnormal excess pressure in the main reservoir of 40
pounds. This would not prevent brake operation, as brake pipe
pressure can never rise higher than that for which the operative
head of the controller is set. The pump, however, would be compelled to work uselessly in maintaining a higher main reservoir
pressure than required. An intelligent glance at the duplex gauge
would at once lead to the necessary correction.
An explanation of the operation of the pressure controller
will suffice for that of the pump governor. The two heads of the
pressure controller are alike, but with differently adjusted springs.
Air from the brake pipe enters, let us say, the low pressure head,
and reaches the chamber below the spring. Here a diaphragm is
tightly seated on the port opening into the passageway to the supply base. As soon as the pressure in the chamber below the
diaphragm and spring is great enough to overcome the tension of
the spring, the diaphragm is raised and uncovers the port it. had
previously sealed. Brake pipe air then flows to the horizontal passage below and down to the supply portion or base of the controller. Brake pipe air also reaches the -underside of the high
pressure diaphragm, but is unable to raise it en account of the
greater tension of the spring above. Brake pipe pressure of 70
pounds only is thus able to reach the supply portion of the controlle•.
When the high pressure head is cut in and the low pressure
head cut out, air accumulates in the brake pipe up to 90 pounds
pressure, which is the amount required to raise the high pressure
diaphragm and compress the spring above it. Brake pipe pressure
at 90 pounds is thus able to reach the supply portion of the controller. Air at 90 pounds, however, flows along the horizontal
passage connecting the heads and up the small passage leading to
the center of the low pressure diaphragm, and although it may
slightly raise the low pressure diaphragm and leak into the connecting pipe, it is prevented from traveling beyond the three-way

cock by which the low pressure head is cut out. The operation of
the two heads is thus apparent. Brake pipe pressure at 70 pounds
or at 90 pounds is permitted to reach the supply portion of the
controller according to whether the low or the high pressure head
is cut in. In the vertical passages leading to the supply portion of
the controller, below the diaphragms, there are two small ports
connected with the atmosphere, and air above the piston of the
supply portion of the controller can slowly but constantly escape.
As both of these small ports perform the same function, one of
them may be plugged when the duplex head is used. As soon as
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Fig. 60.
SECTION

OF SUPPLY PORTION OF PRESSURE CONTROLLER.

the operative diaphragm seats and closes oil brake pipe air from
the supply base, the air held above the supply piston escapes to the
atmosphere and removes the pressure on the top of the supply
piston.
The Supply Portion of the Controller. The base or supply portion of the pressure controller, Fig. GO, consists of a passageway
leading from the main reservoir to the engineers' brake valve, and
in this passage is a valve which closes or opens the through passage. This valve is seated or unseated by the motion of a piston
above it to which it is attached. Main reservoir pressure reaches
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the underside of the valve and tends to raise it and pass to the
engineers' brake valve. The supply valve is, however, held to its
seat by brake pipe pressure of 70 or 90 pounds above it, introduced by the action of one or other of the duplex heads. If the
low-pressure head is operative, and 70 pounds pressure reaches

leases the air above the supply piston, and the main reservoir pressure raises the supply valve and flows to the brake pipe. The
building up of brake pipe pressure to the required amount again
operates to raise the regulating diaphragm, and air is again introduced above the supply piston with the result that it moves downward and closes the supply valve. The chamber below the supply
piston and above the supply valve is open to the atmosphere, so
that the supply piston can move freely and also discharge any air
that may leak past the supply piston from above. In connection
with the supply portion of the controller there is a hand wheel
provided, with stem projecting up below the valve in the through
passage. By screwing the wheel up, its stem will lift the valve off
its seat and allow free passage of air from main reservoir to brake
valve. This hand wheel can be used if any defect of the valve
should develop, or in case its action becomes slow or uncertain.
The valve, when held off its seat by the stem of the hand wheel,
renders the controller inoperative and main reservoir pressure
reaches the engineers' brake valve.
The New York High Speed Brake. The schedule which comprises the New York High Speed Brake is 13-3—HS, Fig. 62.
The terminal letters indicate the high speed feature. This equipment, like the one previously described, is such that the straight
air brake can be used on the locomotive. There are, in this equipment, the duplex pressure controller and the duplex pump governor. The regulating heads of the pressure controller are set for
70 and 110 pounds respectively, so that either the ordinary automatic brake or the high speed brake may be used. The pump governor heads are adjusted for 90 and 130 pounds respectively. The
pump governor connection is supplied with a three-way cock, as in
the previously described high pressure control brake. There is,
however, a four-way cock placed in the pipes leading to the regulating heads of the pressure controller. This is a specially designed cock, with a connection leading to each head. One of these
connections goes to the supply pipe between the controller and the
brake valve, and the other to the pipe between the controller and
the reservoir of the accelerating valve. One of the functions of
this four-way cock is that when its handle is in the position to
operate the regulating head, adjusted to 110 pounds brake pipe
pressure, a small port in the accelerator reservoir connecting pipe
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the supply piston, the area of which is greater than that of the
valve, the valve is held to its seat, and the supply of air from main
reservoir to brake pipe is limited to that amount. As soon as
brake pipe pressure sinks below 70 pounds, its effect is felt at
once in the regulating head, and the regulating diaphragm closes
off the air reaching the supply piston. The small exhaust port to
the atmosphere in the vertical passage below the diaphragm re-
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is opened to the atmosphere. This opening prevents more than
the usual predetermined reduction of brake pipe pressure, which
is obtained with the graduating notches on the engineers' brake
valve, from taking place when the 110 pound brake pipe pressure
is used in high speed work.
The lever Safety Valve. On all the other brake equipments
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Fig. 63.

Fig. 64.

SECTION OF LEVER
SAFETY VALVE.

SECTION OF than SPEED CONTROLLER,
NEW YORK AIR BRAKE.

of the New York Air Brake Company the lever safety valve is
used on the straight air pipe for the purpose of separately graduating off or releasing straight air on the locomotive brake while the
automatic brake remained set. It may not inappropriately be described here. The lever safety valve, as shown in Fig. 63, consists
simply of an ordinary butterfly valve held to its seat with a coil
spring above it and an adjusting nut and cap on top. The spring
is adjusted to hold a pressure of 53 pounds, so that whether used
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alone or with the high speed brake, the locomotive brake cylinders
will always he relieved if the pressure in them should rise above
that amount. The valve is provided with a collar under which,
and above the top of the valve, is inserted the short end of a small
hand lever. The depression of the handle-end of this lever compresses the spring above and raises the safety valve of its seat,
and so discharges air from the brake cylinders to the atmosphere.
The valve can only be kept open so long as the lever is in the hand
of the engineer, and any degree of opening may be secured by him
at will. The valve will promptly seat, by reason of the pressure
of the coil spring above it, as soon as the hand is removed from the
lever. If, however, locomotive brake cylinder pressure rises above
53 pounds from any cause, the safety valve will open and automatically relieve the overpressure in the brake cylinders.
The High Speed Controller. This device is used with the
high speed brake, and takes the place of the lever safety valve on
the straight air pipe on the locomotive equipment B-3--HS, which
we are considering. It is also used on the brake cylinders of the
car equipment in high speed service, and, being set to 53 pounds,
blows down all brake cylinder pressure to that amount. The high
speed controller, shown in Fig, 64, is simply the lever safety
valve mounted on a base which contains a horizontally moving piston and plug valve. On the locomotive this lower portion or base
is connected with the straight air pipe leading from the brake cylinders at one side and with the brake pipe at the other. The valve
itself is a horizontal solid plug, fitting in a cylindrical chamber below the safety valve. The plug valve is on the stem of a piston
which is constantly acted on by brake pipe pressure. This pressure keeps the piston and plug valve at their extreme left-hand
position, and a slight reduction of brake pipe pressure is not sufficient to move the piston and valve, as the piston fits tightly in its
chamber. The plug valve has two grooves cut round its circumference. One of them is quite large and the other is quite small.
During ordinary service applications the large groove remains immediately under the passage up to the safety valve. This is the
normal position when piston and plug valve are at their extreme
left-band position. When the parts are so arranged, air from the
brake cylinders, on cars and locomotives, has full and free access to the safety valve, and any pressure above that for which

the safety valve is set, viz. : 53 pounds in the brake cylinders, is
rapidly blown away. This constitutes the brake cylinder reduction for ordinary high speed service stops.
When a high speed emergency application is made, the fall
of brake pipe pressure is rapid and heavy, and under these circumstances the brake cylinder pressure, acting on the plug-valve
piston, and on the side remote from the brake pipe pressure,
easily carries the piston and plug-valve over to their extreme righthand position. When this takes place, the small annular groove
in the plug valve is brought in place below the safety valve, and
consequently only a restricted opening is afforded for the escape
of the high brake cylinder pressure to the safety valve. This delays the blowing away of brake cylinder pressure and lengthens the
period of time in which the high brake cylinder pressure, produced
by an emergency application, acts in retarding the motion of the
train. When the pressure in the brake cylinders sinks to 53
pounds, the safety valve closes and holds that pressure in the brake
cylinders until brakes are released. When release occurs, piston
and plug-valve are forced by brake pipe pressure to assume their
usual extreme left-hand position with the large annular groove in
the plug valve immediately below the safety valve.
The New York Duplex Air Pump. The New York duplex air
compressor is practically two pumps placed side by side, as shown
in Fig. 65. The air cylinders are on top and the steam cylinders
are below. This arrangement is intended to prevent any of the
water of condensation being carried on the piston rods from the
steam to the air cylinders. The air compressor may be described
as simple, as far as the two steam scylinders are concerned, and
compound with reference to the air cylinders. The steam cylinders are placed side by side and are of the same size. Each has
an independent valve gear, and each takes steam direct from the
boiler.
The Valve Gear. The valve gear of one is operated by the
movement of the piston of the other, in a manner somewhat similar to the well-known Worthington Steam Pump, and, like the
Worthington Pump, the piston of one is at rest while the other
is moving. The valve gear is very' simple in design, and consists
in each case of a plain slide valve which works in a steam chest
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and is operated by a valve stcni which extends into the hollow piston rod of the steam cylinder.
The Cylinder Sizes. The pumps most commonly used on locomotives are the No. 5 and the No. 6. The steam cylinders of the
No. 5 pump are 8 x 12 inches, with air cylinders S and 12 x
inches. This pump, when operated under 200 pounds steam

air per minute. The No. 6 special has steam cylinders 9 x 10

inches, air cylinders 5 and 9 x 10 inches, and, operating under
115 pounds steam pressure and against an air pressure of 230
pounds, delivers 33 cubic feet of free air per minute. The two
special pumps, when working against the exceedingly high air
pressures just quoted, should not be kept constantly in operation
for a longer period than 15 minutes, without giving the air cylinders a chance to cool.
The Air Cylinders. The pistons of the air cylinders are double-acting; that is, they compress air on both the up and down
stroke. Both cylinders are filled with free air after each stroke.
The high pressure piston remains at rest until the contents
of the large low-pressure air cylinder have been compressed
into the high-pressure cylinder, and on the next stroke of the
high-pressure piston this partly compressed air is further compressed and forced into the main reservoir. In this way three
measures of air are compressed by the use of two measures of
steam, and an economy of steam is of course the result. The air
valves are simple checks and seat by gravity. These pumps, like
all other direct acting air compressors, should be started slowly,
not only on account of the condensation which necessarily takes
place in the steam cylinders, but because, before there is sufficient
air compressed to act as a cushion for the pistons, if they are
driven with force by full steam pressure, they are apt to pound
against the pump heads and possibly break or do damage.
The action of these pumps when properly operated is very
regular, one might almost say rhythmical. The steam piston of
the left-hand pump rises first and drives up the large low-pressure air piston above it. Air is drawn in below this piston and
is ready to be compressed on the next stroke. Just as the upward
stroke is nearly completed, the button on the top of the valve rod
engages with the tappet plate on the underside of the piston and
carries the valve rod up, and with it the slide valve, which feeds
steam to the other steam piston. This piston now rises, driving
up the small high-pressure air piston which forces the partly compressed air from the low-pressure cylinder into the main reservoir.
While this is taking place, the pistons on the low-pressure side are
standing still, and the concluding motion of the right-hand steam
piston moves the slide valve governing the flow of steam to the
-

Fig. 65.
SECTION or No. 6 DUPLEX AIR PUNIP, NEW YORK AIR BRAKE.

pressure and against an air pressure of 90 pounds, delivers 129
cubic feet of free air per minute. No. 6 pump, with steam eyljailers 7 x 10 jingles, and air cylinders 7 and 11 x 10 inches, operating with 200 pounds steam against an air pressure of 90 pounds,
delivers 84 cubic feet of free air per minute. The special No. 5
has steam cylinders 10 x 12 inches, and air cylinders S and
12 x 12 inches, operating under 100 pounds steam pressure
against 150 pounds air pressure; it delivers 28 cubic feet of free
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first cylinder, and the first steam piston makes its down stroke,
while the second piston stands still. The concluding portion of
the first piston's down stroke operates the slide valve governing
steam admission to the second cylinder, and the second piston begins its down stroke. The cycles are regularly repeated and
air compression is continuous. Steam entering either cylinder
does work in that cylinder, and is then exhausted direct to the
atmosphere through the exhaust pipe leading to the smoke box;
but air entering the first or large low-pressure air cylinder is compressed into the second and smaller high-pressure air cylinder, and
from that it passes to the main reservoir. When the high-pressure
air piston is driving the air into the main reservoir, which had
previously been partly compressed by the large low-pressure piston,
free air from outside is able to follow the high-pressure piston, so
that at the end of the stroke the high-pressure cylinder is filled
with air at ordinary atmospheric pressure. This air cannot now
escape, and it is into this cylinder that the low-pressure piston
forces the contents of the large low-pressure cylinder. There are
thus the contents of the low-pressure and the high-pressure cylinders forced to occupy the volume of the high-pressure cylinder,
after the low-pressure piston has completed its stroke, and the following up of the high-pressure piston by free air from outside
not only facilitates the movement of the high-pressure piston by
not causing any vacuum behind it, but it entraps a cylinder full
of free air and holds it ready for compression. The steam portion
of each pump is simple, but the air compressing portion thus
forms a two-stage compressor with economy of steam and a large
air capacity.
The New York B-4 Equipment. The New York Air Brake
Company are contemplating a modification of the various schedules which have been described under the general name of the
B-3 equipment. The new schedules when they appear will be
designated as the 13-4 equipment. Among the improvements which
will be brought out on the locomotive is a valve analogous in function to the Westinghouse distributing valve, which will replace
the plain triple valves used on the engine and tender.
The general tendency to-day, especially in freight service, is
to increase the length of the train, and the old-time maximum 50car train has in many cases been replaced by the 75-car train, and

even a larger number of ears are hauled at once. Passenger trains
have also increased in size and weight, and these modern condi-
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tions have demanded recognition. On long freight trains, by
which we mean an aggregation of 75 cars and upwards, when a
brake pipe reduction is made, the back flow of air out of the auxiliary reservoirs to the brake pipe through the feed groove, while
the triple piston is beginning to move, together with the escape of
air through the leakage groove in the brake cylinder as the brake
cylinder piston is beginning its stroke, though each may be small
on the individual car, are cumulative in their effect. With slow
brake pipe reduction on a long train, they result in a considerable
loss of compressed air. Comparatively slow brake pipe pressure
reduction is necessary to prevent the brakes setting on the forward
part of a train, and the consequent running in of the slack of
the train.
The release of brakes on a long freight train has a tendency
to manifest itself sooner on the forward ears than on those in the
rear, with the result that the slack of the train runs out with possibly severe strains on the draw gear. There is also the danger
of overcharging the auxiliary reservoirs at the front part of the
train, when the engineers' brake valve has been moved to the release position. This overcharging of the forward auxiliaries,
when it takes place, generally results in a reapplication of the
forward brakes by reason of the drawing away from them of
brake pipe air, consumed in charging the rear auxiliary reservoirs.
These irregularities in brake application and release are more
strongly marked in long trains than they are in short ones, and
in order to provide for these contingencies the newer forms of
freight and passenger train equipment will embody features intended to correct them. One of the improvements will be the introduction of the quick action principle into service applications,
which, while not so powerful as that obtained in the emergency,
will nevertheless rapidly transmit a brake pipe reduction to the
last car on a long train.
A slower release of brakes on the forward cars will also be a
feature of the new triple valves. This will be automatically produced, while those on the rear cars will be normal in their action.
A restricted and consequently slower charging of the forward auxiliary reservoirs will be automatically provided, while the aux-
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Mary reservoirs at the rear of the train will be supplied in the
usual way. This will produce a more equal release and recharge
throughout the entire train.

The Nine and one-half inch and the Eleven inch pumps have
practically become standard for ordinary railroad work, for the
reason that the large number of air braked cars now in use require
a pump of ample capacity, and in descending grades where the
•onsumption of air is necessarily heavy the Eleven - inch pump is
hie to quickly recharge the auxiliary reservoirs.
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STEAM-DRIVEN MR COMPRESSORS.
The earliest form of air compressors used in connection with
the air brake was a steam-driven pump with 6-inch cylinder actuating the piston of a similar air cylinder, over which it was placed.
The cylinders were arranged in tandem, and the pump was doubleacting; that is, steam followed the piston in the upper cylinder on
its downward and its upward stroke, and the air piston drew free
air into the end of the air cylinder from which it was moving, and
compressed the air in the end toward which it was moving. This
was accomplished by the arrangement of four check valves, two
placed at the entrance and two at the exit provided for the air.
The movement of the steam cylinder valve was accomplished by a
simple piece of mechanism, which was made to move at the end
of each stroke.
Westinghouse Single-stage Air Compressors. The standa rd
sizes of Westinghouse single-stage air compressors are the "Eightinch pump," having steam cylinder 8 inches in diameter, and air
cylinder 7i inches diameter by 10 inches stroke.. The "Nine and
one-half inch pump," shown in Fig. 66, has cylinders 9. x 10
inches. The "Eleven-inch pump" has cylinders 11 x 12 inches.
These three types of air compressors, supplied by a one-inch steam
pipe, and working respectively at 120, 110 and 100 single strokes
a minute, have an actual capacity of free air, against a pressure of
100 pounds, of 20, 28 and 45 cubic feet per minute. There is
another way of rating the capacity of these pumps, and that is
the time occupied in compressing air to a given pressure. For
instance, the eight-inch pump, operating under a steam pressure of
140 pounds, will compress air from zero on the gauge, which is
14.7 pounds absolute, to 70 pounds gauge pressure in a main reservoir 261 inches diameter by 34 inches long, in 68 seconds, and
from 20 to 70 pounds in 50 seconds. The reservoir of the size
given has a volume of 81 cubic feet. The nine and one-half inch
pump, working under the same steam pressure and pumping into
the same reservoir, can compress air from zero on the gauge to 70
pounds in 3R ser.onds, and from 20 to 70 pounds hi 27 seconds.
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Pump Valve Gear. The valve gear of the Westinghouse Air
Pump is an interesting piece of mechanism. That of the Eight
inch pump is not quite so simple as that now used on the Nine
and one-half inch pump, and also on the Eleven inch pump, and in
describing the pump valve mechanism, the Nine and one-half inch
pump will be considered. Fig. 67 is a diagrammatic view of this
pump. With the exception of the reversing rod, which extends
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down into the steam cylinder piston rod, the whole of the valve
gear is contained in the steam cylinder head. In this head are
two slide valves, one moving vertically and called the reversing
valve, and the other moving horizontally and called the main
valve.

its upward stroke, a shoulder on the reversing valve rod is struck
by the reversing plate on the steam piston rod. The last part of
this upward stroke therefore carries the reversing valve rod up,
and the reversing valve is made to travel up also. By so doing the
reversing valve uncovers the port leading to the main valve chamber. The action of the steam so admitted to the main valve
chamber will be explained later.
When the steam piston begins its downward stroke, it leaves
the reversing valve and rod in the position just referred to, but
when the steam piston is completing its downward stroke, a button
on the lower end of the reversing valve rod comes in contact with a
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flat plate, called the reversing valve plate, bolted to the upper side

Fig. 67.
DIAGRAMMATIC VIEW OF 94-INCH AIR PUMP, UP STROKE.
The reversing valve is in a small chamber, surrounded by
steam, and it opens and closes three ports. One of these supplies
steam for operating the main valve, and the other two are exhaust passages. The reversing valve is actuated by the movement
of the reversing valve rod. This rod passes down through the top
cylinder head and into the hollow piston rod of the pump. When
the piston of the steam cylinder rises, and just as it is completing

of the steam piston. This draws the reversing valve rod down and
carries with it the reversing valve. This valve is uow at its lowest
point of travel and closes the port feeding live steam to the main
valve chamber, and at the same time the cavity in the reversing
slide valve connects the exhaust passage from the main valve chamber with a passage leading to the atmosphere. The function of the
reversing valve is therefore to supply and exhaust steam to and
from the main valve chamber.
The main valve is an ordinary slide valve moving horizontally and supplying and exhausting steam to and from the steam
cylinder, in a manner similar to the slide valve of a locomotive.
The main slide valve is in a chamber filled with steam direct from
the locomotive boiler, and the valve is carried upon a piston-rod or
stem which terminates in a piston at each end. The diameter of
these two pistons is not equal, and the steam in the main valve
chamber acts on the inside face of each. The pressure of steam on
the larger piston tends to urge it to the right, and this is only
partly counteracted by steam pressure on the inside face of the
smaller piston. The greater area of the larger piston enables it
to overcome the pull of the smaller piston to the left, and the net
result is that the large and small pistons, with their connecting
stem or rod, carrying the main valve, all move to the right, and
the main piston uncovers the live steam port leading to the bottom of the steam cylinder, and the steam piston is forced to begin
its upward stroke.
When the up stroke of the steam piston is completed, the reversing valve has been carried up and steam now flows from the
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reversing valve chamber to the main valve chamber through a
small passage leading to the outside of the larger main valve piston. Steam therefore acts on the outside and inside faces of the
larger main valve piston at the same time, and as the pressures are
equal the larger piston, immersed in live steam, has no tendency to
move owing to these pressures. Steam pressure is, however, acting
on the inside face of the smaller piston, and this being unbalanced
by any pressure on its outer face, the whole mechanism moves to
the left, main valve, rod and the larger and smaller pistons all
together. The left-hand movement of the main valve uncovers a
port leading to the upper end of the steam cylinder. At the same
time the cavity in the main valve connects the port leading from
the lower end of the steam cylinder to the atmosphere. Steam is
thus introduced above the steam piston and exhausted below it,
and the steam piston begins its downward stroke..
In these operations it is clear that the steam pressure in the
main valve chamber between the larger and smaller piston moves
the main valve to the right and keeps it there, unless counteracted
by the introduction of steam pressure on the outside of the
larger piston, and this is accomplished by the action of the
reversing valve. Steam from the reversing valve only enters the
main valve chamber so as to reach the outer face of the larger piston, and though it intermittently neutralizes the pressure on the
inner face of the larger piston, the steam between the two pistons
and that from the reversing valve chamber do not mingle, and
their entrance ways are separate.
Action of Air Piston. The up and down motion of the steam
piston imparts an up and down motion to the air cylinder piston,
as one is rigidly attached to the other. The upward stroke of the
air piston creates a partial vacuum below it, and air rushes in
from the atmosphere through the strainer and the air inlet and
lifts the inlet valve and enters the air cylinder. On the down
stroke of the air piston, the air which entered through the lower
receiving valve is compressed by reason of the fact that it cannot
escape through the passages by which it entered, as the lower receiving valve is closed by the pressure of the air above it, exactly
as the water entering a boiler through the check valve cannot escape back again to the delivery pipe of the injector. The air is
therefore compelled to pass out through the discharge passage, in

which there is a check valve similar to the receiving valve of the
pump. This is the lower discharge valve. This valve is held down
by main reservoir pressure, whatever that may be, and as soon as
the air in the cylinder of the pump is compressed to a pressure
greater than that in the main reservoir, the lower discharge valve
rises and the compressed air enters the main reservoir. On the
downward stroke of the air piston, a partial vacuum is created in
the portion of the cylinder above the air piston, and air from outside passes in through the strainer and the inlet passage and lifts
the upper receiving valve and so enters the pump. The air, which
in the downward stroke is being compressed and forced into the
main reservoir, cannot escape to the atmosphere, because it is compelled to act on the upper side of the lower receiving valve which
it thus holds tightly closed, while it lifts the lower discharge valve
and so reaches the main reservoir. The upper discharge valve is,
during this downward stroke of the air piston, closed tightly by
main reservoir pressure. The second upward stroke of the air
piston repeats the suction of air below it. and the compression of
air above it as it did in the first place, and as this operation recurs
on the next upward and all succeeding strokes the pump is enabled to store up compressed air of gradually increasing pressure
in the main reservoir, drawing free air in from the atmosphere at
every stroke. The pump is thus seen to be double-acting, as it delivers compressed air to the main reservoir at each stroke.
Storage of Energy. The mathematical definition of work is
"pressure acting through distance," and the steam pressure acting
upon its piston in the cylinder during its entire stroke the piston
the recipient of work in the mathematical sense. The air piston being rigidly connected to the steam piston transfers the work
of the steam piston to the elastic mass of air against which it
moves, and the work of compression is thus accomplished. The
air so compressed is stored in the main reservoir. The particles
of air in the main reservoir have been forced closer together than
they were in the free state, and they are ready to fly apart on the
instant that an opening is presented to the compressed mass of air.
This ability to fly back to normal conditions is due to the work
done upon the air particles by the movement of the air piston upon
confined air, and the work so done is stored in the compressed
air in the main reservoir in the form of molecular displacement,
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and the energy residing in the compressed air is now in what is
called the potential form.
When one winds up a clock, the tension of the main spring is
increased by the somewhat similar process of molecular displacement, in which each particle of the steel is slightly forced out of
its normal position, and the tightly wound spring is held in the
position into which it has been forced, by the ratchet and pawl.
The energy expended by the hand of the winder does work upon the
tempered steel clock spring, and when held in its compressed and
tense position it is said to be possessed of potential energy, or to
put it in other words, it possesses the alility to give back when
uncoiling the work expended upon it by the person who wound it
up. The hand of the winder may have occupied only a few moments in the process of doing work upon the spring, but the energy
so stored in the spring is faithfully given back in the continued
movement of the hands over the face of the clock during many
succeeding hours. Time is slowly measured as the escapement
wheel and hair spring rhythmically and regularly liberate the
amount of force necessary to mark each second, and the seconds
grow to minutes with the motion of the hands.
The winding of the clock spring forms a fairly close analogy to the compression of air by the pump on an engine, and as
far as the storage of energy in the potential form is concerned, the
analogy is complete. The comparatively rapid winding of the
clock and the compression of its spring develop a certain amount
of heat which is, of course, quickly radiated. The amount of
energy which is stored is that which remains after the friction of
the clock mechanism and the heat developed by the molecular distortion of the spring have been deducted. The stored energy is
therefore not quite the amount expended by the winder, but it is
all the spring has to give back in the form of work. In like manner the friction of the moving parts of the pump, the lifting of the
valves, etc., consume a minute portion of the work done by the
steam from the boiler. The rapid compression of the air also develops some beat, and the heat so produced tends to raise the pressure of the compressed air. In the early forms of air pumps, the
air cylinder was jacketed so as to prevent the radiation of the heat
of compression, but in the later forms of pumps, where larger volumes of air are compressed and where the strokes of the pump are

rapid, the outside of the air cylinder is not only not covered, but
in some instances is made with a series of projecting fins in order
to facilitate the radiation of the heat produced in compressing the
air. The outside of the main reservoir is not protected in any
way, so that radiation of heat takes place from its surface, and
the pressure of air indicated on the gauge is that of the air, cooled
to very nearly that of the surrounding atmosphere, and is practically the measure of the potential energy contained in the compressed air stored in the reservoir.
If the heat of compression could be retained a higher pressure would result, but the pump would heat and other undesirable
conditions would be produced. The compression of air, when
every provision for the rapid radiation of heat is provided for, is
called Isothermal compression, as the heat in the air before and
after compression is as nearly as possible equal, the word Isothermal signifying equal heats. The more or less theoretical pressure
resulting from compression, where heat is retained in the air, is
called Adiabatic compression, and this word, of Greek origin, indicates that the beat of compression does not pass through the
walls of the containing vessel. In this connection it is interesting
to quote a table given by Mr. IL H. Blackall in his "Air Brake
Catechism." He says: "The accompanying table shows the heat
due to compression. This heat depends upon the initial temperature. The rise in temperature is due to the heat of compression."
This is in another form the presentation of Gay-Lusac's law of
thermodynamics, which states that the pressure of a gas varies
directly as its temperature. The figures quoted by Mr. Blackall
refer to the Fahrenheit thermometer. The figures are no doubt
theoretically true, but are not readily apparent in practice.
Temperature of air before compression
Temperature of air compressed to 15 lbs
LC
44
CS
30 "
Lt
CC
45 "
LC
CS
CC
60 " ......
U
CC
75 ".
it
CC
LC
90 "
LC
it
C4
105 "
it

it

120 "
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60 0
90 0
177° 212°
255° 294°
317° 362°
369° 417°
416° 465°
455° 507°
490° 545°
524° 580°
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From this table it is apparent that the rise in temperature
above that of the surrounding atmosphere is very great for each
of the pressures given. Air on a hot summer day at a temperature
of 90° F, when compressed to about half its volume and showing
a gauge pressure of 15 pounds per square inch, is shown as raised
to the temperature of boiling water.
The Cross Compound Pump. The cross compound pump, Fig.
68, is one of the latest of the air brake accessories, but it is not
new in one sense of the word. As early as 1873, Mr. George
Westinghouse designed and patented a compound pump only a
short time after the air brake had been devised. One of the aims
in pump design all the way through air brake development has
been. to produce a pump which would occupy as little space as
possible on the locomotive, and this has been successfully achieved,
notwithstanding that the air consumption on trains in the legitimate operation of air brakes has greatly increased, and at the same
time the use of compressed air for various purposes on a train has
had a steady growth. At the present time there are a number of
so-called "parasites" on the air brake system, such as bell-ringers,
track-sanders, water-scoops and a water-raising - system in Pullman sleeping cars, as well as other appliances on engines and ears.
All these tax the air pump, and in order to meet the greater demand for compressed air the cross compound pump has been devised.
The Siamese Design. The problem in air supply which has
been met by the cross compound pump is the constant supply of a
large quantity of compressed air without the production of an
abnormally large pump, and at the same time the consumption of
steam has been kept within reasonable limits. The cross compound pump as now built is the combination of two separate air
pumps placed side by side and included in the one machine, as
shown in Fig. 68. These pumps, each having a steam and an air
cylinder, have been so closely associated together, and the steam
supplied to one, after doing work, being compelled to traverse the
passages of the second, and so continue the work of air compression, has suggested the name " Siamese," to describe the design. The name has, of course, reference to the famous Siamese
twins, which were a pair of human beings born in Siam, that,
owing to the peculiarity of their bodily structure, were closely con-

nected together, so that the life of one was apparently bound up
with that of the other, and for all practical purposes neither had
a free and independent existence apart from the other.
The Tandem Pump. The Siamese cross compound pump is
therefore easily distinguished from the tandem compound design,
in which there are three cylinders placed in a vertical line, the one
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Fig. 68.
8-i-riNrcH

CROSS COMPOUND COMPRESSOR.

steam cylinder being on top. In the tandem pump the low-pressure air cylinder is 11 x 12 inches, and corresponds to the air
cylinder of the 11-inch pump. The high-pressure air cylinder is
61 with 12-inch stroke, and the steam cylinder is 8 x 12 inches.
The tandem pump is a two-stage compressor, and has considerably
greater capacity than the standard 11-inch pump, with a decided
steam economy. The air valves, etc., in the tandem pump are
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those of the standard 91-inch pump. The receiving and discharge
valves of the new pattern 8-inch, the 9i-inch, and the 11-inch
pumps should have a lift of 3-32 of an inch.
The Eight and One-half-inch Cross Compound Pump. The cross
compound air pump is called the 81-inch cross compound, as shown
in Figs. 69 and 70, because the high-pressure steam cylinder has
a diameter of 81 inches, with a stroke of 12 inches. This cylinder
is placed immediately above the low-pressure air cylinder, which

which carries the main valve of the high-pressure pump. The
low-pressure steam piston and the high-pressure air piston are
each attached to the same rod, and move up and down according
as the flow of exhaust steam from the high-pressure cylinder
enters above or beneath the low-pressure steam piston. The lowpressure steam piston and the high-pressure air piston have no
mechanical connection with the valve gear, and consequently have
no means of operating it or governing the supply of steam or air.
They are simply floating pistons.
Steam, after doing work in the high-pressure cylinder, is expanded into the low-pressure steam cylinder, and, after moving it,
is exhausted to the atmosphere. Air entering the low-pressure air
cylinder is compressed by its forced entrance into the high-pressure
cylinder, and the succeeding stroke of the high-pressure air piston
continues the work of compression. The pistons on both sides of
the pump have motion at the same time but in opposite directions.
When the free air drawn into the low-pressure air cylinder has
been compressed one stage by being forced into the high-pressure
air cylinder, the resulting pressure in the high-pressure air cylinder is about 40 pounds, and it is against this pressure that the
high-pressure air piston constantly operates. This arrangement
has the advantage of permitting the air which occupies the clearance spaces in the low-pressure air cylinder to quickly expand to
atmospheric pressure on the next stroke, so that free air is drawn
into the low-pressure air cylinder more promptly and with less
piston movement than would be possible if main reservoir pressure was holding down the receiving valves of the low-pressure air
cylinder. A further advantage is secured by this arrangement,
and this is that the high-pressure steam and the low-pressure air
pistons are always able to make a full stroke, thus causing a complete movement of the valve gear without reference to whether the

Fig. 70.

Fig. 69.

DIAGRAM OF 8i-1RM-I CROSS COMPOUND COMPRESSOR, SHOWING
DIFFERENT STROKES.

has a diameter of 14i inches and a stroke of 12 inches. The lowpressure steam cylinder, 141 inches in diameter with 12 inches
stroke, is placed above the high-pressure air cylinder, which is
9 x 12 inches. The valve gear of this pump is placed in the highpressure steam cylinder head and is similar in operation to that of
the standard 91-inch and 11-inch pumps. The high and low-pressure air cylinders have respectively volumes of 1981.56 and
763.40 cubic inches, and this gives a ratio of between high and low
as 1 is to 2.5957. The low-pressure steam cylinder does not operate any valve mechanism. The steam traversing its passage is governed by the movement of a slide valve working on the same stem
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main reservoir pressure is small or great.
Boyle's Law. The compression of air presents some interesting problems which have been the subject of experiment by some
of the most noted men of science. What is known as Boyle's Law
states that the pressure of a gas varies inversely as the volume, and
vice versa. This means that if a vessel full of air, such as the lowpressure cylinder of the cross compound pump, at the ordinary
atmospheric pressure of 14.7 pounds per square inch, be com-
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pressed to half its volume it will have twice the pressure, or 29.4
pounds, absolute. If it be compressed to a quarter of its volume,
the pressure will be four times as great, or 58.8 pounds, absolute.
The converse of this holds true, and if air, at a given volume, has
a pressure of 120 pounds, as in the main reservoir, be allowed to
expand to twice its original volume the pressure will sink to half
the amount, or 60 pounds to the square inch. This law is made
use of in calculating the rise in pressure due to compression, and
also in ascertaining the resulting pressure when a quantity of air
under pressure is allowed to expand, as when the air in an auxiliary reservoir and a brake cylinder equalize. The ordinary auxiliary reservoir with air at 70 pounds pressure equalizes with the
brake cylinder at about 50 pounds. Up to the point of equalization the pressure in the auxiliary reservoir sinks, and that in the
brake cylinder rises. At the point of equalization, where both
become the same, any further expansion of the air in either vessel,
following Boyle's Law, would reduce the pressure in both. This
is why, when the point of equalization has been reached, further
brake pipe reduction is of no avail in the practical operation of
the brake.
Gay-Lussao's Law. Gay-Lussac's Law, or, as it is sometimes
called, Charles' law, states that the pressure of a gas varies as the
absolute temperature. This takes into consideration the rise of
temperature due to compression, or the loss of temperature due to
expansion. The rise of temperature noticed in air when compressed by the pump is clue to the work done to the air by forcing
it to assume a smaller volume, and the cooling of the air when
allowed to expand is due to the consumption of heat by it in the
performance of work. Air at the temperature of melting ice, 0°
Centigrade, is found to expand 1-272d of its volume for every addition of one degree Centigrade, and when 273° C. have been
added the volume of the air would be doubled. The converse of
this holds true also, and if from air at a temperature of 0° C. the
subtraction of one degree Centigrade be made, it reduces the
volume by 1-273d. It is thus manifest that if 273° Centigrade
could be abstracted, the gas would shrink to no volume at all.
This is the theoretical limit, and minus 273° Centigrade is called
the absolute zero of temperatures. This is a degree of cold which
has not yet been artificially produced, and even if it were possible

to reach that extreme point of refrigeration, 273° below that of
freezing water, the gas experimented with would have become
liquid and eventually solid long before this bitterly cold and final
point could be reached.
In the case of the cross compound pump which we have.been
considering, it is probable that. if the heat due to compression in
one stroke of the large low-pressure air piston \Vita not allowed to
rapidly radiate from the walls of the containing vessel, a pressure
of about 451 pounds per square inch would be indicated on the
gauge. There is no reason, from a theoretical standpoint, why the
heat due to compression should have its escape facilitated, as any
increase of temperature raises the pressure, but from a practical
standpoint the slight advantage gained by the augmented pressure
of the compressed air would be dearly purchased, as the inevitable
heating of the pump itself would tend to destroy the lubricant
used, and would cause the air cylinder to cut, and the pump eventually to blow through at each stroke and thereby seriously impair
its efficiency.
Another well-known result of compressing air is the squeezing
out of it the vapor it contains. Atmospheric air at ordinary temperatures contains a certain amount of watery vapor, and when
the air is compressed this moisture is deposited in the form of
water. The presence of water in any of the reservoirs of the air
brake system reduces the volume of the vessel in which it lodges,
and, if allowed to accumulate in pockets or bends of pipes, it
obstructs the free passage of air, and in cold weather is liable to
freeze, with disastrous results.
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STREET RAILWAY AIR BRAKE.
The adoption of electric traction in street railway service, and
the great advantages of air operated brakes, has led to the combination of the force of electricity and compressed air in the form
of the motor-driven air compressor, and this useful machine is
what has enabled the practical grafting of the air brake system on
electric street railway cars, interurban trolley lines and the electrified portions of steam railroads. There are several types of
air brakes for electric service now on the market, and from among
them we have selected the air brakes of the General Electric Com-
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pany, of Schenectady, N. Y., as a typical example. Air brakes
may be applied not only to single motor cars but to one or more
trailer cars as occasion requires. The whole train brake is operated by the motorman, just as the locomotive engineer controls the
air brake on fast passenger trains or on long, heavy freights. Air
brakes are now manufactured for all classes of service, whether for
single ears, multiple unit trains or for single cars hauling one or
more trailers continuously or intermittently. In all cases the
brakes are operated by one brake valve in the vestibule of the leading car. The air compressor as used on street railway lines is
operated by an electric motor, driven by current taken from the
trolley or third rail line. This current is, if one may so phrase it,
a branch from the circuit which conveys current to drive the ear,
but this air compressor circuit is not connected to the motorman's
controller and must be turned on or cut off by a separate switch.
In this way, as long as the car is connected with the trolley and
the switch cut-in, current flows to the motor compressor, and air
pressure can be pumped up and maintained whether the cars are
in motion, either coasting or electrically propelled, or standing still.
In connection with this switch there is a fuse of the enclosed type
which protects the compressor motor from an electrical overload.
The straight air system used on street railway lines is practically
the same in principle as the original straight air brake designed
for steam railroads by George Westinghouse. The details differ,
as, for example, there being two motormen's brake valves, one on
either end of the car, the main reservoir pipe is extended under the
car so as to reach both valves, and the brake pipe is also connected
to the two brake valves, and the brake cylinder is fed direct from
the brake pipe. The main reservoir pipe is always full of compressed air when the main reservoir is full, and the brake pipe is
always empty, as is the brake cylinder, except when brakes are

applied.
The GE Straight Air Brake. The Straight Air Brake System
is the simplest form of power brake. The diagram, Fig. 71, shows
how the different parts of this system are connected, and the
equipment consists of a Motor Compressor, Suspension Cradle for
Compressor, Air Compressor Governor, Combined Switch and
Fuse, Motormen's Valves, Removable Handle for Motormen's
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Valves, Brake Cylinder, Reservoir with Hangers and Drain Cock,
Safety Valve, Pressure Gauges, and Exhaust Mufflers.
Air Compressor. The air compressor is driven by an electric
motor connected by means of herring-bone gearing to an air pump.
The air pump consists of two cylinders with single-acting pistons
connected to a common crank shaft which has its cranks 180°
apart, so that one piston is compressing while the other is drawing
air into the cylinder. The electric motor is a four pole serieswound machine. The frame is of east steel, and is made in one
piece and provided with a removable head at one end of sufficient
size to permit the armature to be drawn out of the field. The
pole pieces are bolted to the frame, which forms part of the magnetic circuit. There are only two brush holders, each of which is
rigidly secured to, and insulated from, the motor frame. The
compressor is bolted to a specially designed cradle which is permanently fixed to the underside of the car. This arrangement
facilitates the removal of the compressor when necessary. The air
compressor and motor are of the enclosed type, in which all the
parts are protected from dust and water, so that no external casing
is necessary. Street or interurban cars are usually operated over
very dusty roads, and not only is the protection of the working
part very necessary, but the air drawn into the compressor has to
be freed from dust and grit before entering the pump cylinders.
This is done by providing the intake with curled hair strainers
which are held in an easily removable easing.
Air Compressor Governor. A section of the air compressor
governor is shown in Fig. 72. The movement of the switch is controlled by a small piston rod connected to a diaphragm supported
by a coil spring. The upper side of the diaphragm is in a chamber
which is piped to the main reservoir. The varying pressure of the
air in the reservoir thus actuates a set of operating levers, one of
which carries the contact finger, by means of which the motor
compressor circuit is made and broken. As the compressor continues to operate, the air pressure is increased in the reservoir,
thus raising the pressure in the chamber above the diaphragm,
and forcing the piston downward against the action of the operating spring. The operating levers are. thus moved and the contacts are separated with a quick snap, thus breaking the electrical
circuit and stopping the compressor. As the pressure in the reser103
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voir is reduced, the reverse action takes place and thereby pulls
the contact finger upward, quickly closing the circuit. The pressure maintained in the main reservoir is from 60 to 100 pounds
to the square inch, and a safety valve set as required is placed on
the main reservoir pipe in order to prevent the possibility of
higher pressure accumulating. The valve is similar to the ordinary pop safety valve used in steam and air brake practice. It
can be readily set for any required pressure by turning the ad-

The Motorman's Brake Valve. The motorman's brake valve,
Fig. 74, is practically the three-way cock of the original Westinghouse brake, but is now designed in order to secure good wearing
qualities and to meet the exacting conditions of modern street and
interurban traffic. The handle of the motorman's valve is detachable, and can only be applied when the brake is in the lap position.
When the handle is removed the stem for operating the valve is
protected by a bonnet or casing, so that the valve cannot be operated or tampered with by passengers. The brake valve has three
positions, application, lap and release. In the application position
air from the main reservoir flows to the brake cylinder. In order
to obtain a gradual application of the brakes when slowing up,
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Fig. 72.
SECTION OF

G. E.

AIR COMPRESSOR GOVERNOR.

justing screw and increasing or lessening the tension of the coil
spring above the valve.
Combined Switch and Fuse. A fire-proof combined switch and
fuse is placed in the compressor circuit and is capable of opening
the circuit positively under all conditions. The current carrying
parts are enclosed in moulded insulation, and a powerful magnetic blow-out is provided for extinguishing the arc when the circuit is opened. This combined switch and fuse is illustrated in
Fig. 13. This switch cuts in or out the flow of current to the air
compressor, and is opened by hand.

or for making a gradual stop, the application position is divided
into two parts, namely, the service application position and emergency application position. When the handle is in the service application position a small port admits air from the reservoir to
the brake cylinder, and when in the emergency application position, a large port is opened, which admits air from the reservoir
to the brake cylinder, applying the brakes almost instantaneously.
The lap position blanks the ports in the valve and holds the
brakes applied with whatever pressure was introduced into the
brake cylinder. This is the position in which the valve remains
when the handle has been removed. A second application causes
a rise of brake cylinder pressure and a tightening of the brakes.
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The release position simply connects the brake cylinder with the
atmosphere and cuts off the main reservoir's supply to the brake
cylinder. At the end of the exhaust pipe from the motorman's
brake valve a muffler is provided in order to deaden the sound of
escaping air. This is designed so as not in any way to interfere
with the prompt release of the brake, but is simple and effective
in eliminating noise.

socket which fits between two raised projections on the back of the
valve. The valve is enclosed in a removable yoke which fits closely
at the valve's edges and thus acts as a guide on each side.
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Fig. 75.
GENERAL ELECTRIC -MOTORMAN'S VALVE SHOWING RAISED SEAT.

A style of motorman's brake valve is also made, called type
SS. This valve is intended for operating equipments where pneu-

Fig. 74.
GENERAL ELECTRIC MOTORMAN ' S VALVE.

The motorman's brake valve is made in two styles, one with
a rotary valve somewhat similar to the engineers' brake valve
used in steam railroad practice, though the three-way cock principle is of course adhered to. The other form of motorman's brake
is the one more commonly used, and is called the type S, form C,
shown in Fig. 75. This device is made with a slide valve which
moves in a straight path across the circular disc in the valve body.
This straight slide valve motion is accomplished by providing the
stem (moved by the motorman's handle) with a crank and square

Fig. 76.
EXHA DST MUFFLER.

matic sanders are used. The SS type differs from the others only
by the addition of an auxiliary valve set in the stem of the main
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valve. This auxiliary valve opens or closes a port leading to the
sanders. The valve is operated by a press-button attached to the
head of the brake valve handle. The button can be touched by the
motorman without letting go of the handle, and sand may thus be
applied to the rail either when running with brake applied, or the
rail can be sanded when starting the car with the brake valve in
release position.
Mufflers. The mufflers for deadening the noise of the exhaust,
as shown in Fig. 76, are made in the form of an iron cylindrical
casting about three inches in diameter by four inches in length,
filled with curled hair through which the exhaust air must pass.

dently of the other. The hose couplings are provided with check
valves, which prevent the escape of air from the main reservoir
in case of a break-in-two.
Brake Application. To apply the brakes the motorman's valve
handle is moved to the right, permitting air from the reservoir
and reservoir line to flow to the train pipe which is directly conmeted to the brake cylinder. This pressure entering behind the
brake cylinder piston causes it to move forward, carrying with
it the push rod which is connected to the brake levers, thus causing the brake shoes to be forced against the wheels. The degree to which the brakes are applied depends upon the amount of
air that is allowed to pass into the straight air brake pipe, and
this is controlled by the motorman's valve.
Brake Release. To release the brakes the handle of the motorman's valve is moved to the left, permitting the air in the brake
pipe and brake cylinder to exhaust to atmosphere. It passes
through the muffler in transit, deadening the noise of the exhaust.
The Automatic Air Brake. On elevated roads, electrified steam
roads and on any service where a number of cars are operated in
a train, the automatic air brake equipment is employed. The
necessity for the automatic equipment will be appreciated when it
is remembered that should a train equipped only with straight air
brakes be parted by accident, all the brakes would be inoperative,
as the brake pipe would be opened to atmosphere.
With the automatic equipment, both the main reservoir and
brake pipe are normally under pressure, and a triple valve is
placed between the brake pipe, the brake cylinder and auxiliary
reservoir. The function of the triple valve is to connect the brake
cylinder to the atmosphere when the brakes are released, and to
connect the brake cylinder and auxiliary reservoir when the brakes
are applied. The triple valve is actuated by raising or lowering
the pressure in the brake pipe, so that to apply the brakes the
motorman's valve handle, on being placed in the application position, connects the brake pipe to the atmosphere, thus reducing the
pressure in that pipe and thereby reducing the pressure on one
side of the triple valve piston. This reduction of pressure causes
the triple valve to move the service piston, carrying with it a
slide valve which first cuts off communication between the brake
cylinder and atmosphere, and then establishes communication be-

Fig. 77.
GENERAL ELECTRIC BRA10E CYLINDER.

These are attached to the exhaust pipe leading from the brake
valve.
The Brake Cylinder. The brake cylinders, Fig. 77, are of the
same general type as those used on steam railroads. They are
fitted with tubular piston rods which surround the push rods, and
these rods are arranged to move in the hollow piston rods when
the brakes are set by hand. This arrangement prevents the movement of the brake cylinder piston, except when brakes are applied
by compressed air.
Operating a Trailer. The equipment used with a trailer car,
operated in conjunction with the straight air brake, consists of a
brake pipe and brake cylinder with hose couplings, angle cocks,
etc. Stop cocks are provided to cut out the brake cylinder on the
trailer and motor car, so that either car can be braked indepen-
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tween the brake cylinder and auxiliary reservoir, thus applying
the brakes as in steam railroad practice. When the motorman's
valve handle is moved to the release position, air is admitted to
the brake pipe from the main reservoir pipe, charging the former
to full pressure. This increase in the brake pipe pressure moves
the triple valve to the release position, establishing communication
between the brake cylinder and atmosphere, and at the same time
permits air to flow from the brake pipe to the auxiliary reservoir,
charging it to normal pressure. This action takes place on each
car in the train simultaneously, as the brake pipe is connected
throughout the train. Should the air brake hose burst or become
ruptured, brake pipe pressure would be exhausted to atmosphere,
causing an emergency application of the brakes throughout the entire train.
The Emergency Straight Air Brake. When two or more cars
are operated with the straight air system, the reservoir pipe lino
connecting the cars is filled with air at main reservoir pressure,
as shown in Fig. 78. In the event of a break-in-two this pipe line
when parted would empty the entire reservoir system and prevent
the application of brakes. To avoid this contingency, an emergency valve is employed so that the reservoir pressure acts above
and below a piston carrying a slide valve, somewhat similar to the
plain triple valve used on steam roads. The sectional view of
the emergency valve, Fig. 79, shows the normal position of the
parts while running, or when service applications of the brakes
are being made. A strong spiral spring holds the piston in its
upper position, thereby allowing a free flow of air from the reservoir pipe line through the strainer and to the chamber below the
piston and past the edges of the piston by grooves in the casing,
then through the slide valve chamber and so to the reservoir. In
this position of the slide valve, the brake pipe is connected directly to the brake cylinder through the ports shown in the illustration. The slide valve is held firmly against its seat by air
pressure, assisted by its spring.
In the event of a break-in-two or other accident to the reservoir pipe line, the piston is forced downward by the unbalanced
pressure from the reservoir, and its lower edge is pressed against
a leather gasket at the bottom of the cylinder, and an air-tight
joint is thus made which cuts off all flow of air to or from the
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reservoir pipe line. At the same time the slide valve is moved
until the brake pipe port is closed, and all communication with the
brake pipe is blocked. The movement of the slide valve opens a
passage from the valve chamber to the brake cylinder through the
upper port, and a direct connection is made between the reservoir
and brake cylinder, thus applying the brake with full force
Placing the motorman's valve handle in the emergency position
connects the reservoir pipe to the atmosphere, or a break in the
76+
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Fig. 79.
SECTION OF AITTOMATIC EMERGENCY VALVE.
reservoir pipe line will, therefore, at once apply the brakes on all
cars.
Release. In order to release the brakes after an emergency
application has been made, the reservoir pipe line must be recharged to reservoir pressure. To do this the handle of the motorman's valve is moved to the emergency release position. In this
position air flows from the main reservoir on the first car through
a small port in the motorman's valve to the reservoir pipe line,
and also opens the brake pipe to the atmosphere. The pressures
above and below the pistons in all the emergency valves thus be-
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come equalized, and the spring moves the pistons and slide valves
to their normal positions, and opens the port to the brake pipe,
and the air then flows from the brake cylinders to the brake pipe
and thence through the motorman's valve to the atmosphere. The
reservoir pipe line is like the main artery in the human body. An
accident to the pipe would at once bleed the entire system, but
the emergency valve may be said to promptly and automatically
apply a tourniquet, and not only stop the hemorrhage but turn the
flow of air into the brake cylinder and so apply the brake.
Multiple Unit Operation. When one or more motor cars form
a train and it is desired to operate the brake from the front of the
leading car, the equipment is modified so that not only is there
hose connection between the brake pipes of the cars, but additional
hose connections are required on the main reservoir pipe lines, as
shown in Fig. 80. In this way the main reservoirs under the several cars form a connected series along the same pipe line, and the
brake cylinders also form another connected system along the
brake pipe line. The various motor compressors, working at the
same time, supply the connected reservoirs, and thus each does its
share of the work and, although the same pressure is maintained
all through the system, a large total volume of compressed air is
stored up for the larger consumption of the multiple unit train.
The air in the forward main reservoir supplies the brake cylinders
of the cars. The main reservoirs on the other cars each supplies
air to the reservoir next ahead, as its supply is depleted by the
general application of brakes. This is inevitable where auxiliary
reservoirs and triple valves are not used. This arrangement is not
applicable to long trains, as the brakes on the forward cars would
set first, and those behind one after the other. The system, however, works very satisfactorily with short trains.
Automatic Equipment. Long trains on electrically driven railways are equipped with the automatic air brake, similar in a general way to that used on steam railway passenger trains. All
cars, whether trailers or motor cars, are equipped with auxiliary
reservoirs and triple valves, and the train pipe pressure is constantly maintained. The main reservoirs on all the motor cars are
connected together by the "main reservoir line," which is a separate pipe passing under the trailer ears as well as the motor cars.
The entire main reservoir capacity of the whole train is used by
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the motorman for all the cars. Each motor car thus resembles a
locomotive equipped with the automatic brake, but the supply to
the various auxiliary reservoirs comes from the series of main
reservoirs and feeds into the brake pipe of the train through the
motorman's brake valve which is being operated at the front. of
the train. With the automatic brake on an electrically operated
road, excess pressure is carried in the main reservoirs for the
prompt release of brakes. Quick-action triple valves are used,
and a break-in-two of the train applies the brake just as it would
do on a steam railroad.
The Electric Controller Safety Handle. On most of the electrically operated roads using motor cars, a safety device in connection with the motorman's controller is used. This consists of
a knob or button on the top of the handle, and this button must be
pressed down before the handle can be moved, and the electric
current turned on to the driving motors of the car. The button
can be depressed almost by the weight of the hand, the resistance
being that of a light coil spring which does not require much
muscular exertion to hold it down. Pressure on the knob carries
it down about half an inch, and it may rise up as much as threeeighths of an inch without breaking the controller circuit. The
object of this device is that in the event of a motorman fainting on
duty, or being otherwise suddenly overcome, his failing grasp on
the handle will at once take effect by the sudden interruption of
the current. At the same time, by a most ingenious contrivance
in connection with this safety handle, the air brakes on the train
are applied in the emergency, and the train, deprived of the
motorman's intelligent care, has its driving power at once cut off,
and it promptly receives the maximum braking power of which
the automatic system is capable. In case of emergency with imminent danger on the track ahead, the motorman will have done his
duty fully by simply taking his hand sharply away from the controller.
The Automatic Stop. On the Boston Elevated, the New York
Subway, and on the Chicago Elevated, and the Hudson Tunnels,
there is an appliance known as the automatic stop. This consists
of a T-headed trip placed outside one of the rails. When an automatic block signal is in the "danger" position, this trip assumes a
vertical position, and when the signal is at "clear" the trip is in-
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dined, so as to be out of the way. The cars are equipped with an
air pipe, coming down so that the handle of a stop cock or a dummy
coupling will be struck by the upright trip in case the car runs past
a danger signal. This has the effect of applying the brakes in the
emergency. When the signal is at "clear," the handle of the stop
cock clears the head of the inclined trip.
If a motorman endeavored to pass a stop signal, the brakes
would at once be applied with full force, and in case the controller
handle was still kept in the "on" position, the sudden slowing down
of the train by the emergency brake action would produce an electric overload on the motor circuit capable of blowing the circuit
breakers, and thus automatically cutting off the current.
Safety Features. The electric controller with the safety button, sometimes grimly called the "dead man's handle," is a safety
appliance of the greatest importance. The slackening of the
nerveless hand of a disabled man, or the prompt release of the knob
by a man keenly alert to his duty in the presence of sudden danger,
not only cuts off the electric current, but it also powerfully
applies the brakes. In the case of the automatic stop, which is
another most important safety device, the sudden application of
the brake by the trip beside the rail, with current full on, will
blow the circuit breakers and cut off the electric current. In the
one case, the cutting off of the electric current applied the brake,
and in the other case the application of the brake causes the cutting off of the current. In this way the driving force and the
stopping power are, as it were, linked closely hand in hand for the
noble purpose of guaranteeing safety to the modern traveller, as
far as it lies within the ability of the designing, constructing and
operating engineer to do it.

Air Brake Instructions.
[As Adopted by the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association.]

A.—GENERAL INSTRUCTIONS.
I. The following rules and instructions are issued for the
government of all employes of this railroad whose duties bring
them in contact with the maintenance or operation of the air
brake and train air signal. They must be obeyed in all respects,
as employes will be held responsible for the observance of same as
strictly as for the performance of any other duty.
Every employe whose duties are connected in any way with
the operation of the air brake, will be examined from time to
time as to his qualifications for such duties by the Inspector of
Air Brakes or other person appointed by the proper authority,
and a record will be kept of such examination.
A book of information will be issued, in convenient form,
giving a complete explanation of such parts of the air brake and
train air signal equipment as is deemed necessary for the care
and operation of same. Any employe of this railroad whose
duties require a knowledge of the operation and maintenance of
the air brake and air signal will be furnished with a copy of same
upon application at place designated by special notice, and every
employe will be held responsible for a full knowledge of his duties
in the operation or maintenance of the air brake or signal equipment.
B.—INSTRUCTIONS TO

ENGINEMEN.

2. Enginemen when taking charge of locomotives must see
that the air brake apparatus on engine and tender is in good
1623
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working order, and that the air pump and lubricator work properly; that the devices used for regulating main reservoir and
train pipe pressures are adjusted at the authorized amount: that
brake valve works properly in all its positions; and that, when
brakes are fully applied, with earn type of driver brake, the pistons do not travel less than 2 inches, nor more than 31- inches,
and with other forms, from 4 inches to 6 inches, and that the
tender brake piston does not travel less than 6 inches nor more
than 9 inches. They must knew that the air signal responds by
opening hose cock on its train pipe.
Enginemen must report to roundhouse foremen, in writing,
at the end of the run, any defects in the air brake or train air
signal apparatus.
MAKING UP TRAINS, TESTING BRAKES AT TERMINAL
POINTS AND BEFORE STARTING DOWN SUCH GRADES
AS MAY BE DESIGNATED BY SPECIAL INSTRUCTIONS.

3. The train pipe under the tender must always be blown out,
and maximum pressure obtained in main reservoir before coupling engine to train.
After the train has been charged with air pressure, the engineman shall, at the request of the inspector or trainmen, apply
the brakes with full service application and leave them so applied until all brakes operated from the engine have been inspected and the signal given to release. The engineman must
then release the brakes and must not leave the station until it has
been ascertained that all brakes are released, and be has been informed by the inspector, or trainmen, of the number of brakes in
service and their condition. In testing passenger brakes, the
American Railway Association code of train air signals for applying or releasing must. he used, one of which signals must he
given from the discharge valve on rear car.
Following the separation of couplings for local switching, or
when engine or train has been parted for any purpose, the above
test need not be complied with further than to ascertain, by test,
that the rear brakes are responsive to brake valve on engine, and
that. all brakes have properly released. However, when cars are
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added to train, the brakes on such cars must be inspected as in
terminal test. When a passenger train back-up hose is to be used
to control the train, the brakes must be applied for test with the
back-up hose, and released from the brake valve on the locomotive.
4. Service Application. In applying the brakes, to study
the train on descending grades, or for reducing speed for any
purpose, an initial train pile reduction of not less than five
pounds must be made. Releasing brakes at low speeds must be
performed with great care, dependent upon local conditions.
With freight trains, first allow the slack to run up against
the locomotive. Great care must then be taken to apply the brakes
with five to nine pounds reduction, according to length of train
pipe, and not make a second reduction, until the effect of the
first reduction is felt on entire train, in order to prevent shocks
-which otherwise might be serious. When a freight train must be
brought to a full stop, the train brakes must be held applied until
stop is made.
In making a service stop with a passenger train, ALWAYS
RELEASE THE BRAKES A SHORT DISTANCE BEFORE
COMING TO A DEAD STOP, except on heavy grades, to prevent shocks at the instant of stopping. Even on moderate grades
it is best to do this, and then, after release, to apply the brakes
lightly, to prevent the train starting, so that when ready to start,
the release will take place quickly.
B. Emergency Applications. The emergency application of
the brakes must be used, except in actual emergencies. Under
such conditions, the brake valve must be left in emergency position until train has come to a full stop.
ENGINEMAN'S STRAIGHT AIR BRAKE VALVE ON LOCOMOTIVES.

a. Always keep both brakes cut in and ready for operation,
unless failure of some part requires cutting out.
b. Always carry an excess pressure of ten pounds, or more,
in the main reservoir, as this is necessary to insure a
uniformly satisfactory operation.
c. When using the automatic brake, keep the straight air
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brake valve in release position; and when using straight
air, keep the automatic brake valve in running position;
this to avoid driver and tender brakes sticking.
d. The straight air reducing valve should be kept adjusted
at forty-five pounds, and the driver and tender brake
safety valves at fifty-three pounds.
When a full application of straight air causes either or both
safety valves to operate, it indicates that same are out of order,
or too high adjustment of the reducing valve, or too low adjustment of the safety valve, or leakage of same. Have them tested
and adjusted.
6. Brakes Applied from an Unknown Cause. If it is found
that the train is dragging as though the brakes were applied, without rapid falling of the train line pointer, the
engineman must make an effort to release the brakes, which
First, if train pipe pressure is less
may be done as follows;
than the authorized amount, and the required excess pressure is
carried in the main reservoir, move the handle of the brake valve
to the full release position for a few seconds, and then return it
to the running position; secondly, should the train pipe be fully
charged with pressure, apply the brakes with a five or ten pounds
reduction, according to the length of the train pipe, and release
the brakes in the usual manner. In case the brakes can not be
released, the train must be stopped, and the trainmen notified to
examine the brakes.
If, however, the brakes go on suddenly with a fall of the
train line pointer, it is evidence that (a) a conductor's valve has
been opened, (b) a hose has burst or other serious leak has occurred, or (c) the train has parted. In such an event, the locomotive throttle should be closed, and the brake valve handle immediately placed on lap or emergency position, to prevent the
escape of air from the main reservoir, and left there until the
train has stopped and the brake apparatus has been examined, and
the signal to release given.
7. BRAKING BY HAND.—NEVER USE THE AIR
BRAKE when it is known that the trainmen are operating the
brakes of the air brake cars by hand, except in eases of emergency, as there is danger of injury to the trainmen by so doing.

8. Cutting Out Brakes. TILE DRIVER AND TENDER
BRAKES MUST ALWAYS BE USED AUTOMATICALLY
AT EVERY APPLICATION OF THE TRAIN BRAKE, unless defective, except upon such grades as shall be designated by
special instructions.
When necessary to cut out either driver or tender brake, on
account of defects, it shall be done by turning the handle of the
four-way cock in the triple valve down to a position midway between a horizontal and a vertical position, first releasing the brake
and leaving the bleed cock open. With the special types of triple
valve, close the cut-out cock in the branch pipe.
9. Double Headers. When two or more locomotives are
coupled in the same train, the brakes must be connected through
to, and operated from, the head engine. For this purpose a cock is
placed in the train pipe, just below the brake valve. Enginernan
of each locomotive, except the head one, must close this cock and
carry the handle of brake valve in running position. He will start
his air pump and let it run, as though he were going to use the
brake, for the purpose of maintaining air pressure on his locomotive and enabling him to assume charge of th,e train brakes should
occasion require it.
10, An Extra Air Brake Hose, Complete, must always be
carried on the locomotive, for repairs in case of burst hose. Upon
locomotives having the air signal, a single hose, complete, must
also be carried for the same purpose.
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C.—INSTRUCTIONS TO TRAINMEN.

11. Making up Trains and Testing Air Brakes. When the
locomotive has be,en coupled to the train, or when two sections have
been coupled together, the brake and signal couplings must Ir
united, the cocks in the train pipes—both brake and signal—must
all be open, except those at the rear end of the last car, which' must
he closed, and the hose hung up properly in the dummy coupling,
when cars are so equipped.
After the train has been charged with air, the engineman
must then be requested to apply the brakes. When he has done
so, the brakes of each car must be examined to see if they are
104
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properly applied. When it is ascertained that each brake is applied, the engineman must be signaled to release the brakes. (In
testing passenger brakes, the American Railway Association train
air signal whistle code for applying or releasing must be used,
one of which signals must be given from the discharge valve on
the rear ear.) The brakes of each car must then be examined to
see that each is released, and the engineman informed as to the
number of brakes in service and their condition.
If any defect is discovered it must be remedied and the
brakes tested again—the operation being repeated until it is as- .

by opening the bleed cock in the auxiliary reservoir until the air
begins to release through the triple valve, when the reservoir cock
must immediately be closed.
15. Train Breaking into Two of More Parts. First close the
cock in the train pipe at the rear of the first section and signal
the engineman to release the brakes. Having coupled to the second section, observe the rule for making up trains—first being
sure that the cock in the train pipe at the rear of second section
has been closed, if the train has broken into more than two sections. When the engineman has released the brakes on the second
section, the same method mast be employed with reference to the
third section, and so on. When the train has been once more
entirely united, the brakes must be inspected on each car to see
that all are released before proceeding.
16. Cutting Out the Brake on a Car. If, through any defect. of the brake apparatus, it becomes necessary to cut out the
brake -upon any car, it may be done by closing the cock in the
cross-over pipe near the center of the car where the quick-action
brake is used, or by turning the handle of the cock in the triple
valve to a position midway between a horizontal and a vertical,
where the plain automatic brake is used, first releasing the brake.
With the special types of triple valves, close the cut-out cock in
the branch pipe. When the brake has been thus cut out, the cock
in the auxiliary reservoir must be opened and left open upon passenger cars, or held open until all the air has escaped from the
reservoir upon freight ears. THE BRAKE MUST NEVER BE
CUT OUT UPON ANY: CAR UNLESS THE APPARATUS
IS DEFECTIVE, and when it is necessary to cut out a brake the
conductor must notify the engineman and also send in a report
stating the reason for so doing.
17. Conductor's Valve. Should it bcome necessary to apply the brakes from the train, it may be done by opening the conductor's valve placed in eaelp car so equipped. THE VALVE
MUST BE HELD OPEN UNTIL THE TRAIN COMES TO
A FULL STOP, AND THEN MUST BE CLOSED AGAIN.
This method of stopping the train must not be used except in
case of emergency.
18. Burst Hose. In the event of the bursting of a brake

certaindhvygsrt.Teconduagithen be notified that the brakes are all right. Following the separation of couplings for local switching, or when engine
or train has been parted for any purpose, the above test need
not be complied with other than to ascertain, by test, that the
rear brakes are responsive to brake valve on engine and that
all brakes have properly released. At. points where there are no
inspectors, trainmen must carry out these instructions. No passenger train must be started out from an inspection point with
the brakes upon any car cut out or in a defective condition, without special orders from the proper officers. The air brakes must
not be alone relied upon to control any freight train with a
smaller proportion of cars with the air brake in service than provided for by special instructions. -When hand brakes are also
used they must be applied upon those cars next behind the airbraked cars, except in cases of emergency.
10. Detaching loromotive or Cars. First close the cocks
in the train pipes at the point of separation, and then part the
couplings, invariably by hand.
13. Couplings Frozen. If the couplings are found to be
frozen together or covered with an accumulation of ice, the ice
must first be removed, and then the couplings thawed out by a
torch to prevent injury to the gaskets.
14. Brakes Sticking. If brakes are found sticking, the signal "brakes sticking" must be given as hereafter prescribed by
the American Railway Association, or by special rules, in which
case, if the brakes cannot be released from the locomotive, or if
the brakes are applied to detached cars, the release may be effected
man 11111a
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hose, it must be replaced and the brakes tested before proceeding ;
providethanbsfplce.Iitno,hrape
cock immediately in front of the burst hose must be closed, and
the engineman signaled to release. All the brakes to the rear
of the burst hose must then be released by hand, and the train
must then proceed to a safe place where the burst hose must be replaced and the brakes again connected and tested, so as to ascertain that the rear brakes are responsive, by test, to the brake valve
011 engine. One extra air brake hose complete should be carried
by all crews, and one extra signal hose complete carried by passenger crews for repairs.
19. Brakes Not in Use. When the air brakes are not in use,
either upon the road or in switching, the hose must be kept
coupled between the ears, or hung up properly to the dummy
couplings, when cars are so equipped.
20. Pressure-Retaining Valve. When this valve is to be
used, the trainmen must, at the top of the grade, test the brakes
upon the whole train, and must then pass over the train and turn
the handles of the pressure-retaining valves horizontally upon all
or a part of the cars, as may be directed. At the foot of the grade.
the handles must all be turned downward again. Special instructions will be issued as to the grades upon which these valves are to
be used.
21. Train Air Signal. In making up trains, all couplings
and car discharge valves on the cars must be examined to see
if they are tight. Should the car discharge valve upon any car
be found to be defective it may be cut out of use upon that car by
closing the cock in the branch pipe leading to the valve. The
conductor must always be immediately notified when the signal
has been cut out upon any car, and he must report the same for
repairs.
In using the signal, pull directly down upon the cord during
one full second for each intended blast of the signal whistle, and
allow three seconds to elapse between the pulls.
22. Reporting Defects to Inspectors. Any defects in either
the air brake or air signal apparatus discovered must be reported
to the inspector at the end of the run ; or, if the defect be a serious
one in passenger service, it must be reported to the nearest in-
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spector, and it must be remedied before the car is again placed
in service.

IL—INSTRUCTIONS TO ENGINE-HOUSE FOREMEN.
23. General. it. is the duty of the engine-house foreman
to see that the air brake and signal equipment is properly inspected. upon each locomotive after each run. It must be ascertained that all pipe joints, connections and all other parts of the
apparatus are air-tight, duplex gauges tested every thirty days,
and that the apparatus is in good working order.
24. Air Pump. The air pump must be tested under pressure, and if found to be working imperfectly in any respect, it
must be put into thoroughly serviceable condition.
25. Pump Governor. The pump governor should cut off
the steam supply to the pump when authorized pressure has been
obtained.
26. Brake Valve. This valve must be. kept clean and known
to be in working order in all its positions, before the locomotive
leaves the engine-house.
27. Adjustment of Brakes. The driver brakes must be so
adjusted that the piston travel on the cam type will be not
less than 2 inches nor more than 31 inches, and in other forms
not less than 4 inches nor more than 6 inches. When the cam
brake is used, care must be taken to adjust both cams alike, so that
the point of contact of the cams shall be in line with the piston
rod. The tender brake mast be adjusted by means of the dead
truck levers, so that the piston travels not less than six inches
when the air brake is applied and the hand brake is released. This
adjustment must be made whenever the piston travel is found to
exceed nine inches.
28. Brake Cylinders and Triple Valves. These must be examined, cleaned and lubricated at least once every six months.
A record must be kept of the dates of the last cleaning and lubrication of these parts for each locomotive.
29. Draining. The main reservoir, and also the drain cup
in the train pipe under the tender, must be drained of any acen mul at ion after each trip. The auxiliary reservoirs and triple
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valves must also be drained frequently, and daily in cold weather,
and the train pipe under the engine and tender blown out.
30, Air Signal. The train air signal apparatus must be
examined and tested by suitable appliances from both the head of
the engine and the rear of the tender, to know that the whistle responds properly. A pressure gauge must be applied to the air signal pipe once each month, and oftener if found to be necessary,
to ascertain that the reducing valve maintains the authorized pressure per square inch in tile train signal pipe.

signal the engineman to release the brakes. (In testing passenger
brakes the American Railway Association train air signal whistle
code for applying or releasing must be used, one of which signals
must be given from the discharge valve on the rear car.) He
must then again examine the brakes upon each car to note that all
have released. If any defect is discovered, it must be corrected
and the testing of the brakes repeated, until they are found to
work properly. The inspector must then inform both the engineman and conductor of the number of ears with brakes in good
order.
This examination must be repeated if any change is made
in the makeup of the train before starting.
HIGH SPEED REDUCING VALVES ON LOCOMOTIVES AND TENDERS must be tested at least once every
month, and adjusted to authorized pressure, if necessary, and
cleaned and lubricated at least once in three months, and oftener
if tests show that same is necessary.
33. Cleaning Cylinders and Triple Valves. The brake cylinders and triple valves must be kept clean and free from gum.
They must be cleaned and lubricated as often as once in six
months upon passenger cars, and once in twelve months upon
freight cars. Tlue dates of the last cleaning and lubrication must
be marked with white paint on the cylinder or reservoir, in the
space loft opposite the words:
Cylinder, cleaned and lubricated
Triple, cleaned and lubricated
The triple valves and auxiliary reservoirs must be frequently
drained, especially in cold weather, by removing the plug in the
bottom of the triple valve and opening the bleed cock in the
reservoir.
34. Graduating Springs. The graduating springs in the
Westinghouse quick-action freight triple valves are .049-inch in
diameter, nickeled-steel wire, 16 coils, 21 inches free height,
29-64-inch inside diameter, and in passenger .08-inch diameter,
nickeled-steel wire, 131 coils 211 inches free height, 29-64 inch
inside diameter. Tne graduating springs used in the Westinghouse plain valve in locomotive service are made of phosphor-
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E.—INSTRUCTIONS TO INSPECTORS.
31. General. It is the duty of all inspectors to see that the
couplings, the pipe joints, the triple valves, the high speed reducing valve, the conductor's valves, the air signal valves, and all
other parts of the brake and signal apparatus are in good order,
of standard size for the ear and free from leaks. For this purpose they must be tested under the full air pressure as used in
service. No passenger train must be allowed to leave a terminal
station with the brake upon any ear cut out, or in a defective condition, without special orders from the proper officer.
If a defect is discovered in the brake apparatus of a freight
car, which cannot be held long enough to give time to correct such
defect, the brake must be cut out and the car properly carded, to
call the attention of the next inspector to the repairs required.
Special rules will specify the smallest proportion of freight
cars, with the air brakes in good condition, which may be used in
operating the train as an air brake train.
32. Making up Trains and Testing Brakes. In making up
trains, the couplings must be united and the cocks at the ends of
the cars all opened, except at the rear end of the last car, where
the cocks must be closed ; the inspector must know that the air
is passing through the pipes to the rear end, and that the couplings
are properly hung up to the dummy couplings, if so equipped.
After the train is fully charged, the engineman must be requested
to apply the brakes. When the brakes have been applied, they must
be examined -upon each car to see that they are applied with proper
piston travel. This having been ascertained, the inspector must

,
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bronze wire, .083-inch in diameter, 12 coils, 2i inches free height,
25-64-inch inside diameter.
35. Adjustment of Brakes. The slack of the brake shoes
must be taken up by means of the dead truck levers.
In taking up such slack it must be first ascertained that the
hand brakes are off, and the slack is all taken out of the upper
connections, so that the truck levers do not go back within
one inch of the truck timber or other stop, when the piston of the
brake cylinder is fully back at the release position. When under a
full application the brake piston travel is found to exceed nine
inches upon passenger or freight cars, the brake shoe slack must
be taken up and the adjustment so made that the piston shall
travel not less than six inches. In taking up the brake shoe slack
it must never be taken up by hand brakes. Where automatic
slack adjusters are applied to any car, such adjuster must be fully
released before the slack is taken up elsewhere.
36. Braking Power. Where the cylinder lever has more
than one hole at the outer ends, the different holes are for use upon
cars of di fferent weights.
It must be carefully ascertained that the rods are connected
to the proper holes, so that the correct braking power Shall be exerted upon each car.
37. Repair Parts. Inspectors must keep constantly on hand
for repairs a supply of all parts of the brake and signal equipment that are liable to get out of order.
3$. Hanging up Hose. Inspectors must see that, when cars
are being switched or standing in the yard, the hose is coupled
between the cars or properly secured in the dummy couplings,
when cars are so equipped.
39. Responsibility of Inspectors. Inspectors will be held
strictly responsible for the good condition of all the brake and
signal apparatus upon cars placed in trains at their stations;
they will also make any examination of brake apparatus or repairs to the same which they may be called upon to do by
trainmen.
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General Questions Regarding the Use of the Air
Brake and Train Air Signal.
GENERAL.
(All parties who have to do with the use, adjustment, care
or repairs of air brakes should be thoroughly examined on these
questions, in addition to the special questions for each class of

men following them.)
1. Question. What is an air brake?
Answer. It is a brake applied by compressed air.
2. Q. How is the air compressed?
A. By an air pump on the locomotive.
3. Q. How does the compressed air apply the brakes?
A. It is admitted into a brake cylinder on each car, and it
pushes out a piston in that cylinder, which pulls the brake on.
4. Q. How does the piston get back when the brakes are
released ?
A. There is a spring around the piston rod which is compressed when the brakes are applied, and when the air is allowed
to escape to release the brakes, this spring reacts and pushes the
piston in again.
5. Q. Where is the compressed air kept ready for use in
the automatic air brake?
A. In the main reservoir on the locomotive, in the smaller
or auxiliary reservoir on each car, and in the train pipe.
6. Q. Where does the compressed air come from directly
that enters into the brake cylinder when the automatic brake is
applied
A. It comes from the auxiliary reservoir on each car in
service application, and from the auxiliary reservoir and train
pipe in emergency application.
7. Q. How does it get into the auxiliary reservoir I
A. It is furnished from the main reservoir on the locomotive through the train pipe and triple valve when the brakes
are released.
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8. Q. How is the automatic brake applied and released?
A. The automatic brake is applied by reducing the air
pressure in the train pipe below that in the auxiliary reservoir,
and is released by raising the train pipe pressure above that remaining in the auxiliary reservoir.
9. Q. Why does the compressed air not enter directly into
the brake cylinder from the train pipe?
A. Because the triple valve used with the automatic brake
prevents the air from entering directly from the train pipe to
the brake cylinder when the pressure in the train pipe is maintained or increased.
10. Q. What other uses has the triple valve?
A. It causes the brake cylinder to be opened to the atmosphere under each car, to release the brakes when the pressure in
the train pipe is made greater than that in the auxiliary reservoir,
and it opens communication from the train pipe to the auxiliary
reservoir by the same movement ; when the pressure in the train
pipe is reduced, it closes the openings from the train pipe to the
auxiliary reservoir and from the brake cylinder to the atmosphere, and then opens the passage between the auxiliary reservoir
and the brake cylinder by the same movements, so as to admit the
air and apply the brakes.
11. Q. How many forms of triple valves are there in use,
and what are they called ?
A. Two; the plain triple and the quick-action triple.
12. Q. How can you tell the plain triple from the quickaction triple?
A. The plain triple has a four-way cock in it, with a handle
for operating the cock; the quick-action triple has no such cock
in it, but there is a plug cock in the cross-over pipe leading from
the train pipe to the triple, when the quick-action triple is used.
13. Q. What are these cocks for in both cases?
A. They are to be used to cut out brakes on one car, without
interfering with other brakes on the train, if the brake on that
car has become disabled.
14. Q. How does the cock handle stand in the plain triple
when the pipe is open for automatic action?
A. It stands in a horizontal position.
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15. Q. In what position does the same handle stand when
the brakes are cut out by closing the cock?
A. It stands at an inclined position midway between horizontal and vertical.
16. Q. How does the handle in the plug cock in the crossover pipe, used with the quick-action triple, stand for automatic
action ?

A. It stands with the handle crosswise with the pipe, and
the groove in plug lengthwise when cock is open.
17. Q. How does the handle and groove stand when the
cock is closed and brake cut out of action ?
A. It stands with the handle lengthwise of cross-over pipe,
and the groove crosswise when closed.
18. Q. How is the train pipe coupled up between the cars ?
A. By means of a rubber hose on each end of the train pipe,
fitted with a coupling at the loose end.
19. Q. How is the train pipe closed at the rear end of the
train ?
A. By closing the cock in the train pipe at the rear end of
last car.
20. Q. How many such train pipe cocks are there to a car,
nn the air brake train pipe and on the air signal train pipe, and
why?
A. Two for each pipe on each car, because either end of any
car may sometimes be at the rear end of the train.
21. Q. How many kinds of train pipe cocks are there in use
at the ends of the cars?
A. Two.
22. Q. Describe each and give the position of the handle
and groove for open and closed in each case.
A. The older form of train pipe cock is a straight plug cock
in the train pipe, not far from the hose connection; the handle
stands crosswise with the pipe when it. is open, and lengthwise
with the pipe when closed; it is now found principally on the air
signal pipe. The other form of train pipe cock now used on
the air brake pipe is an angle cock placed at the end of the train
pipe and close to the hose. The handle of the angle cock stands
lengthwise with the pipe when open, and crosswise with the pipe
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when closed. The groove is also a guide to tell whether open
or closed.
23. Q. What uses have these train pipe cocks besides to
close the pipe at the end of the train ?
A. They are used to close the train pipe at both . sides of
any hose coupling which is to be parted, as when the train is cut
in two.
24. Q. Why is it necessary to close the train pipe on both
sides of the hose coupling before it is parted ?
A. To prevent the escape of air from the train pipe, which
would apply the brakes.
25. Q. How must the hose coupling be parted when it is
necessary to do so, and wh7?
A. The air brake must first be released on the train from
the locomotive, then the adjacent train pipe cocks must both be
closed and the coupling must be parted by hand, to prevent the
possibility of injury to the rubber gasket in the coupling.
26. Q. Why must the brakes be fully released before uncoupling the hose between the cars
A. Because if the brakes are applied upon a detached car
they cannot be released without bleeding the auxiliary reservoir.
27. Q. In coupling or uncoupling the hose between the
cars, what must be done if there is ice on the couplings?
A. The ice must first be removed and the couplings thawed
out, so as to prevent injury to the rubber gaskets in uncoupling,
and to insure tight joints in coupling the hose.
28. Q. What must be done with a Lose coupling which
is not coupled up, such as the rear hose of a train, or any loose
hose on a ear which is standing or running, but. not in use ?
A. It must be placed in the dummy coupling if provided for
in such manner that the flat pad on the dummy will close the opening in the coupling.
29. Q. What pressure should be carried in the train pipe
and auxiliary reservoir?
A. The authorized pressure, as per special instructions.
30. Q. Why should the authorized pressure be maintained ?
A. Because this pressure is necessary to get the full brak-

ing force which each ear is capable of using, and, if it be exceeded,
there will be danger of sliding the wheels.
31. Q. Ilow much pressure can be obtained in the brake
cylinder by the service application of the brakes with seventy
pounds pressure in the auxiliary reservoir ?
A. About fifty pounds to the square inch, with an 8-inch
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piston travel.
:32. Q. Why can only fifty pounds pressure be obtained
under these circumstances ?
A. Because the air at seventy pounds pressure in the
auxiliary reservoir expands into an additional space when the
auxiliary reservoir is opened to the brake cylinder, and when the
pressure has become equalized it is thus reduced to fifty pounds.
33. Q. How much must the train pipe pressure be reduced,
in order to get fifty pounds pressure in the brake cylinder, in
ordinary service?
A. Twenty pounds.
34. Q. Can the brakes be applied so as to get only a portion
of this fifty pounds pressure in the brake cylinder, and how ?
A. They can be so applied by reducing the train pipe pres•
sure less than twenty pounds.
35. Q. If the train pipe pressure be reduced ten pounds,
what wilt be the pressure in the brake cylinder ?
A. About twenty-five pounds.
36. Q. How is this graduated action obtained ?
A. By means of the graduating valve in the triple valve.
37. Q. Is it important to keep all the air brake apparatus
tight and free from leaks?
A. Yes.
38. Q. Why is this important ?
A. In order to get full service from the air brakes, and to
prevent the waste of air, and also to prevent the brakes applying
automatically by reason of leak in the train pipe.
39. Q. Is it important to know that the train pipe As
cpen throughout the train and closed at the rear end before starting out ?
A. Yes, this Is very important.
40. Q. Why is this very important?
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A. Because if any cock in the train were closed, all the
brakes back of the cock which is closed would be prevented from
working.
41. Q. How can you ascertain that the train pipe cocks
are all open when the train is made up?
A. By testing the brakes; that is, by applying and releasing them, and observing whether they all operate.
42. Q. Do you understand that no excuse will be acceptable
for starting out the train without first testing the air brakes?
A. Yes.
43. Q. Why is this rule absolute?
A. Became the safety of passengers and of property depends upon the brakes being properly coupled up and in an operating condition before the train is started.
44. Q. At -what other times should the brakes be tested?
A. After every change in the makeup of the train and before starting the train down certain designated grades.
45. Q. From where does the air signal apparatus receive
i t s pressure ?
A. From the main air reservoir through the reducing valve.
46. Q. How much air pressure should be carried in the air
signal train pipe ?
A. The authorized pressure.
47. Q. Is it important that this train pipe and its connection be also kept tight ?
A. Yes.
48. Q. After taking up the slack of the brake shoes, how
far should the brake piston travel in the cylinders on cars and
tenders with a full application of the brake?
A. Not less than six inches, nor more than nine inches.
49. Q. What would happen if the piston traveled less than
six inches when brakes are fully applied ?
A. A partial application of the brakes might not force the
piston beyond the leakage groove in the brake cylinder provided
for the escape of small amounts of air.
50. Q. Why should the piston travel not be permitted to
exceed nine inches on passenger cars, tenders, or freight cars ?
A. Because if it travels further than this when sent out, a
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little wear of the brake shoes will cause the piston to travel far
enough to rest against the back cylinder head when the brakes
are applied, and this cylinder head would then take the pressure
instead of its being brought upon the brake shoes.
51. Q. How far should the driver brake piston travel with
a full application of the brakes and why ?
A. Not less than two inches nor more than three and onehalf inches for the cam type of brake, and from four to six inches
for other forms.
52. Q. If the brakes stick upon any car so that the engineman cannot release them at. any time, how should they be released ?
A. By opening the release cock in the auxiliary reservoir
and holding it open until air begins to escape from the triple
valve, and then closing it again.
53. Q. What is the pressure retaining valve, and what is
its use ?
A. The pressure retaining valve is a small valve placed at
the end of a pipe from the triple valve, through which the exhaust
takes place from the brake cylinder. It is used to retard the brake
release on heavy grades, and holds the brakes partially applied,
so as to allow more time for the engineman to recharge the auxiliary reservoir.
54. Q. What precautions are necessary on every train in
regard to hose couplings ?
A. Every train must carry at least two extra hose and
couplings complete, for use iu replacing any hose couplings which
may fail or become disabled. These extra hose and couplings are to
be carried on such part of the train as is required by the rules
and regulations.
SPECIAL FOIL ENGINEMEN.
55. Q. How should the air pump be started ?
A. It should be started slowly, so as to allow the condensation to escape from the steam cylinder and prevent pounding,
which is more likely to occur when the air pressure is low.
56. Q. Why should the piston rod on the air pump be kept
thoroughly packed ?
A. To prevent the waste of air and steam.
•
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57. Q. How should the steam cylinder of the air pump be
oiled, and what kind of oil should be used ?
A. It should be oiled as little as necessary through a sightfeed lubricator, and cylinder oil should be used.
58. Q. How should the air cylinder of the air pump be
oiled ? What kind of oil?
A. It should be supplied with valve oil as often as necessary, through a cup provided for that purpose. Also, a well saturated swab should be kept on the piston rod. Lard oil and other
animal or vegetable oils should not be used, as their use causes
the brake valve and the triple valves to gum up. The oil must
never be introduced through the air inlet ports, as this practice
would cause the pump valves to gum up.
59. Q. What regulates the train pipe pressure?
A. The train pipe governor, or feed valve, provided for that
purpose.
60. Q. Why should the authorized pressure be carried in
train pipe?
A. Because this pressure produces the strongest safe pressure of the brake shoes upon the wheels. A higher train pipe pressure is liable to cause the wheels to slide.
61. Q. What does the feed valve attachment on the brake
valve accomplish ?
A. When properly adjusted it restricts the train pipe
pressure to the authorized amount, with the brake valve handle
carried in running position.
62. Q. How often should the break valve be thoroughly
cleaned and oiled ?
A. At least once every two months.
63. Q. If the main valve in the break valve is unseated
by dirt or by wear, what may be the result, and what should be
done?
A. It may be possible to get the excess pressure; when the
brakes have been applied they may keep applying harder nntil
run on, or when they have been applied they may release. The
main valve should be thoroughly cleaned, and if worn it should
be faced to a seat.

64. Q. If the piston in the brake valve becomes gummed
up or corroded from neglect to clean it, what will be the result?
A. It will be necessary to make a large reduction of pressure through the preliminary exhaust port before the brakes will
apply at all, and then the brakes will go on too hard and will have
to be released.
65. Q. How and why should the train pipe under the
tender always be blown out thoroughly before connecting up the
train ?
A. By opening the angle cock at the rear end of the tender
and allowing the air from the main reservoir to blow through.
This blows out the oil, water, scale, etc., which may accumulate
in the pipe, and which would be blown back into the train pipe
and triple valves if not removed before coupling to the train.
66. Q. When the locomotive is coupled to the train, why is
it necessary to have excess pressure in the main reservoir ?
A. So that the brakes will all be released and the train
quickly charged when the engineman's valve is placed in the
release position.
67, Q. Why should the driver brakes be operated automatically with the train brake?
A. Because it adds greatly to the breaking force of the
train, and the brakes can be applied alike to all the wheels for
ordinary stops, and in an emergency the greatest possible breaking force is at once obtained by one movement of the handle.
68. Q. In making a service application of the brakes, how
much reduction of the train pipe pressure from seventy pounds
does it require to get the brakes full on?
A. About twenty-five pounds reduction.
69. Q. What should the first reduction be in such an application?
A. Not less than five pounds, so as to insure moving the
pistons in the brake cylinders past the leakage grooves.
70. Q. What is the result of making a greater reduction
of pressure than twenty-five pounds?
A. A waste of air in the train pipe, without getting any
more breaking force, and therefore requiring more air to release
the 'brakes.
105
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71. Q. How many applications of the brakes are necessary
in making a stop?
A. One or two applications.
72. Q. Why is it dangerous to apply and release the air in
the brakes repeatedly in making stops ?
A. Because every time the brakes are released the air in
the brake cylinders is thrown away, and if it is necessary to apply
them again before sufficient time has elapsed to recharge the auxiliary reservoirs the application of the brakes will be weak, and
after a few such applications the brakes are almost useless on
account. of the air having been exhausted from the auxiliary
reservoirs.
73. Q. In releasing and recharging the train, how long
should the handle of the brake valve be left in the release position ?
A. Until the train pipe pressure has risen nearly to authorized pressure.
74. Q. In making service stops with passenger trains, why
should you release the brakes just before coming to a full stop?
A. So as to prevent stopping with a lurch; it also requires
less time for the full release of the brakes after stopping.
75. Q. In making stops with freight trains, why should
the brakes not be released until after the train has come to a full
stop?
A. Because long freight trains are apt to be parted by
releasing the brakes before rear brakes are fully released.
76. Q. In making service stops, why must the handle of
the brake valve not be moved past the position for service application?
A. So as to prevent unnecessary jerks to the train, and the
emergency action of the triple valve when not necessary.
77. Q. If you find the train dragging from the failure of
the brakes to release, bow can you release them ?
A. By placing the handle of the brake valve in full release
position for a few seconds and returning it to the running position, if the train pipe pressure is not up to the authorized
amount; but if maximum pressure is in train pipe, the brakes
should be applied with from five to ten pounds reduction, accor

ding to the length of train pipe, and released in the usual manner.
78. Q. When the brakes go on snddenly when not operated
by the brake valve, and the gauge pointer falls back, what is the
cause, and what should you do?
A. Either a hose has burst, or a conductor's valve has been
opened; or the train has parted. In any event, the engine throttle should be dosed, and the handle of the brake valve should immediately be placed on lap position to prevent escape of air from
main reservoir.
79. Q. Are the brakes liable to stick after an emergency
application and why?
A. The brakes are harder to release after an emergency
application because they are on with full force, and it requires
higher pressure than usual in the train pipe to release them again.
In this case it is necessary always to have in reserve the excess
pressure of the main reservoir to aid in releasing the brakes.
With the quick-action triple valve this is especially necessary,
because air from the train pipe as well as from the auxiliary reservoir is forced into the brake cylinder when a quick application
of the brake is made, thus increasing the pressure in the brake
cylinder without the usual reduction of pressure in the auxiliary
reservoir, and requiring a correspondingly high pressure in the
train pipe afterward to cause the brakes to be released.
80. Q. In using the brakes to steady the train while descending grades, why should the air pump throttle be kept well
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open?
A. So that the pump may quickly accumulate a full pressure in the main reservoir for use in recharging the train pipe
and auxiliary reservoir when the brakes have been released again.
81. Q. In descending a grade, how can you best keep the

train under control ?
A. First, by commencing the application of the brakes
early, so as to prevent too high a speed being reached; secondly,

by making an initial reduction that, will lightly apply all brakes
in the train, and by slowing the train clown just before it is
necessary to charge the auxiliary reservoir, so as to give time
enough to refill same before much speed is again attained.

82. Q. If the train is being drawn by two or more loco-
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motives, upon which locomotive should the brakes be controlled,
and what must the engineman of the other locomotive do ?
A. The brakes must be controlled by the leading locomotive, and the engineman of the following locomotive must close
the cock in the train pipe just below the brake valves. The latter
must always keep the ;pump running and in order, and 11:i a i res-

89. Q. Should the train pipe pressure exceed the maxiwhere would you look for the cause of the trouble?
A. In the devices controlling train pipe pressure.
90. Q. How often must the main reservoir and the drain
cup under the tender be drained ?
A. After each trip.
91. Q. How often must the triple valves and the cylinders
of the driver and tender brakes be cleaned and lubricated ?
A. They must be thoroughly cleaned and lubricated once
every six months. If the driver brake cylinders are so located
that they become hot from the boiler, they may require lubrication more frequently.
92. Q. If there are any leaks in the pipe joints or anywhere in the apparatus, what must you do?
A. Repair them before the locomotive goes out.
93. Q. How is the brake shoe slack of the cam driver brake
taken up, and what precautions are necessary ?
A. By means of the cam screws, and it is necessary to
lengthen both alike, so that when the brake is applied the point
of contact with the cams will be in a line with the piston rod.
94. Q. How is the brake shoe slack of driver brakes on a
locomotive with more than two pairs of driving wheels taken up?
A. By means of a turnbuckle or screw in the connecting
rods.
95. Q. How is the slack of the tender brake shoes taken up ?
A. By means of the dead truck levers; if they will not take
it up enough, it must be taken up in the underneath connection,
and then adjusted by the dead lever.
96. Q. How far should the driver brake piston travel in
applying the brakes ?
A. Not less than two inches, nor more than three and onehalf inches with the cam type of brake, and from four to six
inches with other forms.
97. Q. What travel of piston should the tender brakes be
adjusted for ?
A. Not less than two inches, nor more than three and onehalf inches with the cam type of brake, and from four to six
inches with other forms.
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ervoir charged with pressure, with the brake valve -in the running position, so that he may quickly operate the brakes if called

upon to do so.
83. Q. If the air signal whistle gives only a weak blast,
what is the probable cause?
A. Either the reducing valve is out of order, so that the
pressure is considerably less than forty pounds, or the whistle
itself is filled with dirt, or not properly adjusted, or the port
under the end of the signal valve is partly closed by gum or dirt.
84. Q. If the reducing valve for the air signal is allowed
to become clogged up with dirt, what will the result probably be?
A. The signal pipe might get the full main reservoir pressure, and the whistle will blow when the brakes are released.
85. Q. If you discover any defect in the air brake or
signal apparatus while on the road, what must be done ?
A. If it is something that can not be readily remedied at
once, it must be reported to the enginehouse foreman as soon
as the run is completed.
86. Q. What is the result if water be allowed to collect in
the main reservoir of the brake apparatus ?
A. The room taken 'tip by the water reduces the capacity
for holding air, and the brakes are more liable to stick. In cold
weather also the water may freeze and prevent the brakes from
working properly.
SPECIAL FOR ENGINE REPAIRMEN.

87. Q. How often must the air brake and signal apparatus
on locomotives be examined ?
A. After each trip.
88. Q. Under what pressure must it be examined/
A. Under full pressure.

mum,
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SPECIAL FOR TRAINMEN.
98. Q. How should you proceed to test the air brakes b6
fore starting out, after a change in the make-up of a train, ca
before descending certain specially designed grades ?
A. After the train has been fully charged with air, tht
engineman must be required to apply the brakes; when he has
dorm so the brakes must be examined -upon each car to see that
the air is applied, and that the piston travel is not less than six
nor more than nine inches. The engineman must then be required to release the brakes; after he has done so, each brake must
be examined again to see that all are released. The enginemau
and conductor must then be notified that the brakes are all right,
if they are found so. (In testing passenger brakes, the American Railway Association train air signal whistle code for applying or releasing must be used, one of which signals must be given
from the discharge valve on the rear car.)
99. Q. In starting out a passenger train from an inspection
point, how many cars must have the brakes in service?
A. Every car in the train.
100. Q. When might you cut out a brake upon a passenger
car ?
A. Never, unless it gets out of order while on the run, in
which case it must be reported to the inspector at the end of the
run, or upon the first opportunity which may give sufficient time
to repair it.
101. Q. If a hose bursts upon the run, what must be done,
if the train is in a safe place ?
A. The hose must first be replaced by a good one, and the
engineman then signaled to release the brakes. The train must
not proceed until the brakes have been reconnected and tested
upon the train to see that all are working properly.
102. Q. If the train is not in a safe place when the hose
bursts, what must be done?
A. The train pipe cock immediatdy ahead of the burst
hose must be closed and the engineman signaled to release the
brakes. The brakes at the rear of the burst hose must then be
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released by bleeding the auxiliary reservoirs, and the train must
then proceed to a safe place to replace the hose and connect up
the brakes, after which the brakes must be tested.
103. Q. If the train breaks in two, what must be done ?
A. The cock in the train pipe at the rear end of the first
section must be closed and the engineman signaled to release the
brakes. The two parts of the train must then be coupled, the
hose connected and the brakes again released by the engineman.
When it is ascertained that the brakes are all released, the train
may proceed.
104. Q. Explain how the pressure-retaining valves are
thrown into action or thrown out of action, and when this must
be done.
A. The pressure-retaining valve is thrown into action by
turning the handle of the valve to a horizontal position, and it
is tin-own out of action again by placing this handle in a vertical
position pointing downward. This handle should be placed in a
horizontal position at the top of a heavy grade, and it should
always be returned to a vertical position at the foot of the grade,
as otherwise the brakes will drag on any cars which still have the
handle of the pressure-retaining valve in the horizontal position.
105. Q. If the brake of any car is found to be defective on
the run, how should you proceed to cut it out ?
A. By closing the cock in the cross-over pipe of the quickaction brake, or in the triple valve of the plain automatic brake,
and then opening the release cock in the auxiliary reservoir upon
that car, leaving it open, if a passenger ear, or holding it open
until all the air has escaped from it, if a freight ear.
106. Q. When at is necessary to cut out a defective brake
upon a car. why should it always be cut out at the triple valve
and never by the- train-pipe cock at the end of the car, even if it
is the last car of the train?
A. The train pipe should always be open from the locomotive to the rear end of the last car, so that if the train breaks in
two the brakes will be automatically applied before the parts of
the train have separated sufficiently to permit damage to be done
by their coming together again, and so that the brakes may be applied with the eonductoes valve upon any car.
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107. Q. Should the train pipe burst under any car, what
must be done?
A. The train must proceed to the nearest switching point,
using the brakes upon the cars ahead of the one with the burst
pipe, where the car with the burst pipe must be switched to the
rear of the train; the hose must then be coupled up to the rear car
and the cock at the rear end of the next. to the last car opened, and
the cock at the forward end of the last ear closed, so that if the
train should part between the last two cars he brakes will be applied.
108. Q. What is the conductor's valve, and what is its use?
A. It is a valve at the end of a pipe leading from the trainbrake pipe upon each passenger car ; it is to be opened from the
car in any emergency when it is necessary to stop the train
quickly, and only then. When used it should be held open until
the train is stopped, and then it should be closed.
109. Q. What is the air signal for, and how is it operated ?
A. It is to signal the engineman, in place of the old gong
signal, and it is operated by pulling directly downward on the
cord for one second and releasing immediately, allowing three full
seconds to elapse between pulls.
110. Q. If the discharge valve on the air-signal system is
out of order, or leaking, on any car, how can you cut it out ?
A. By closing the cock in the branch pipe leading from the
train-signal pipe to the discharge valve; to do so the handle of
this cock should be placed lengthwise with the pipe.
111. Q. How is the slack taken up so as to secure the proper adjustment of piston travel?
A. By means of the dead-truck lever, and if that is not
sufficient, one or more holes must be taken up in the underneath
connection and the adjustment then made by the dead-truck lever.
Where automatic slack adjusters are applied to any car, such adjuster must be fully released before the slack is taken up elsewhere.

A. I do.
113. Q. Why is it important that no leaks should exist
in the air brake service ?
A. Because they would interfere with the proper working
of the brakes and might cause serious damage.
114..Q. What must he done with the air brake or air-signal
couplings when not united to other couplings on cars equipped
with dummy couplings?
A. They must he secured in the dummy couplings so that
the face of the dummy coupling will cover the opening of the hose
coupling in order to prevent dust and dirt from entering the hose.
115. Q. If the air issues from the exhaust port of the
quick-action triple valve when the brakes are off, what is the
cause ?
A. It is probably due to dirt on the rubber-seated emergency valve.
116. Q. How often must the cylinder and triple valves be
examined, cleaned and lubricated ?
A. As often as once every six months on passenger cars and
once in twelve months on freight cars. The dates of the last
cleaning and lubrication must be marked with white paint on the
cylinders.
117. Q. What. is the difference between the quick-action
passenger and freight triple valve ?
A. The passenger triple valves have larger ports and slide
valves.
118. Q. How may a passenger triple valve be distinguished?
A. By having one exhaust outlet, or suitable lettering designating the class of service.
119. Q. How may a freight triple valve be distinguished?
A. By its two exhaust outlets, one being plugged.
120. Q. When should the graduating spring of the triple
valve be replaced with a new one ?
A. When it is worn or rusted out, or not of standard size.
121. Q. To what travel of piston must the brakes be adjusted ?

SPECIAL FOR INSPECTORS.
112. Q. Do you understand that no passenger train may
be started out with any of the brakes cut out of service'?
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A. Not less than six inches, and this adjustment must be
made whenever the piston travel is found to exceed nine inches.
122. Q. How is the slack taken up so as to secure this
adjustment ?
A. By means of the dead-truck lever, and if that is not sufficient, one or more holes must be taken up in the underneath connection and the adjustment then made by the dead-truck lever.
Where automatic slack adjusters are applied to any car, such adjuster must be fully released before the slack is taken up elsewhere.
123. Q. What are the different holes in the outer end of
the cylinder levers for, and why must the connections be pinned
to the proper hole for each ear?
A. These holes are to enable the adjustment of the brake
pressure to be made according to the weights of the different. cars.
The connection must be made to the proper hole in each case, according to the weight of the car, so as to give proper braking
power, otherwise the brake will be inefficient, or the wheels may
be slid under the cars.
124. Q How many sizes of high speed brake-reducing
valves are there in use, and how will it be known. to which size of
cylinders they should be connected ?
A. There are three sizes, namely, one for 8-inch, one for
10-inch and 12-inch and a third for 14-inch and 16-inch cylinders,
and they can be distinguished by the raised figures cast on their
body.
125. Q. To what pressure must the high speed brakereducing valve be adjusted on passenger equipment cars?
A. The authorized pressure.
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2. If a piston-rod breaks, what is the quickest way to effect
temporary repairs ?
A. The commonest form of piston-rod breakage is through
the key-way, and this generally results in the breakage of the front
cylinder cover. Disconnect the valve rod, place the valve in its
central position, and clamp the valve stem so that the valve cannot
move. Remove loose parts of cylinder head or any likely to fall
into cylinder. Remove broken rod and piston, and take as much
of train as can be pulled. If any part of train is left on the road,

.0
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1. What is the first duty of the train crew in case of accident
on the road ?
A. When the train has been stopped, a flagman should always
be sent out to protect the rear of the train, and on a single-track
road a flagman should be sent out ahead when necessary, in order to
fully protect the train. If the accident occurs on a double-track
road, a flagman should be sent out to protect the rear of the train.
If both tracks are fouled, a flagman should be sent out in both directions. Flagmen should be sent out regardless of whether the road
is block signalled or not. If the accident is serious enough to
require considerable time to make temporary repairs, or if outside
assistance is required, a message to the train dispatcher should
be sent from the nearest telegraph station without loss of time.

a rear flagman must be left to protect it.
3. Broken steam chest or steam chest cover ?
A. If the cover or chest is only cracked, it may save time
to continue the trip to the nearest station, even if a good deal of
steam be lost; but if the break is serious, open smoke-box door,
slack the bolts of the branch pipe lower joint and insert a piece of
1653
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sheet iron in the joint, the flat portion of an old coal scoop will do.
If a suitable piece of sheet iron cannot be obtained, take out the
ball ring of the joint and insert a piece of board in its place, and
tighten down. Disconnect valve rod, clamp valve in its central
position, and oil cylinder through indicator plug holes, if there are
any, or slack the front cylinder cover and pour in a quantity of
oil and tighten up and proceed.
4. Broken valve yoke or stem?
A. Disconnect the valve rod, take up steam chest cover, block
valve in central position by pieces of wood cut so as to reach valve
from front and back walls of steam chest. If cylinders have been
bored for indicator pipes, take out plugs and oil through holes.
If not, slack off front cylinder cover and pour a quantity of oil
through opening.
5. Broken side rod ?
A. Remove broken parts of the rod, and take down corresponding sections on opposite side of engine. Care must be taken
when disconnecting engines that have three or more driving wheels
on one side to note the position of the knuckle pin in the side rod.
The section of a side rod containing a knuckle pin can be left up
only if the section ahead of, or back of, the knuckle pin can be
left up. For example, if on a 4-6-0 engine where the knuckle pin
is back of the main crank pin and the side rod broken in the back
section, the side rod could be disconnected at the knuckle pin and
the back section taken down on both sides. If the break occurred
in the front section, the entire side rod on both sides must be taken
down.
If the engine is what is sometimes called " tandem-connected," that is, if the main driving axle does not carry the eccentrics, it follows, as a matter of course, that if the section of the
side rod which drives the wheels and axle carrying the eccentrics
must be taken down, then the engine is helpless and must be towed
in. In such case, both side rods must be taken down, both main
rods disconnected, pistons shoved forward and blocked in the
guides, allowing the body of the main rod to be connected to the
crosshead and carried in the yoke. In blocking the crosshead,
care must be taken to see that the crank pins of the forward drivers
do not strike the stationary crosshead. Tie cylinder cocks open
and close the lubricator.
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6. Broken cylinder head ?
A. If the front cylinder cover breaks, without flying to
pieces, it may be saved by blocking with a heavy piece of wood
against the buffer beam and tightening by wedge driven in between
buffer beam and block, or tightening up may possibly be effected
by the use of a small jack, secured in place with wire. If the
head is badly shattered, proceed as directed in answer to question
No. 2.
If the back bead is broken, but not sufficiently to cause any
danger of the guides getting out of line, it is safe to run with
main rod up, watching closely for any signs of further breakage.
If the back cover is broken so as to have caused damage to the
guides, or if continuing to work steam in cylinder is likely to
cause damage to the guides, etc., take down main rod, disconnect
valve rod, place valve on the center, and clamp valve stem to hold
it there.
7. Broken crank pin?
A. If main crank pin is broken, take down the side rods on
both sides, and if engine is " tandem-connected," follow the procedure outlined in answer to question No. 5.
If eccentrics are on main axle, with main crank pin broken,
take down side rods on both sides, push crosshead ahead and block
it in the guides, taking care to see that crank pin of leading driver
on the disabled side does not strike the crosshead, and run engine
light on good side. If any other crank pin breaks except the
main one, proceed as described in answer to question No. 5, and
pull part of train.
8. Broken relief valve?
A. Take out the broken valve case, drive a wooden plug
tightly in the base of the case to completely block the aperture,
and screw the plugged relief valve case back into its place. If
thread is stripped, plug the hole in chest with a wooden plug
driven in tightly.
B. Broken valve rod gland 1
A. If the gland has broken close to one stud, a wide washer
slipped over the stud may cover the break and hold the gland tight.
If the body of the gland is broken, wind a piece of wire around
the barrel of the gland, and use the valve stem clamp which all
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engines are supposed to carry, having, in this case, bent the beak
or part intended for the valve stem key-way, out of the way, or
break it off.
If a stud has pulled out, change the studs, and both may
hold until you get home. If the good stud will not hold, put it
back where it belongs and try a rough bolt, with washers enough
to bring pressure from the head on the gland.
10. Piston-rod gland?
A. If a lug has broken near a stud, put a wide washer on
and tighten up. If the body of the gland is broken, wrap with
wire, put some waste or canvas into the stuffing-box, and put a
piece of board, notched on one edge for the piston-rod, over the
gland and tighten up. If one stud has pulled out, put the notched
board across the gland and tie each end with double strings of
bell cord or wire and carried round the front end of the cylinder,
and tighten the cords by twisting them. The twisting is accomplished by inserting a bolt or piece of stick between the strings
and turning it round several times.
11. Broken crosshead?
A. With four-bar, or with Laird guide bars, push the piston
ahead and block the crosshead by putting a piece of wood on the
lower guide bar against the crosshead and guide bar block at the
yoke and wrapping bell cord around guide and wood, so as to
prevent the blocking working out. Disconnect the main rod at
the butt end, and allow main rod to rest in yoke, take down strap
and brasses, so that end of main rod will not be struck by revolving main crank pin. Disconnect the valve rod, clamp valve in
central position, and run engine on one side.
If the guide bars are supported by the yoke at the center,
block the crosshead at the back by placing the piece of wood
between crosshead and front guide bar block, and wrap with bell
cord as before. Clamp valve stern as before with valve in central
position, and take down the main rod.
12. Broken crosshead gib?
A. If the engine is running forward the pressure of the
crosshead will be against the top guide bar. If the lower gib is
broken, take it out and substitute a flat piece of hard wood, well
oiled, for the broken gib; cut the wood wide enough to cause the
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crosshead gib plates to grip it and hold it in place. If the top
gib is broken, remove a bottom gib if possible and put it in on
top of the crosshead, and the wooden gib below. If the bottom
gib cannot be removed, put the wooden one in on top and proceed
cautiously, taking care to see that the wooden gib is freely oiled.
If the gibs are held in place by the sides of the crosshead
and are without gib plates, it will be necessary to nail or screw
small strips of wood across the wooden gib at each end, in order
to prevent the gib slipping out endwise. In this case the ends of
the wooden gib must be allowed to project far enough to hold
the strips. Care must be taken to see that there is sufficient clearance for the wooden gib at each end of the stroke.
13. Broken or bent guide yoke 1
A. If this accident interferes with the alignment of the
guide bars, the main rod must be taken down and crosshead
blocked, as described in answer to question No. 11. The valve
must be clamped in central position, and the engine run on one
side.
14. Broken eccentric ?
A. A broken eccentric disables the motion in so far as that
particular eccentric is concerned, and the strap and rod belonging
to it must be taken down. If it is the go-ahead eccentric which
has failed and the engine is running forward, the back-up strap
and rod may be taken down or not, but the valve rod must be
disconnected and the valve must be clamped on its center. If
cylinder is fitted for an indicator, remove plugs and oil through
holes. If not, slack front cylinder cover, oil through opening. If
the back-up eccentric is broken when engine is running forward,
it is possible sometimes, after taking down strap and rod belonging
to the broken eccentric, to drop the reverse lever down to the
" corner " and keep it there, working the engine accordingly,
with a block of wood in the link slot full length and wired in
position to prevent link slipping horizontally on the block, and
the bottom end of link secured with wire forward and back to
prevent swinging.
15. Broken eccentric strap or rod?
A. If the go-ahead strap or rod breaks when the engine Cs
running forward, proceed as outlined in answer to question
No. 14.
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16. Broken connecting rod?
A. Remove the broken parts and block the crosshead forward
or back, as described in answer to question No. 11. Clamp the
valve in its central position.
17. Broken rocker arm or rocker box ?
A. If the box is broken, take it down, remove the rocker,
valve rod and eccentric rods; treat as a case of one side being
disabled and as outlined in answer to question No. 5 or 11.
If direct valve motion is used on the engine, take down transmission bar if eccentric straps and rods are not removed.
18. Broken or sprung link ?
A. In case of broken link, take down link, eccentric strap
and rods, clamp valve in its central position, and oil as described
in answer to question No. 11.
If the link is sprung and if it is of the solid type, proceed
as described above, but if the link is made up of four pieces, slack
bolts at top and bottom of link and insert a washer or washers,
and tighten up so as to widen the link-slot sufficiently to allow the
link-block to work freely when link is raised, and proceed with
train.
19. Broken link-block or link-block pin?
A. Remove broken parts, and proceed as outlined in answer
to question No. 17.
20. Broken saddle pin or link lifter
A. Remove broken parts. Place reverse lever in the corner.
Pit a block of wood between bottom of link-block and bottom of
link. Drive block in tightly, so as to completely fill link slot up
and down, and wire it in position or clamp it in position with
bolt through the wooden block, and with strap on each side of the
link. The engine cannot be reversed from the cab in this condition, but may be reversed by removing wooden block, lifting link
and putting in wooden block above link-block.
21. Disconnected or broken throttle rod ?

W. What appears to be a broken or disconnected throttle
rod may be a cocked valve, which will often be brought back to
its seat if the rod be tapped. If the throttle be disconnected, go
that the valve cannot be closed, reduce steam pressure down to a
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point where you can handle the train with reverse lever and brake,
and take part of train.
If the throttle rod is broken or disconnected, so that the
valve cannot be opened, arrange to be towed in without disconnecting any part of the engine.
22. Broken driving axle?
A. If the broken axle is the main driving axle, connecting
and side rods on the disabled side must come down. The valve
must be clamped in its central position and lubricator on that
side closed. It is assumed that the driving wheel is found broken
off by fracture of the axle close to the outside of the driving box,
so that the wheel has to be thrown down clear of the engine.
Jack up the axle on the broken side and slip a piece of wood
between the under side of the spring saddle and the top of the
frame, in order to take the weight off the broken axle. Take
down driving cellar and block between axle and pedestal brace, so
as not to carry weight of axle on edges of cellar. Use cellar packing on top of this block. Run engine very cautiously. If other
than main axle is broken, block as above, and take down only the
side rods on both sides, which should come down (see answer to
question No. 5). If the engine has under hung springs, block
between frame and top of axle-box. Chain end of equalizer to
bottom rail of frame and take down spring under disabled axle.
If the trailing axle is broken, proceed as outlined above.
Weight of rear of engine can be partly carried on tender. Jack
up rear of engine, and chain a piece of track rail to lower bar of
frame by two chains, one near broken axle and one near back of
frame, and allowing end of rail to extend out under end-sill of
tender, and secure end of rail to end-sill of tender by a chain. In
this way the main drivers and front of tender will carry weight
of engine, which will thus be taken off broken axle. Remove
side rods as outlined in answer to question No. 5, and proceed
cautiously with both main driving wheels working.
23. Broken reach-rod?
A. The engine can be run with reach-rod broken and links
down so as to give valves full travel. If the engine is running
forward and it becomes necessary to back up, lay a bar on top of
frames, and, using a pair of small chains, lift the links, and chain
the lifting arms up to the bar. In some classes of engines it may
10
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be possible to pass the bar over the frames and under the lifting
arms. In running forward, if it is desired to " notch " up the
links, raise them to the required point and chain lifting arms to
bar across frames in the required position, or a pair of blocks
may be put in each link-slot above the link-block and wired there,
as outlined in answer to question No. 20.
24. Broken reverse lever ?
A. Proceed in the manner outlined in answer to question
No. 23.
25. Broken pin or bracket at bottom of reverse lever ?
A. If the bracket is not broken, insert a temporary bolt in
the holes of the bracket and reverse lever. If the bracket is broken
so as to let bottom of reverse lever become loose, remove bracket
and place bottom of reverse lever where it should be, and block
from bottom of reverse lever to back of cab, also block from bottom
of reverse lever to front of cab. It is advisable to cut both these
pieces of wood a little too long, so as to make them lie at an angle
with the cab floor and about a foot or so up at the back and front.
By this means they may be securely wedged in position, and with
a few blows from a hammer they will hold the bottom of the
reverse lever approximately in its proper position.
26. Shackle-bar between engine and tender?
A. Remove broken bar and insert link of heavy chain in the
shackle-bar pocket under the foot plate, and drop pin in place
through the link of the chain. This will give two free ends of
the chain, which should be carried back and secured to the body
bolster of the tender. Take up slack if possible in the safety
chains and have very little slack in the heavy chain, in order to
cause as little jerking as possible when engine starts train. Run
cautiously with part of train.
27. Broken shackle-bar pin?
A. Remove broken pin and remove king-pin from nearest
.at car ; chalk on ear so that the loss of the king-pin may be known.
Wedge top of borrowed king-pin with wood so that it cannot slip
down. Start train carefully and run very cautiously with part
of train. Remember, the fireman has to work practically between
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engine and tender, and good judgment and great care are required
in making this repair.
28. Broken engine truck frames?
A. In case of a four-wheel truck where the frame is broken,
jack up engine to take weight off the tru ck, then block on top of
the truck equalizers with a couple of short rails, which pass from
one side to the other and under the bolster. This will, when the
engine is lowered, transfer the weight from the bolster directly
to the top of the equalizers, and the engine may then be run carefully and slowly.
29. Broken engine truck bolster ?
A. Remove broken bolster and proceed as outlined in answer
to question No. 28; chain rails together to prevent their spreading, but with center casting resting on the short cross rails. The
truck will not readily curve and great care must be exercised in
running the engine. If short rail is not available, it is possible
to chain up each end of the truck bolster to the truck plate, or to
a rail resting across the truck frames.
30. Broken frame?
A. If the engine frame is broken in front of the main driving
axle, disconnect valve rod and clamp valve in its central position.
Disconnect main rod at butt end, block crosshead forward, shut
off lubricator on disabled side, and bring engine in on one side.
If frame is broken back of main driving axle, take down side
rods on both sides, with due reference to the position of the side
rod knuckle, leaving up main rods and front section of side rods.
31. Broken engine truck spring hanger?
A. Remove broken hanger, and chain end of spring up to
equalizer by small chain, passing round equalizer and wader
spring.
32. Broken engine truck spring
A. Jack up engine and place two blocks on top of equalize;
over hanger pins and under engine truck frame. Lower engine
and proceed carefully.
33. Broken engine truck axle or wheel?
A. If break in the axle occurs outside the axle box on a
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four-wheel truck, and is the back pair of the truck, chain axle up
at broken end to engine frame, so that axle box and equalizer are
supported by chain to engine frame. This will leave good wheel
on other side on rail, and if broken end be chained up as high as
it will go, the good wheel will be made to hug the rail. Run
engine very cautiously. If front axle is broken, turn the truck
if possible so broken axle will be at the rear and remove broken
axle, chain truck frames and front of equalizer up to engine frame,
and proceed with great caution.
34. Broken axle of pony truck 9
A. Jack up front of engine and remove truck and block
between forward driving boxes and frame, so that front driving
springs do not carry any weight; chain front of truck equalizer
up so as to keep it out of the way of catching on anything. Procoed cautiously and slowly, as the weight formerly borne by the
pony truck now rests on the forward pair of driving wheels.
35. Broken cross equalizer of 2-6-0 or 2-8-0 engine?
A. Jack up engine and block on top of forward driving axle
boxes and below frames. Thus take weight off forward driving
springs. Place short rail over back end of truck equalizer and
on top of engine frames. Chain back end of equalizer to the
short rail, and see that rail is secured so it cannot shift off frames.
If short rail cannot be had, when engine is jacked up, wedge front
of truck equalizer securely between cylinder saddle and equalizer,
and chain wooden block or wedge firmly in place. Instead of
blocking on top of forward driving boxes, the front ends of both
forward driving springs may be chained down to engine frames.
36. Broken driving spring stirrup or saddle?
A. Block axle box on top and below frame, or below spring
and on top of frame.
37. Broken spring hanger ?
A. Remove broken hanger and chain end of spring to engine
frame, and block under end of equalizer thus freed.
38. Broken driving spring ?
A. Remove broken spring. Block driving box on top and
below frame, and block . under end of equalizer thus freed. If
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underhung spring, remove spring, block on top of box and block
end of freed equalizer or under end of adjacent spring.
39. Broken equalizer or post ?
A. Block both boxes affected on top and below frame. Take
down loose parts and run slowly, as journals are liable to heat.
40. Broken valve seat ?
A. In many cases it is possible to work engine even with
considerable loss of steam. If the valve seat is broken between
the steam port and the outside of the seat, it is then impossible
to prevent steam passing into one end of the cylinder. Disconnect
main rod and push piston to that end of the cylinder to which the
steam leakage would naturally force it. Block crosshead so as to
hold piston in that position, place valve so that steam port adjacent
to the breakage will be open and the exhaust closed by valve.
Block valve in this position. This will keep cylinder full of
steam. This can be done by disconnecting valve rod, putting key
in valve stem, and cutting a piece of wood to fit between key and
gland and securely tieing or wiring wood in place. Shut off
lubricator on disabled side of engine and close and disconnect
cylinder cocks. If the piston is blocked at the front end, the
connecting rod may be left attached to the crosshead and carried
in the guide yoke. If the piston must be blocked at the back end,
take down connecting rod.
41. Broken lifting shaft ?
A. Take down broken shaft, and proceed as in answer to
question No. 23.
42. Key loose in frame splice or cylinder saddle ?
A. If keys have slacked back, drive them in, and where necessary use a thin liner to secure them temporarily, the object being
to insure against danger of bolts shearing.
43. Axle box stuck in jaws?
A. This generally is the result of driving journal becoming
hot. The box in expanding holds fast between the shoe and wedge
in the pedestal jaws. A good way to get the box loose again is to
pall down hard on the wedge by means of the pedestal bolt which
passes through the pedestal binder with a nut on the under side.
Then run the driving wheel up on a piece of wood or iron laid on
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the rail, so that it will drive the box up. When the wheel comes
off the piece of wood or iron, the box will probably pull the wedge
down enough to completely loosen it. If the driving brass is
broken and there is danger of further heating, it may be prevented
by blocking on top of driving box and below frame, or block on top
of frame and under spring saddle to relieve the pressure on the
broken brass.
44. Broken grate bar?
A. If a grate bar is broken at one end, it may be possible to
raise it up and block it as nearly as possible in place with a
piece of iron resting on ash pan. A stone may be used for this
purpose. If this cannot be done, clean fire off broken bar as well
as possible, and throw in a few fish plates and move them with a
poker so as to temporarily cover hole in grate. If grate bar has
broken in the center and cannot be raised, the hole may be filled
with a few stones or pieces of brick sufficiently to prevent the coal
from falling into the ash pan.
45. Broken whistle stem?
A. Bank or deaden fire with fine wet coal, and fill boiler as
full as possible, so that as steam blows off there will be enough
water over the crown sheet to permit of steam being raised again
without the necessity of filling the boiler. When steam pressure
has been sufficiently reduced, take out broken whistle stand, and
if it screws into dome cover, use any plug which will screw in or
an angle cock from a car if it will fit. If the whistle stand bolts
to dome-cap with a ball and socket joint, use piece of sheet rubber
if convenient and piece of sheet iron in the joint, so as to block the
opening and tighten whistle stem down in place. If none of these
things can be done, a hard wood plug, driven tightly in and
securely wired or clamped down to prevent it starting, may be
used, but when running steam pressure should be kept as low as
possible.
46. Burst flue?
A. This will probably mean a dead engine in a very short
time. Draw the fire, and in very cold weather blow off water
through blow-off cock. Take down hose bags and empty tender,
and prepare engine to be towed in. It is not necessary to discon•
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nect anything. Take out relief valves on steam chests and oil
through openings.
47. Leaky flues?
A. If flues leak badly, bran or sawdust mixed with water in
a bucket may be sucked up into injector through overflow. Too
much bran will cause the boiler to foam, and when bran or sawdust has been introduced into the boiler it will be necessary to
constantly open boiler gage cocks and gage glass drain cock to
prevent their clogging, and in order to ascertain actual water
level.
48. How can a piston valve be blocked in its central position?
A. A piston valve can be clamped in its central position in
a manner similar to that of an ordinary D-slide valve, but in case
no damp is available both the steam chest covers should be removed
and the valve placed in its central position, and two pieces of
wood cut so that each will bear against the valve and the chest
covers when put in position again. If the valve has inside admission it will not be necessary to make the cover joints steam-tight.
49. Guide bars broken?
A. In case the guide bars are broken or damaged in such a way
that it is impossible to block the crosshead in them, the piston may
be blocked at the back of the cylinder by taking off the front cylinder cover and pushing the piston to the back of the cylinder ; hold
it there by cutting a piece of board so that it will bear upon the
piston and the cover when it is put back in place.
50. Broken smoke box front ?
A. Take off broken casting and replace it with a series of
boards placed one on top of the other, so that each board touches
the one above it . Cut holes in the boards, so that the smoke box
studs pass through the boards and tighten up with nuts. The
smoke box cannot be made perfectly air-tight in this way, but it
will serve as a temporary repair, so that engine may be run.
.

MISCELLANEOUS.

51. Can cylinder clearance be equalized if one piston-rod is
slightly shorter than the other ?
A. Yes: For it is known that when the piston is exactly
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in the center of its stroke the distance from the center of the wristpin to the center of the main driving axle is the length of the
connecting rod. The length of the connecting rod can be varied
by the use of liners at the butt end. The crosshead clearance will
not be the same on both sides of the engine, nor will it be the same
at. each end of the stroke. Care must be taken to see that the
piston does not strike the cylinder cover. The difference in the
lengths of the two connecting rods will make no practical difference to the engine.
52. Is an engine likely to do itself more damage in slipping
at high speed than at low speed ?
A. At slow speed, when an engine slips, the revolutions of
the driving wheels are more numerous, compared with the distance
the engine moves over, than they are when it slips at high speed.
At slow speed the driving wheels, so to speak, store up energy,
which, when the wheels catch on the rails, is converted into work
in the form of a severe jerk to the train or a bent side rod or
broken pin. When the slip at high speed is caught by the rails,
the number of revolutions not being relatively great, as far as
the distance moved over is concerned, there is proportionally less
accumulated energy to be transformed into work, and the jerk to
the train is less and the danger of damage to the engine itself is
less.
53. What causes an engine to slip after steam has been shut
off I
A. The expression "slip of driving wheels" is generally
taken to mean that the driving wheels are revolving faster than the
speed of the engine would cause them to revolve. As a matter of
fact, when the throttle has been closed there is nothing to make
the wheels move faster than they should if the engine was being
towed. The peculiar jarring sensation which usually accompanies
this form of slip very closely resembles the effect produced by the
slip caused under steam pressure, where the wheels revolve faster
than the speed calls for, and one may be mistaken for the other.
Bent crank pins or a twisted axle, or engine out of quarter may
slightly retard the motion of the wheels when the steam has been
shut off, and thus produce a sensation resembling that produced
when the wheels spin round ahead of the speed.
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54. What may cause the flange of one of the front driving
wheels to cut ?
A. If the engine has a front truck, the cutting may be caused
by the truck center casting not being exactly in the center, or the
engine truck spring on the cut flange side of the engine may be
weak or partly broken. The truck will, therefore, be down on the
defective side and should be levelled up. If the cause is the
truck casting not being in the center, the remedy is to bring it to
its proper place. The front driving axle may be out of tram with
the main driving axle, and this can only be set right by bringing
both axles into tram.
55. What is meant by galvanic action in a boiler ?
A. Galvanic action is set up when two dissimilar metals are
acted on by an acid and one of them is gradually dissolved. In a
locomotive boiler a weak galvanic action is set up when certain
kinds of impure water are used which contain a trace of acid.
The action is made apparent when the iron tubes near the copper
ferrules are eaten away. To prevent this action the acid must
be neutralized.
56. Do main driving wheel tires wear faster than the others
on the same engine ?
A. The main driving tires often wear away faster than the
others because they are subjected to the pressure of the main rod,
which, when the engine is running forward ; presses the wheel down
against the rail. Sometimes the main driving wheels carry more
weight than the other wheels if adjustment has not been accurately
made.
57. Is there any particular substance used in making steam
pipe joints?
A. The essential in all steam pipe joints is that the surfaces
should be thoroughly clean and smooth and fit each other accurately; the tightness of the joint does not depend on the presence
of any foreign substance. The joint is usually made with a brass
ring, which is flat on the pipe side and concave on the cylindersaddle side. Such rings are carefully ground on both faces, and a
very thin coating of while lead and oil or black varnish may be
used before tightening up, but neither is absolutely necessary.
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The fit of the ring and the mechanical accuracy of the work is
what the efficiency of the joint depends on.

any lost motion at the wrist pin or main crank pin will vitiate the
result.

58. What is the cause of occasional leaking of flues ?
A. The chief cause of intermittent leaking of flues is rapid
changes of temperature in the fire-box, caused, perhaps, by the
too frequent opening of the fire door, or the heavy working of the
engine and opening the door when steam is shut off, causing
unequal contraction of flues and flue sheet.

61. How can a leak in the dry pipe be distinguished from
a leaky throttle ?
A. When the throttle leaks, the steam which Comes through
is usually dry, but that from a leaking dry pipe joint is usually
wet, owing to the dry pipe being nearer the water level in the
boiler. To test this in the shop, fill the boiler up high enough
to completely submerge the dry pipe, but not high enough to
reach the throttle. If the dry pipe leaks, water will come through.
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59. What is the effect of reducing the throw of locomotive
eccentrics ?
A. Reducing the throw of eccentrics would, other things
being equal, reduce valve travel. The throw of an eccentric
cannot be altered by changing its position on the axle. If there
is a rocker in the valve motion between the eccentric and the valve,
the travel of the valve may be altered, independent of the throw
of the eccentrics, by making one arm of the rocker longer than
the other. Changing the distance between the center of the eccentric and the center of the axle is the only way to alter the throw
of an eccentric.
60. How is the dead center found ?
A. The way to find the dead center, or point in the stroke
where the piston stands still, is to turn the main driving wheel so
that the crosshead comes near but not at the end of its stroke, and
the crank pin is somewhere above the horizontal center line through
the main driving axle. Mark that position by center-punch marks,
using a trammel reaching from the wheel to some fixed portion
of the engine, such as the guide yoke. Mark the position of the
crosshead by scribing a line on it and one of the guide bars. Now
move the wheel around until the scribed line on crosshead and
guide again coincide. Take the trammel and with one point in the
center-punch mark on the yoke mark the tire. Divide the distance
equally between the tire punch marks, and when the trammel
point comes to this central punch mark, the crank will be on its
dead center. Care must be taken in turning the wheel not to turn
it back, if one or other point is accidentally overrun. The wheel
must be moved so as to always push or pull the crosshead and
piston. If the piston be pushed in one case and pulled in the other,
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62. Is it easier to pull or push a train of given weight ?
A. It is easier to pull a train over a portion of road than to
push it over the same road. There are two reasons for this. The
engine, if backing up when pushing the train, is more likely to
slip than when running forward, because there is a tendency in
turning the driving wheel by the action of the connecting rods to
take some of the weight off the drivers and transfer it to the engine
truck, but whether the engine backs or runs forward when pushing
the train there is more flange friction caused by pushing a train
than when pulling it. This may be illustrated by the behavior
of a chain which can be readily pulled along in a straight line,
but if pushed, even in an oiled groove, has a tendency to buckle
and the links to skew as they rub along the sides of the groove.
The ears of a pushed train act in much the same way, and extra
flange friction is thereby developed.
63. Can an engine having 20x24-inch cylinder be made to
pull a heavier load by having its cylinders changed to 22x28
inches, without altering its weight ?
A. Theoretically, the increase of the cylinders, either in
diameter or in stroke, or an increase in boiler pressure, will
increase the tractive effort of the engine, and, for that matter,
a decrease in the diameter of the driving wheels will produce a
like result. If an engine has been properly designed in the first
place, it is not advisable to do any of these things for the reason
that the friction between the driving wheels and the rail must be
taken into amount. For dry clean rails the co-efficient of friction is about 0.25 of the weight on the drivers. In other words,
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if an engine has 100,000 pounds weight on its driving wheels,
its maximum tractive effort ought not to exceed 25,000 pounds.
If it does, the engine is likely to slip. The alteration of its cylinders, therefore, while increasing its calculated tractive effort, might
have the practical effect of making the engine less efficient than
it was by rendering it unduly slippery. The weight on the drivers
is called the adhesive weight, and one-quarter of this is the practical frictional limit which should not be exceeded by the tractive
effort.

67. What would be the correct lead to give a 2-8-0 engine
handling heavy freight trains over a fairly hilly division, cylinders 20x24, steam pressure 180 pounds, drivers 50 inches diameter, adhesive weight 111,500 pounds, total weight 129,500
pounds ?

64. Why is a throttle valve for a locomotive generally made
with a double seat ?
A. This is done for the purpose of approximately balancing
the valve and rendering it easy to work. A throttle valve, as
usually designed, has its upper disc a little larger in diameter than
the lower one, so that the pressure acting on it, when shut, will
tend to keep it shut and so avoid any accidental op•ning.

diameter. A standard M. C. B. 3/x7-inch journal has practically
a weight sustaining area of 24.37 square inches, for the actual
bearing is only 64 inches long. If the journal load is 200 pounds
per square inch, the journal carries in all 4,874 pounds.

65. Why are some throttle valves hollow ?
A. The throttle valves of most of the modern types of locomotives are made hollow, so that, whether open or shut, they will
always have the metal surrounding the stem, or the inside walls
in contact with steam. This is for the purpose of having the valve
as hot as the throttle case, and consequently as much expanded as
the case. In the older forms of throttle valves, where the top of
the upper and the bottom of the lower disc only were in contact
with steam when the valve was closed, the stem was comparatively
cool and did not expand as much as the case, and there was, therefore, a tendency for the lower disc to be pulled slightly off its seat,
which caused the valve to leak.
66. What amount of lead would he good practice for an
engine hauling fast passenger trains over a hilly division, engine
of the 4-6-0 type, 18x24-inch cylinders, 180 pounds pressure,
66-inch drivers, and adhesive weight about 92,500 pounds; total
weight, 122,500 pounds ?
A. About one-tenth of an inch lead would be good practice.
If the trains polled were light, the amount of lead might be
slightly greater.

A. About one-sixteenth of an inch lead would be good practice.
68. how is the pressure on journals usually calculated ?
A. The weight on a journal is usually computed as if it rested
on an area made up of the length of the journal, multiplied by its

69. What is meant by saying that an engine uses so many
pounds of steam per horse power, say 45 pounds ?

A. This expression refers to the steam used in producing
one horse power. In this case it was the steam from 45 pounds
of water, and the steam is here measured by weight and does not

refer to pressure; 45 pounds or water turned into steam still
weighs 45 pounds.

70. Why does a locomotive with lost motion in its driving
boxes pound heavier on the left side than it does on the right side ?
A. When the right crank pin leads, as it usually does on
engines built in this country, the pull of the piston on the right
crank pin on the top half revolution has been forward. While
the right piston is traveling forward it is pulling the right driving
box against the right front pedestal shoe. When the exhaust
takes place and compresson begins just before reaching the forward
quarter, the right driving box is pushed against the back shoe. At
the same time the left crank pin is on the top quarter and is being
pulled forward by the left piston, so that the left driving box is
against the front shoe and by leverage, the right driving box is
being pushed back and goes back without very heavy jar in any
case, as soon as exhaust takes place. By the time steam pressure
comes on the right piston on the forward quarter the box is solid
on the back shoe. When the left crank pin comes near its forward
quarter, the box is being held against the forward shoe by leverage
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from the right crank pin, in which the right driving box is the
fulcrum. When steam is admitted on the left side, it drives the
left box back suddenly to the left back shoe. These actions and
reactions are repeated on the back quarter on both sides, and if
there is any lost motion the left side develops a pound sooner than
the right side.
71. Is it safe to run any distance when, by reason of some
accident to the valve gear, the steam ports have to be covered?
A. Yes. As no steam or water of condensation enters the
cylinder there is nothing to remove the lubricant. A little good
oil introduced into the cylinder when the valve was placed in its
central position ought to be sufficient for a considerable distance.
If valve oil is not available, use black oil.
72. How is a piston-valve packing blow ascertained ?
A. Place the engine on top or bottom quarter with reverse
lever in the center and cylinder cocks open. In this position the
valve has closed off all communication with the cylinder. When
steam is admitted to the valve chamber, if the forward cylinder
cock emits steam, it shows that the front piston valve packing
rings are defective. If steam conies from the rear cylinder cock,
the back piston packing rings are. defective.
73. How to locate a cylinder packing blow in an engine with
piston valves?
A. When testing cylinder packing, place engine so that right
main crank pin shall be on the forward top eighth and left main
pin will be on back top eighth. If, on opening the throttle, steam
escapes from both the cylinder cocks of either side, it generally
shows that on the side on which steam appears that piston
has defective packing or that cylinder is cut, but it must
be remembered that a defective -valve bushing or defective piston
valve would allow steam to escape in the same way. If, however,
that piston valve has been proved all right, the piston packing in
the cylinder is not steam-tight.
74. Does a piston-valve engine sound lame with defective
packing rings?
A. If the piston -valve is of the outside-admission type, the
inner rings control the exhaust.. Any defect in either of these
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rings would hasten the release at the defective end, and so cause
the engine to sound lame. If the piston valve is of the insideadmission type, the outer rings govern the release, and any defect
in either ring would manifest itself in lame beats from the exhaust.
75. What is the matter if a piston valve shows no blow during
a standing test, yet blows at a certain point when the engine is
working hard and is at slow speed?
A. In making the standing test a good valve will show no
blows, as the ports are covered. The appearance of a heavy blow
at some point when the engine is working hard, with full travel,
indicates that the valve overtravels and passes off the valve seat.
A bent lifting arm may cause this.
76. If a locomotive uses 5 pounds of coal per horse power
per hour, what is the theoretical efficiency, assuming that a pound
of coal contains 14,500 heat units?
A. The total number of heat units is 14,500 X5.72,500.
One horse power is equivalent to the raising of 33,000 pounds
one foot in a minute. In one hour, or 60 minutes, the number of
foot pounds would be 1,980,000. This divided by 778.3=2,543.9
heat units per horse power per hour. Now divide that amount
by the number of heat units contained in the 5 pounds of coal, viz.:
2,543÷72,500=0.035, which is the theoretical efficiency of the
engine.
77. What ingredients, and in what proportions, will give
good metallic packing for valve stems and piston-rods ?
A. The original formula used for U. S. metallic packing was,
tin 100 parts, copper 9, antimony 6, total 115 parts. Or, to put
it in percentage, tin 87 per cent, copper 71, and antimony 51. A
reduction of antimony to 3 parts instead of 6 gives a softer alloy,
which may be more serviceable under certain conditions. Some
roads use a packing made of 80 parts lead, 12 of tin, 3 of phosphor
tin, and 5 of antimony; total 100 parts. Others use 74 lead, 17
tin, 3 phosphor tin, and 6 of antimony; total 100.
78. In fastening block and tackle to an engine or car for the
purpose of pulling either onto the track, should the three-pulley
k 7 the two-pulley block be attached to the derailed car or
engine
A. The three-pulley block should be attached to the engine or
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car, as by that means there is one more subdivision of the rope to
help increase the effective pull.
79. What is meant by latent heat?
A. Latent heat is the heat which is absorbed in the change of
physical state, as when ice becomes water, or when water becomes
steam. Latent heat has been defined as potential energy in the
form of a change in the internal constitution of a substance produced by the absorption of heat without rise of temperature.
Latent heat cannot be recorded by a thermometer. The latent
heat of water is 143 thermal units. In other words, to melt one
pound of ice a quantity of heat has been absorbed which would be
capable of raising a pound of water through 143° F.
The latent heat of steam is 967 thermal units, and in order
to convert one pound of water at 212° F. into steam at the same
temperature an amount of heat has been absorbed capable of raising 967 pounds of water at 1° F.
80. What is about the proper allowance of oil for a heavy
freight engine on through freight and on local freight ?
A. ,Under usual road conditions, one pint of valve oil for
75 miles run and one pint of engine oil for 35 miles.
On local freight, one pint of valve oil for 60 miles and one
pint of engine oil for 30 miles. On the basis of so much per 100
miles, the through freight would be 14 pints valve oil and 3 pints
engine oil. Local freight, 11 pints valve oil and 3? pints engine
oil.
81.. What part of an eccentric usually experiences the most
wear ?
A. Generally the greatest wear is to be found on that part of
the eccentric which is farthest from the center, owing to its being
the part that pulls or pushes the strap.
82. What is meant by the term single-acting engine?
A. A single-acting engine is one in which steam acts on one
and the same side of the piston each stroke. For example, in a
vertical engine, if steam always and only acted on the under side
of the piston during the up stroke, the engine would be a singleacting engine. Locomotives are not single-acting engines.
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83. What is the water brake, which is sometimes spoken of
as being applied to a locomotive
A. The so-called water brake is the name given to the method
of retarding the motion of an engine when drifting on long down
grades. The arrangement consists of a 1-inch pipe from the boiler
in the cab, inserted below the water level and run forward to the
exhaust passage in the cylinder saddle. When the engine is drifting forward, the method of retarding the motion is to open the
cylinder cocks, place reverse lever in back gear, and then open the
valve in the cab on the finch pipe. This allows a small stream
of hot water to flow into the exhaust cavity below the cylinder
saddle. A certain amount of this water is drawn into each cylinder at each stroke, and its stored up heat is sufficient to turn most
of it into steam which lubricates the piston, and the pressure
produced by compression is sufficient to apply a slight but constant
check to the speed of the engine. The steam and water are blown
out of the cylinder cocks at each stroke. There is no danger of the
pressure becoming too great, as only a small quantity of water is
drawn in by the pistons at each stroke and all is driven out on
the return stroke. The proper name for it is the Le Chatelier
back-pressure brake.
84. What is meant by the expression "water-bottom," as
appplied to a locomotive tender ?
A. A tank having what is called a water-bottom is one in
which that portion which contains the water extends under and
at the back of the fuel. The water-bottom is the flat extension,
perhaps 12 or 18 inches deep, which forms the floor on which the
fi reman shovels the coal. In this kind of tank there is usually
no water space at the sides of the fuel, as there is in the ordinary
U-shaped tank.
85. When a steam engine indicator is not available, bow can
one find the mean effective pressure in a cylinder ?
A. When the cut-off is known it is possible to get a good
approximation of the mean effective pressure by multiplying the
boiler pressure by the decimal fraction corresponding to the point
of cut-off, as given in the following table:
107
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86. Should a compound engine be run as a simple or as a
compound engine when drifting ?
A. When drifting it is good practice to run the engine as a
compound, with just throttle opening sufficient to overcome any
excessive pounding due to the weight of the heavy low-pressure
piston, often noticeable in a cross-compound. The effect of using
very light throttle under these circumstances keeps up a pressure in
the cylinders sufficient to prevent the smoke box gases from entering, and it helps to lubricate the cylinder. The reverse lever
should not be put down to the corner. With the throttle slightly
open it would be wasteful of steam to drop the reverse lever down
to the corner, as the valves would then have full travel at increased
speed. The object is to reduce the tendency to pound and preserve
the lubricant in the cylinder.
87. What is the mean effective pressure in the cylinder ?
A. This expression simply means average steam pressure
during the stroke. In computing it from an indicator card it
it usual to measure from the back-pressure line to the steam line,
at intervals representing one inch of stroke, and set down the
pressure for each inch of stroke. Taking the average of these
gives the mean effective pressure for that stroke. The arbitrary
rule adopted by the American Railway Master Mechanics' Association for estimating the M.E.P. in the cylinders for use in
calculating locomotiveatractive power at full stroke is 85 per cent
of the boiler pressure.
88. What is good practice in the matter of side play between
hubs and boxes of the driving wheels of a 2-6-0 engine ?
A. Good practice would be to allow 38:2. inch for cast iron
driving wheels and 4 inch if the hubs are babbitted. This is
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satisfactory if the main driving wheel tires are without flanges.
The pony truck wheels should have from is inch to inch.
89. What is the amount of shrinkage which should be allowed
for a locomotive driving tire on a cast iron wheel center ?
A. The old rule for the smaller sized wheels, such as 28-inch,
was Au inch for every foot of diameter. This is equivalent to
a TAFF of the diameter in inches as the shrinkage allowance.
This allowance is not strictly followed for larger wheels. Some
shops allow TM of the diameter in inches for tires 56 to 78
inches where cast iron centers are used. For 78-inch tires on
steel centers, particularly if the runs are not heavy, an allowance
of v+ of the diameter in inches is the rule followed.
90. What is the pressure shown on a steam gage I
A. A steam gage, such as is used on any ordinary boiler or
locomotive engine, shows the pressure in pounds per square inch
above that of the atmosphere. Atmospheric pressure at the sea
level is 14.7 pounds per square inch. Absolute pressure is that
above vacuum. Thus 100 pounds gage pressure equals 114.7
pounds absolute.
9L What effect has short valve travel as compared with long
travel, cylinders being the same for each ?
A. The valve with the short travel will move slower than
the one with long travel, and will open the steam ports to a less
amount, and will close more slowly but earlier than the longer
travel valve.
92. Does long valve travel tend to retard or accelerate the
speed of an engine ?
A. It tends to accelerate the speed by giving freer entrance
and exit to the steam.
93. When does compression begin in a cylinder ?
A. Compression begins when the valve shuts off the now of
exhaust steam. This position of the valve is called the point of
compression or point of exhaust closure.
94. What physical changes does water undergo in its change
to ice and to steam ?
A. Water freezes at 32° F. It contracts as the temperature
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decreases until it reaches 39.2° F, which is called the point of
maximum density. As the temperature continues to sink below
that point, water expands at the same rate as it contracted when
above that temperature. When it turns to ice it expands about oneeleventh of its volume. This is why pipes are burst when ice is
formed in them, and it is also the reason why ice floats in water.
Water boils at 212° F. at the sea level under an atmospheric pressure of 14.7 pounds per square inch. The boiling point falls as the
pressure decreases and rises as it increases. Under a pressure
of only 10 pounds, water boils at 193.2° F. Under a gage pressure of 100 pounds, water boils at 337.5° F.
95. Is there a simple and practical way of getting the angular advance of the eccentrics of a locomotive ?
A. Place the driving wheels on a track having a good plank
floor between the rails. Set the right crank pin, for example,
on the extreme forward quarter. The lap and lead of the valve
are known, and suppose, when added together, that they equal one
inch. The arms of the rocker are supposed to be of equal length.
Hang a string having a pointed plumb bob at each end over the
axle, and so lay it off on the floor. Place the go-ahead eccentric
with the "bulge" uppermost. The exact position can be found by
hanging the string over the eccentric and moving the eccentric
until the plumb bob points are equal distances outside the lines
representing the axle. Move the eccentric round toward the crank
pin until the point of the plumb bob adjacent to the pin has moved
one inch along the floor. The eccentric then has an angular
advance equivalent to the linear advance of the valve. If the
engine has indirect motion, this eccentric follows the crank pin
and this position is correct. When settng the back-up eccentric,
place it temporarily with the bulge hanging down, and move it
toward the crank pin so that the plumb bob points move one inch
over the floor. If the motion is direct, the same procedure should
be followed, only the eccentrics should be reversed in vertical
position and should be moved away from the pin in each case.
Indirect motion using a rocker with both arms the same length,
and both arms above or below the rocker shaft, will not make any
difference in this method of finding the position of the eccentrics.
91. Does a locomotive slide valve travel faster or slower
when the links are hooked up ?
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A. When the links are hooked up the valve travels slower,
because its travel is shorter than when in full gear, and, as it
only makes one excursion to and fro for every revolution of the
wheel, it is moved more slowly when it has a shorter distance to
cover.
97. In calculating the tractive power of a locomotive, is
any allowance made for the internal friction of the engine itself ?
A. The formula by which the tractive effort is calculated
does not allow for the friction of the engine.
98. If the tractice power formula does not take into account
any friction, what amount should be allowed t
A. Ten per cent of the power was formerly allowed for locomotive friction, but this is too low according to tests made at
Purdue University with a Schenectady locomotive. In those tests
the friction of the locomotive itself used up from 12 to 23 per cent
of the power developed.
99. What is a 1° railroad curve 1
A. A railroad curve is measured and spoken of as the segment of a circle. A 1° curve is a curve in which 100 feet is the
distance which subtends an angle of 1 degree. In a 2° curve a
chord of 100 feet subtends an angle of 2° at the center of the
circle. In a 3° curve 100 feet subtends an angle of 3°, and so
on for all degrees of curvature. A 1° curve, therefore, has a
radius of 5,730 feet. A 2° curve has a radius of 2,865 feet. A
10° curve has a radius of 573 feet.
100. What are easement curves?
A. A railroad curve is dealt with as a segment of a circle,
and straight track between curves is spoken of as a tangent. As
a matter of fact, where straight track joins a curve, say, for
example, where a tangent touches a 3° curve, the sudden change
in direction would be too great for anything but Iow speeds, and
the necessary rail elevation could not be properly attained at the
exact point where curvature began; therefore, between the tangent
and the curve proper there is introduced a curve of greater radius
than the 3° curve, as the easement curve. It might be, in this case,
a short 1 0 curve, so that the train would pass over the tangent, then
over the short 1° curve with a gradual rise of the outer rail, and
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filially reach the 3° curve. It would pass off the 3° curve on to
the short 1° curve and on to the tangent at the other end. In this
case the short 1° curves would be called easement curves.
101. What is the difference between temperature and heat?
A. This can be best explained by stating the way in which
heat and temperature are measured. Temperature is measured
or recorded on a thermometer and is expressed as so many degree?,
Fahrenheit or Centigrade, according to the thermometer used.
heat is measured in thermal units. One British thermal unit
(B.T.U.) is the quantity of heat required to raise one pound of
pure water (11 20) from 39° to 40° F.
102. When steam is blown off a locomotive boiler, why does
the water level sink ?
A. Water in a boiler with a steam pressure of 200 pounds
absolute is at a temperature of 381.7° F. As the pressure falls,
by reason of steam being blown off, a portion of the heat stored
up in the water is liberated and it turns some of the water into
steam. At 100 pounds absolute pressure the water is at a temperature of 327.9° F. As the pressure goes down, the heat in the
water has been turning more of it into steam, which is, of course,
blown off, and when the pressure has been reduced to zero on the
gage, or 14.7 pounds absolute, which is the pressure of one atmosphere, the water is reduced to a temperature of 212° F, and no
more water turns to steam except by cooling and evaporation
below the pressure of one atmosphere. When the operation of
blowing off a boiler is begun, the injector should be put on for
the double purpose of securing a high water level, so that the
crown sheet will not be uncovered when all the steam has been
blown off; and also for the purpose of reducing the temperature
of the water by the addition of comparatively cool feed water ;
andsohteigpranofblwig.
103. What is the function of a by-pass valve on locomotive
cylinders?
A. The function of a by-pass valve is to prevent back pressure, caused by the churning of air in the cylinders when the
locomotive is drifting. The by-pass valves are made so that when
steam is admitted to the cylinders the passage between the ends
of the cylinder is tightly closed by the steam pressure causing
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the by-pass valves to shut, but when the engine is drifting they
open and allow air to pass out from one side of the piston through
the by-pass passage to the other side of the piston on one stroke
and vice versa on the next. Air thus moves from before the
piston and comes round behind it each stroke.
104. What is meant by the term cylinder clearance?
A. Cylinder clearance, as used in calculations concerning
the efficiency of an engine, is the space between the piston, when
at the end of its stroke, and the valve face. This is the volume
made up of the space between the piston and the cylinder cover,
and the steam passage between cylinder and valve face.
105. What is the difference between back pressure and compression?
A. Back pressure is the pressure of steam which resists the
return of the piston on the side from which the steam is exhausting while the exhaust port is open. Compression is pressure
caused by the squeezing of the exhaust steam remaining in the
cylinder after the valve has closed the exhaust or outflow, prior
to opening for the admission of live steam. Any excess of compression over and above what is needed for the best conditions of
operation is also called back pressure.
106. What is the object of the crown sheet sloping toward the
back, which may be seen in some engines?
A. When the engine is on a down grade, a sloping crown
sheet tends to maintain a more even water level over it than if it
were horizontal. The slope prevents the tendency to uncover the
back of the crown sheet.
107. What are the essential qualities of good valve oil/
A. Valve oil, as supplied by the Galena Signal Oil Company,
is made from a refined product of petroleum mixed with some
good animal oils. The ingredients are selected with a view of
making a compound to stand high temperature and yet retain its
lubricating quality, and, at the same time, contain nothing which
would cause corrosion.
108. What is Galena engine oil made from ?
A. It is made from Franklin crude oil, which is a natural
product of high lubricating quality. This is mixed with whale
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oil and red lead in certain proportions. These are combined in
such a way that the red lead is held in solution in the oil and is
thus capable of being carried to a journal by waste packing, and
it tends to fill up the minute spaces on the surface of a journal
bearing.
109. How should a two-cylinder compound be counterbalanced ?
A. Each side should be balanced for itself alone, as a twocylinder or cross-compound locomotive is really two engines, and
the source of steam supply for either cylinder has nothing to do
with the counterbalance.
110. Why does an engine equipped with piston valves often
pound very noticeably when drifting?
A. When the engine is drifting the valve is moving as it
does when steam is being used, and, where by-pass valves are not
used, air is being pushed out into the exhaust. When the
valve reverses its motion there comes a time when the valve
completely closes the port through which the air is passing to the
exhaust. This corresponds to the point of exhaust closure when
steam is being used. With an ordinary D-slide valve, when drifting, the air can raise the valve off its seat, but with a piston valve
the valve cannot lift and the sudden stoppage in the flow of air
causes a slight amount of compression, and this is sufficient to
take up the lost motion in the boxes or in either end of the main
rod. The nearer the reverse lever is to the corner, the less will
be the pound as the exhaust closure is late and the piston is near
the end of its stroke, and consequently not moving as fast as when
the exhaust closure takes place early, and there is less air compressed and the pound is less.
111. If the side rods of a 2-6-0 engine are in tram, is there
any provision to enable the rod to lengthen when the main driving
wheel drops down on low joint on the back ?
A. There is no provision for the alteration in the length of
the side rod in this case, except the usual amount of slackness in
the fit of the side rod bearings, which is probably - 311 inch scant.
When the main wheel comes down a low joint and the leading and
trailing drivers are on slightly higher track, each of the sections
of the side rods lie along the hypotenuse of a right-angled triangle,
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whose base is along the straight line joining the leading and
trailing crank pins. With rods perhaps 7 feet long, and main
driver say I inch lower than the others, the change in the length
of the side rods would be so small that it may be safely disregarded. If an engine were fitted up so snug that it could not
" give " slightly in various ways, it would run too hot to be of
service on the road.
112. Why does air become hot when it is compressed and
cool when it expands?
A. Air becomes hot when it is compressed because mechanical work is done upon it during the process of compression, as
lead or any other substance becomes hot when it is hammered.
This becomes apparent in the rise of temperature, just as a chip
of steel heats when being cut off in a lathe. If a given volume
of air be compressed to half its original volume without heating,
if such a thing were possible, its pressure would be doubled, but
in practice the pressure would be somewhat increased because
the inevitable heating of the air tends to make it expand. Air in
common with other gases expands 4-6 of its volume for every
increase of 1° F (it expands of its volume for each degree
Centigrade). If air be heated by compression and allowed to
cool and then expanded, it will draw heat from the walls of the
containing vessel equal in amount to that which was caused by
reason of its compression.
If a gas expands to of its volume for each rise of 1° F,
and shrinks by the same amount for every 1° F abstracted from it,
then, theoretically, if a gas was cooled down through 490° F it
would have no volume. This theoretical point, minus 490° F,
is called the absolute zero of temperature. As a matter of fact,
no gas can be made to lose its entire volume in this way, because
before it reached so low a temperature some physical change
would intervene. It would become liquid or otherwise depart
from the theoretical rate of contraction.
113. Does turning off the outside of an eccentric alter its
throw ?
A. Turning off the outside edge of an eccentric, that is, the
part which is enclosed in the strap, does not alter the throw of
the eccentric. The throw of an eccentric is determined by the
distance which the center of the eccentric is from the center of
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the axle, and, if a certain amount be taken off the " bulge " of an
eccentric, an equal amount will be taken off the back; and, though
the eccentric may be made smaller, its throw is not altered.

might be better to use the words " weak " or " stiff " in the relative
cases.

114. What is the angularity of the connecting rod?
A. The term " angularity," as applied to the connecting rod,
can best be explained by following the crank pin through one
revolution. When the crank pin is on the forward quarter the
piston is at the forward end of the cylinder. When the pin comes
to the bottom quarter it will be found that the piston and crosshead are not exactly in the center of their stroke; they have run
a little beyond the vertical center line. This distance is greater,
the shorter the connecting rod. By the time the crank pin reaches
the back quarter the piston and crosshead have exactly completed
their stroke. When the crank pin comes to the top quarter the
piston and crosshead are a little back of the center of their stroke,
in fact, they are where they were when the pin was on the bottom
quarter. When the pin comes to the forward quarter, both crosshead and piston are at the end of their stroke. It will thus be
seen that the piston travels more than half its stroke during the
first quarter revolution of the wheel, and consequently less than
half during the second quarter of the .revolution of the wheel.
During the third quarter it travels less than half its stroke, and
more than half during the last quarter. It, therefore, appears
that for the crosshead half strokes at the front of the cylinder
the pin will describe less than an exact quarter circle, and for the
two half strokes at the back of the cylinder the pin will describe
more than a quarter circle.
This explanation must be somewhat modified when dealing
with the position of the piston when the crank is on the top or
bottom quarter in engines which have the center of the axle below,
or above, the center line of cylinder.
115. What is meant by a steam gage being so many pounds
" light " or " heavy ? "
A. If the boiler is carrying 100 pounds pressure, as shown on
a correct standard test steam gage, and, at the same time, the doubtful gage shows 95 pounds, then the doubtful gage is said to be
5 pounds " light." If, however, the gage in question registered
105 pounds, then it would be said to be 5 pounds " heavy." It
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116. What is the physical condition of the water in a boiler
when it is said to be foaming?
A. When steam bubbles form in pure, clean water, each small
globule rises quickly to the surface, and instantly breaks away
into the steam space without much " splashing " on the surface
of the water. Foaming generally takes place in water which is
more or less viscous or cohesive, as when soapy or oily. When
steam is formed in water in this state, each bubble of steam, as
it endeavors to free itself at the surface, is enveloped in a watery,
greasy film like that of a soap bubble, and this film rises a certain
distance above the surface before it breaks. When this action
goes on to a very considerable extent, as it does in a boiler where
large quantities of steam are being rapidly formed, the result is
that the surface of the water becomes frothy and water is liable
to be carried up into the throttle valve, as there is a strong current
or up-rush of steam toward the throttle if it is open at the time.
When the water in a boiler is foaming badly it is very difficult
to ascertain the true water level, as the height shown in the water
glass is unreliable, and the gage cocks do not give very satisfactory
results. The throttle should be shut off when endeavoring to get
some idea of the water level. Temporary relief may be had by
filling the boiler pretty full and using the blow-off cock to blow
off a gage of water. The boiler should be washed out as soon as
possible and the tank thoroughly cleaned.
117. What is " priming? "
A. Priming is practicially frothing in clear water, and is
caused where steam is being rapidly generated, and where the
water level is high a certain amount is carried into the throttle.
Priming is water being carried up in quantity with the steam as
it rises from the surface. The water level can be ascertained by
shutting off.
118. How are locomotive springs tempered ?
A. Tempering of locomotive springs is usually done by hav-

ing a large cast iron box filled with water, which is kept flowing
out at one side and in at the other to keep it cool. Another east
iron box is filled with whale oil or other suitable mixture. This
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oil cistern is usually immersed to a certain depth in the water box.
The spring plates are set each to its proper radius, and heated to
redness and one at a time dipped in the oil bath and kept there
until each comes down to a light or dark blue, according to the
quality of the steel. The spring plate is then dipped into the
water bath and cooled off.
119. What is the principle upon which the sight-feed lubricator works ?
A. The sight-feed lubricator is pratically two separate chambers, placed one on top of the other. The upper one is the condenser and the lower one the oil chamber. The condenser is
connected with the boiler by a small steam pipe. Steam, therefore, enters and condenses in the upper chamber, and the water
of condensation passes down to the bottom of the oil chamber
through a small pipe. The oil chamber having been previously
filled with oil, the water of condensation being introduced at the
bottom of the chamber forces the oil up, and, as it floats on top
of the water, it rises readily. There is an upright pipe placed
in the oil chamber, which opens close to the top and receives the
oil as it is forced up. Oil having entered this pipe, passes down
it inside the lubricator, and at the bottom of the upright pipe a
branch leads off to the sight-feeds or glass tubes which are outside
the oil chamber. The sight-feed glasses are also full of the water
of condensation from the condenser. The ends of the branch
pipes opening into the sight-feeds are fitted each with a nipple,
from which drops of oil pass up into the water in the glasses, and
float up to the top where they enter the long pipes (formerly called
tallow pipes) which lead to the steam chests. Small choke nipples
are placed in the tallow pipes close to the lubricator, and chokes
or narrow openings are provided in the tallow pipes at the
entrance to the steam chests. These are to prevent the fluctuations of pressure in the steam chest from drawing the oil out of
the lubricator too rapidly. A glass tube like the water gage on a
boiler shows the quantity of oil in the lubricator at any time.
120. What is the principle upon which an injector works?
A. Roughly speaking, an injector consists of a cylindrical
brass case containing various tapered nozzles into which steam is
introduced through one nozzle. The point of the first nozzle
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partly enters a second nozzle, leaving an annular space around it,
connected by pipes to the water supply, and through which water
enters. This second nozzle is called the combining tube, because
in it the jet of steam meets with and is condensed in the water.
The combining tube terminates opposite the smaller end of a
double cone nozzle called the delivery nozzle, but does not touch
it by a space equal to about its own diameter at this end, leaving
an open annular space which is connected to an overflow pipe.
The other and larger end of the delivery nozzle is connected by
pipes to the boiler, with proper valves to prevent return of the
water. The combined jet of water and steam passes the overflow
opening and is received by the delivery nozzle and pipes and
carried to the boiler. The theory of the injector, and the reason
why steam at a given pressure can force water into the boiler
from which the steam was drawn and against its own pressure, is
that the steam, moving at considerable velocity and being comparatively light, meeting the water which is flowing slowly and is niiwh
heavier, is thus able, while losing its own velocity, to impart a
velocity to the water greater than it had before. By combining
with the water it causes a heavier body (the water) to acquire
sufficient momentum to raise the check valve and enter the boiler
against the pressure of the steam.
121. What is a non-lifting injector ?
A. A non-lifting injector is one which is placed below the
level of the bottom of the tank, and is constantly filled by the flow,
due to gravity. The water is forced from this level into the boiler.
122. What is a lifting injector ?
A. A lifting injector is one which is placed above the level
of the bottom of the tank or even above the water level, and the
injector is filled by the operation of either an extra steam nozzle
or by a special method of varying the area of the steam nozzle
which then lifts the water up to the injector, from which it is
forced into the boiler in the same manner as in the non-lifting
injector.
123. What is the action of a lifting injector ?

A. When steam is admitted to what is called the lifting
nozzle of the injector, a partial vacuum is formed in the injector
itself by the steam passing through and out of the overflow, and
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the water in the tank which is below the level of the injector rises
to the injector by the weight of the atmosphere in obedience to
natural law. The injector does not lift the water in the usual
sense of those words. It takes away some of the air pressure from
the surface, and the water in the tank which is below the level
of the injector rises up to the injector level, just as water in a
well rises in the pipe of a suction pump when the plunger has
caused a partial vacuum in the pump.
124. What is the effect of long, narrow steam ports compared
with shorter and wider ones?
A. Long, narrow ports of the same area as short, wide ones
admit steam rapidly at the beginning of valve opening. Shorter
and wider ports, while not giving as large an opening at the beginning, do not wire-draw as a rule and the exhaust is freer, but they
require a longer valve travel to obtain this result. With a given
travel of valve the width of port is fixed, and port length gives
freedom.
125. What is the heat value of crude oil as fuel ?
A. Fuel oil gives about from 19,000 to 20,000 British thermal units per pound, while very good coal properly burned gives
in the neighborhood from 14,000 to 14,500 B.T.U. per pound.
Many coals give only 13,500 B.T.U. The evaporative efficiency
of coal is about 10 pounds of water per pound of coal from and
at 212°. That of crude oil is about from 13 to 14 pounds of
water per pound of oil. Fuel oil has a higher evaporative efficiency, of about 25 or 30 per cent.
126. What is a piston valve?
A. A piston valve is really like a spool with enlarged ends,
each end having two or more packing rings. One of the rings
at one end controls the flow of steam to the cylinder and the other
controls the exhaust. The packing rings have the same functions
as the steam and exhaust edges of the slide valve, as if a slide
valve were bent backwards to a circular form. Piston valves are,
of course, circular in form and work in a bushing, inserted in the
steam chest or valve chamber. A piston valve differs from the
ordinary D-slide valve only in form, not in function. It does not
have any balance strips, as the balance is secured by reason of its
form. No valve yoke is used with the piston valve; a straight

rod through the body of the valve is the valve stem and connection
with the valve rod. A slide valve can lift from its seat when
excessive pressure reaches it from below. This is not possible
with a piston valve.
127. How are the smoke stack and exhaust pipe brought in
line?
A. Level the smoke-box lengthwise and crosswise. Place
the smoke stack or base on the smoke box and find the center of
the opening by calipering. From the center so found suspend a
plumb bob so that it just hangs over the center of the seat of the
exhaust pipe, and fit and fix the base in that position. Adjust the
smoke stack or the base so that the plum bob, when hung from
the center of the top of the stack, is directly over the center of the
exhaust seat. Secure the stack or base in this position.
128. How is the exhaust pipe placed in line with the stack ?
A. The stack being in line with the exhaust pipe seat, the
pipe may be placed on the seat which has been planed parallel with
the cylinders and tested to insure its being level, and, as the smokebox has been leveled lengthwise and crosswise, the plumb line
may be dropped from the center of the stack, and the exhaust
pipe adjusted so as to bring its center directly under the plumb
bob. In the case of double nozzles, the plum bob must come
exactly over the center of the division between the two openings.
129. What is the result of having bad joints about the smokebox ?
A. The result of a bad joint anywhere about the smoke-box,
whereby it draws air, is a bad steaming engine. When the engine
is working slowly, and the exhaust steam leaves the exhaust nozzle,
it passes up in the form of a powerful jet and fills the stack and
drives out a stackful of smoke-box gas. This gas has entered the
smoke-box through the flues, and, when it is driven out, more
rushes in to take its place, so that a strong though intermittent
draft is applied to the fire. When the engine is working quickly
the steam rushes up the center, and the smoke and gases are entrained up the sides of the stack by friction. If the smoke-box
draws air from the outside, air will enter more readily than the
gases from the fire :box, on account of the resistance through the
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fire and in the tubes, and, when the exhaust jet moves a stackful
of gas, part of it is made up of air drawn in from the outside,
and the draft on the fire is consequently weaker. The inflow of
air from outside, making the draft weaker, also causes an accumulation of cinders in the smoke-box, and, as oxygen is contained in
the air drawn in, the hot cinders soon catch fire owing to there
being live sparks among them, and this state of affairs soon becomes evident by the excessive heating of the smoke-box plates and
front.
130. What is the effect of a leaky steam pipe in the smoke
box ?
A. This causes a bad steaming engine, as the escaping steam
helps to fill the smoke-box and so diminishes the draft on the fire.
The exhaust only removes a stackful of gas each time the jet
shoots out, and if steam has leaked into the box it must be got
rid of, and consequently not so much of the smoke-box gases can
be removed at each exhaust, and the blast on the fire is weakened
thereby. A leak of steam in the smoke-box can be distinguished
from a smoke-box drawing air, from the fact that the leaking
steam does not burn up the cinders in the smoke-box, though they
accumulate in the box and lie in the flues and tend to restrict
the draft.
131. What is good average evaporative performance for an
engine per pound of coal?
A. This depends very largely on the quality of the coal used,
but with good bituminous coal about from 7 to 8 pounds of water
is evaporated per pound of coal under normal conditions. Hard
coal evaporates about 6 to 7 pounds of water per pound of coal.
132. What effect does the size of a smoke stack produce?
A. Generally speaking, the enlargement of a smoke stack
will give freer opportunity for the escape of the smoke-box gases,
but the size of the stack is, after all, a matter found by experiment.
A tall, narrow stack may have the same volume as a shorter one of
larger diameter. Some railroads prefer the high, narrow stack,
and others, where head room is an important consideration, use
short stacks with an extension carried down into the smoke-box,
If a stack is too large the draft will be feeble, as the jet of exhaust
shoots through it without drawing out a complete stackful. If
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the stack is too small the exhaust will choke, and the effect on the
fire will be poor draft.
133. What is the principle of the pneumatic blow-off cock?
A. The pneumatic blow-off cock is constructed something
like a check valve of a boiler ; that is, there is a valve which prevents the escape of water, and this valve is held down on its seat by
the pressure in the boiler. Against the outer side of this valve the
stem of a small piston rests. The piston is enclosed in a cylinder,
placed opposite the check valve, and the outer part of this cylinder
is in communication with the main air reservoir, the pipe forming
the connection having a cut-out valve on it placed in some convenient position. When air is admitted behind the small piston
it is forced out, and its stem unseats the check valve and thereby
enables the contents of the boiler to discharge. When the air
pressure is cut off, the pressure in the boiler causes the check
valve to reseat itself and so shut off the flow of water from the
boiler. The seating of the check valve pushes back the stem and
small piston to their normal positions.
134. How does a grease cup act?
A. The grease cup is filled full of grease, and the cover is
screwed on and the plug screwed in sufficiently to subject the
grease to some pressure. Part of the grease is thus forced through
the small hole leading to the crank pin. As the grease is used
the pressure applied by the plug gradually diminishes, but even
with very satisfactory lubrication some slight heat is developed
which expands the grease sufficiently to keep up a small flow for
a considerable length of time.
135. Does an engine with large driving wheels run faster
than one with small drivers?
A. A locomotive with large driving wheels will pass over a
greater distance with the same number of strokes than one with
smaller wheels. In a sense, the engine with the smaller wheels
may be said to run faster, but it does not travel as far in a given
time. An engine having 80-inch driving wheels makes about 252
revolutions to the mile, while a 60-inch wheel turns 336 times in
a mile. This is 84 revolutions more for the smaller wheel than
for the larger, or about 31 per cent. If both engines ran the same
108
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distance in the same time, the smaller wheel engine would burn
more coal and there would be considerable increase in piston
speed for the engine with the smaller wheel.
136. What is the effect of a splitting-wedge or bridge in
the single exhaust tip of an engine ?
A. The splitting-wedge or bridge is sometimes put in as an
expedient to cause an engine to steam better. The bridge sharpens
up the exhaust, that is, it gives the steam more velocity, as the
exhaust steam has to pass out of a nozzle diminished by the area
of the bridge. The bridge has much the same effect as bushing
the exhaust tip or applying one with smaller area of opening.
The usual practice is to use an exhaust tip of suitable size without
the bridge, as the presence of any obstruction in the nozzle tends
to somewhat increase back pressure, and great care must be taken
not to divide the jet so that part of it will strike the top of the
smoke-box and miss the opening at the base of the stack.
137. If a locomotive stands with right crank pin on forward
quarter and the reverse lever be moved from extreme forward to
extreme back gear, how much will the valve move?
A. In the position described the engine is standing with
valve open the full-gear lead amount. As the reverse lever is
drawn back to the center the valve will open still further until
the mid-gear lead position has been reached. As the reverse lever
is moved to extreme back gear the valve will move back again to
the same place it was, which is full-gear lead. The opening of
the valve, or the lead, will be the same at each end of the stroke
whether the reverse lever be full ahead or full back, if the valves
have been set with the back motion similar to the forward.
138. Why are some engines made with center line of cylinders above the center line of the driving wheels, or sometimes
with the cylinders inclined at an angle to the horizontal center
line of the drivers ?
A. This is sometimes done for the purpose of gaining space
above the engine truck wheels, or for other reasons which may
be of importance in a particular design, but the engine so built
does not gain or lose in power, as this elevation of the cylinders
above the center line of the wheels is usually but a few inches.
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139. Why is it that some locomotive grates slope down
toward the front end?
A. This is done in shallow fire-boxes for the purpose of
giving as much space as possible above the fire and below the lower
row of flues. In some engines the grates are level at the back of
the box and slope forward from a point about half way along the
box; others have a gradual slope from the back of the box to the
front, but in any case the idea is to keep the lower flues sufficiently
above the fire to prevent their becoming choked with cinders or
coal when the engine is working. A locomotive grate should be
placed as low as possible in the fire-box, provided it is sufficiently
above the mud-ring to prevent the fire acting on the plate where
it lies against the mud-ring.
140. How can a blow due to defective balance strip be distinguished from a blow from a leaky slide valve ?
A. Place the engine with crank pin on the top quarter of
the side to be experimented with, block the driving wheels, open
the cylinder cocks, place the reverse lever in the center, and
slightly open the throttle. With engine in this position the valve
covers both ports. If steam blows out of either cylinder cock it
proves that this side of the engine is defective. To determine
whether it is a defective balance strip or a leaky valve, move the
reverse lever a short distance on either side of the center notch,
but not enough to make the valve uncover either port. If steam
continues to blow from one cylinder cock, the valve or valve seat
is cut on the end indicated by the blow from the cylinder cock.
If, however, the blow is alternately from one cylinder cock and
then from the other, the defect is in the balance strips, as live
steam is passing into the balance area and down into the exhaust
cavity, and, when the valve is moved to and fro, it brings first one
steam port and then the other into communication with the exhaust
cavity, and steam passes down the steam port thus exposed. There
will, of course, be a greater amount of blow up the stack, whether
the valve or the balance strip is defective.
141. What is the cause of the difference in the size of the
drops of various kinds of oil?
A. Other things being equal, the oil having the greatest
specific gravity the thicker it will be. The weight and thickness
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of an oil determines the size of the drops. Heavy, thick oil has
less fluidity than light, thin oil, and breaks into drops less readily
than thin oil. When fed through the small nozzle of a lubricator,
the particles of heavy oil adhere to the nozzle for a longer time
and form a larger drop before breaking away and floating up
through the water. Light fluid oil adheres but slightly to the
nozzle and breaks away after a small drop has been formed. The
particles of heavy oil have more cohesion among themselves, and,
when formed into drops, resist the tendency to break apart more
than do the drops of lighter, thinner and more fluid oil. The size
of the nozzle modifies the size of the oil drop. Wide, flat nozzles
produce larger drops than thin, sharp nozzles do, as there is a
larger surface for the oil to adhere to.
142. What is specific gravity?
A. When one says that the specific gravity of gold is 19,
one means that gold is nineteen times heavier than an equal bulk
of pure distilled water (11 20) at a temperature of 39.2 Fahrenheit.
143. What are the principal causes of a boiler explosion?
A. Defective construction is one cause, and by this we mean
not only bad original design, but also repairs which introduce
conditions which are equivalent to bad design. Bad design may
be defined as the construction of a boiler from plans and specifications which make parts inaccessible or do not provide for a
sufficient factor of safety. Boilers should be so designed
that their weakest part shall be, if possible, fully five times
stronger than the internal pressure required to tear apart the
weakest portions. Deterioration of the boiler may also bring
about an explosion. Corrosion, accumulation of scale, pitting,
extensive cracking, mud-burning, broken stay-bolts may so
weaken the plates of a boiler as to cause an explosion. These
defects may be allowed to develop through neglect, and for
want of constant and intelligent inspection and proper repairs.
Gradual deterioration of a boiler may be said to begin from the
time it is put into service, just as wear takes a place in
the parts of the machinery of an engine from the time it enters
active service. Deterioration may be a slow process, but its effects
are cumulative. Unremitting care must be bestowed upon a boiler
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in regular service. Nowhere is the proverb more true that
" Eternal vigilance is the price of safety " than it is in dealing
with a locomotive boiler. Low water may also cause an
explosion. If the water level is allowed to become so low that the
crown sheet is uncovered, the sheet itself becomes very hot, and
consequently soft enough to bag down between the crown stays.
If the internal pressure is kept up, the sheet will eventually be
pulled off the stay-bolts and the unsupported sheet will then very
likely tear across a row of stay-bolt boles and violently discharge
the contents of the boiler. Boilers exploded from this came
generally show evidence of the overheating by the color of the
plates, and it is frequently possible to ascertain after the accident
the level to which the water in the boiler had sunk at the time of
the explosion.
144. When the contents of a boiler under steam pressure
are suddenly discharged, why is the action so violent as to be
termed an explosion ?
A. This is caused by the almost instantaneous liberation of
the heat stored in the water. The temperature of water forming
steam under a pressure of 200 pounds absolute is 381.7° F. If
the pressure be quickly removed, this stored up heat causes the
water to flash into steam, and though to the eye of Science the
process is no doubt gradual, yet it takes place with such rapidity
and such force as to tear the boiler to pieces in the process and
hurl the broken parts in all directions. An exploded boiler is
generally left entirely destitute of water, and although none of
the heat below 212° F had any part in the vaporization of the
water, the powerful outrush of steam and water is usually sufficient to blow all the water out.
145. What is the mechanical energy stored in the form of
heat in water at 200 pounds pressure?
A. Water at 200 pounds absolute pressure, or 185.3 pounds
gage pressure, has a temperature of 381.7° F. It is, therefore,
169.7° F hotter than water at 212° F. Each pound of water,
therefore, contains 169.7 British thermal units, ready to cause
water to flash into steam. If the boiler contains 2,500 gallons
of water, that amount will weight 25,000 pounds. The total heat
units in 25,000 pounds of water is 4,242,500, and as each heat
unit is.equal to 778.3 foot-pounds, the total stored up energy in
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the water is equivalent to 3,301,937,750 foot-pounds. This
amount of energy would be capable of lifting 100 tons more than
311 miles.
146. What are some of the causes which may prevent an
injector from working ?
A. If the strainers in the tank or the suction pipe become
clogged, so that an insufficient supply of water reaches the injector,
it will fail to work, because all the steam is then not condensed
and the injector will blow back. If the injector draws air, the
same result will be produced. These defects must be remedied
by either cleaning out the strainer or the suction pipe, or by
stopping the air leaks. If there are air leaks in the tender hose,
wrapping it round with a wet cloth will often be found effectual.
If the injector is coated with scale, so that the internal passage
is clogged, the injector will not work properly. The interior parts
cannot well be cleaned on the road, unless the obstruction is caused
by the presence of some foreign body. If the feed water is too
hot to condense all the steam, the injector will break. The temperature of the feed water must then be lowered by filling the
tank at a water station, and, if necessary, letting a considerable
quantity run out of the hose bags. If the boiler is priming badly,
and steam laden with water reaches the injector, it will interfere
with its proper working. Shutting the throttle will frequently
remedy this trouble.
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148. What is the duty of the man who lights up or starts a
fire in an engine ?
A. He should first ascertain the height of the water in the
boiler. The indication given by the water glass is not sufficient.
He should make certain by opening the lower try cock and observe
the flow of water. If the engine is cold, the safest way is, if
possible, to take out the stem of the lower try cock and observe
the flow of water. Simply opening the try cock when the engine
is cold may cause water lodged in the cock to drip out, and thus
not indicate the water level in the boiler.
149. Why is it not advisable to sand one rail ?
A. In case the engine slips with sand on only one rail, the
driving wheels on that side may catch suddenly and the momentum
of the moving wheels, rods, etc., on the other side may cause an
excessive strain on the axle, which may bend it or break a crank
pin.
150. If a water glass breaks, how should the valves in the
mountings be shut off ?
A. The person attempting to close the valves of a broken
gage glass should protect himself with a coal scoop or a loose
coat thrown over his head and should have a fireman's glove on
his hand. The lower valve should be shut off first, as hot water
is being blown from it, after which the top valve should be shut..
COMPOUND LOCOMOTIVES.

147. Is a movement of the water in the gage glass a sure
sign that it registers the true water level in the boiler
A. The movement of the water is not an infallible sign,
though if the water in the glass remains stationary there is something wrong. If the opening into the boiler at the bottom of the
glass is stopped up, the water will maintain a constant level.
This level is utterly unreliable as an indication of the water level
inside the boiler. If the bottom opening is free and the top
clogged up, the water will still continue to rise and fall in the
glass, but the indication as to the true water level will be quite
untrustworthy. The gage glass should be frequently blown out
from both top and bottom through the drain pipe at the bottom,
and the try cocks used to check the indication given by the glass.

151. -What will happen if the intercepting valve of a Richmond cross-compound sticks in the compound position ?
A. When it is desired to start in the simple position with
the intercepting valve stuck in the compound position, no steam
can get to the low-pressure steam chest except from the highpressure exhaust. If the engine has stopped with the high-pressure crank pin on the forward or back quarter, the engine will not
start, as the high-pressure piston cannot move the pin and live
steam cannot get to the low-pressure side. If the engine has
stopped so that the high-pressure piston can move the engine, the
low-pressure side will receive steam after one high-pressure exhaust. The engine itself may be started wider these circumstances.
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152. If the intercepting valve of a Richmond cross-compound
sticks in the simple position, what will happen?
A. In this case the engine would start, but if it did not
automatically become compound after a few revolutions the pressure in the receiver between the high-pressure piston and the
closed intercepting valve would rise and eventually become equal
on both sides of the high-pressure piston, and the emergency
high-pressure exhaust valve would have to be opened in order to
allow the high-pressure exhaust to pass directly to the atmosphere.
The engine could then be run slowly as a simple engine with the
emergency valve open.
153. What would happen if the emergency valve stuck open
or shut on a Richmond cross-compound ?
A. If the emergency valve stuck open, the engine could not
be made to work compound, but would have to be run slowly as
a simple engine. If the emergency valve stuck shut, the engine
could not be changed back to simple after it had changed to compound.
154. If the reducing mechanism in the intercepting valve
of a Richmond compound engine became deranged, so that live
steam could enter the receiver, what should be done?
A. The intercepting valve should be removed. The emergency valve should be left in place, and the passage leading from
the auxiliary steam pipe to the intercepting valve casing should
be blocked, and the engine be thus rendered wholly a compound
for the time. In starting, the high-pressure side will be the only
one to receive steam. If there was simply a leak, so that steam
got into the receiver, it would weaken the high-pressure side and
strengthen the low-pressure side, probably to the point of causing
the low-pressure relief valves to pop.
155. If the Richmond compound emergency valve and the
intercepting and reducing mechanism became inoperative or
broken, what should be done?
A. All parts of the intercepting valve and emergency valve
should be removed and the passage for live steam from the auxiliary steam pipe to the intercepting valve should be blocked. The
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engine would then become simple, using only the high-pressure

Bide. The low-pressure valve and piston would be lubricated by
some steam passing to the low-pressure side.
156. If the by-pass valve on the low-pressure cylinder of a
compound should become deranged or broken, so as to permit the
passage of steam to both sides of the piston at the same time, what
should be done!
A. Remove the by-pass valves and fill the central portion
of the by-pass passage by a plug of wood. This can be held in
position by two pieces of wood filling the distance between the
by-pass caps and the plug of wood.
157. What can be done in case the shell of a Schenectady
compound intercepting valve breaks?
A. If the shell is broken at the forward end, so that the
reducing valve is left intact and only the end wall damaged, the
whole valve should be pushed forward to the position in which it
would be if the engine were working simple. In this position the
reducing valve will shut off live steam coming from the auxiliary
steam pipe to the low-pressure cylinder, and the engine may be
run as a compound.
If the reducing valve end of the intercepting valve is broken,
the bottom joint of the auxiliary steam pipe should be slacked off
and a piece of sheet iron inserted so as to block the entrance of
live steam on the low-pressure side, and the engine run as a compound.
158. What would happen if the starting valve of a Vauclain
four-cylinder compound should become deranged ?
A. It is not impossible to find a Vauclain four-cylinder compound running with the starting valve open, as the amount of
steam which can get through at any speed is very small. If the
valve is broken off, so that steam blows into the atmosphere, the
ends of the equalizing pipes should be plugged and the plugs
fastened so that they will not be blown out. The engine will then
he worked as a compound, the low-pressure cylinders not receiving
steam when starting until the first high-pressure exhaust has taken
place.
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159. In the Pittsburgh compound, does the intercepting valve
work automatically ?
A. No, it does not work automatically. As long as the
reverse lever is kept in the corner, either in forward or back gear,
the engine runs as a simple engine. When the reverse lever is put
in the first or second notch from the corner, the engine becomes
a compound, as the intercepting valve is controlled by the movement of the reverse lever. The movement of the intercepting
valve causes the high-pressure exhaust to pass directly into the
receiver. When this is done, the opening into the receiver, by
which live steam from the reducing valve enters, is closed to
reducing valve steam, and the pressure accumulating in the chamber behind the reducing valve, acting on the larger area of the
valve, causes it to close, and holds it in that position until the
movement of the intercepting valve again opens the receiver for
the escape of steam from the chamber behind the reducing valve,
and, by thus reducing the pressure behind it, permits it to open.
The intercepting valve is on the high-pressure side of the engine.

voir through a continuous pipe under the tender and all the cars
of the train. The pipe was connected between each vehicle by a
rubber hose. This pipe fed the brake cylinders and moved a
piston in each, which pulled the brake rods and levers as the band
brake had done. To release this brake, the three-way cock was
turned so as to let the air out of the cylinders and brake pipe.
163. What improvement was made on this form of brake ?
A. The automatic brake was devised. This consisted in a
change of principle. In the Westinghouse automatic air brake
the pump filled the main reservoir on the engine, the same as
with the straight air brake ; and a feed valve in the brake, acting
as a reducing valve on it, constantly filled the brake pipe, as the
pipe under the tender and cars was called. Compressed air was,
therefore, always in the brake pipe when the brakes were off, and
a reduction of pressure in the brake pipe set the brake. The
bursting of a rubber hose between any of the cars, as when the
train broke in two, would set the brakes. This was why the brake
was called automatic.

160. How does the Baldwin two-cylinder compound, intercepting valve act ?
A. The intercepting valve for the Baldwin two-cylinder compound is on the high-pressure side of the engine, and is not automatic in its action. It is, therefore, independent of receiver pressure, and is operated by steam pressure controlled by a valve in
the cab. The valve is normally held in simple position by the
pressure of a spring, and, when it is desired to " compound " the
engine, steam is admitted behind a piston connected with the inter- ,

164. How were the brake cylinders supplied with compressed
air in the automatic brake ?
A. Under each car an auxiliary reservoir was placed, and a
triple valve governed the flow of air from the brake pipe to the
auxiliary reservoir and from the auxiliary reservoir to the brake
cylinder.
ceptingval,dhmoentfispcuerath

tension of the spring and places the valve in the " compound "
position.
THE AIR BRAKE.

161. What was the original form of Westinghouse air brake?
A. It was called the straight air brake.
162. How did the straight air brake work ?
A. There was an air pump on the engine which filled a
reservoir also on the engine with compressed air, and when it
was desired to apply the brakes a three-way cock on the engine
was turned to permit the flow of compressed air from the reser-

165. How did this triple valve operate ?
A. The triple valve consisted of a piston operating a slide
valve. When the brake was off, air flowed in from the brake pipe
under the piston and pushed it to the end of its stroke, known as
release and charging position, thus moving the slide valve so that
it covered the port leading to the brake cylinder. it under the
triple piston held it in this position, and flowed by the piston
through a small short groove in the triple cylinder. It then
passed to the auxiliary reservoir, and filled it to a pressure of
about 70 pounds.
166. How were these brakes applied ?
A. When brakes were to be applied, the engineer let some
of the air out of the brake pipe by means of the brake valve in
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the gab, and this caused the triple piston to move to the service
application position where it blocked the groove, and the movement of the piston carried with it the slide valve and its movement uncovered the port leading to the brake cylinder, so that
air from the auxiliary reservoir flowed into the brake cylinder
and applied the brakes.
187. How were brakes released?
A. Brakes were released by restoring the air pressure to the
brake pipe. This was done by moving the handle of the brake
valve in the cab to release position, which made communication
between the main reservoir on the engine and the brake pipe.
The flow of stored-up air into the train pipe had the effect of
moving all the triple pistons up again to their original positions,
which enabled air to feed into the auxiliary reservoir. It covered
the port leading to the brake cylinder by moving the slide valve,
which also opened a passage for the escape to the atmosphere of
the air imprisoned in the brake cylinder.
168. How were the various pressures regulated to insure
release ?
A. The air pump supplied 90 pounds pressure to the main
reservoir, and the feed valve, which was really a reducing valve
on the engineer's valve, permitted only 70 pounds pressure to be
carried in the brake pipe and the auxiliary reservoir, and there
was only atmospheric pressure in the brake cylinder. When only
a few pounds pressure was let out of the brake pipe, the greater
pressure in the auxiliary reservoir moved the triple pistons, ana,
the brake cylinders being empty, the flow of air from the auxiliary
reservoir took place as soon as the passage to the brake pipe was
cut off and that to the brake cylinder was opened. Filling the
brake cylinder from the auxiliary reservoir reduced the pressure
in the auxiliary reservoir to about that made in the brake pipe
when the triples moved to lap position. When air at 90 pounds
pressure from the main reservoir flowed through the train pipe
it forcibly drove the triple pistons up to their release and charging
positions, and the flow of air then continued from the highly
charged brake pipe into the impoverished auxiliary reservoirs,
while the brake cylinders discharged to the atmosphere, releasing
the brake.
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169. What was done when brake release was fully completed
A. The engineer turned the handle of his brake valve to
running position and cut off the direct flow of main reservoir
pressure to the brake pipe, and the air pump meantime proceeded
to restore the 90 pounds pressure to the main reservoir and the
feed valve allowed air at 70 pounds pressure to flow continually
into the brake pipe and auxiliary reservoirs.
170. How was the plain triple valve made sensitive?
A. The slide valve in the triple was fitted with what was
called a graduating valve, and its operation was as follows: When
the triple piston had moved down so as to open communication
between the auxiliary reservoir and the brake cylinder, it opened
a small port which was governed by a little valve called the
graduating valve. The reduction of pressure in the auxiliary
reservoir soon brought the pressure slightly below that of the
air left in the train pipe (as the engineer reduced it but a few
pounds in order to cause a brake application), and the triple
piston began to move up again to the release position. A slight
motion of the triple piston was sufficient to move the graduating
valve which was in the slide valve, but not to move the slide valve
itself. The slight movement of the graduating valve closed the
small port leading to the brake cylinder, so that what air had
entered it remained there, and the auxiliary reservoir pressure
remained as it then was and the brake pipe pressure as it was.
A further reduction of brake pipe pressure drew down the triple
piston just sufficient to again open the graduating valve and permit
a second flow of air from auxiliary to brake cylinder, making a
stronger application of brakes. When the auxiliary pressure again
fell a trifle below that of the brake pipe, the triple piston moved
up enough to close the graduating valve and hold stationary the
pressure in the auxiliary, brake cylinder, and brake pipe.
171. What did the quick-action brake do that the plain
automatic brake had not done?
A. It enabled the brake to be used on long trains, in what
is called the emergency application, and insured a rapid and
positive action of the brake on each car.

172. Describe the emergency action of the plain triple valve.
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A. When air was suddenly or quickly discharged from the
brake pipe, the triple piston was carried down to the limit of its
stroke and the slide valve was drawn clear of the port leading to
the brake cylinder, and it thus opened wide that port. Air,
therefore, passed quickly and directly through this larger port
from the auxiliary reservoir to the brake cylinder. A quicker,
though not a stronger, brake application was thus obtained.
173. How did this emergency application work on long
trains ?
A. The emergency action of the plain triple was not satisfactory on long trains, though the service application had proved
to be quite satisfactory. On long trains the sudden application
caused the brakes on the front cars to set first and the slack of
the train to run in on the retarded front cars with such force as
to do damage.
174. How was this defect remedied by the quick-action
triple valve ?
A. The quick-action triple is identical in action with the
plain triple as far as service application is concerned, but it contained an emergency feature which enabled brakes to be set on
the rear cars of long trains a few seconds later than on the front
cars. The quick-action triple was provided with an emergency
valve and a check valve which was interposed between the train
pipe and the brake cylinder. This emergency valve was held
shut by the pressure of air in the brake pipe. Above the emergency valve was a piston having a larger area than that of the
emergency valve. When a sudden reduction of air in the brake
pipe took place, the triple piston moved to the extreme end of its
stroke and carried the slide valve past the opening to the brake
cyinder, just as in the plain triple. A port in the slide valve in
the quick-action triple was brought opposite a port leading to
the upper side of the emergency piston. Pressure from the
auxiliary was thus introduced on top of this piston and forced
it down, and its movement unseated the emergency and check
valve and so opened a large direct passage from the train pipe to
the brake cylinder. Air from the train pipe was thus discharged
into the brake cylinder and not only increased the pressure in
the brake cylinder, but caused a sudden reduction of air in the
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brake pipe of the next car behind, and so on throughout the
train. The brakes on the last car of a 50-car train were set fully
in 2i seconds after the handle of the engineer's brake valve in the
cab had been placed in the emergency position.
175. How does the emergency application secure a more
powerful brake action than the service application?
A. In the service application, the gradual equalization of
pressure between the auxiliary reservoir containing 70 pounds
and the empty brake cylinder takes place when both contain air
at about 50 pounds. This is the maximum brake power, and no
further reduction of air pressure in the brake pipe can do more.
When the emergency application is resorted to, the brake pipe
pressure is rapidly discharged into brake cylinder, so that the
brake cylinder contains air under some pressure just as the
auxiliary reservoir begins to equalize with the brake cylinder,
and under these circumstances the equalization is effected with a
pressure of 60 pounds in the brake cylinder and auxiliary reservoir. The emergency application, therefore, sets the brakes quicker
and tighter than the maximum service application.
176. How is the pressure in the brake cylinders applied to
the brake rigging so as not to skid the wheels?
A. The levers, which with the rods, etc., form what is called
the foundation brake gear, are proportioned so that the total
pressure on the brake shoes on freight cars shall be about seventy
per cent of the light weight of the car. For passenger cars (having
two 4-wheel trucks) about ninety per cent of the light weight of
the car is used. For driver brakes on engines about seventy-five
per cent of the weight on the driving wheels is used, and for
tenders, which are loaded practically all the time, about 100 per
cent is used.
177. In proportioning the leverage for freight or passenger
cars, tenders and engines, what pressure in the brake cylinders
is the basis of the calculation?
A. Where plain triple valves are used, 50 pounds pressure
in the brake cylinders is the figure employed in the calculation,
and 60 pounds where quick-action triples are used.

1 706
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178. In a brake cylinder, does piston travel affect the equalization of auxiliary reservoir and brake cylinder pressures?
A. Yes, long travel reduces the pressure in both auxiliary
reservoir and brake cylinder below the amount which is considered normal and which is used in the calculation for leverage.
Short piston travel keeps the equalization point above the normal.
Other things being equal, the brakes set harder with short piston
travel than they do with long piston travel. Cars with long
piston travel, in a train with brakes fully applied, release before
those having short travel because there is less pressure on top of
the triple pistons.
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through the top of the lever can be put through any pair of holes
to adjust the position of the dead lever.
182. Have the pressures in the brake cylinder been ascertained from actual practice for various lengths of piston travel ?
A. A series of tests was made with a properly equipped
freight train, and the results published in the Air Brake Men's
1896 proceedings. The figures in the following table are the
average of several tests. The table is taken from that report:
Piston Trove[ lima Resultant Cylinder Pressure.

Teon ope
Reduction.

180. In ordinary air brake practice, what is considered the
proper amount of piston travel ?
A. Piston travel, to secure good results, should be between
5 and 8 inches. The most generally satisfactory piston travel
is about 7 inches.
181. What is the usual method of adjusting piston travel?
A. This is generally done by taking up the slack in the brake
rigging, and is accomplished by altering the position of the dead
lever, which is the lever in the truck held stationary at the top
with a pin. The top of the lever is held between the parallel sides
of a yoke in which a series of holes have been drilled, and the pin

7
10
13
16
19
22
25

5
Ce3
c..7.
G1 'II 1-'4

179. If piston travel is very short, how will the brakes act?
A. If the piston travel is less than 21 inches, the brakes
will not remain set for the reason that in the brake cylinder wall
there is a groove cut parallel to the axis of the cylinder. This
is called the " leakage groove," and it is placed there to prevent
the brake setting owing to a leaky triple valve. Air leaking in
small quantity from the auxiliary reservoir through the triple
valve to the brake cylinder might in time cause the brake to set,
and the leakage groove is cut in the cylinder wall for the purpose
of allowing this air to flow past. the piston and escape to the
atmosphere without setting the brake. The leakage groove thus
prevents the gradual accumulation of air in the brake cylinder,
but when a service application is made only a small quantity of
air blows out through the leakage groove before the piston has
moved over it and set the brake.

4
25
49
57

6
171
34
44
54

7
13
29
371
473
51

8
101
23
33
413
47
50

9
8
191
29
35
40
473

10

11

17
24
29
361
44
47

14
20
24
32
39
45

183. Is there any method of automatically taking up the
slack of the brake rigging ?
A. The American slack adjuster is a device for automatically
taking up the slack in the brake rigging and regulating piston
travel. In the ordinary brake arrangement, one end of the floating cylinder lever is fastened to the back head of the brake cylinder. When the American slack adjuster is used, this end of this
lever is attached to a crosshead, working in a pair of guides. The
crosshead is moved backward or forward according as a ratchet
wheel on a screw connected to it is revolved to the right or left. The
farther the end of this lever is moved from the brake cylinder head
the less slack there is in the rigging.
The method of operating the screw is automatic, and whether
it moves or not depends on the brake cylinder piston travel. The
end of the screw is fitted with a ratchet nut, and the pawl for
turning this nut is attached to the stem of a small piston, which
is in a cylinder carried at the end of the guide bare. The small
cylinder communicates with the brake cylinder by a copper pipe
which enters the side of the brake cylinder, so that a travel of
109
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the piston past this point permits air to enter the copper pipe,
and moves the small piston. This pushes the pawl over one or
more teeth of the ratchet nut, and when the brake cylinder pressure is released, air from the small cylinder flows back through
the copper pipe to the brake cylinder and escapes to the atmosphere. A spring behind the small piston brings it back, and the
pawl which is engaged with the ratchet nut also comes back and
in so doing turns it through a small angle, thus rotating the
adjuster nut and slightly moving the end of the floating cylinder
or adjuster lever. When the small piston is back at the end of its
return stroke, the end of the pawl strikes against a lug and is
thrown out of engagement with the ratchet nut. Each movement
of the ratchet nut slightly decreases the piston travel by taking up
the slack in the brake rigging, though the adjuster remains inoperative when the cylinder piston does not pass the port leading to
the adjuster cylinder.
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184. Is there any arrangement -whereby the train crew can
apply the brake ?
A. Yes, in each passenger car there is a valve with a lever
handle which is attached to the end of a branch pipe which comes
up from the brake pipe through the floor of the car. Opening
this valve in any car permits air from the brake pipe to escape
to the atmosphere, and so applies the brake to the whole train.
When this valve is opened quickly and completely, an emergency
application of the brake takes place.

to give free exhaust for air from the brake cylinder. When it
is desired to use the retaining valve, as when the train is descending a long grade, the handles are turned to compel the exhaust
from the brake cylinder to raise this weighted valve. Air which
passes this valve reaches the atmosphere through a restricted
opening -elf inch in diameter, so that the time occupied in discharging brake cylinder pressure down to what it is intended to hold,
by the weighted valve, will be lengthened. When the retaining
valve is in operation, the engineer may release the brakes for the
purpose of recharging the auxiliary reservoirs. Air from the
brake cylinders passes out through the retaining valve, which,
as its name implies, retains 15 pounds in the brake cylinders while
the triple pistons are in the recharging position. Air at 50 pounds
pressure in the brake cylinders requires about 25 seconds to blow
down to 15 pounds through the retaining valve, and during this
time the auxiliary reservoirs have been receiving a fresh supply
of air from the brake pipe. The 15 pounds retained in the brake
cylinder maintains a certain though reduced amount of brake-shoe
pressure on the wheels, and thus prevents the wheels from becoming overheated, as well as prevents the train from attaining too
high a speed while the recharging of the reservoirs is taking place.
The brakes may be kept in this partial state of application until
full pressure is restored in the auxiliary reservoirs or not, as occasion requires. When the train has descended the grade, the retaining valves are then cut out by the train crew and normal brake
action is resumed.

185. In descending long grades where brakes must be set
for considerable periods of time, how are the auxiliary reservoirs
recharged so as to make up for losses occasioned by leaks from
the brake cylinder or the brake pipe?
A. Retaining valves are used to gradually reduce and then
hold a certain amount of pressure in the brake cylinders after the
triples valves have been moved to release position. The retaining
valve is placed at the end of a pipe which leads from the release
port of the triple valve. The handle of the retaining valve is
placed within reach of the train men. The valve consists essentially of a small cylinder or casing in which a weighted valve is
so proportioned as to require a pressure of over 15 pounds to
raise it. Ordinarily, the handle of the retaining valve is turned

186. How does the engineer manipulate the air brake
A. By means of the engineer's brake valve. This valve,
located in a convenient position in the cab, gives the engineer
complete control of the flow of air from the main reservoir and
to and from the brake pipe. There are five positions of the brake
valve handle. The first is full release position, in which the unrestricted flow of air from the main reservoir to the brake pipe
ensures the release of all brakes on the train. The second is the
running position, which is maintained when the brakes are off and
the brake pipe and the auxiliary reservoirs are being filled or are
full. In this position the flow of air to the train overcomes the
effect of small leaks. The third position is lap. In this position
all ports in the brake valve are blanked. The fourth is service
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position, and is used when brakes are gradually applied as in
regular service. The fifth position is the emergency. This is
used when it is desired to suddenly and fully apply the brakes.
187. In making a service application, what reductions in
brake pipe pressure should be made
A. For the first application between 5 to 7 pounds is considered good practice. For a second application with long trains
from 7 to 10 pounds is usually satisfactory, but the judgment of
the engineer, knowing the road and the kind of stop to be made,
must govern in each case. A total reduction of from 20 to 25
pounds will generally cause the full application of brakes.
188. When the brakes are fully set, what effect will emptying the brake pipe have ?
A. After auxiliary reservoir and brake cylinder pressure
have equalized, emptying the train pipe will not set the brakes any
harder, and there is then the possibility that pressure from the
auxiliary reservoir and brake cylinder may leak past the triple
piston or the check valve into the brake pipe and so reduce brake
power.
189. Why does a slight reduction by the engineer's brake
valve constitute an equal reduction in pressure in the brake pipe
of a long train ?
A. Because the engineer's valve is so constructed that the
engineer in making the reduction of pressure allows air to escape
from a small reservoir holding compressed air at brake pipe pressure above the equalizing discharge piston and its valve. This
valve will not reseat until the pressures on both sides of this
discharge piston are equalized. It is, therefore, apparent that
the engineer having made a certain reduction, the flow of air
from the brake pipe will continue until it has been reduced by
the amount which he discharged from above the equalizing discharge piston. A given reduction of brake pipe pressure at the
front of the train insures that amount of reduction all through
the brake pipe. It is, therefore, possible to set brakes throughout
the entire train, and the surging of air in the brake pipe toward
the front end, consequent on an exhaust from the front end,
cannot release the head-end brakes while leaving the rear brakes
applied.
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190. How is compressed air supplied to the whole brake
system ?
A. By a steam pump or air compressor situated on the
engine. The steam and air cylinders of this pump are placed one
above the other, with pistons for each attached to the same pistonrod. The pump delivers compressed air direct to the pipe leading
to the main reservoir and to the train pipe, but between the pump
and the train the engineer's brake valve is interposed, in which
a feed valve is located which keeps the pressure reaching the brake
pipe 20 pounds lower than that in the main reservoir. The excess
pressure in the main reservoir is for the purpose of insuring rapid
and positive release of brakes.
191. How is the pressure in the main reservoir and the brake
pipe maintained ?
A. There is no safety or blow-off valve for air on the air
brake system, and the pressure is maintained by the pump, which
is automatically shut off when the requisite pressure has been
reached and is automatically started when the pressure falls.
There are two methods of pump governor connection as adopted
by the Westinghouse Air Brake Company. With the more
modern, or G. 6 brake valve, the pump governor air pipe is connected to the pipe carrying main reservoir pressure. The older
style of brake valve D. 8, has the pump governor connected so as
to receive brake pipe pressure.
192. What is the object of the more modern method of pump
governor connection ?
A. With the newer method of connection the pump will not
stop until 90 pounds pressure is on the main reservoir, and that
pressure cannot be bad until the brake pipe has 70 pounds pres.
sure. With the older method the pump simply maintained the
required pressure in the brake pipe, and the excess pressure in the
main reservoir was not necessarily there under these circumstances. In mountainous regions or on level roads handling
exceptionally long trains, the pump governor is set for higher
main reservoir pressure than 90 pounds.
193. What is the high-speed brake ?
A. The high-speed brake is a method of using a higher brake
pipe and auxiliary reservoir pressure than 70 pounds. It is
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intended for use on passenger trains, and it has been found that
brake-shoes may be safely pressed against rapidly revolving wheels
with a force sufficient to skid them if revolving at slow speeds.
194. How does the high-speed brake differ from the ordinary
air brake ?
A. A brake pipe and auxiliary reservoir pressure of 110
pounds is maintained, and a high-speed automatic reducing valve
is attached with pipe leading to the brake cylinder, so that when
air at 110 pounds auxiliary reservoir pressure is introduced into
the brake cylinder the brakes set powerfully and the reducing
valve begins to blow away air until it has reduced the brake cylinder pressure to 60 pounds. The auxiliary reservoir and brake
cylinder pressures equalize in the high-speed brake at about 88
pounds. The exhaust port of the automatic high-speed reducing
valve is triangular in shape, so that comparatively rapid or slower
exhaust is obtained according to the degree of opening permitted.
II gh train speed and emergency application requires longer time
to blow down the pressure from 88 pounds to 60, while in service
application the reducing valve prevents a higher pressure than 60
pounds building up in the brake cylinders.
195. What change in the quick-action equipment is necessary
to transform it into the high-speed brake ?
A. The brake cylinders must be equipped with the high-speed
automatic reducing valve, and the engine must be equipped with a
duplex pump governor and two train line governors or old style
feed valves to provide for using either the higher or lower brake
pipe pressures. Only one diaphragm portion of the pump governor and one train line feed valve is used at a time. They are
arranged with cut-off cocks so that the high-speed brake may be
used, or the ordinary quick-action brake may be used, as desired.
196. What is the air signal system ?
A. The air signal system has replaced the bell-cord and
cab-gong as a means of communication on passenger trains between train crew and enginemen. The signal system is a separate
equipment from the air brake, consisting of a separate line of
pipe under the engine and cars and separate hose connections,
stop cocks, etc. The signal pipe is supplied with air from the
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main reservoir, but between main reservoir and signal pipe a
reducing valve is interposed so that air at about 45 pounds pressure can enter the signal pipe, and it is kept at full pressure all
the time. A small signal whistle is located in the cab, and betweeu
the whistle and the signal pipe a signal valve is placed ; the opening and closing of which, by means of the movement of a diaphragm, causes the whistle to sound. The signal pipe passing
under all the cars has an upright branch pipe carried in some
convenient location, such as beside the door. This upright pipe
terminates in a car-discharge valve, which is operated by a light
cord carried from one end of the ear to the other. The opening
of the car-discharge valve in any vehicle on the train for a brief
interval allows air to escape from the signal pipe to the atmosphere, and this causes a wave of reduced pressure to travel through
the signal pipe to the whistle valve and allows the diaphragm to
lift a moment and air under pressure to blow out of the whistle,
causing a clear sound of short duration. The stop cock at the last
hose connection on the rear car must be closed as in the brake
system, with free communication all through the rest of the train
along the signal pipe.
197. What is the high-pressure control ?
A. It is a modification of the engine equipment designed for
use on railroads having heavy grades and for handling heavily
loaded cars on down grades with a large volume of empty ear
mileage made in the opposite direction. By using the duplex
governor, 90 or 110 pounds pressure can be had on the main reservoir according as one is cut in and the other cut out, also by the use
of one of two train line feed valves a pressure of 70 or 90 pounds
can be had in the brake pipe and auxiliary reservoirs, according
as either is cut in. The brake power for freight cars is about
70 per cent of the light weight of the car, but when the cars are
fully loaded this percentage becomes considerably less, and 90
pounds per square inch may be used quite safely on the heavier
train with an increase power about 25 per cent. When a train
of heavily loaded cars has been taken down a long grade or handled
over a hilly division under 90 pounds pressure in auxiliary reservoir and brake pipe, the engine on the return trip handling empties
may be made to operate brakes under 70 pounds brake pipe pressure, with economy of steam and air and reduction of wear and
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tear, as well as securing safe and adequate brake power in each
case.
198. What is the automatic and straight air equipment ?
A. This is a separate equipment applied to the engine and
tender, and is useful on switching engines in yards because a
triple valve will not fully recharge an auxiliary reservoir between
very frequent applications. On freight trains the straight air
equipment affords a means of taking up the slack between the cars
by bunching the train up against the engine, and on long down
grades it helps to retard the motion of the train when brakes have
been released, with or without retaining valves in operation, and
while the recharging of the auxiliary reservoirs is in progress.
The straight air equipment is arranged so that air for the
engine and tender brake cylinders is taken from the main reservoir
and is passed through a reducing valve set at 45 pounds and
through a straight air brake valve before reaching them. There
is also interposed on the pipe line leading to the brake cylinders
a double check valve, the function of which is, when the straight
air is used, to prevent air from discharging through the triple
valve exhaust port, and when the ordinary automatic brake is
used it prevents air from the auxiliary reservoir escaping through
the straight air valve. There is also a safety valve on the brake
cylinder pipe, which operates to blow off any surplus pressure in
the brake cylinders of engine and tender in case the reducing
valve should have become in any way deranged and should permit
too high a presssure. The straight air equipment may be used on
engine and tender or the regular automatic brake may be used,
as occasion demands.
199. What is the Westinghouse " E T " Equipment ?
A. This is the engine and tender equipment by which brakes
on the engine and tender may be applied or released independently
of the train brakes, or the train brakes may be applied or released
independently of the engine brakes, or both engine and train
brakes may be operated together. This arrangement enables the
engineer to handle long trains very successfully, as the engine
brakes may be set while train brakes are released, thus preventing
undue shock and reducing the danger of breaking in two. The
alternation of brakes on engine and train is advantageous on long
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down grades, as the engine and tender brake, when applied, retards
the train while the auxiliary reservoirs are being recharged. The
danger of overheating the tires is also very much reduced by this

arrangement.
200. What is the object of a brake test before a train starts
from a terminal, and how is it made ?
A. The object of the test is to ascertain for a certainty that
everything connected with the air-brake and air-signal systems
is in working order before the train starts, so that defects may
be remedied and that the enginemen and train crew may be sure
that the brake is absolutely reliable. The inspection of a passenger train is begun from the rear, the inspector noticing that the
rear angle cock is shut. The inspector then opens the ear-discharge valve on the last car four times, which gives four blasts
on the air signal whistle in the cab. This is the signal, when the
train is standing, to apply brakes if they are not set, and it proves
that the signal system is in working order. After brakes have
been applied the inspector comes forward along the train and
observes that the brakes on each car are properly set and that
there is no excessive piston travel or bad leaks in the brake pipe
or hose couplings. On reaching the engine, the inspector opens
the car-discharge valve on the forward car four times, when testing a passenger train, which blows the signal whistle in the cab.
The engineer then releases brakes and the inspector should inform
the engineer that the test has proved satisfactory.
In testing a freight train, after brakes are set, one brakeman
should walk along the ground examining piston travel and looking
for leaks. The other should go over the top of the train, beginning
at the front end, and turn up the handles of the retaining valves.
When the brakemen reach the back end of the train, the engineer
should be signalled to release brakes, and both brakemen should
start forward again; the one on top of the train, after having
waited at least twenty seconds, should turn down the handles of
the retaining valves; if there is a blow of air from the retaining
valve after the handle is turned down, it is evidence that the
valve is working properly. The man on the ground should see
if the brakes release properly as soon as the retainers are turned
down. A strict account of the cars upon which the retainers and
the brakes are defective should be taken and a report made to
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the engineer and conductor, and any further information concerning the brakes, which the brakemen have been able to gain
during the inspection, should be given to engineer and conductor
while there is time to remedy defects.
The safety of life and property depends upon the proper
working of the air brakes, and in brake handling, as in all other
operations connected with train movement, nothing should be
left in doubt. In modern railroad service, with all it, manifold
responsibilities, the careless or incompetent person is a menace
to safety, and among the faithful and intelligent army of railroad
employees the Chancetaker has no legitimate place.

INDEX
PAGE

A
Acceleration, resistance due to
38
Accessories, locomotive
837
Accidents, railway, repairs of . . 7653
Adhesion and Tractive power . . To
25
Adhesion, factor of
1055
Adiabatic air compression
1056
altitude conditions
.1056
sea level .
1056
single stage
.
1o57
stage compression
1057
two stages
Aftercooters, compressed air .. . ro48
l oo
Air, circulation of
composition of
84
excess of in combustion
93
1683
expansion in heating
for combustion
go
104
loss due to excess
volume of
94
Air Brake Equipment, see Air
Brakes
1700
original form of
Air Brakes
1485
160o
air piston action
automatic
1486, 1617
B-6 feed valve
setting for pressure control . r543
brake application
1617
brake cylinders
1616
1617
brake release
brake valve, Engineer's
1492
C-6 reducing valve
1548
compression of air
1607
Boyle's law
1607
Gay-Lussac's law
r6o8
.:ontrol, double pressure
1566
dynamic friction
1565
economy of
1 568
questions on
1700
schedule U equipment
1566
special uses of
1566
1717

static friction
565
1 56114
P"
Westinghouse rule
cross compound pump
1604
eight and a half inch
606
Siamese design
1604
E-6 safety valve
1546
early inventions
1485
engineer's brake valve
1492
engineer's operation
1709
E. T. equipment
55o
advantages of
1550
equipment, high speed
1497
emergency stop
1500
reducing valve
rsoo
service stop
1503
stopping distances
1503
H-6 Automatic brake valve... 1537
high speed brakes
1495
covecoefficient of friction
1497
"K" quick-action freight triple
1550
advantages of
155 1
charging of, retarded
1557
charging position
1552
emergency position
1561
full release position
1552
full service application
1556
tap position
1556
positions of
1563
quick service application
1554
retarded release
1557
types of
5552
motorman's switch valve
1613
;5 66196
rn
Nuew
ifierYsork equipments
accelerator valve
1573
air cylinders
1593
R-3 brake
1570
B 3 H. P. schedule
1580
equi pment
1594
cBy-l4indegerui
1592
designation of system
1570
divided reservoir
1573
-

—
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1591

Air Brakes, duplex, air pump
1580
high pressure control
1587
high speed brake
high speed controller
1590
lever safety valve
1589
1581
pressure controller
1581
pump governor
quick release valve
1578
Schedule B-3—S.
1576
1572
straight air
supply portion of controller r585
valve gear
1591
No. 5 ET equipment
1 549
1517
advantages of
/527
application positions
arrangement for doubleheading
1534
1526
brake valve action
charging through distribut1520
ing valve
1549
differs from No. 5, bow ?
1518
distributing valve
1526
distributing valve action
r518
double chamber reservoir
1525
effect of leakage
emergency application
1532
1526
full release position
1531
Independent brake valve
No. 5 ET equipment
1549
1517
parts of
quick-action cylinder cap
1535
7520
service application
1523
service-lap position
1616
operating a trailer
schedule U
1564
S. F. pump governor
1543
advantages of
1545
air strainer functions
1546
check valve functions
1546
"dead engine" feature
1 545
steam-driven air compressors-150
Westinghouse single stage 1596
16o1
storage of energy
1486
straight air
automatic triple, with
1490
1701
straight, improvements
16o9
street railway
r6i t
air compressor
.162o
automatic equipment
1621
automatic stop
r616
brake cylinder
1611
compressor governor
emergency straight air brake,r6r8
1610
G. F. straight air brake
1613
motorman's brake valve
1616
mufflers
multiple unit operation
162o

release

safety features

r6x9
1622
1621
1612
1605
149 I
1488
1505
1514
1507
1513
1515
1512
1508
1511
170o
1493
1597
1597
1623
1631
1631
1631
1632
1631
1631
1631
1631
1631
1631
1623

safety handle, electric
switch and fuse, combined
tamden pump
triple valve, plain
triple valve, plain
type "L" triple valve
emergency application
full release position
graduated release
recapitulation of action
release and recharge
service applications
service lap position
questions on
valve, quick action triple
Westinghouse air pump
valve gear
Air Brake Instructions
Engine-house foremen
adjustment of brakes
air pump
air signal
brake cylinders
brake valve
draining
general instructions
pump governor
triple valves
enginemen
brakes applied from un1626
known cause
1626
braking by hand
cutting out brakes
1627
double headers
1627
1627
extra brake hose

1624
making up trains
straight air brake valve. .1625
testing brakes
1624
emergency application _1625
1625
service application
1623
general instructions
general questions regarding 1635
air brake application
1635
air signal pressure
1640
automatic brake
1636
7640
brake piston travel
1637
cocks, train pipe
four-way cocks
1636
hose couplings
1638
pressure-retaining valves
1641
164o
testing of brakes
train pipe coupling
1637
train pipe pressure

1638

triple valves

1636

inspectors
adjustment of brakes

1632
1634

Air Brakes, braking power
cylinder cleaning

PAGE

PAGE

1634
1633

method of operation
1068
Air Signal System, described
17x2
Alcohol as fuel
82
Allan valve motion
663
Allen balanced valve, the ..
635
Allfree System of Steam distribution
665
1227
Alternating currents
1227
principles of
1227
reversing motors by
1231
Alternators
1234
inductor
1237
single-phase
1232
three-phase
7232
two-phase
1036
Alititude compression
Angular advance, how got
1 364
Anthracite coal
79
15o
firing with
semi-anthracite
8o
American semi-plug piston valve 637
American tandem compound
locomotives
580
307
American pop safety valve
American water softener system 922

general instructions
graduating springs
hanging up hose
making up trains

1632
1633
1634

responsibility of

1634

repair parts

testing brakes
triple valves
special for engine repairmen
brake shoes
brake piston travel
cleaning and lubricating
examination of apparatus
train pipe pressure
special for inspectors
brake operations
cylinder cleaning
graduating spring
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1632

1634
/632
1633
1646
1647
1647
1647
1646
1647
1650
1651
1651

1651
1651
triple valve cleaning
1648
special for trainmen
165o
air signal
1648
bursted hose
1690
bursted train pipe
165o
conductor's valve
1648
cutting out brakes
165o
discharge valve
pressure-retaining valve —1649
testing brakes
'648
train broken in two
1649
special questions for enginemen
1641
1642
.
air pumps
brake application
1643
brake release
1645
emergency application
1645
operating two locomotives 1645
running on grades
1645
1644
stopping of trains
1642
train pipe pressure
1627
trainmen
1630
brake not in use
1628
brakes sticking
burst hose
1629
conductor's valve
1629
couplings frozen
1628
1629
cutting out brake
1628
detaching cars .
locomotive detaching
1628
making up trains
1627
pressure-retaining valve
x630
reporting defects
1630
testing air brakes
1627
train air signals
1630
train breaking in two
1629
Air, Compressed.
See Compressed Air
1025
Air lift system
io67

Ammeters
connections

1176

i t8o
236
Arches, brick
Irro
Armatures
drum
1112
types of
III!
1110
windings
itio
Ash dampers, regulation of
Ash-pans
248
r56
Ash-pans, cleaning of
Atlantic type of balanced compound locomotives
sgx
Atlantic type of locomotives
552
Attachments, boiler
273, 338
Automatic equipment, meaning
of
1714
Auxiliary reservoirs, recharging
of
Axle, broken

1708

driving broken
Axle, engine, broken

985, 1 661

98x, 1659
984, 1659

B
B. & 0. R. R. electric locomo1290
tives

Back pressure and compression 1681

67o
Baker-PiIliod valve gear
Balanced compound locomotives 583
advantages of four-cylinder
angularity of inside rods
Atlantic type
Baldwin, the

583
sgo
591
584

1 720
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Balanced compound locomotives,
position of cylinders
584
588
crank-axle arrangement
591
Cole four-cylinder
distribution of steam
587
Prairie type
591
suggestions for running
599
632
Balanced valves
635
Allen, the
634
Richardson, the
632
Wilson, the
Baldwin balanced compound
locomotive
584
position of cylinders
Baldwin tanden compound loco- 524
581
motives
Banking system of firing
147
Baldwin Superheater, the
950
Barnes' Skimmer
890
844
Bell ringers
233
Belpaire boiler, the
Belpaire method of supporting
221
crown sheets
of plates
405
Bituminous coal
79
148
rules for burning of
80
semi-bituminous
Block signal rules
1 333
[359
audible signals
1360
communicating signals
whistle rules
1 359
automatic block system
1348
adjuncts
1349
distant signal rules
1 350
home signal rules
7 349
code of American Railway Association
/333
controlled manual block system
1340
adjuncts
1 34 1
enginemen, rules for
1 347
home signal rules
1342
1342
signalmen, rules for
trainmen, rules for
1347
definitions
1 333
enginemen, rules for
1 339
home signals
1 334
interlocking rules
135 1
definitions
1 35 1
enginemen, rules for
1 354
repairmen, rules for
1355
1355
signalmen, rules for
trainmen, rules for
1 354
signal rules, A. R. A.
1 355
signalmen, rules for
1334
trainmen, rules for
1339
uses of signals
1369
visible signals
1 356

color signal rules
flag signal rules

hand signal rules

PAGE

PAGE

PAGE

1356
1357
ra57
1 357
98 1
313
152
16o3

Boiler, fire box side sheets, cor227
rugated
fire box steel specifications x99
264
flanges, fire box door
265
O'Connor flange
211
flat surfaces, staying of
front end construction
249
grates
241
coke
247
hard coal
244
rocking, or soft coal
24 1
wood
246
grate areas
197
heating surface
195
257
nozzle, inexhaust
250
253
254
petticoat
physical tests
202
Prairie type
235
principal parts of
193
221
radial stays
requirements of
193
review questions ..
269
safe-ends, specifications for
201
spellerized steel
seams, strength of
208
circumferential
210
shell
206
shell, construction of
206
sidekinds
sheets
212
specifications for parts
.201-06
specifications for various

wagon-top boilers
230
water tables
238
Vot t en , the
231
Boiler shop
385
boiler heads
410
cylindrical boiler
435
development of
435
domes
438
development of steam
438
equipment of
385
436
frustum, conic
joints, calking of
423
joints, riveted
414
joints, welded
412
operations in
388
plates
402
plate planing machine
394
plates, bending of
405
development of
434
drilling of
404
flanging of
410
layout of
432
power required to punch
402
telescopic
436
punching machines
394
review questions
442
riveting machines
417
pneumatic
41 9
steam
42/
rivets
422
strength of
422
testing of
423
rolls, straightening
409
shearing machines
389
shells, boiler
431
hydraulic tests of
43 1
slope-sheet
40
development of
440
tool arrangement
387
tool, expanding
430
tubes, feeding boiler
43 1
boiler
254
expanding boiler
428
Boiler shop and layout of plates
See Boiler Shop
385
Boiler tubes
200
Boilers
1 93, 339
1007
blowing out of
construction and design of
339

lamp signal rules
Blocks, broken
Blower
Blowers, uses of
lilow, how to distinguish
Blow-off apparatus, surface
889
Blow-off cock, broken
987
Blow off rock, principle of
1601"
Boiler attachments
273, 338
Boiler contents, discharge o f. . . . r6o
Boiler compounds
887
Boiler, cylindrical
435
development of
435
explosions ..
896
causes of
897
defective plates
8g8
flaws
898
fractures
898
improper treatment
899
wasting
899
prevention of
900
inspection
900
principal causes
1694
Boiler fractures, causes of
8g8
Boiler fittings
2 73, 338
Boiler fittings and attachments
273, 338
review questions
335
Boiler, galvanic action in
1007
Boiler heads
410
Boiler, hole broken in
987
Boiler, locomotive
193
arches, brick
236
ash-pans
248
Belpaire, the
233
braces, specifications for
19g
cinder trap
258
construction materials
x98
covering for
259
crown bars
218
crown sheets, supporting of
218
Belpaire method of support 221
cylinder size relations
198
dampers
249
233
diaphragm
adjustment of
253
domes
259
259
feed
steam
259
door opener, pneumatic
267
254
draft pipe
250
extension front
224
fire box
225
wide
-
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specification inspection
specification requirements.
specfication tests
stack

20 [--:66
2°
2ox-o6
201-06
257
2 57
213

breakage of
215
199
specifications for
211
staying of flat surfaces
surface inspection
201
tubes
200
causes of leaky
260
methods of setting
260
206
physical tests
repair of leaky
264
200
tubes, modern steel
tube expanders
261
tubes, iron physical tests
204
tube setting
259
tube sheets
213
tubes, specifications for spellerized steel
201
tubes, spellerized steel
200
types of
230
Vanderbilt type
235

construction details
details of construction
cylinder ends, pressure on
diagonal stays
girder stays
joints, welded
tap
riveted joints

352
352
359
357
354

360
363

362
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Boilers, rivet holes
360
rivets, gripping power of
362
shear, single and double
362
shell, the
358
stay bolts
35 2
staying fiat surfaces
355
stay tubes
353
eccentric loads
347
factor of safety
381
flues, furnace
374
Board of Trade rule
379
Lloyd's U. S. rules for
378
toot
feeding of
general remarks on
37 1
inspection of
900
joints, butt, double-riveted
368
lap and cover plate
367
lap, double-riveted
365
lap on cover plate
366
lap, single-riveted
364
butt, triple-riveted
369
two cover plates
369
materials
340, 348
cast iron
349
composition
35 1
contraction of areas
345
copper
351
elongation, ultimate
345
malleable iron
349
resilience
348
shapes of specimens
341
shearing
346
steel
349
stress, repeated
348
stretch limit, the
344
temperature effects
35 1
testing of
342
ultimate strength
345
wrought iron
348
priming of
1002
review questions
383
rivets, the
35 1
suggestions, general
374
got
testing of
testing, hydraulic
382
tubes, fire
381
furnace
374
washing of
992
Boiling, laws of
6/
Boiling point
67
broken
981
stay, for boilers
352
Board of Trade rules for flues 374
Boost ers
1546
Bourdon Gauge, the
30 1
Braces, specifications for
199
Brakes, application of
1701

PAGE

PAGE

1708
train crew, by
1701
Brake cylinders, air supply
Brake pipe, effect of emptying 1710
Brake pipe, maintaining pressure
in
171 I
Brake pipe pressure, reductions
in
1710
Brakes, air. See Air Brakes.
Brakes, release of
1702
Brake release, when completed 1703
Brake test, object ; how made
1715
Brake valve, reduction in
1710
Brass, composition of
1712
Breakdowns of engines
97 1
axle box stuck
1663
axle, broken
985, 1661
axle, driving, broken
g8r, 1659
axle, engine, broken
984, t659
blocks, broken
981
blocking piston valve
1665
blow-off cock, broken
987
boiler, hole broken in
987
bolts, broken
981
both sides disconnecting
975
castings, center, broken
983
crank-pin, broken
977, 1655
croshead, broken
977, 1656
croshead jib, broken
1656
cylinder heads, broken .976, 1655
cylinder key, lost or loose 986 1663
disabled on road
973, 1653
draw bar, broken
986, Ii5o
driving brass, broken
981
driving spring, broken....986, 1662
driving spring saddle, broken., 1662
driving spring stirrup, broken 166*
eccentric, broken
978, r657
eccentric, slipped
974
eccentric strap, broken...978, 1657
equalizers, broken .. ..... 982, 1663
.equalizer stands, broken. 983, 1662
flue, broken
989, 1664
flues, leaky
989, 1 665
985-6. 1661
frame, broken
grates, burned out or
989, 1664
broken
guides, broken
981, 1X;
guide yoke, broken
986, 1662
hanger, broken
injector, failure to prime
9
•N
injector, failure to work
link lifter, broken
982, 1658
link or pin, broken
978, 1658
982, 1658
link, spring
lubricator, failure to work.... 987
976, 1658
main rod. broken
one side disconnecting
975

Breakdowns, packing, giving out
of
977
piston, broken
977
piston-rod, broken
977. 1653
1656
piston rod gland
pony truck axle, broken
166o
pounding, causes of
973
reach rod, broken
982 1659
release valve, broken
933
remedies for
971 -90
report of repair work
-973, 1653
reverse lever, broken
166o
rocker box, broken 981, 1658
side rod, broken
976, 1654
side rod section, broken. .985, 1654
smoke-box front, broken
66
spring, back, broken
984, 1661
steam chest, broken
977, 1 653
strap, broken
976
tire, broken or loose
985
tender, water supply in
989
tender wheel, broken
985
throttle rod disconnected or
broken
984. 1658
truck bolster, broken
truck frames, broken
truck hanger, broken .. „ 983, 66
I:54i
tumbling
shaft arm,
broken
982, 1663
truck wheel, broken
984, r65g
valve and gland, broken
1. 655
valve, broken
979
valve gear derangement
974
valve rod, broken
valve scat, broken 978, 1663
valve spring, safety, broken... 989
valve stem, broken
98o,6
valve yoke, broken
1654
water glass out of order
987
water, when engine works
987
wedge bolt, broken
986
whistle stand, broken
989
IA hisiIe stem, broken
1664
Buckwheat coal
8o
Bull's-eye lubricator
322
Bushings for piston valves
636
Butt joints
368
double-riveted
368
triple-riveted
369
two cover plate ...
369
1699
By-pass valve, broken
By-pass valve, function of
Brumbo pulley
Brushes
r680
1128

C

Calcium carbonate in water

908

1723
PAGE

Calcium sulphate in water
907
Calking of riveted joints
423
Calorimeter
69
barrel
70
separating
73
throttling
71
Cannel coal
80
Cards, taking of indicator
775
Care of locomotives
991
Casting, center, broken
983
Centers, lathe; (see lathe, the)
Central power plants
46
Charcoal as fuel
81
318
Choke plugs
cleaning of
330
318
size of
Cinder stations
964
Cinder trap, locomotive
258
i 20D
Circuit breakers
1230
Circuits, electric
capacity of
1230
1230
inductance
1231
power factor
Classification of locomotives.
504
Clearance, cylinder, meaning of i6.8r
Coal
48
148
burning of bituminous
handling apparatus
957
how wasted
48
plant requirements
958
Coaling stations
957
cinder stations
964
coal handling apparatus
957
balanced two-bucket hoist 962
clam-shell bucket and trolley
method
962
crane method
961
jib-crane method
960
962
Iink-belt type
power operated
trestle
method
960
precautions in handling
964
Robbins belt type
963
trestle type of coaling
960
Williams-White method
96o
coaling from cars
960
jib-crane, with
960
coal plant requirements
958
cost of handling coal
968
grade of fuel
958
methods of handling fuel
95g
reinforced concrete stations 965
sand stations
965
weighing of coal
966
auxiliary weighing pocket 968
jib-crane and bucket method 966
overhead pocket method
968
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Coaling, weighing, trestle measuring
968
Coals
79
anthracite
79
bituminous
74
buckwheat
8o
cannel
So
coke
79
grades to use
153
lignite
8o
8o
peat
152
preparation of, for firing
semi-anthracite
So
semi-bituminous
$o
slack
8o
313
Cocks
blow-off
31 3
gauge
313
Coke
79
arches for burning 158
blast for fire
158
cleaning of fire
159
grates for burning
158
handling of
1 57
methods of firing
159
quality of
157
shaking coke fire grates
159
starting fire of
r58
use of on locomotives
1 57
Coleman system of signaling. . 1465
Cole superheater, the
947
Cole four-cylinder balanced compound locomotive
591
operation on Erie R. R
592
position of cylinders
592
Combustion
55, 83
air circulation
Poo
air for
go
atmospheric air
84
chambers
154
chemical cam omind
85
chemical symbols
86
excess of air
93
flue gas analysis
96
heat of
86
loss due to air excess ..
104
losses in
103
mechanical mixture
85
Parsons system
191
principles of
83
rate of
17
rules for burning bituminous
coal
148
systems of
189
temperature
107
volume of air
94
Combustion and fuels
79
Commutators
1 128

FAGS

Compound emergency valve,
160
broken
563
Compound locomotives
balanced compound
583
advantages of four-cylinder 583
Atlantic type
591
Cole four-cylinder
59 1
operation on Erie R. R 592
position of cylinders
592
crank-axle arrangement. .. - 588
distribution of steam
587
Prairie type
59 1
rods, inside, angularity of 590
suggestions for running
599
balanced simple engine
584
Baldwin balanced compound. 584
position of cylinders
584
cross-compound
571
decline of compound engine 563
De Glehn compound, the
600
boiler used on
603
cylinder arrangement
6o2
method of construction
602
reciprocating parts, con602
struction of
Mallet compound
28, 605, 61 r
compared with other types.. 607
615
details of
features of
605
first use of in U. S
flog
61x
on S. Pacific R R
fixo
type used on Erie R. R
object of compounding
563
operation of
616
review questions
621
Schenectady cross-compound 575
drifting position of valves 579
intercepting valve operation 576
reducing valve operation 576
starting of engine
577, 579
valve positions, running compound
577
running
valve positions,
simple
578
tandem
28
tandem compound
580
American tandem
580
Baldwin tandem
581
tractive effort for
25
two-cylinder
28, 571
572
intercepting valve
operating reducing valves
573
563
types of being built
Vaud ain four-cylinder
564
air valves
569
567
by-pass valve
565
cylinder arrangement

PAGE

Compound locomotives, function
of valve
567
operation of
569
running precautions
571
when stopped
1697
Compressed air
. 1.325
adiabatic compression . . ... .. .1055
altitude conditions
ro56
sea level
11356
single stage
1056
stage compression
1057
two Stages
1057
a f t ercoole rs
ro58
air lift system
1067
method of operation
1068
altitude compression
1036
altitude effects
1040
compressors, care of
ro45
lubrication
1045
consumption of (tables)
ro6o
D'Arcy's formula
1049
dry compressors
1031
effect of altitude
1037
formulas and tables
1054
friction losses
top
heat of compression (table) . ro26
hoists, capacity of
zo63
horse power at different altitudes
1039
horse power developed (table) 1034
1 034
intercoolers
Latta- M a r t i n displacement
pump
ro65
loss of work due to heat
( table )
ro33
lubrication
1045
per cent of work saved
(table)
1035
permanent plants
1044
power plant
1041
pressure reduction
1053
elbows, by
1053
globe valves, by
1053
tees, by
1053
pumping by
1061
receivers
1046
reheaters
1048
rules for installing machinery 1070
supplying of
1711
transmission of
1048
volume and weight (table)
ro25
volume for hoisting (table) ro58
volume of flow (table)
ro59
wet compression
1030
Compressed air locomotives.. 1073
adaptability of
1074
advantages of
1073
automatic reducing valve
1077
auxiliary reservoir
1078

care of plants
charging stations
compressor, the
cylinders, the
design of
design of plant
essential features of
frames

1725
won
ro85
1079

1 o80. 1o85
1078
ro76
1081
1074
1079
gauge of
1075
largest installation of
1086
links
ro79
main storage tanks . . . .
1•376
method of charging
1375
oiling devices
1079
pipe lines
logo
Porter reducing valve
ro78
pressures used
1076
reheating
1079
review questions
ro88
running gear
1079
sand boxes
1079
small air
ro87
stop valve, automatic
/077
Porter, the
1078
storage requirements
rat
throttle valve
1078
valves
1079
Compression in cylinder
1677
Compressors, air, care of
1045
Condensation
952
value of superheat in
952
Conditions of high efficiency.
18
Connecting rod
815
angularity of
1684
Consolidation type of locomotive Soo
Construction and design of
boilers.
See Boilers,
Construction and Des ign of
339
Consumption of fuel problem
47
Control, double pressure
1564
Control systems, electric
_ 1312
concatenations
1313
high and low voltage change. rat5
induction motor control
1312
preventive coils
13/6
secondary control
1316
series paralleling
1312
single-phase
.1315
Sprague multiple
1317
type M control
1314
unit switch system
1316
Westinghouse multiple
1313
Westinghouse single-phase . • . 13/4
Converters
1245
mercury vapor
.. . . .. .1248
rotary
1245
synchronous
1267-68

1726
Converters, starting of
types of
Corliss valve gear
Corrosion and incrustation
Barnes' skimmer
blow-off apparatus
boiler explosions
causes of
flaws
fractures
improper treatment
plate defects
wasting
prevention of
inspection
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1267
1268
1 045
879
890
889
896
897
898
898
899
898
899
900
900

1227
Currents
constant potentical regulation 1233
1227
alternating
1227
principles of
1227
reversing motor by
21
Curves
21
characteristic
designation of
31
elevation of outer rail
40
gauge of track on
39
how measured
1679
laying out of
34
length of radius (table)
32
of track and wheel base
36
radii and deflections (table). 35
resistance of
32
rules for measuring radius
33
wheel base
36
Cylinder clearance
[605
Cylinder ends, pressure on
359
Cylinder heads, broken
.976, 1035
Cylinder key, lost or loose ..986, 1663
Cylinder, vertical pattern
474
Cylinders
198
busting specifications
810
casting specifications
8to
position of
1602
size relations of
198
specification for heads
8to
Cylindrical boiler, development
of
435

character of boiler material
galvanic action
5
grooving
884
hot water filling of boilers
892
hot water washing of boilers 892
incrustation
886
boiler compounds
887
prevention of
887
impure feed-water effects
881
meaning of corrosion
883
K3
pitting
prevention of
884
maintenance, efficient
902
review questions
903
scale
88o
loss of efficiency by
88z
mechanical cleaners
895
oil preventive
889
overheating caused by
882
removing hard
894
washing out of
892
zinc preventive
888
weight of water impurities
879
Counter balancing, how done I682
Cranes improved pop safetyvalve
310
Crank pins
818
broken
977, 1655
Crosby locomotive pop safetyvalve
307
Cross-compound locomotives
57r
Schenectady, the
575
Crosshead
812
pin
815
repair of broken
977, 1656
Crown bars
218
Crown sheet, object of
1687
Crown sheets, supporting of
218
Crude oil as fuel
III
burners and methods of
use
Itt, 142
review questions
142
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D
Dampers
249
D'Arcy's compressed air formula
1049
Dead center, how found
1668
Decapod type of locomotive
526
De Glehn compound locomotive 600
boiler used on
603
cylinder arrangement
602
method of construction
602
reciprocating parts, construction of
602
Design and construction of
boilers.
See Boilers,
Construction and Design of
339
Detroit bull's-eye lubricator
3 23
Development of plates
434
Diaphram
2 53
adjustment of
253
Diagram, indicator
778
steam economy calculated 'by 778
steam quality calculated by 778
Disconnecting one side of engine 975

Pa8
139s 9725
Disconnecting, both sides
Dog charts
259
Domes
development of steam
438
259
feed
steam
259
Door opener, pneumatic 267
Draft pipe or petticoat
254
Draw bar, broken
Drilling of plates
p86, 1404
66
Driving brass, broken
981
Driving spring, broken.....p86, 1662
Driving wheel flange, cutting by.1667
Driving wheels
824
center dimensions
824
centers
.. .
828
counter balance weight
825
large and small
1711
tire dimensions
824
Driving wheel tires, wearing of 1667
Dry compressors of air
Dry pipe leak
Dynamos

1031
1669
1102, 1505

arc

1130

Current regulation
armature cores

1130

armature windings
brushes
commutators
drum armatures

electro-motive force
field magnet types
multipolar
principles of

11r 11022888
1110

1112
1108
1118
1121
1102, 1105

rating of
temperature of machinery
types of armatures
Dynamoters

h Log
'log
tut
1 1 45

E
Eccentric, broken
.978, 1657
Eccentric loads
347
Eccentric, slipped
974
Eccentric strap, broken....978, 1637
Eccentric, throw of
1683
Eccentric, wear of
1674
Eccentrics, reducing throw...
r668
Economic operation of locomotives .
17
Economy and grade conditions
46
Economy, effected by type of
engine
47
Economy of fuel
143
Economy of superheating
954
Edwards electric headlight
953
Efficiency, conditions of high
18
Eight-wheel type of locomotive 549

PAGE

Elbows.

See Light Sheet Metal
Work.

Electricity, practical
alternating currents
alternators
inductor
.
principles of
revolving field
single-phase
three-phase
two-phase
capacity of wires
circuits
capacity of
inductance

power factor
regulation of potential
resistance of
circuit breakers
circular mill system
converters

1089
/227
1232

1234
1227
1235
123i
1232
1232
1 093
1094

1230

1230

1231
1233

1094
1200

1090

copper wire properties
current
heat developed

1245
1092
1o91
1091

dynamos
armature cores

Ito8

1102

1 i to
armature windings
1128
brushes
r IA
commutators
1130
current regulation
1112
drum armatures
sio8
electro-motive force
Ii18
field magnet types
1121
multipolar
.1102, 1105
principles of
1109
rating of
temperature of machinery 1109
Nu
types of armatures
efficiency, Prony brake method i2ig
5025
electro-motive force
7169
electric power distribution
x
169
constant current systems
1171
constant potential
1172
parallel system
1173
three wire system
1200
fuses
lamps
1 147
1150
candle power
1151
efficiency
tr65
hints about arc
1156
mercury vapor
metalized filament
1153
5152
nernst, the
series incandescent
I170
tantalum, the
It 55
lighting
1 147
arc mechanisms
116o
1157
electric arc
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Electricity, lighting, vacuum tube.tr56

1236
object of
step-up, step-down
1236
1239
types of
rag/
wire gauges
1261, /288
Electric locomotives
1290
B. & 0. R. R. electric
1296
compared with steam
1310
control apparatus
1310
controller
1312
control systems
converters
1267
current collectors
1321
different kinds
12139
difficulty of changing systems 1264
electricity vs. steam
1262
1262
electrification advantages
electric traction
126
development of
1261
first use of
1290
Long Island R. R.
1274
motor trucks
1308
N. Y. Central R. R.
1291
N. Y., New Haven & Hartford R. R.
1296
New York, New Haven &
Hartford R. R. electrification
. 1275
1298
rating and capacity
review questions ..
1329
roller trolleys
1322
r278
single-phase system
1322
sliding-bow trolleys
Spokane & Inland R. R.
1282
sub-stations
1266
tests of
/297
1325
third-rail system
Toledo & Chicago R.. R.
1282
transformers
1266
traction characteristics
/262
trolley construction
1323
1321
trolleys
trolley wires
1323
types of motors
1299
types of systems
1265
alternating current
1265
1265
direct current
1321
wheel trolleys
West Jersey & Seashore R. R, 1268
Electric power, distribution of 1169
Electric Railroading. See Electric Locomotives
1261
Electric and steam systems
1262
Electric traction
1261
characteristics of
1262
development of
1261
Electrification, advantages of
1267
Electrification systems
1265
alternating current
1265

long distance transmission ... 1251
magnet, electro
1095
ampere turns
1099
compound windings
1127
designs of
nor
field excitation
1122
field of force
1104
laminated cores
1 102
other uses of
1T0I
permeability
1098
series windings
1124
shunt winding
1123
uses of
1095
magnetic induction
1096
magnetism
togs
dynamo magnets
Imo
magnetic laws
1099
instruments
nstruments
'176
ammeters
1176
volt meters
1176
watt meter
1183
motors
1133
alternating current ...1143, 1239
boosters
1146
direct current
1143
dvnamotors
1145
efficiency of
1215
finding efficiency of
1216
generators
1145
induction
methods of reversing
1144'11122239
methods of testing
14
7
series wound
1138
speed conditions
1137
speed regulation
1137
starting connections
1221
street car
/138
synchronous
1243
1133
theory of action
variable speed
1140
where to be used
1142
Ohm's law
to80
power
1093
railing systems
1250
recording instruments .
118r
resistance
••1090
review questions
.1257
rules for resistance
tom
storage battery
1204
switch boards
1192
alternating current
.1203
arc lighting
1202
high tension switches
1203
switches
1197
transformers
1236
cooling of
.1239
method of connecting
1237

!

4
127 5

Psas
E

Electrification, low pressure

129
B. & 0. electric R. R
126
direct current
Long Island R. R.
1291
N. Y. Central R. R
N. Y., New Haven & Hartford R R.
1275, 1296
1285
poly-phase system
single-phase current system 1278
single-phase frequency

single-phase motors
signle-phase system
advantages
application of
disadvantages
single-phase voltage
sub-stations
alternating current
Spokane & Inland R R.
Systems compound
Toledo & Chicago R R.

[280

r280
1279
1279
1279, 1282

1279
1280
1266
[266
1282
1286
1282
transfome
1286

transmission lines
singletransformer station,
12,81
phase
1265
types of
West Jersey & Seashore R. R 1268
Elevating rail on curves
40
Emergency action, plain triple
valve 1703
Emergency valve, sticking of r6g8
Emergency application, long
trains
1704
Emergency application, what it
secures
1705
63
Energy, mechanical and heat
Energy, waste of in operation 44
Energy waste in yard
50
Engineer, duty of
999
46
Engineering, improvement in
17
Engineering, locomotive
problems of economic opera17
tion
Engineers and firemens Dorn's. tfpo-7
Engine breakdowns and remedy
for
Engine disabled on road .973-9,7116-9°
53
Engine, drifting, how to run...1676
Engine parts and running gear.. 795
connecting rod
815
crank
818
812
cross-head
812
815
pin
cylinder, the
796
Sio
bushing specifications
countesbore of
798
cocks
799
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head specifications ..
810
lagging
8o1
parts of
797
relief valves
&xi
sizes of
797
cylinder castings
8ro
specifications for
8ro
packing ring specifications
810
pistons
802
packings
803
snap rings
804
piston rods
805
review questions
835
rod brasses, adjustment of
819
steam chest specifications
Sro
stuffing-box, the
806
packing material
807
valve bushing specifications
810
wedges, setting up
819
Engine running, points on
999
attaining speed
moo
blowing out boilers
1007
care in engine house
roog
causes of priming
1002
economy of steam
MOT
engine inspection
999
engine tools
999
engineer, duty of
999
feeding the boiler
root
laying up engine
tong
making long stops ..
1007
preparing to start
999
preparing to stop
/006
priming of boilers
1002
remedy for priming
1002
running at night
ioo6
running in cold weather
zoo6
running precautions
z004
starting the engine
1000
switch engine running
1007
two-engine running
tool
Engine. See Locomotives
Engines
536
drilling
536
economic type of
47
heat
123
shunting
536
switching
536
Engine, single-acting, meaning
of
1674
Engine, shipping of
1666
Engine tests, how made
786
Equalizers, broken
1663
Equalizer stands, broken-983, 1662
Expanders, tube 261
Expansion of heat
58
Expansion of water
59
Expenses, operating
44
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Exhaust pipe and smoke stark., 1689
Explosions of boilers
8g6

starting train fire
153
smoke prevention
154
152
smoke reduction
148
spreading system
starting preparations
1 55
Fittings, boiler
273, 338
fire-box door
264
O'Connor fire door
265
Flanging of plates
410
Flues
374, 989
broken
.989, 1664
furnace
• 374
leaky
989. 1665,1668
plain
378
board of Trade rule
379
Lloyd's rules for
378
Force, tractive
21
Fractures, boiler, causes of.
878
Frame, broken
985-6, 1661
Friction, rolling
31
Frustum, conic
436
Fuel
79
cost of
44
cost of handling
968
crude oil as
III
for superheating
77
grade to use
958
methods of handling
959
balanced two-bucket hoist. 962
clam-shell and trolley method 962
crane method
96/
jib-crane method of
960
link-belt method
962
power-operated trestle type 960
Robbins belt method
963
trestle type of coaling
960
Williams-White method
960
mixtures of
85
problem of consumption
47
Fuel consumption
47
Fuel economy
1 43
combustion chambers
154
firing with anthracite
iso
largest steam production
147
economy, review questions.
r•
saving possibilities
1 4.3
Fuel economy and locomotive
firing
/43
Fuel oil, heat value
1688
Fuel question, importance of
44
Fuels
79
82
alcohol
anthracite coal firing
rya
charcoal
St
chemical compound
85
coal
79
anthracite
79

F

Factor of adhesion
25
Factors for determining horse
power
27
Feed-stems
328
328
cleaning of
Feed water heaters
933
Gaines, the
935
review questions
940
Trevithick, the
934
Feed water, importance of good 907
224
Fire-box
224
construction of
corrugated side sheets
227
door flanges
264
structure of
224
wide
225
Fire-box construction of
224
corrugated side sheets
227
wide
225
Fire-box steel, specifications for 199
Fire-door flange
265
Firemen, locomotive
143
duties of
149, 1 697
duties of at stops
1 48
education of
144
instruction of
144
instructions on C. & N. R. R 16o
relation to the public
1 57
R. R. instructions to
1 53
qualifications of
143
Firing a locomotive
1 43
anthracite coal firing
15o
ash-pan cleaning
156
at end of run
1 49
B. & 0. instructions
1 54
banking system
147
blower, uses of
152
coal, grade used
1 53
combustion chambers
1 54
difficulties of
151.
Don't for engineers and firemen
160 7
exhaust devices
1 54
fire, starting of
145
first requirements
146
furnace door opening
156
grates, when to be shaken
156
largest steam production
147
liquid fuel, with
151
method of
155
preparation of coal
152
preparing to start
145
-
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bituminous
buckwheat
cannel
coke
grade to use
lignite
peat
semi-anthracite
semi-bituminous
slack
handling of
quality of
uses of
composition of
firing with liquid
gaseous
liquid
crude oil
preetrsoseld

of
treatment of special
wood
Fuels and combustion
review questions
Fuel saving by water softening
Fuses
Fusible plugs
Fusion, latent heat of

79
So
So
79
1 53
80
80
8o
841
80
1 57
157
1 57
84
151
82
82
81
81
82
83

143
156
81
81
79
109

916
1200

303
6o

Gaines feed water heater
935
Galvanic action, corrosion due
to
885
io15
Ganz Steam Motor Car
Gas apparatus, construction of
97
Gas, flue, analysis of
Gaseous fuels
82
Gasoline as fuel
82
Gasoline locomotives
46
Gauge of railway track
41
Gauge of track on curves
39
Gauges
Soo
Bourdon, the
301
m

steam
water
Geared locomotives
Girder stays
Gooch valve motion

302
300

3 14
557
354
663
30
G
Grra d e s conditions and economy 46
Grade resistance
30
Graphite, as a lubricator
317
Grates
241

PAGE
areas of
197
burned out or broken....98g, 1604
coke
247
hard coal
244
relation of areas
198
shaking of coke fire
1 59
slope of
1693
soft coal or rocking
24 1
when to be shaken
156
wood
246
Grease cup, action of
i69i
Grooving
884
Guide yoke, broken
981 , 1 657
Guides, broken
981, 1665
H

Heating surface
1 7, 1 95
size relations of
198
weight per square foot of
26
Heat of combustion
86
Hackworth valve motion
664
Hail electro-gas signals
1 453
advantages of
1 453
Hall revolving signal
1387
Hancock locomotive inspirator 290
Hand-holes
315
Hanger, broken
986, 1662
Hauling capacity of locomotives 29
Headlights
847
acetylene
849
Edwards electric
• 853
electric
851
types of
852
electric suggestions ..
860
failures of electric
864
focussing suggestions
861
objections to electric
864
oil
849
Pyle electric
857
Schroeder electric
86o
types of
849
Heat
55
absolute zero
64
amount utilized
45
boiling point
67
calorimeter measurement
. 69 - 73
change of state
59
combustion
55
engines
63
expansion of
58
fuel for superheating
77
heat of vaporization
67
how wasted
48
latent heat of fusion
60
latent of steam
6g
losses in combustion
103

INDEX.
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61
Heat, laws of boiling
56
measurement of
mechanical energy
63
73
Napier's law of steam flow
nature of
55
properties of saturated steam C43
69
quality of steam
review questions
78
saturated steam
69
solidification
59
sources of
55
specific
58
66
steam generation
superheated steam
69, 76
67
total in steam
62
transfer of
unit of
57
values of heating substances 56
6o
vaporization
water expansion
59
water the best fluid
65
zero, absolute
64
Heaters, feed water
933
High-pressure control, meaning
1713
of
High-speed brake, described . . . 171:
High-speed locomotives
28
Hints on locomotive engineering_i653

Horse-power, indicated
computation of
Horse-power, locomotives
factors which determine

738
746
19
27

I
46
Improvements in engineering
Impurities in boiler water
907
Incrustation
886
bIow-off apparatus
889
boiler compounds
887
oil preventive
889
prevention of
887
maintenance, efficient
902
zinc preventive
888
Incrustation and Corrosion. See
Corrosion and Incrustation
879
Indicator, steam engine
717
attaching the indicator
756
Brumbo pulley arrangement 763
cards, taking of
775
continuous indicator
754
diagram, hypothetical
724
steam economy calculated by 778
steam quality calculated by 778
diagram taking
723
diagrams, actual
726

INDEX.
PAGE

engine tests
786
horse-power, computation of 746
horse-power, indicated
738
indicator valve
71 7
invention of
719
lead of admission
728
locomotive reducing motions. 791
pantograph, the
722
pantograph, uses of ..
761
planimeter, use of
742
review questions
793
slide rule, computing by
748
springs
765
standard form of
721
stroke events
729
stroke reducing mechanisms 759
valve setting
732
Increasers. traction
26
Injector, failure to prime
988
Injectors
277
causes of failures
299
essential parts of
283
failures of,
298, 988, 1 696
hints before connecting
297
lifting
282
little giant locomotive
289
Metropolitan lomomotive
285
operation of
286
repairing of
287
monitor, the
288
non-lifting
282
operating princ;nles... 155. 277, 1686
points on operation
296
remedy for troubles
299
Seller's self-acting
283
sizes of
283
starting an
297
stopping of .
297
things to be remembered
298
types in general use
283
types of
282
valves
296
Instructions, Air Brake.
See
Air Brake Instructions.
Inspection of boilers
900
Inspirators
290
Instruments, electric
1176
electric measuring
1176
1176
ammeters
integrating wattmeter
1188
recording electric
1181
volt meters
1176
1183
wattmeter
Intercepting valve
576
operation of
576
Intercepting valve, Schenectady
compound
576

PAGE
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277
Lever
reverse
277
277
throttle
operation of reverse
1 55
operation of throttle
155
1147
Lighting
3
arc
. 11 47
arc lamp
1147
Jib-crane coaling from cars.... 96o
electric arc
1157
362, 364
joints
regulating mechanisms
116o
butt
368
incandescent
/ 147
double-riveted
368
incandescent lamp
1147
triple-riveted
369
vacuum tube
1156
two-cover plates
369 Light locomotives
556
calking of riveted
374 Lignite
So
cross
444 Light sheet metal work
467-5
03
Tap, double-riveted
365
boot pattern
485
lap, single-riveted
364
coal
hod,
open
top
498
riveted
362, 364. 4 1 4
conductor head pattern
647
forms of
364
elbows
468
welded
4 12
patterns, development of ..467-503
Joints, welded
360
vertical cylinder pattern
474
Journals, pressure on
1671 Link
or pin broken
978, 1658
Joy valve motion
664 Link lifter, broken
982, 1658
Link, sprung
982, 1658
1678
Links, hooked up, effect of
X
Liquid fuels
81, 1 IT
firing of
151
Kennicott water softener system 927
Little giant loco injector
289
Lloyd's U. S. rules for plain
L
flues
378
of locomotives, maximum 43
I.amps
334, 11 47 Load
347
•• 1147 Loads, eccentric
arc
837
practical hints
1165 Locomotive accessories
844
bell ringers
candle power
1150
double and triple sanders
844
efficiency
tisr
headlights
847
incandescent .,
1147
acetylene
849
construction of
1147
Edwards electric
853
1156
mercury vapor
electric
851
tnetalized filament
1155
types of
852
Nernst, the
1152
failures of electric
series incandescent
1170
864
focussing suggestions
861
steam gauge
334
objections to electric
tantalum, the
1155
864
oil
water gauge
849
334
Pyle electric
Lap joint
857
364
Schroeder electric
86o
double-riveted
365, 367
types of
one cover plate
366
849
review questions
865
364
single-riveted
suggestions as to electric
86o
Lap, meaning of
363.
862
suggestions to engineers
Latent heat, meaning of
1674
suggestions to round-house
Latent heat of fusion
60
862
Latta-Martin displacement pump ro65
men
track-sanding apparatus
Layout of plates
837
385, 432
review questions
See
442 Locomotive Boiler, the.
Lead, amount of
Boiler, locomotive
1670
1 93
269
definition of
363
review questions
Intercepting valve, sticking of.. , z6o7
581
tandem compound
1700
working of
1034
Inter coolers
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Locomotive Coaling Stations.
See Coaling Stations... 957
970
review questions
Locomotive engineering
17
review questions
52
problems of economic opera17
tion
Locomotive engineering, hints
1653
on
1653
accidents, repairs of
1700
air brakes
1700
questions on
1665
miscellaneous questions
Locomotive firing
143
15o
anthracite coal firing
ifio
ash dampers, regulation of
158
arches for burning coke
ash-pan cleaning
156
B. & 0. instructions
154
banking system
147
i58
blast for coke fire
152
blower, uses of
coke, handling of
157
quality of
157
coke-burning grates
i58
coke fire, cleaning of
159
coke, how to be used
1 57
combustion chambers
154
difficulties of
r51
Don'ts for engineers and firemen
16o-7
duties of fireman
149
exhaust devices
154
firing at end of run
149
firemen's duties at stops
148
firemen's education
144
firemen's instructions, C. & N.
R. R.
16o
firemen's relation to public
157
firemen's qualifications
first firing requirements
/IV
furnace door opening
156
grade of coal used
153
grates, shaking of
156
injector, operation of
155
instructing firemen
144
instructions to firemen
153
largest steam production
147
liquid fuel firing
15i
method of .
155
methods of firing coke
159
preparing coat
152
preparing starting fire
153
preparing to start
145
reporting defects
157
reverse lever operation
155
review questions
168

shaking coke fire grates
159
/54
smoke prevention
152
smoke reduction at starting
148
spreading system
158
starting coke fire
starting the fire
145
starting preparations.
155, 1 59
throttle lever operation
155
treatment of special fuels
156
Locomotive firing and fuel
economy
143
Locomotive reducing motions
791
Locomotive running. See Engine running, points on
82o
Locomotive running gear
Locomotives
adhesion
19
.
563
compound
engineering improvements
46
expenses, operating
44
factor of adhesion
25
fuel cost
44
fuel question, importance of 44
future of
29
gasoline
46
hauling capacity of
29
high efficiency conditions
18
high-speed
28
horse power of
19
factors which determine
27
load of, maximum
43
Mallet compound
28
maximum speed of
43
power developed
18
problems of economic operation
17
resistance of
27
single-expansion
27
slow-speed
28
speed of
43
tandem compound
28
traction increasers
26
tractive force
21
effective
23
tractive power
19
two-cylinder compound
28
types of
504
waste of energy in operating. 44
Locomotives, care and inspection
of
991
boiler feeding
996
brakes
995
broken stay bolts
993
crank pins
994
cross-head guides
994
fire-box, examination of
991
gauge cocks
994

Locomotives, grate bars
993
injector, the
995
inspection of round-house
997
internal corrosion
992
laying up the engine
998
oil cups
995
piston packing
994
running precautions . ........ 997
safety valve
993
sand box
996
smoke-box, cleaning of
993
starting an engine
996
stopping an engine
997
testing boilers
991
throttle valve
.
993
valve gear
994
washing boilers
g92
water glass
994
water tanks
996
wheels
995
Locomotive,
classification
of
(table)
504
Locomotives, Compound. See Compound Locomotives ..— 563
Locomotives, Compressed Air.
See Compressed Air
Locomotives
.
1073
Locomotives, electric
1261
Locomotives, pounding of
1671
Locomotive tenders and water
scoops
867
Locomotive, theoretical efficiency /673
Locomotives, types of
505
American Loc. Co.'s classification
505
Atlantic type
552
Baldwin's designation
505
Consolidation type
509
Decapod type
526
drilling engines
536
eight-wheel type
549
freight locomotives
507
geared locomotives
557
light locomotives
556
Mallet anticulated compound ..511
Mallet and Consolidation compared
512
Mallet compound, advantages
of
518
Mallet compound on B. & 0
R R.
514
Mallet compound on Great
Northern R. R.
523
Mikado
e529
Mogul type
531
Pacific type
540
radial truck, inside bear-
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ings
544
radial truck, outside bearings
544
trailing trucks for
54.3
passenger locomotives
540
Prairie type, passenger
545
Prairie type, freight
533
rack locomotives
558
review questions
560
526
Santa Fe type
536
shunting engines
Locomotives, switching engines 536
ten-wheel type
529
twelve-wheel type
523
Long distance power transmis1251
sion
Long Island R. R. electrification
1274
316
Lubrication
care of
327
graphite as lubricant
317
principles of
317
316
selecting the oil
327
with superheated steam
316
Lubricators
arrangement of piping
328
blowing out
330
322
bull's-eye
care of lubrication
327
care of on sidings
329
causes of feed irregularities 329
changes in construction
317
choke plugs, cleaning of
330
cleaning feed stems
328
Detroit bull's-eye
.. 323
directions for application ..... 325
directions for operation
326
directions for use
326
don't forgets, as to
331
equalizing feature
318
force feed
333
Nathan bull's-eye .
324
directions for application
325
oil impurities
330
pointers in
331
refusal of to work
987
328
shutting off before filling
316, 32o
sight-feed
sight feeds, cleaning of
330
when to start
331

M
Machinery of boiler shop
Magnesia carbonate in water
Magnesium sulphate in water
Magnet, electro

385
go8
go8
7095
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ampere-turns
1099
compound windings . .
1127
designs of
run
field excitation
1122
fields of force
1.104
other uses of
trot
permeability
1098
series windings
1124
shunt winding
1123
types of field
1118
uses of
1095
Magnetism
1095
dynamo magnets .....
r roo
magnetic induction
1096
magnetic laws
1099
Main rod, broken
976, 1658
Mallet compound locomotive
28, 511, 605, 61i
advantages of
518
compared with other types 607
details of
615
features of
605
first use of in U. S.
609
on B. & O. R. R.
5 14
on Erie R. R.
5 19
on Great Northern R. R
523
on S. Pacific R. R.
611
type used on Erie R. R
610
Materials for boilers
34o
area, contraction of
345
cast iron
349
composition
35 1
copper
35 1
elongation, ultimate
345
malleable iron
349
repeated stress
348
resilience
348
rivets, the
351
shearing
346
specimens of shapes
34 1
steel
349
stretch limit, the
344
temperature effects
35 1
testing of
342
ultimate strength
345
wrought iron
348
Measurement of heat
56
Mechanical energy and heat
63
Mechanical energy, storage of 1695
Mechanical stokers, review questions
192
Mechanical
Stokers.
See
Stokers, Mechanical
171
Metal, heavy sheet
451
practical problems in
45 1
Metal work, light sheet....467, 503
Metropolitan locomotive injector 285
Magnet,

286
operation of
287
repairing of
Metal work, sheet
443
. 14345
Meyer cut-off valve gear
Mikado type of locomotive
5 29
logo
Mil system, circular
Modern Air Brake Equipments.
See Air Brakes.
Mogul type of locomotive
53 1
Monitor injector, the
288
Motor Cars. See Railway Motor
Cars
rot 1
Motors
1133. 1299
alternating current .
1143, 1 239
alternating current reversing-1127
boosters
1146
direct current
1 143
dynamotors
1145
1215
efficiency of
1308
electric motor trucks
.1305
factors of choice
finding efficiency of
_ • ,1216
1306
geared and gearless
venerators
•.
11 45
induction
.1144, 1239
methods of reversing
1227
methods of testing
1214
operation on different circuits t to3
series type, torque of
1302
series wound
1138
128o
single-phase
advantages of
.1302
r3o3
construction of
1302
disadvantages of
1301
singIe-phase circuits
power factor
1301
speed conditions
1137
1242
speed regulation
I221
starting connections
street car
.1138
1144, 1243
synchronous ...
1244
starting of
theory of action
1133
1304
three-phase induction
types for R. R. service
1290
1299
series type
characteristics
130o
1300
single-phase
variable speed
11 40
114.2
where to be used
1616
Mufflers ..

N
Napier's law of steam flow
73
Nathan bull's-eye lubricator
324
directions for application .... 325

1152
Nernst lamps
257
Netting, uses on stack
New York air brake equipments 1569
25o
Nozzle, exhaust
cleaning of
253
1291
N. Y. Central electrification
N. York, N. Haven and Hartford R. R. electrifi.1275, 1296
cation
0

O'Connor fire-door flange
Ohm's law, electric
Oil
as scale preventive
crude as fuel
burners and method of

265

1089
316
889
111

III, 142
use
1581
Galena, how made
impurities in
330
1674
proper allowance of
selection of
316
size of drops
1693
valve, qualities of
1681
Operation, problems of economic 17

P
Pacific type of locomotives
540
radial truck, inside bearings. 5.44
radial truck, outside bearings. 544
trailing trucks for
543
807
Packing
giving out of
977
.1672
locating blow in
material
807
807, 1673
metallic
Holmes
807
Trojan
808
rings
809
defective
1672
specifications for
810
steam valve blow
1672
Packing ring specifications ...... 8ro
Pantograph, the
722
uses of
761
Passenger locomotives
540
Patterns, development of
446
Peat
Bo
Petrol as fuel
82
Petticoat or draft pipe
254
Petticoat pipes
255
setting of
2 55
Pipe, dry
273
Piping, arrangement of
328
Pipes
273
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care of overflow
294
dry, leaky
300
steam
273
leaky
300
suction, care of
295
Piston, broken
977
Piston rod, broken
977, 1653
Pistons
802
packings
803
rods
8o5
snap rings
804
stuffing box
806
packing material
807
Piston travel
1706
adjustment of
1706
amount of
1705
effect of
.1706
lengths of
1707
Piston valves
636
advantages of
642
American semi-plug
637
bushing material
642
bushings
636
description of
1688
diameter of
641
disadvantages of
642
lubrication of
641
packing
641
packing ring material
642
setting of
644
Pitting
883
Pittsburgh water softener system
924
Plain triple valve
r6M
making sensitive
1703
Planimeter, construction and uses 742
Plants, central power
46
Plate planing machines
394
Plates, boiler
s. 385
bending of
405
development of
434
drilling of
404
flanging of
410
power required to punch
402
straightening rolls
409
telescopic
436
layout of
385, 432
Plugs, choke
318
size of
318
Plugs, fusible
303
Pneumatic door opener
267
Points on Engine running. See
Engine running, points
on
999
review questions
tom
Polyphase current systems
1285
Porter reducing valve
1078
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1078
Porter stop valve
Pounding, causes of
973
Pounding, engine, in drifting 1682
1671
Pounding of locomotives
Power developed by locomotives /8
Power plants, central
46
Power plants, compressed air —1041
1044
permanent plants
19
Power, tractive
Power transmission, electric.— — 125s
1251
long distance
49
Power, waste of
/189
Practical electricity
review questions . /257
Prairie type of balanced compound locomotives
591
235
Prairie type of boiler
Prairie type of locomotive
533
freight
53.1
passenger
545
83
Pressed fuels
Pressure, application to brake
1705
rigging
Pressure, basis of calculation . /705
Pressure, effective, finding of 1675
Pressure, effective, meaning of 1676
22
Pressure, mean effective
Pressures, regulations for re1702
lease
1002
Priming of boilers
1002
causes of
1685
meaning of
1002
remedy for
Problems of economic operation 17
fuel question, the
44
grade conditions
46
grade resistance
30
17
heating surface
18
high efficiency conditions
18
power developed
17
rate of combustion
52
review questions
21
tractive force
types of engine
47
waste of energy
44
47
Problem of fuel consumption
Prone brake efficiency method 1219
1673
Pulley blocks, kind to use
Pumping by compressed air
soot
Pump governor connection, ob1711
ject of
Pump, Latta-Martin displace1065
ment
Punching machines
394
Punching of plates
402
Pyle electric headlight
8.57

Q
1703
Quick-action cylinder cap
1552
Quick-action freight triple
Quick-action freight triple, type
1563
K
positions of
1563
Quick-action emergency valve,
working of
1704
Quick-action equipment, change
in
1712
Quick release valve
1578
Quick service application
1554

R
Rack locomotives
558
Railroading. electric
...
taut
Railroading, Electric. See Electric locomotives
1261
Railway motor cars
1011
development abroad
1020
types of
Jos i
compound superheated
steam
/os6
Ganz car
1014
Ganz steam motor
/ors
gasoline
sort
gasoline-electric
1012
steam
1013
Railway systems, single-phase I250
Railway water softening
pH
Rate of combustion
17
Ratio of fuel and operating
costs
44
Reach rod, broken
982, 1669
Receivers, compressed air
/046
Reducing mechanism, deranged r6g8
Reflectors
849
Reheaters. compressed air
IV
Reinforced concrete stations
05
030, 1 654
Release valve, broken
Remedy -for engine break-downs 971
Repair work, reporting of, .f)73, 1653
Resistance due to acceleration.. 38
Resistance of locomotives 27
Review questions.
boiler fittings and attachments 335
boiler shop
442
boiler, locomotive
269
compound locomotives
62r
compressed air locomotives ..1o88
construction of boilers
383
corrosion and incrustation
903
crude oil as fuel
142
design of boilers
383
.
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Review questions, engine parts
and running gear
835
1257
electric railroading
electric locomotives
1 329
feed water heaters
940
109
fuels and combustion
fuel economy
168
heat
78
layout of plates
442
locomotive accessories
865
locomotive boiler, the
269
locomotive coaling stations 970
locomotive engineering
50
locomotive firing
168
locomotives, types of
560
mechanical stokers
192
points on engine running
1010
1257
practical electricity
signals and signal systems _1482
steam engine indicator
793
192
stokers, mechanical
types of locomotives
560
678
valves and valve gear
716
Walschaert valve gear
water softening
93 1
water supply
931
Richardson balanced valve, the 634
Richardson safety valve
305
Rivet holes
360
Riveting machines
417
pneumatic
4 19
steam, the
421
Riveted joints
.364, 4 14
calking of
423
Rivets
362, 422
gripping power of
362
422
strength of
testing of
423
Rivets for boilers
351
Road, time wasted on
49
Rocker arm, broken —978, 981, 1658
Rocker box, broken 981, 1658
Robbins belt type of coaling.... 963
Rolling friction 31
Rolls, straightening
409
Roundhouse time waste
49
Rules for block signals
1333
Running an Engine. See Engine, running, points on
Running gear, locomotive
82o
axles, engine truck
834
driving-boxes
832
driving wheels
824
centers
828
center dimensions
824
counterbalance weight
825
tire dimensions
824

frames
830
pilot
832
springs
831
tire shrinkage allowance
827
trucks
820
truck wheels
827
Running gear and Engine parts
See Engine parts and
running gear 795

Safe ends
201
spellerized steel .
201
spellerized steel specifications 201
Safety valves
305
Crane
310
Richardson
305
rules for
311
size of
311
Sanding of rail
1697
Sand stations
96
Sante Fe type of locomotive 526
Scale
880
loss of efficiency by
1.1/
mechanical cleaners
895
oil preventive
889
overheating caused by
882
prevention of
902
removing hard
894
washing out of
892
zinc preventive
888
Schenectady cross-compound engine
575
drifting position of valves
579
intercepting valve operation
576
reducing valve operation
576
starting the engine
579
starting of
577
valve, broken shell of
1099
valve positions running compound
577
valve positions running simple 578
Schmidt superheater. the
946
Schroeder electric headlight
86o
Scoops, water
867, 877
and
Seaming
wiring
445
Seam, boiler
208
circumferential
210
Sellers self-acting injector
283
Settling-tank capacity
9 13
Shearing machines .
389
Shear, single and double
362
Sheet metal work
443
cross joints
444
pattern development
446
practical problems in
451
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Sheet metal work, seaming and
wiring
445
shop tools
443
wiring and seaming
445
Sheet metal work, light. See
Light Sheet Metal Work 467
Shell, boiler, construction of.2o6, 358
Shell of valve, broken thoo
Shells, boiler
43 1
hydraulic tests of
431
Shop, boiler
385
1677
Shrinkage, amount allowed
1676
Side play, practice in
Side rod, broken
976, 1654
1682
Side rods in tram
Side rod section, broken...985, 1655
212
Side sheets, material of
318
Sight feed lubricator
322
bull's eye
327, 329
care of
328, 330
cleaning of
Detroit
3 22
326
directions for use of
318, 1686
principle of
320, 324
Nathan
1869
Signal systems
1426
approach locking
1436
automatic block system
principles of operation
1437
types of
1 437
with storage batteries
1444
automatic electro-pneumatic
system
1 449
automatic stops
1 454
batteries for installation
1474
Edison batteries
1476
Gordon battery
1475
gravity batteries
/474
....-1476
storage batteries
block indicators
1 48 1
,•.1372, 1373
block signals
development of
1 373
road using
1373
1426
check locking
Coleman system
1465
definition of terms
1375
advance signal
1 375
automatic block
1 379
block section
1 375
block signal
1375
caution indications
1379
caution signals
1376
clear indications
1379
clear signal .
1377
controlled manual block. —1379
danger indications
1379
disc signals
1385
distant signal
1376

distant switch signal
1 377
dwarf signal
1377
electric train staff
1 379
false signals
1381
home signals
1 375
manual block
1 378
normal clear
1380
normal danger
138o
permissive block signals
1376
semaphore signals
1381
three-position block
1 377
disc signals
1385
advantages of
1385
disadvantages of
1385
dog charts
1392
electric interlocking ....1399, 1478
Federal Co.'s method
1400
storage batteries for
1478
Union Switch Co.'s method r400
electric train staff system
1427
ad vantages of
1431
control of signals
1 435
development of
1428
permissive features
Union Switch and Signal
Co.
143/
electric motor semaphore system
1438
electro-gas signals
1450
el ectr o-pn eumat ic interlocking.r 414
Hall electro-gas system
1453
advantages of
1453
Hall revolving
t 387
interlocking machines
1 390
interlocking signals
1 390
requirements of
1 390
locking charts
1 395
low-pressure pneumatic interlocking
.r42o
Signal Co.'s method
r42o
manual block
1389
N. Y. Central & Hudson R
R. R. system
1469
power interlocking
1 396
systems of
1 398
power operated signals
1423
review questions
1 482
Semaphore interlocking
1 395
Semaphore signals
1381
signal circuits
1 455
signal motors
1439
signal relays
1455
single-track automatic
1 472
overlap
r473
staff signaling
1427
storage batteries
1 478
installation of
1 478
mercury rectifiers
1 478
switch indicator
1 479

PAGE
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tubes
203
Specifications for seamless tubes 205
Specifications for steel safe ends 201
Specifications for steel tubes
201
Speed of lomomotives
43
200
Spellerized steel
Spellerized steel, safe-ends
201
tubes
201
Splitting wedge, effect of
1692
Spokane & Inland R. R. electrifi1282
cation
Sprague multiple electric controI 1317
148
Spreading system of firing
994, 166i
Spring, back, broken
Springs, indicator
765
257
Stack, locomotive
Starting valve, deranged ... — 1699
Stations for coaling
07
213, 352
Staybolts
215
breakage of
broken
993
199
specifications for
....211,
355
Staying of flat surfaces
Stays, diagonal
357
22r
Stays, radial
Stay tubes for boilers
353
Steam
66
soot
economic use of
generation of
66
latent heat of
69
Napier's law of flow
73
pounds per horse-power
io7i
properties of saturated
68
quality of
69
saturated
69
superheated
69, 76, 32 7
for locomotives
94 1
fuel for
77
generation of
944
hauling capacity with
944
lubrication with
327
properties of
94 1
total heat in
67
waste of
49
water in
69
Steam chest, broken
997, 1653
Steam chest specifications
8zo
Steam Engine Indicator. See
Indicator, Steam Engine 7 1 7
review questions
793
Steam gauges
300
"light" or "heavy"
1684
pressure shown
1677
Steam pipe joints, making of —1667
Steam production, largest
Specifatonsrldw Steam ports, covered
3672
steel tubes
205 Steam portc. length of
1688
Specification for iron boiler
spellerized
200

Signal systems, track circuit
1424
locking
track circuits
1 45 6
alternating current
1 460
batteries for
1 459
elements affecting
1457
insulated joints
1 458
reliability of
1 457
single and double rail
1 463
track relay
1458
voltage and length
1 459
1481
track indicator
train describer
148 1
train order systems
147 1
1471
telegraph systems
top-mast motor mechanism —1439
advantages of
1439
Signal systems, operation of.. 1443
Signals. See Signal Systems.
Silica in water
909
27
Single-expansion locomotives
Single-phase current system
1278
1279, 1282
application of
advantages and disadvantages.1279
1280
frequency of
r2.8o
motors
1281
sub-station comparison
1281
transformer stations
1280
voltage of
Single-phase railway systems 125o
1287
'Single-phase roads
1287
power stations
1705
Skidding, prevention of
So
Slack
Slack adjuster, description of. i7o7
Slide rule, computing by
748
Slope-sheet
440
development of
440
28
Slow-speed locomotives
Smoke-box, effect of bad joints 1689
154
Smoke prevention
152
Smoke reduction
1689
Smoke stack and exhaust
1689
Smoke stack, effect of size
Sodium carbonate in water
909
911
Softening water
compound required
9 14
fuel saving by
916
methods of
9 19
Softeners, water
911
912
continuous system
912
intermittent system
911
types of
920
We-Fu-Go system
Specific gravity, meaning of . . . • too i
Specific heat
58
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Stevenson valve motion
646
arrangement of parts
646
649
link motion
radius of link
649
Stokers, mechanical
171
Crosby mechanical
181
Hayden mechanical
1 73
189
other combustion systems
Parsons combustion system 191
171
requirements of
192
review questions
172
saving due to
187
Strouse stoker, the
172
types of
185
Victor mechanical
1204
Storage battery, electric
1214
care of
1206
care of cells
1204
cell troubles
1207
charging cells
1207
chloride cells
1210
methods of charging
1212
rating of
1204
use of
1209
voltage of cells
1610
Straight air brake
equipment, meaning of
1714
1610
G. E. type
1700
working of
Strap, eccentric, broken ...978, 1657
Stroke reducing mechanisms
759
Stuffing-box, the
8o6
packing material
807
Suction pipes, care of
295
Superheat
952
value in condensation
95 2
Superheated steam
941
engines
955
maintenance of
955
operation of
955
952
condensation
generation of
944
hauling capacity with
944
lubrication when using
95 1
properties of ...
941
952
superheat
952
value in condensation
superheaters
943
Baldwin, the
95o
Cole, the
947
experience with
95 1
forms of
944
operation of
954
requirements of
943
Schmidt, the
946
Vaughan-Horsey, the
949
superheating
954

954
tubes
953
cleaning of
953
repair of defective
953
Superheater
943
Superheater engines
955
maintenance of
955
operations of
955
Baldwin, the
950
Cole, the
947
experience in the
95 1
forms of
944
operation of
954
requirements of
943
Schmidt, the
946
Vaughan-Horsey, the
949
Superheating, economy of
954
Surfaces, flat, staying of . ..211, 355
Switchboards
1192
alternating current
1203
arc lighting
1202
high-tension switches
1203
Switches
1197
economy of

T

Tandem compound locomotives
28, 580
American tandem
580
Baldwin tandem
581
Tanks, settling, capacity of
913
Temperature and heat, difference
of
1680
Temperature, effect of on metals 351
Temperature of combustion
107
Tenders, locomotive
867
bearings and axles
870
brakes
873
frames
873
tanks
873
capacity of
875
trucks
872
water supply in
989
wheel, broken
985
Ten-wheel type of locomotive 529
Testing of boilers, hydraulic
382
Tests of boiler shells, hydraulic 431
Testing water for impurities
909
Third rail electric system
1325
bonds
1327
shoes
/327
Throttle, leaky
300, TW
Throttle fever
277
Throttle rod, disconnected or
broken
.984, 1658
Throttle valve
274
making of
1670

PAGE
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276
Throttle, stem
Tire, broken or loose
935
Toledo & Chicago R R. electrifi1282
cation
430
Tool, expanding
shop
443
Track, gauge of
41
Track-sanding apparatus
837
844
double and triple sanders
1236
Transformers
1239
cooling of
1237
method of connecting
1236
object of
1236
step-up, step-down
1239
types of
Transmission, compressed air 1048
1286
Transmission lines
26
Traction increasers
Tractive effort for compound
25
engines
21
Tractive force
23
effective
21
how determined
/9
Tractive power and adhesion
Tractive power, friction of
1679
934
Trevithick feed water heater
1701
Triple valve, operation of
1323
Trolley construction
1323
Trolley wires
1321
Trolley
catenany construction
1324
1322
roller
1322
sliding-bow
1321
wheel
Troubles from impure water
gm
Truck hanger, broken
983, 1661
Trucks, locomotive
820
tender
872
827
Truck wheels
984, 1659
broken
827
tire shrinkage
261
Tube expanders
200, 425
Tubes
boiler
200, 425
beading of
431
causes of leaky
26o
cleaning of
953
cold drawn steel specifications 205
expanding boiler
428
fire
381
furnace
374
methods of setting
26o
modern steel boiler
200
repair of detective .... ... 953
repair of leaky
264
star, for boilers
353
setting of
259
.

sheets
213
specification for iron
203
spellerized steel specifications 201
Tumbling shaft arm, broken.982, 1663
Twelve-wheel type of locomotive 523
Two-cylinder compound locomotives
28, 571
intercepting valve
572
573
reducing valve operation
Types of boilers
230
Belpa i re, the
233
Prairie, the
235
235
Vanderbilt, the
230
wagon-top, the
231
Wooten, the
Types of Locomotives. See
locomotives, types of 505
560
review questions
U

Union Switch & Signal Co.14c0, 1431
electric interlocking system 1400
electro-pneumatic interlocking
system
1414
143r
train staff, system of
Unit of heat
57
V
Valve, broken
979
Valve bushing specifications
8io
Valve gear and valves
623
Valve gear, derangement of
974
Valve gear diagrams
627
628
lap and lead diagram
627
Zeuner diagram
Valve gear, Walschaert. See
Walschaert valve gear .b
ifit
Valve, movement of
Valve rod, broken
Valve seat, broken
978. 1663
Valve setting
732
Valve spring, safety broken
989
Valve travel, long, effect or
1077
Valve travel, short, effect of
1677
Valve yoke, broken
g8o
Valves
274, 305
air
569
American pop safety
307
by-pass
567
check, care of
295
Crane's improved pop safety 310
Crosby locomotive pop safety 307
function of
567
injector
296
intercepting
572
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Valves, intercepting, operation of 576
reducing, operation of
576
relief
Boo
repair of leaky
309
Richardson safety
305
safety
305
size of safety
311
throttle
274
stem
276
Valves and valve gear
623
672
accidents to
623
admission
angular advance
625
accidents to broken slide valve 672
link block pin, broken
673
673
link saddle-pin, broken
pistons, blows through
674
rocker arm, broken
673
rod, eccentric, broken
673
673
slipped eccentric
672
stem, broken
673
strap, eccentric, broken
valves, blows through
674
yoke, broken
672
Baker-Pilliod gear
670
balanced valves
632
635
Allen, the
Richardson, the
634
Wilson, the
632
change of dimension effects 627
compression
624
cut-off
624
eccentic blades, length of 650
eccentricity
626
exhaust
624
expansion 624
general questions for engineers 674
lap
625
effect of
626
lap and lead diagram
628
effects of
627
lead
626
link hanger
651
newer types of gear
665
old types of valve gear
663
over travel
625
piston valves
636
advantages of
642
American semi-plug
637
bushings
636
bushing material
642
diameter of
641
disadvantages of
642
lubrication of
641
packing
64 1
packing ring material
642
setting of
644

reach rod, length of .. ...... 65r
624
release
678
review questions
rocker arm back-set
651
653
setting of valves
626
slide-valve function
665
steam distribution
Allfree system
665
stem and yoke
651
throw of eccentric
650
travel of valve
650
valve motions
645
valve gear diagrams
627
Zeuner diagram
627
Allan, the
663
Gooch, the
663
Hackworth, the
664
joy, the
664
link, radius of
649
link, Stevenson
649
Stevenson motion
645. 646
valve travel
625
Young arrangement, the
66g
Vanderbilt boiler, the
235
four-cylinder cornVauclain
pound locomotive
564
air valves
5 69
by-pass valve
567
cylinder arrangement
565
function of valve
567
operation of
569
precautions in running
57 1
Vaughan-Horsey superheater. 949
Vaporization
6o
heat of
61
Voltmeters
1176
connections
1179

Wagon-top boiler, the
Walschaert valve gear
accessibility
bracing the frame
breakdown and repairs
crankpin, broken
disconnecting radius rod
eccentric rod, broken
lap and lead lever, broken
link-block, broken
link, broken
main rod, broken
radius-rod, broken
steam valve, broken
valve stem, broken
constant lead
advantages of

230
681
685
686
712
713
714
714
713
713
713
714
713

713
713
686
686

description of
directness of
direct motion

PAGE
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687
685
694

magnesia carbonate
908
magnesium sulphate
908
silica
909
sodium carbonate
9439
sodium chloride
peg
physical changes in
1077
precipitation, time of
953
testing for impurities
909
time for precipitation
913
troubles from impure gra
settling-tank capacity
913
911
softeners for
922
American sy stem
912
continuous system
912
intermittent system
Kennicott system
927
Pittsburg system
924
911
types of
92o
We-Fu-Go system
911
softening of
916
benefits of
compound required
914
976
fuel saving by
methods of
9 19
supply of
905
tanks
905
weight of impurities in
879
Water-brake, described .....
t573
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i675

6g6
eccentric crank, position of
eccentric rod
69 1
economy of
684
for Consolidation type locomotive
703
for Mogul type locomotive 703
for Pacific type locomotive.
702
fundamental principles ...
682
Helmholtz modification
705
hooking up
692
indirect motion
694
instructions for erecting
697
instructions for setting valves 697
instructions for valve adjustment
750
link arrangement
687
link fulcrum, location of
696
link, suspension point
692
link, radius of
692
method of laying out
694
operation of
686
proportions of parts
68g
radius bar arrangement
69 1
radius rod, the
696
reasons for American use
684
Reuleaux diagrams
705
reversing motion
692
review questions
716
types of
698
valve adjusting, a n o t h e r
method
711
valve motions compared
681
wear
685
weight, saving of
685
Zeuner diagrams
705
Wastes
47
coal waste
48
energy waste
50
fundamental
47
heat waste
48
power waste
49
time waste
49
variable
47
waste of steam
49
Water
905
effects of impure feed
88t
expansion of
59
foaming conditions of
.. t665
good feed, importance of
907
hot, for filling boilers .
892
hot, for washing boilers
892
impurities in boiler

calcium carbonate
calcium sulphate
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Water gauge

314

Water-glass out of order
Water level, sinking of

987
i68o

Water-glass,broken

1697

16o6
Water level, registry of
Water scoops, locomotive...867, 877
Water softening
review questions
Water supply
review questions
Water tables
Water, when engine works

905
931
905
931
238, 239
987

Wattmeter, the
1183
1 192
insulation resistance
1r88
integrating
1189
reading of
resistance measurement ..... Argo
Wedge bolt, broken 9 86
We-FuGowatrsfnigy92o
tem
412
Welded joints
Weighing of coal for locomotives
966
methods of
966
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968
overhead pocket method
jib-crane and bucket method 966
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968
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1030
Wheel base and track curves
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Whistle, locomotive
312
Whistle stand, broken
489
Williams-White method of coaling
960
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632
Wire gauges
1091

Wiring and seaming
445
W. Jersey & Seashore R. R.
1268
electrification
85
Wood as fuel
231
Wooten boiler, the
Y

Yard waste of energy

50

Z

Zero, absolute
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